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TRADE IN SERVICES

FRIDAY, MAY 14, 1982

U.S. SENATE, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, JOINT MEETING OF
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V. Roth, Jr.,
presiding.

Present: Senators Roth, Chafee, and Moynihan.
[The committee press release, the bills S. 2051, S. 2058 the de-

scription of these bills by the Joint Committee on Taxation, and
the prepared statement of Senator Moynihan and Hon. David
Glickman, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury follow:]

[Press Release No. 82-127]

PRESS RELEASE OF THE U.S. SENATE, COMMIrrEE ON FINANCE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

(For Immediate Release, April 22, 1982)

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEES SET HEARING ON S. 2058 AND S. 2051, TWO BILLS RELATING TO
TRADE IN SERVICES

Senator John C. Danforth (R., Mo.), Chairman of the Suixommittee on Interna-
tiozal Trade, and Senator Bob Packwood, (R., Oreg.), Chairman of the Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance, an-
nounced today that the Subcommittees will hold a hearing on S. 2058 and S. 2051,
two bills relating to trade in services, on Friday, May 14, 1982. -

The hearing will begin at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

Further background.-S. 2058, introduced by Senators Roth, Chafee, and Inouye,
seeks to establish as a trade negotiating objective of the United States the reduction
or elimination of barriers to trade in services. Further, it seeks to improve and to
coordinate better consideration of service sector issues within the Federal Govern-
ment. Finally, it seeks "to provide for consideration of the access accorded to United
States service sector industries in foreign markets in fashioning United States poli-
cies affecting access to the United States market of foreign funds and suppliers,"
and "to clarify the application of provisions of United States laws to trade in serv-
ices."

S. 2051, introduced by Senators Danforth, Moynihan, Bentsen, Wallop, Mitchell,
Heinz, Symms, Cohen, Gorton, and Jackson, would deny the deduction of any ex-
penses of an advertisement carried by a foreign broadcast undertaking and directed
primarily to a market in the United States, if the foreign undertaking is located in
a country which denies a similar deduction for the cost of advertising in the United
States directed to that country. This "mirror" legislation was recommended by the
Administration as a response to Canadian legislation that denied such deductions to
broadcasters advertising on U.S. stations broadcasting into Canada. The recommen-
dation followed a Presidential determination under section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974 that the Canadian law is an unreasonable practice that burdens U.S. com-
merce.

(1)
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2D SESSION •

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to deny the deduction for amounts
paid or incurred for certain advertisements carried by certain foreign broad-
cut undertakings.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEBRuARY 2 (legislative day, AruNARY 25), 1982
Mr. DANFOBTH (for himself, Mr. MOYNwIAN, Mr. BENTSEN, Mr. WALLOP, Mr.

MITCHELL, Mr. HEINZ, Mr. SYMMS, Mr. COHEN, Mr. OORTON, and Mr.
JACKSON) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to deny the

deduction for amounts paid or incurred for certain advertise-
ments carried by certain foreign broadcast undertakings.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) section 162 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

4 (relating to trade or business expenses) is amended by redes-

5 ignating subsection (i) as subsection (k) and by inserting

6 before such subsection the following new subsection:

7 "(j) CERTAiN FoR&EIGN ADVERTISING EXPENSES.-
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1 "(1) IN GENEBRAL.-No deduction shall be al-

2 lowed under subsection (a) for any expenses of an ad-

3 vertisement carried by a foreign broadcast undertaking

4 ind directed primarily to a market-in the United

5 States. This paragraph shall apply only to foreign

6 broadcast undertakings located in a country which

7 denies a similar deduction for the cost of advertising di-

8 rected primarily to a market in that foreign country

9 when placed with a United Ftates broadcast undertak-

10 ing.

11 "(2) BROADCAST UNDERTAKING. -For purposes

12 of paragraph (1), the term 'broadcast undertaking' in-

13 eludes (but is not limited to) radio and television sta-

14 tions."

15 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

16 to taxable years beginning after the date of the enactment of

17 this Act.
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97TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION S.205°

To promote foreign trade in services, and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEBRUARY 3 (legislative day, JANuARY 25), 1982
Mr. ROTH (for himself, Mr. CHArgE, and Mr. INourYE) introduced the following

bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To promote foreign trade in services, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Trade in Services Act of

5 1982".

6 SEC. 2. FINDINGS; PURPOSE.

7 (a) MINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-

8 (1) the United States economy is predominantly a

9 service economy as approximately 70 percent of the

10 United States labor force is employed in producing

11 services and approximately 67 pe-rcent of the gross na-

12 tional product is generated by services;
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1 (2) many service industries require highly skilled

2 and trained workers and employ advanced technology"

3 which enhances the international competitiveness of

4 the United States economy;

5 (3) productivity in the service sector increased by

6 20 percent from 1967 to 1979 and as such increase is

7 far more than the productivity gains registered in the

8 goods producing sector, such increase helped restrain

9 inflation;

10 (4) in 1980, according to official United States

11 balance-of-payments statistics, the United States

12 earned a surplus of more than $36,000,000,000 in the

13 services account in contrast to the merchandise trade

14 deficit of $25,000,000,000 (c.i.f.);

15 (5) the United States is the world's largest trader

16 of international services, accounting for approximately

17 20 percent of such international trade in 1980, but this

18 share represents a decline from recent years;

19 (6) barriers to, and other distortions of, interna-

20 tional trade in services, including barriers to the estab-

21 lishment and operation of United States companies in

22 foreign markets, have had a serious and negative

23 impact on the growth of United States service sector

24 exports;

8 26818
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1 (7) such barriers are likely to increase unless the

2 United States and its trading partners take prompt

3 action to negotiate their reduction or elimination and to

4 develop effective international rules governing trade in

5 services; and

6 (8) trade in services is an important issue for

7 international negotiations and deserves priority in the

8 attention of governments, international agencies, nego-

9 tiators, and the private sector.

10 (b) PuiPOSEa.-The purposes of this Act are-

11 (1) to encourage the expansion of international

12 trade in services through the negotiation of agree-

13 ments, both bilateral and multilateral, that reduce or

14 eliminate barriers to, and other distortions of, interna-

15 tional trade in services (including barriers to the right

16 of establishment and operation of service enterprises in

17 foreign markets) and tht strengthen the international

18 rules governing trade in services;

19 (2) to fully integrate service sector trade issues

20 into overall United States economic and trade policy;

21 (3) to provide for effective coordination of services

22 sector trade policy within the Federal Government;

23 (4) to encourage consultation and cooperation

24 among United States Government agencies, between

25 the United States and State and local governments,

8 " I8
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1 and between the United States Government and the

2 private sector;

3 (5) to provide for consideration of the access ac-

4 corded to United States'service sector industries in for-

5 eign markets in fashioning United States policies af-

6 fecting access to the United States market of foreign

7 funds and suppliers of services; and

8 (6) to clarify the application of provisions of

9 United States trade laws to trade in services.

10 SEC. 3. NEGOTIATION OF INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS CON.

11 CERNING TRADE IN SERVICES.

12 (a) NEGOTIATING OhEcTrVs.-Chapter 1 of title 1 of

13 the Trade Act of f974 is amended by inserting immediately

14 after section 104 the following new section:

15 "SEC. 104A. NEGOTIATING OBJECTIVES WITH RESPECT TO

16 TRADE IN SERVICES.

17 "(a) Principal United States negotiating objectives

18 under sections 101 and 102 shall be to-

19 "(1) reduce or eliminate barriers to United States

20 service sector trade in foreign markets, including the

21 right of establishment and operation in such markets;

22 "(2) modify or eliminate practices which distort

23 international trade in services; and

24 "(3) develop internationally agreed rules, includ-

25 ing dispute settlement procedures, which are consistent

S 2068 is
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1 with the commercial policies of the United States and

2 which will help ensure open international trade in

3 services.

4 "(b) As a means of achieving the negotiating objectives

5 set forth in subsection (a), the United States Trade Repre-

6 sentative shall-

7 "(1) in any negotiation under section 101 or 102

8 concerning barriers to, or other distortions of, interna-

9 tional trade in services, pay particular attention to the

10 interests that the States may have in such a negotia-

11 tion and consult regularly with representatives of State

12 governments concerning negotiating developments;

13 "(2) not enter into any negotiation involving a

14 service sector over which the States have regulatory

15 responsibility unless he has developed negotiating ob-

16 jectives for such negotiation in consultation with repre-

17 sentatives of State governments; and

18 "(3) with respect to the service sector advisory

19 committees established under subsections (b) and (c) of

20 section 134-

21 "(A) inform such committees of prospective

22 trade negotiations under section 101 or 102,

23 "(B) consult with such committees and de-

24 velop negotiating objectives prior to entering into

25 such negotiations, and

8 208 Is
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1 "(C) during the course of any such negotia-

2 tions, consult with the committees concerning ne-

3 gotiating developments.

4 "(c) In carrying out its duties under this section, the

5 United States Trade Representative shall consult with the

6 Committee on Finance of the Senate, the Committee on

7 Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, and other

8 interested committees of the Congress concerning-

9 "(1) efforts to promote international negotiations

10 on trade in services, and

11 "(2) the strategies and specific negotiating objec-

12 tives of the United States in such negotiations, devel-

13 opments in the course of such negotiations, and the

14 manner in which any agreements concluded are to be

15 implemented.

16 "(d) For purposes of this section-

17 "(1) the term 'services' has the meaning given

18 such term by section 301(d)(3), and

19 "(2) the term 'barriers to, or other distortions of,

20 international trade in services' includes, but is not lim-

21 ited to-

22 "(A) barriers to the right of establishment in

23 foreign markets, and

24 "(B) restrictions on the operation of enter-

25 prises in foreign markets, including-

8 08 1
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1 "(i) direct or indirect restrictions on the

2 transfer of information into, or out of, the

3 country or instrumentality concerned, and

4 "(ii) restrictions on the use of data proc-

5 essing facilities within or outside of such

6 country or instrumentality.".

7 (b) REPORT TO CoNoBEss.-Not later than 45 days

8 after the date of the enactment of this Act, the United States

9 Trade Representative shall present to the Committee on Fi-

10 nance of the Senate, the Committee on Ways and Means of

11 the House of Representatives, and-other interested commit-

12 tees of the Congress-

13 (1) a proposed work program concerning interna-

14 tional negotiations on. services for the following 12-

15 month period; and

16 (2) a detailed analysis of the negotiating interests

17 of the United States in specific service sectors.

18 (c) CoNFoRiaNo AMENDENT.-The table of sections

19 for chapter 1 of title. I of the Trade Act of 1974 is amended

20 by inerting after the item relating to section 104 the follow-

21 ing new item:

"See. 104A. Negotiating objectives with respect to trade in serv-
ices.".

85 0818
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1 SEC. 4. REMOVAL OF UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES IN SERVICE

2 SECTOR TRADE.

3 (a) DEFINITION OF SEEvicEs.-Section 301(d) of the

4 Trade Act of 1974 is amended by adding at the end thereof

5 the following new paragraph:

6 "(3) SERVICES DEFINED.-The term 'services'

7 means economic outputs which are not tangible goods

8 or structures, including, but not limited to-

9 "(A) transportation, communications, retail

10 and wholesale trade, advertising, construction,

11 design and engineering, utilities, finance, insur-

12 ance, real estate, professional services, entertain-

13 ment, and tourism, and

14 "(B) overseas investments which are neces-

15 sary for the export and sale of the services de-

16 scribed in subparagraph (A).".

17 (b) SUPPLIERS OF SERVICES To BE INCLUDED.-

18 (1) IN GENERAL.-Subsections (a) and (b) of sec-

19 tion 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411)

20 are each amended by inserting "(or suppliers thereof)"

21 after "services".

22 (2) CONSULTATIONS WITH APPROPRIATE AGEN-

23 CIES, ET.-Subsection (d) of section 301 of the Trade

24 Act of 1974, as amended by subsection (a), is amended

25 by adding at the end thereof the following new para-

26 graph:

8 2058 IS
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1 "(4) SPECIAL RULES FOR SUPPLIERS OF SERV-

2 ICES.-

3 "(A) SUPPLIER OF SERVICE DEFLNED.-For

4 purposes of this section, the term 'supplier of

5 services' includes any person wh6 provides serv-

6 ices and-

7 "(i) whose principal place of business is

8 in a foreign country, or

9 "(ii) who is owned by a foreign person.

10 "(B) CONSULTATION WITH APPROPRIATE

11 AOENCIEs. -Before the President takes action

12 under this section to impose fees or other restric-

13 tions on services (or suppliers thereof), the United

14 States Trade Representative shall, if such services

15 are subject to regulation by any other Federal

16 agency-or-by-any State, consult with the appro-

17 private Federal or State official with respect to

18 such action.".

19 SEC. 5. INTERAGENCY COORDINATION OF SERVICE SECTOR

20 TRADE POLICY.

21 - (a) COORDINATION OF UNITED STATES POLICIES.-

22 The United States Trade Representative, through the Trade

23 Policy Committee and its subcommittees, shall develop, and

24 coordinate the implementation of, United States policies con-

25 cerning trade in services.

5 2058 IS
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1 (b) FEDERAL AGENCIES.-In order to encourage effec-

2 tive development and coordination of United States policy on

8 trade in services, each Federal agency responsible for the

4 regulation of any service sector industry shall advise the

5 United States Trade Representative of pending matters with

6 respect to which-

7 (1) the treatment afforded United States service

8 sector interests in foreign markets, or

9 (2) allegations of unfair practices by foreign gov-

10 ernments or companies in a service sector,

11 have been raised, and shall consult with the United States

12 Trade Representative prior to the disposition of such matters.

1.3 (c) SERVICES INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.-

14 The Secretary of Commerce is authorized to establish in the

15 Department of Commerce a service industries development

16 program in order to-

17 (1) promote the competitiveness of United States

18 service firms and American employees through appro-

19 priate economic policies;

20 (2) promote actively the use and sale of United

21 States services abroad and develop trade opportunities

22 for United States service firms;

23 (3) develop a data base for policymaking pertain-

24 ing to services;

97-220 0-82--2
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1 (4) collect and analyze information pertaining to

2 the international operations and competitiveness of the

3 United States service industries;

4 (5) analyze-

5 (A) United States regulation of service indus-

6 tries;

7 (B) tax treatment of services, with particular

8 emphasis on the effect of United States taxation

9 on the international competitiveness of United

10 States firms and exports;-

11 (C) antitrust policies as they affect the corn-

12- petitiveness of United States firms;

13 (D) treatment of services in commercial and

14 noncommercial agreements of the United States;

15 and

16 (E) adequacy of current United States financ-

17 ing and export promotion programs;

18 (6) provide staff support for negotiations on serv-

19 ice-related issues by the United States Trade Repre-

20 sentative and the domestic implementation of service-

21 related agreements;

22 (7) collect such statistical information on the do-

23 mestic service sector as may be necessary for the de-

24 velopment of governmental policies toward the service

25 sector;

8 "" IS
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1 (8) conduct sectoral studies of domestic service

2 industries;

8 (9) collect comparative international information

4 on service industries and policies of foreign govern-

5 meDts toward services;

6 (10) develop policies to strengthen the competi-

7 tiveness of domestic service industries relative to for-

8 eign firms;

9 (11) conduct a program of research and analysis

10 of service-related issues and problems, including fore-

11 casts and industrial strategies; and

12 (12) provide statistical, analytical, and policy in-

13 formation to State and local governments and service

14 industries.

15 (d) INFORMATION TO STATE8.-Except as otherwise

16 provided by law, the United States Trade Representative and

17 the Secretary of Commerce shall provide to State govern-

18- ments such advice, assistance, and information concerning

19 United States policies on international trade in services as

20 such governments might request.

5 3056 is
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1 SEC. 6. CONSIDERATION BY UNITED STATES REGULATORY

2 AUTHORITIES OF MARKET ACCESS ACCORDED

3 BY FOREIGN COUNTRIES TO UNITED STATES

4 SERVICE SECTOR INDUSTRIES.

5 (a) SENSE OF CONGRESS.-It is the sense of the Con-

6 gress that regulatory authorities in the United States with

7 responsibility for regulation of a service sector should, in de-

8 veloping their policies concerning the access of foreign sup-

9 pliers to the United States market, take into account the

10 extent to which United States suppliers are accorded access

11 to foreign markets in such service sector.

12 (b) FEDERAL AGENCIES.-To the extent not otherwise

13 required by law or regulation, whenever any agency of the

14 Federal Government which has responsibility for regulation

15 of a service sector is considering any rule, regulation, or deci-

16 sion which may affect the access of any foreign supplier or

17 suppliers to the United States market, such agency shall-

18 (1) take into account information presented to it

19 by any interested party concerning the market access

20 in such service sector accorded to United States suppli-

21 ers in the home market or markets of the foreign sup-

22 plier or suppliers which may be so affected; and

23 (2) in taking any action with regard to such rule,

24 regulation, or decision, indicate the extent to which the

25 action taken promotes fairness- in international trade

26 within the particular service sector involved.

S 2058 Is
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1 (c) ACTION BY FEDERAL AoENCIES.-Agencies of the

2 Federal Government with responsibility for service sector

3 regulation may, in consultation with the United States Trade

4 Representative as provided in section 5 of this Act, impose

5 such restrictions on the access of any foreign supplier to the

6 United States market for such service sector as may be ap-

p propriate to promote fairness in international service sector

8 trade.

9 SEC. 7. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

10 There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as

11 may be necessary to carry out the activities authorized by

12 this Act.\
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DESCRIPTION OF S. 2051

RELATING TO THE DEDUCTION OF ADVERTISING

WHICH IS CARRIED BY CERTAIN FOREIGN BROADCASTERS

SCHEDULED FOR A JOINT HEARING

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MAAGEMENT

OF THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON

MAY 14, 1982

PREPARED BY THE STAFF

OF THE

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

MAY 12, 1982
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INTRODUCTION

The Subcommittees on International Trade and on Taxation

and Debt Management of the Senate Finance Committee have

scheduled a joint hearing on May 14, 1982, on S. 2051. The

bill (introduced by Senators Danforth, Moynihan, Bentsen,

Wallop, Mitchell, Heinz, Symms, Cohen, Gorton, and Jackson)

would deny deductions for expenses paid or incurred to a

foreign broadcaster for advertising directed primarily to

United States markets if the foreign broadcaster were located

in a country that denied its taxpayers a deduction for adver-

tising directed to that country and carried by United States

broadcasters. The bill "mirrors" a Canadian provision, and

Canada is apparently the only country to which the bill would

now apply.

Part I of this document provides a summary of S. 2051.

Part II is a more detailed description of the bill, including

background, present law, issues, and effective date. Finally,

Part III is an estimate of the revenue effect of the bill.

(ii)
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I. SUMMARY

Background

In 1976, the Canadian Parliament enacted legislation
denying tax deductions for Canadian income tax purposes for
advertisements directed primarily at Canadian markets and
carried by non-Cana-dian broadcasters. Presidents Carter and
Reagan determined that this Canadian tax rule unnecessarily
burdened U.S. commerce under Section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974. Each of them suggested retaliation along the lines of
S. 2051, described below.

Present law

Ordinary and necessary advertising expenses paid or
incurred by a U.S. taxpayer in the conduct of a trade or
business are generally deductible whether incurred in the
United States or abroad. In certain limited situations,
however, tax results of foreign-related transactions depend
on the identity of the foreign nation involved. Examples of
harsher tax results include the following: Foreign persons
subject to U.S. taxation whose countries tax U.S. persons at
discriminatory rates or at rates higher than U.S. rates may
owe more taxes than they would otherwise owe (secs. 891 and
896); certain conduct by a foreign nation may make articles
produced therein ineligible for the investment tax credit in
the handsibf a U.S. purchaser (sec. 48(a)(7)); and participation
or cooperation by a country in an international boycott will
cause U.S. taxpayers who support the boycott to lose certain
tax benefits (secs. 908, 952, and 995).

S. 2051

The bill would deny deductions for expenses of advertising
primarily directed to U.S. markets and carried by a foreign
broadcaster, if the broadcaster were located in a country that
denied its taxpayers a deduction for advertising directed to its
markets and carried by a U.S. broadcaster. Although the bill
does not mention Canada by name, Canada is the only known
country to which the bill would now apply.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF S. 2051

A. Background

In 1976, the Canadian Parliament amended the Canadian
tax law to deny deductions, for purposes of computing Canadian
taxable income, for an advertisement directed primarily to a
market in Canada and broadcast by a foreign television or
radio station (Income Tax Act of Canada, sec. 19.1). This
provision, which supplemented a similar provision for print
media, became fully effective in 1977. The purpose of this
provision was to strengthen the market position of Canadian
broadcasters along the U.S.-Canadian border. The Canadian
Government officially views the tax provision as a means of
protecting the Canadian broadcast industry, whose goal is "to
safeguard, enrich and strengthen the cultural, social and
economic fabric of Canada." 1/

At the time this provision was adopted by Canada, the -

U.S. and Canada were renegotiating the income tax treaty between
the two countries. The Treasury Department negotiators raised
U.S. concerns with the Canadians, but the Canadian negotiators
apparently refused to discuss this provision. 2/

1/ Statement of Canadian Government Position Concerning
Complaint (under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974] of
U.S. Television Licensees Relating to Section 19.1 of Canadian
Income Tax Act, citing Canadian Broadcasting Act of 1968.

2/ Tax Treaties,-Hearings before the Senate Committee on
foreT---alations, 97th Cong., Ist Sess. 36 (September 24, 1981)
(testimony of John B. Chapoton, Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury for Tax Policy); Bureau of National Affairs, Daily
Report for Executives, No. 97 at G-5 (May 16, 1980) (reporting
testimony of Donald Lubick, Asiistant Secretary of the Treasury
for Tax Policy).
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After the Canadian Parliament passed the provision
denying foreign broadcasting deductions, the U.S. Senate
approved a resolution finding that the provision appeared to
inhibit commercial relations bet ,een Canadian businesses -nd
U.S. broadcasters, and asked the President to raise the issue
with the Canadian Government. 3/ In addition, some broad-
casters filed a complaint under section 301 of the Trade-Act
of 1974, 19 U.S.C. 2411(a) %2)(B). The complaint alleged that
the Canadian provision ,,as an unreasonable practice that
burdened U.S. commerce. On September 9, 1980, President
Carter determined that the provision unreasonably and unnec-
essarily burdened U.S. commerce, reported an estimate that
the Canadian provision was costing U.S. broadcasters $20,000,000
annually in lost advertising revenues, and suggested legis-
lation along the lines of this bill (S. 2051). On November 17,
1981, President Reagan sent a message to the Congress concurring
in President Carter's views. On December 24, 1981, Representative
Conable introduced H.R. 5205, a bill identical to S. 2051.

B. Present Law

Deductibility of advertising expenses

Under present law, taxpayers may generally deduct, in
computing their Federal income tax, all ordinary and necessary
expenses paid or incurred in carrying on any trade or business.
The reasonable cost of advertising, whether paid to a domestic
or foreign entity, generally qualifies as a deductible ordinary
and necessary'business expense under Code section 162.

Tax results dependent on the identity of a particular foreign
country involved

Under present law, the income tax consequences of a trans-
action involving a foreign country ordinarily do not depend on
the particular foreign country involved. However, the Internal
Revenue Code 4/ provides in a number of cases for more burdensome

3/ S. Res. 152, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 123 Cong. Rec. S14349 (1977).

4/ In addition to the Code provisions discussed in the text, the
Filateral tax treaties to which the United States is a party alter
Federal tax rules for transactions involving the U.S. and the
treaty partner in varying degrees. For instance, absent a
treaty, interest paid by a U.S. borrower is ordinarily subject
to a 30-percent withholding tax if the interest income is not
effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business of the lender.
Some treaties reduce this rate below 30 percent, while some
treaties eliminate the tax altogether.
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income tax treatment for foreign-related transactions on
the basis of the laws or policies of the particular foreign
country involved. These rules have the effect of adversely
affecting taxpayers from a particular foreign country or of
discouraging U.S. taxpayers from dealing with a particular
foreign country or its persons. 5/

Several specific Code sections allow higher taxation of
foreign taxpayers from offending countries. For example,
there are two alternative remedies that the President may
invoke against taxpayers from a foreign country that taxes
United States persons more heavily than its own citizens and
corporations. When the President makes a finding that a
foreign country's tax system discriminates against U.S. persons,
he is to double the applicable U.S. tax rate on citizens and
corporations of that foreign country (sec. 891). Alternatively,
upon a finding of intransigent discrimination against U.S.
citizens and corporations, the President is to raise U.S. tax
rates on citizens, residents, and corporations of the discrim-
inating foreign country substantially to match the discriminatory
foreign rate if he finds such an increase to be in the public
interest (sec. 896). In addition, if the President finds that
a foreign country intransigently taxes U.S. persons more heavily
than the United States taxes foreign persons, he is to increase
the U.S. tax rates on U.S.-source income of residents and
corporations of the high-tax foreign country to the pre-1967
rates if he finds such an increase to be in the public interest
(sec. 896). These provisions have apparently never been used.

Moreover, U.S. taxpayers may have to pay higher taxes
because of transactions involving certain countries. The
President, by executive order, may eliminate the investment
tax credit on articles produced in a country that engages

5/ By contrast, some tax rules favor dealings with specific
countries. For example, convention expenses incurred in
Canada or Mexico receive more favorable treatment than
similar expenses incurred in other foreign countries (sec. 274).
In addition, certain corporations formed under the laws of
Canada or Mexico will, if the U.S. parent elects, be permitted
to join in the U.S. consolidated return of their parent companies
(sec. 1504(a)). Moreover, a mutual life insurance company with
branches in Canada or Mexico may elect to defer taxation on
income of those branches until its repatriation (sec. 819A).
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in discriminatory acts or policies unjustifiably restricting
United States commerce (sec. 48(a) (7)) . 6/ The power to eliminate
the investment tax credit as a retaliatory measure was aimed
in part at a number of countries that discriminated in favor
of locally produced motion pictures. 7/

In addition, taxpayers participating in or cooperating
with an international boycott generally lose certain tax
benefits--the foreign tax credit and tax deferral under the
rules governing controlled foreign corporations and domestic
international sales corporations--allocable to their operations
in or connected with countries involved in a boycott (sec. 999).
Unlike the previously described rules, the international boycott
provisions of the Code do not necessarily require a finding or
decision by any person in the executive branch of government.
Although the Secretary of the Treasury maintains a -ist of
countries requiring participation in or cooperation with an
international boycott, the absence of a country from this list
does not necessarily mean that the country is not participating
in an international boycott.

C. Issues

The bill, S. 2051, raises the following general issues:

(1) Is it appropriate to deny tax deductions to U.S.
persons who incur ordinary and necessary business expenses
for advertising directed primarily at U.S. markets through
Canadian broadcast media?

(2) will retaliatory denial of tax deductions for use
of Canadian broadcast media to reach U.S. markets prompt
repeal of the discriminatory Canadian provision denying deduc-
tions for use of U.S. broadcast media to reach Canadian markets?

6/ This provLion has apparently never been applied. Recently,
however, Houdaille Industries of Florida sought application of
this provision. See Bureau of National Affairs, Daily Report
for Executives, No. 86 at LL-1 (May 4, 1982).

7/ See S. Rept. No. 437, 92nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1971), reprinted
in 1972-1 C.B. 559, 573-74 n. 1.
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D. Explanation of the Bill

S. 2051 would deny taxpayers any deduction for expenses
of advertising carried by a foreign broadcast undertaking and
directed primarily to a market-in the United States, but would
apply only to foreign broadcast undertakings located in a
country that denies a similar deduction for the cost of
advertising directed primarily to a market in the foreign
country when placed with a United States broadcast undertaking.
Although the only known country to which the bill would now
apply is Canada, the bill does not mention Canada by name,
and it would apply to any other country that had a tax provision
similar to Canada's.

If Canada repealed its rule of nondeductibility, the bill
would have no further application to Canada from the effective
date of the repeal. 8/ That is, on the first day that a Canadian
taxpayer could make a deductible payment to a U.S. broadcaster
for advertising directed primarily toga Canadian market, a U.S.
taxpayer could make a deductible payment to a Canadian broad-
caster for advertising directed primarily to a U.S. market.

Under the bill, the term "broadcast undertaking" includes,
but is not limited to, radio and television stations. Trans-
mission of video programming by cable would also be considered
a broadcast undertaking.

The bill would disallow deductions for foreign-placed
advertising only if the advertising were directed primarily to
a United States market. Whether advertising is primarily
directed to a United States market would be a question of
intent. Inthe event of a dispute, objective determination
of subjective intent could depend on a number of factors, which
could include the geographic range of the broadcast, the dis-
tribution of population within that geographic range, the
proximity of the advertiser's place of business to the border,
whether the purchaser of the advertised product or user of the
advertised service would ordinarily come to the advertiser's
place of business (or whether the advertiser conducted a mail-
order sales business or a mobile service business), and even
the nature of the broadcast program tie advertiser sponsored
(e.g., a sporting event featuring teams from one of the two
countries).

8/ It is, of course, unclear whether Canada would repeal its
rule in the face of this bill. The use of U.S. broadcasters
by Canadian advertisers affected by the Canadian legislation
would likely have been greater than the use of Canadian broad-
casters by U.S. advertisers who would be affected by the bill.
S. Rept. No. 402, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1977). The Canadian
Parliament may believe that Canada retains a comparative
advantage even upon enactment of the bill, and political
factors might also be important.
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The bill would automatically become effective without
any finding or action by the executive branch (although the
Secretary of the Treasury could announce those countries to
which the bill applied). The determination of the nondeductibility
of advertising expenses accordingly would be made in the first
instance by the taxpayer, who would be expected on his return
to reduce his deduction for advertising expenses by the amount
of such expenses paid or incurred to foreign broadcasters for
advertising directed primarily to U.S. markets through broad-
cast undertakings located in a discriminating country.

F. Effective Date

The provisions of the bill would apply to taxable years
beginning after the date of its enactment.

I1. REVENUE EFFECT
This bill is expected.to have no appreciable revenue

effect.
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Sen aor 1oyn1ii.r

May 14, 1982

Nr. Chairman:

It is most appropriate that today, in the midst of this

committee's deliberations on how to strengthen our trade laws so

as to proot; open markets for 13.0. service ex;portsIthat we

consider legislation intended to resolve a long-standing irritant

in U.S.-Canadian trade relations. This committee has been

exploring the road to strengthen the Executive Branch's ability

to reduce trade barriers by negotiation. The border broadcast

issue before us today provides a rare opportunity not only to

analyze the deficiencies in our trade laws in terms of an actual

case, but a real possibility of working with the President to

demonstrate that a service industry can use the Section 301

process to obtain fair access to a foreign market.

I feel a personal obligation to find a means to resolve the

border broadcast dispute this year. One of my earliest acts as a

member of the Senate was to introduce a resolution (S. res. 152,

April 26, 1977) calling on President Carter to raise the

broadcast tax discrimination issue with the Government of Canada.

The Senate passed the resolution unanimously.

At that tine 1 stated before the Senate:

The Senate in this amendment, calls upon the
President to take up this matter with the
Government of Canada in the spirit of comity
and cooperation in recognition of what is
involved is not simply a direct commercial
interest but a much larger and more important
matter of free communication between our two
countries.
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My colleague from New York, Senator Javits, in endorsing my

resolution told the Senate:

Canada has treated us, in my judgment, very
roughly in this matter. . . . We should make
it crystal clear that we do not appreciate
the idea that U.S. broadcasters should be so
blatantly discriminated against by the tax
laws of Canada.

Canada ignored the Senate then and has repeatedly refused to

negotiate on this issue. Canada has remained intransigent

throughout the nearly four years that 15 broadcast stations

(including WIVB in Buffalo and UWIY in Carthage-Watertown) have

pursued a Section 301 complaint. Two Presidential messages to

Congress nave failed to move Canaca. Private o L- to ee',i h E com-

promise on an industry-to-industry basis, put forth by the very hiqhlv

regarded Les Arries, President of WIVB, under the auspices of the

Ilational Association of Droadcastcrs, have been flatly rejected.

We have politely warned Canada in carefully measured words;

we have allowed Canada opportunity to participate in our Section

301 process through government consultations and industry

participation in two Section 301 hearings and the filing of

several sets of written comments; we even extended an olive

branch by unilaterally granting a special exemption to Canada

from restrictions on the tax deductability of the expense of

attending business conventions outside the United States.

Where has our reasonable approach taken us? Nowhere. We

have tried the cautious approach. We have offered to negotiate

toward a solution which gives adequate protection to the

97-220 0-82-3
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legitimate national cultural interests of Canada yet provides the

U.S. broadcasters--whose service the Canadian consumers demand

and by which the Canadian broadcast and cable industries

prosper--with a fair opportunity to compete in the marketplace

for compensation.

Such unremitting recalcitrance should not go unrequited.

That is why I joined the chairman of the International Trade

Subcommittee in-sponsoring the mirror legislation, S. 2051, as

recommended by President Reagan. That is why I agree with the

chairman's sentiments, expressed ucn introduction of the bill,

and reiterated today in his written statement, that the mirror

bill may require amendment. An .. ed mirror bill appears to

be the only means by which the Canadian Government will consider

opening its market to U.S. broadcast stations on an equitable

basis.

Mr. Chairman, the problem before this committee is how to

obtain sufficient leverage to back up the Section 301 finding in

the border broadcast case. I ask of this committee:

--- Of what benefit is a finding of an unfair trade

practice that burdens and restricts U.S. commerce, if that

practice remains unchanged?

-- Of what benefit is a commitment to the 301 process, if

an industry wins its case, but the offending practice

remains unchanged?

-- Of what benefit are messages to Congress by two

Presidents and the bipartisan support in both Houses, if

entry to the foreign market remains restricted?

Mr. Chairman, we can hold hearings forever about

strengthening Section 301, about reciprocity, about trade

barriers, but today we have an opportunity to support the trade

laws we enacted and solve an acknowledged and longstanding

problem. The time has come to stand up to Canada on this issue.
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STATEMENT .F DAVID G. GLICKA, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY (TAX LEGISLATION)

FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEES ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
AND TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
OP THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

MAY 14, 1981

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committees

I am pleased to have this opportunity to submit th

statement on behalf of the Department of the Treasury in support

of S. 2051, which would deny deductions under section 162 of- the

Internal Revenue Code for advertising directed primarily to U.S.

markets on certain foreign radio and television stations.

The bill is a response to a 1976 amendment to the Canadian

tax law (Bill C-58) which provided that Canadian advertisers may

not, for Canadian tax purposes, deduct costs of advertising on

foreign radio and television stations if such advertising is

directed primarily at Canadian markets.

U.S. broadcasters located close to the Canadian border have

lost many millions of dollars in advertising revenues as a result

of Bill C-58. Since enactment of that Bill, the U.S. Government

has made numerous representations to the Canadian Government,

both formal and informal, in an effort to convince Canada to

repeal or modify this discriminatory legislation. Canada has

consistently refused.

As the Committee is aware, the United States signed a new

income tax treaty with Canada in 1980. This treaty was under

negotiation for a number of years, and, since C-58 was first

announced, considerable U.S. negotiating effort was devoted to

seeking the inclusion of a provision in the treaty which would

reinstate Canadian deductions for expenses of advertising on U.S.

radio and television stations. The Canadian negotiators insisted
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that they had no author$y to override Bill C-58. Though the
policy was implemented through tax legislation, it was considered
by the Canadians to be a matter of social and cultural policy,

not tax policy, and tax policy officials were not empowered to
alter that legislation. It became clear that if the U.S.

negotiators were to insist on a repeal or modification of C-58 in
the new tax treaty there could be no treaty. During the same

period, Administration trade policy officials were also seeking,

without success, to resolve this issue.

It is now evident that the United States Government must take

action to redress the grievance. Retaliatory action is

authorized under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. That
section authorizes relief from foreign practices which violate

international rules or are unreasonable and burden or restrict

U.S. commerce. Presidents Carter and Reagan have both concluded
that the Canadian practices fall within the terms of Section 301
and have proposed the legislation before the Committee in

response to those practices. S. 2051 would directly mirror, with
respect to Canadian broadcasters, the effect of C-58 on U.S.

broadcasters. It would amend section 162 of the Internal Revenue
Code by adding a subsection denying a deduction for U.S. tax

purposes for expenses of advertising carried by a foreign
broadcast undertaking which is directed primarily to a U.S
market. The provision would apply only with respect to broadcast
undertakings, defined to include radio and television stations,

located in a foreign country that denies deductions for
advertising placed ith a U.S. broadcast undertaking directed at

a market in that foreign country.

The proposed amendment, therefore, would apply today only

with respect to Canada, and would cease to have effect if and
when Canada repeals its restriction on advertising deductions.
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Treasury believes that this bill should be enacted promptly.

This matter has gone unresolved for six years. Action now is
necessary to dispel the notion that the United States has not

been serious in the-concern it has expressed and that we will
continue to sit back and accept the Canadian action.

We do not believe, as some have suggested, that in taking

this action against Canada we would be harming our own people
(U.S. advertisers) more than Canadian broadcasters. The U.S.
markets served by the Canadian broadcasters are also served by

U.S. broadcasters. Any U.S. advertising directed at U.S. markets
can reach those markets satisfactorily through U.S. broadcasters.

By shifting any advertising they are now placing on Canadian

stations to U.S. stations, the U.S. advertisers can continue to

reach their targeted markets and their advertising expenses would
be fully deductible. The Canadian broadcasters located near the

U.S. border, however, will feel the effects of the legislation
through lost advertising revenues, and, it is hoped, will bring

pressure upon the Canadian Government for repeal or modification
of C-58.

In summary, I urge the prompt approval of S. 2051 as a clear

message to Canada that the United States finds the policies of
the Canadian Government in this regard to be totally

unacceptable.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. A very pleasant good morning to our guests.
May we have order, please.

I am constrained to inform you that the Senate was in session
until the hour of 5:30 this morning, and so we may not have as full
an attendance in the early hours as the occasion and subject would
ordinarily dictate.

I have a series of statements, first by the chairman of our sub-
committee, the distinguished Senator from Missouri, Mr. Danforth,
and at his request and with the greatest pleasure I shall read that
at the opening this morning:

[Opening statement of Senator Danforth follows:]
In our effort to fashion a comprehensive trade policy for tie United States, we are

only just beginning to move beyond the fledgling approaches to trade and services
set out in the Trade Act of 1974. In the process, we are discovering just how little
w. know about the services sector in general and trade in services in particular.

Accounting for some $40 billion in exports in 1981, the services sector constitutes
a major and growing factor in our trade picture and one that we mu- come to
terms with. In this context, I should like to commend the efforts of Senators Roth
and Chafee, who have taken the lead in attempting to track these measures in S.
2058. I commend the key leadership of Ambassador Brock and his staff at the
USTR, the United States Trade Representative, in the interests of the trade policy
of the United States and the framework for international negotiations on trade.

As I said before, if this Committee can deal with tomorrow's trade problem today
we will be ahead of the game in the years to come. We already are encountering

roWing barriers to U.S. services, as witnessed by the problem which prompted my
introduction, with Senator Moynihan, of S. 2051 on February 2nd of this year.

At the time I noted, this bill seeks to redress an unfair negative trade imbalance
affecting U.S. broadcasters. Two Pr-esidents have called for Congress to enact legisla-
tion to bring abod an end to discriminatory practice.

Together with 10 co-sponsors, including six members of this Committee, and the
13 co-sponsors of the House companion bill introduced by Congressman Barber Con-
able, I am committed to resolving the dispute expeditiously. I intend to work with
Ambassador Brock to assure that Canada recognizes the seriousness of this problem.

As I noted when I introduced S. 2051, the border broadcasting case is simple when
viewed in trade policy terms. The restrictive foreign trade practice has impacted ad-
versely on the export of a U.S. service. The foreign trade practice is a clear distor-
tion of the principle of free trade. Imposition of an offsetting barrier for the purpose
of convincing the Canadians to eliminate their restrictive trade practice is now nec-
essary.

The more difficult task before us is to identify an effective and appropriate offset-
ting barrier. The significance of this task was made clear to me when I was recently
informed by a high-ranking Canadian official that the bill as introduced will have
no impact whatsoever on the Canadian position. Clearly, we must seek a more ap-
propriate alternative if this effort is to be effective.

If we are to hope for the elimination of the Canadian practice, we must go beyond
the se.toral mirror concept incorporated in the administration's proposal to include
services which will provide a more significant incentive for the Canadians. In this
context, it appears that we should be looking for an alternative within the following
guidelines:

The impact should fall, at least in part, on the same Canadian interests that have
supported the unfair trade practice in border broadcasting;

Its potential effect on Canadian interest should be strong enough to convince the
Canadian Government that resolution of the issue is in their best interest;

Negative impact on U.S. interests should be kept to an absolute minimum;
And it should terminate as soon as the unfair trade practice is eliminated.
My staff is viewing several proposals which seem to fall within these criteria. I

expect to recommend a specific response in the near future and seek the support of
this committee.

And that, as I said, was the opening statement of Senator Dan-
forth, who is the chairman of our committee.

My distinguished colleague and friend Senator Roth is here now
and can assume the chair and, if he wishes to, present his own
statement.
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Senator RomH. Today, the subcommittee is holding hearings on
the Trade in Services Act of 1982, S. 2058, and legislation to retali-
ate against foreign unfair restrictions on U.S. broadcasting, S. 2051.
Both bills have a common goal, a common effort: To gain interna-
tional market rights and opportunities for U.S. service firms and
workers.

I feel strongly that there is a need, a strong need, for multilater-
al codes of conduct governing services and trade. Frankly, I do not
think I have to say this to the group here today, but services are
really the unsung heroes of our domestic economic and internation-
al trade picture. For example, last year, while merchandise regis-
tered a $40 billion balance of trade deficit, I am pleased to point
out that services were $41 billion in the black.

Equally important, services employ more than 54 million Ameri-
cans and account for 15 million or 87 percent of all new jobs cre-
ated over the last decade.

Despite this success and achievement, the fact is we are failing to
take adequate care of them. The Government has too often treated
services as an afterthought in U.S. domestic and international
trade law. As a result, we are beginning to see, for a number of
reasons, our international market share decline, and we are con-
cerned that the same thing could happen to services trade as hap-
pened in other areas.

Now, the Trade in Services Act is intended to reverse this trend
and hopefully move U.S. objectives for services trade and invest-
ment to center stage. Our bill calls for negotiations and, while ne-
gotiations are not expected tomorrow, it does provide the President
with a clear mandate from Congress to negotiate and retaliate,-if
necessary.

This legislation would set the stage for such negotiations by es-
tablishing a work program both here and abroad. It is critically im-
portant that we be prepared, well prepared, regarding where we
are, what our deficiencies are, and what the differing needs and re-
quirements of the services industry are.

It is important to set the stage by developing consultative mecha-
nisms with States to insure their sovereignty-a subject I will be
particularly interested in discussing with the distinguished USTR.
It will be important-to set the stage by clarifying U.S. laws to re-
taliate against unfair practices and by improving coordination on
services throughout the Government.

I strongly believe that we must pass this legislation. We need to
pass this legislation now. U.S. jobs depend on it. U.S. trade depends
upon it.

I will include, without objection, my statement in its entirety.
[The prepared statement of Senator Roth follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR. U.S.S.

HEARING ON S. 2058 AND S. 2051

The Subcommittee on International Tride will today hear

testimony on two pieces of legislation dealing with international

trade in services. The first, S. 2058, is the Trade in

Services Act of 1982 introduced by me and supported by Senators

Chafee, Inouye, Durenber-ger and Cochran. The second, S. 20S1,

introduced by Senator Danforth with ten co-sponsors, is the

so-called "mirror" bill designed to ret-aliate against foreign

unfair trade restrictions on the use of U.S. broadcasting

services.

These bills point to the same conclusions --the United

States must begin to assert its rights in international services

trade. We must develop general multilateral codes of conduct

and retaliate decisively when unfair foreign practices injure

U.S. firms and workers.

Services are the unsung heroes of our international

txade picture. While we have seen U.S. merchandise trade slide

deeper and deeper into deficit, trade in services has consistently

been in the black over the past decade. In 1981, services

industries recorded a balance of trade surplus of $41 billion,

outweighing the $40 billion shortfall in goods.- In fact, from

1930 to 1981, services exports grew from $121 billion to nearly

$140 billion, for an increase of more than 15 percent in one year.
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Moreover. services -- or "invisibIcs" -- are important

to our domestic economy, generating over half the nation's

gross domestic product and providing jobs for more than 54

million Americans. And their importance is growing. From

1970 to 1980, the United States saw a net increase of more

than 15 million jobs in the services sector, accounting for

a whopping 87 percent of the increase in job opportunities

during that ten-year period.

Despite the key role services play, however, we are

failing to recognize their importance. We are failing to take

sufficient care of U.S. services in international trade.

As a result, we are losing precious market share to

international competition. While global trade in services has

grown over the past decade at two and one-half times the pace

of world merchandise trade growth -- that is, from $85 billion

to $300 billion -- the U.S. share of that total has dropped

by 20 percent.

While some erosion is unavoidable as other countries

develop new industries, we must nevertheless guard against

wholesale losses.

Otherwise, we could see services trade go the way of

merchandise -- that is, from surplus to ever-expanding deficits.

Make no mistake; the problems faced by our services

firms are serious. U.S. airlines, for example, are restricted

from operating on an equal footing with local airlines in

Japan. U.S. insurance companies face discriminatory tax
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number of countries. U.S. accounting firms are threatened

with a European Community decision on auditors' qualifications

which could restrict their activities in that market. The

list is long and growing.

Yet, we in the public, as well as the private, sector

have not placed adequate priority on services trade. We have

not yet done our homework, and much homework needs to be done.

We must begin to work diligently now if we are to

guarantee a continuing predominant role for U.S. services

industries in the world economy.

Unfortunately, we lack the domestic mandate of the

international discipline to achieve that objective.

Unlike goods, services have often been treated as an

afterthought in trade law. The Trade Act of 1974 was the first

attempt to raise the issue of services trade in international

consciousness, charging the President to negotiate down

barriers in that sector, as well as in goods.'

Despite that mandate, however, little was accomplished

for services during the ensuing Tokyo Round of Multilateral

Trade Negotiations under GATT. From 1975 to 1979, nearly

100 countries met to reduce import duties on goods and to

create new international rules for the treatment of merchandise

imports and exports. Out of these talks came codes of trade

conduct covering government procurement of goods, subsidies for
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goods, licensing for the importation of goods, and so on.

Services were virtually ignored. As a result of

this an! previous negotiations' neglect, we do not have

adequate rules at home and multilaterally to deal with

international trade in services.

And, we risk losing valuable sales and employment

opportunities if we do not begin to work to re-focus our

priorities.

This is what my Trade in Services Act is intended to

do. This bipartisan bill is an effort to improve the treatment

accorded international services and to move services to center

stage in the domestic economic and global trade arenas.

Among its provisions, the legislation provides a clear

jnandate to the President to place a high priority on negotiations

to reduce services trade barriers. While no one expects

negotiations to start tomorrow, we must lay the groundwork now

to prepare for future talks. lie must develop and implement a

comprehensive work program in the GATT and at ,home to identify

problems in -services trade and to develop options for dealing

with the diverse industries that comprise the services sector.

The longer we in government, business and labor wait

to undertake such a program, the more likely it will be that

our trading partners will pull the rug out from under us,

capturing markets once supplied by U.S. firms and erecting

insidious barriers to trade.
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The Services Trade Act would also clarify and expand

the coverage of U.S. laIw to deal more effectively with trade-

in-services problems.

In the past, when a complaint regarding a foreign unfair

trade practice was lodged by a service firm, the complaint

was often used as a political football. It was tossed from

agency to agency, while Executive Branch officials decided

whether the issue was, or should be, covered by our laws. All

the while, the U.S. industry twisted in the wind, watching other

countries steal away our market share.

It happened in insurance. It happened in broadcasting,

and it will continue to happen, unless we clarify our intent

under the law.

Provisions of S. 2058 would therefore make clear that

trade problems relating to services sales and investment are,

in fact, covered under the unfair trade practices portions of-

our statutes.

At the same time, the bill would enable the President

to add services investment-related restrictions to his arsenal

of retaliatory weapons. At present, in cases where he is

unable to negotiate a satisfactory settlement of an unfair

trade practices complaint, the President is only authorized to

retaliate by restricting the importation of services. This

necessarily limits his action.

Under my leg-i-slation, the President would be further

authorized to retaliate by taking action against a foreign
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supplier operating directly in the U.S. market.

While our basic policy toward foreign direct investment

is to talce a hands-off approach, I believe it is time we

begin to act tough when our trading partners refuse to

play fair. It is time to use all the tools at our disposal

to resolve trade and related problems.

Another objective of this bill would be to improve the

coordination of services trade policymaking and the communication

between Federal and State entities responsible for services

regulation. As Chairman of the Committee on Governmental

Affairs, I believe State and local governments should-continue

to exercise their traditional regulatory authority over such

sectors as banking and insurance. Therefore, the Trade in

Serivces Act provides that, before entering into any negotiations

in a service sector over ahich the States have sovereignt' or

responsibility, the U.S. Trade Representative must consult

with them on objectives.

I would also expect him to consult on the best means

of implementing agreements.

Such consultative mechanisms are not created overnight,

but I would hope outFederal trade policymakers have already

begun to work out lines of commmunication. Otherwise, we could

see serious snags in the future.

S. 205 would also establish a service sector development

program. This plan would authorize expanded collection and

analysis of domestic and international services information.
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While the United States is heads-and-shoulders above its

trading partners in its appreciation of the role of services

in the international economy, we are still woefully ignorant

of much of the data needed to make sound judgements regarding

specific services' performance.

Statistics are a dreary subject to some, but without

numbers, we may give away concessions of incalculable value

during negotiations and allow practices that are terribly

costly to us to continue without complaint. In short,

without adequate data, we will continue to operate in the dark.

I believe the Trade in Services Act of 1982 is crucial

to our efforts to expand services exports. It is crucial to

our drive to create more jobs for Americans. While the

legislation will not solve all of our trade problems, it will

help set the stage for agreement among our trading partners

over the need for comprehensive international rules on services.

I hope today's hearing will show that many in the

public and private sector agree. I hope it will show that

-we are ready to undertake a work program at home and abroad

to evaluate services trade and restrictions; to coordinate

closely at all levels of the U.S. government to ensure all

sectors are treated fairly; and, as S. 2051 proposes, to retaliate

forcefully when foreign discriminatory actions injure U.S.

interests.

I welcome our witnesses today to get our services trade

program on the read.
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Senator ROTH. And at this time I am pleased to call upon Sena-
tor Chafee.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Beginning with the Trade Act of 1974, the United States began

to recognize services as a major factor in international commerce,
by including services within the negotiating authority of the Presi-
dent under sections 104 and 126.

Pursuant to this authority, in the Tokyo round the United States
explicitly included services incidental to the supply of goods in the
Government Procurement Code.

Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the balance of this statement be
included, but I just would make one point. In February, you and I
and Senator Inouye introduced S. 2058. Now, what are we trying to
do here with this legislation? The goal of it is, from my point of
view, anyway, is to make the promotion of trade in services a
major goal of U.S. policy; second, to give the administration a man-
date to negotiate an international agreement on services; third, to
provide for effective coordination of U.S. trade policy with regard
to services through consultation with the States and the Federal
agencies and to build up a data base; and fourth, to clarify and em-
phasize the President's authority to take action under section 301
against practices which unfairly restrict or deny U.S. service indus-
tries competitive opportunities overseas.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the testimony. I am glad the
STR is going to be here, and he is our first witness. And then we
have a panel and other panels, and I think they will be helpful to
US.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN H, CHAFEE

AT INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

HEARING ON S. 2058

TRADE IN SERVICES ACT OF 1982
MAY 14, 1982

BEGINNING WITH THE TRADE ACT OF 1974, THE UNITED STATES BEGAN
TO RECOGNIZE SERVICES AS A MAJOR FACTOR IN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE

BY INCLUDING SERVICES WITHIN THE NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY OF THE

PRESIDENT UNDER SECTIONS 104 AND 126.
PURSUANT TO THIS AUTHORITY, IN THE TOKYO ROUND OF THE MULTI-

LATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, THE UNITED STATES EXPLICITLY

INCLUDED SERVICES INCIDENTAL TO THE SUPPLY OF GOODS IN THE GOVERN-

MENT PROCUREMENT CODE, WHILE NOT CONTAINING EXPLICIT REFERENCES

TO SERVICES, THE PRODUCT STANDARDS AND SUBSIDIES CODES COULD BE

INTERPRETED AS INCLUDING SERVICES.

THE TRADE AGREEMENTS ACT OF 1979, ENACTED TO IMPLEMENT THE
RESULTS OF THE IITN ROUND, REQUIRES THAT SERVICE SECTOR REPRESENTATIVES
BE CONSULTED IN FORMULATING FUTURE TRADE POLICY ACTIVITIES. FINALLY,

LARGELY AT THE URGING OF THE UNITED STATES, THE TRADE COMMITTEE

OF THE ORGANIZATION OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT HAS

BEEN STUDYING INTERNATIONAL SERVICE-PROBLEMS OVER THE LAST SEVERAL

YEARS,

OUR EFFORTS DURING THE MTN AND THE WORK THAT IS BEING DONE IN

THE OECD IS JUST A BEGINNING. WITH SERVICES INDUSTRIES PROVIDING

7 OUT OF EVERY 10 JOBS, TWO-THIRDS OF OUR GNP AND ACCOUNTING FOR
OUR CURRENT BALANCE OF PAYMENTS SURPLUS WE MUST GIVE SERVICES AN

EQUAL BILLING WITH GOODS IN OUR TRADE POLICY AND STRIVE TO EXPAND

OUR MULTILATERAL TRADE AGREEMENTS TO INCLUDE SERVICES.

THE MAJOR PURPOSES OF TODAY'S HEARING ARE TO ESTABLISH FOR

THE RECORD THAT THIS VIEW IS SHARED BY THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE

PRIVATE SECTOR AND TO DETERMINE WHETHER THERE IS A NEED TO ENACT

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES LEGISLATION DURING THIS SESSION OF CONGRESS

TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL.
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IN MY VIEW, SUCH LEGISLATION SHOULD ACCOMPLISH FOUR OBJECTIVES:

1) To MAKE THE PROMOTION OF TRADE IN SERVICES A MAJOR GOAL OF L

U.S. TRADE POLICY IN LIGHT OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SERVICE IN-

DUSTRIES TO OUR ECONOMY

2) TO GIVE THE ADMINISTRATION A MANDATE TO NEGOTIATE AN INTERNA-

TIONAL AGREEMENT ON SERVICES, AND TO ESTABLISH A WORK PLAN

TO DEVELOP NEGOTIATING OBJECTIVES IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

PRIVATE SECTOR AND THE STATES;

3) PROVIDE FOR EFFECTIVE COORDINATION OF U.S. TRADE POLICY WITH

REGARD TO SERVICES THROUGH CONSULTATION WITH THE STATES AND

FEDERAL AGENCIES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DATA BASE ON THE

FLOW OF TRADE IN SERVICES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, AND

4) TO CLARIFY AND EMPHASIZE THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO TAKE

ACTION UNDER SECTION 301 AGAINST PRACTICES WHICH UNFAIRLY

RESTRICT OR DENY U.S. SERVICE INDUSTRIES COMPETITIVE

OPPORTUNITIES OVERSEAS.

THE PROVISIONS OF THE TRADE IN SERVICES ACT OF 1982, S. 2058,

WHICH SENATOR ROTH, SENATOR INOUYE, AND I INTRODUCED IN FEBRUARY

OF THIS YEAR, EnODIES THESE OBJECTIVES. IT IS MY HOPE THAT IN

THE COURSE OF THE TESTIMONY OF THE WITNESSES HERE TODAY, WE CAN

ESTABLISH THE NEED FOR SERVICES LEGISLATION BOTH FROM A POLICY

PERSPECTIVE AND BASED ON SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF TRADE BARRIERS TO

SERVICES.

FINALLY, I THINK IT IS IMPORTANT TO POINT OUT THAT WE NEED TO

RECOGNIZE THAT SERVICE INDUSTRIES ARE NOT HOMOGENEOUS AND HAVE

VERY DIFFERENT KINDS OF INTERESTS AND PROBLEMS. THEREFORE, IT

IS IMPERATIVE FOR THE SERVICE INDUSTRIES TO WORK TOGETHER TO

DETERMINE WHAT PROBLEMS AND INTERESTS ARE COMMON TO THE ENTIRE

SERVICES SECTOR AND WHAT AREAS ARE NOT SUBJECT TO COMMON SOLUTIONS.

97-220 0-82--4
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Senator ROH. Thank you, Senator Chafee. I would like to thank
you for the leadership role you have been playing in this whole
service area in bringing it to front and center stage.

At this time it is my great pleasure to call upon our former col-
league, the very distinguished U.S. Trade Representative-I under-
stand Senator Moynihan now cares to make his statement. Excuse
me, Senator.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Only, Mr. Chairman, to put it in the record.
I read Senator Danforth's statement but to note that he called at-
tention to our unusual difficulties with Canada, which are so dis-
tressing to us because the Canadians are in every respect our
friends and neighbors.

We hope we can resolve this. But as Senator Danforth noted, we
have not had any very positive response. The very highly regarded
Leslie G. Arries, president of WIVB in Buffalo, representing the
National Association of Broadcasters, tried to resolve this at the in-
dustry level has not succeeded. And so we will turn to our Govern-
ment as the last resource.

Senator ROTH. Ambassador, it is a great pleasure to have you
here today and I would just like to commend you for being such a
key figure in underscoring the importance of the service industry
and your great interest. And I can say, at least for one Senator, we
are very anxious to work with you in pushing the kind of legisla-
tion necessary to help you do the job that needs to be done.

Ambassador Brock.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM BROCK, U.S. SPECIAL TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE

Ambassador BROCK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
just going to summarize some thoughts on this and submit the full
statement for the record, if that is permissible.

Senator ROTH. Without objection.
Ambassador BROCK. First, thank you very much for the leader-

ship you have taken, Mr. Chairman, as have other members of the
committee. This is a fundamentally important issue.

I just got back last night from the OECD meeting in Paris, where
we were trying to discuss the trade items of real consequence in
the 1980's, and at least for the United States and for myself I think
services is at the top of the list. We are going to-talk about it at
OECD. We talked about it in the quadrilateral meeting I had,
Japan, the European Community, and Canada, on Wednesday and
Thursday this week, just getting back last night.

If you look at the program we have for the balance of the year,
we expect to discuss this sort of thing in the Versailles summit, be-
cause it is fundamentally important we establish a more positive
atmosphere, and the services is one of the real growth areas that
can benefit not just this country but all countries. We obviously
expect to press very hard to establish a program in the GATT,
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which will have its first ministerial meeting since 1973 this Novem-
ber.

And just looking at it in terms of our own interests, 65 percent of
our people work in services-related employment, about two-thirds
of our GNP is involved. If you look at the job creation potential
that you yourself mentioned, we have created 18 million new jobs
in the services sector in the last decade, only 21/2 million by the
way, in manufacturing.

It is fundamentally important to us, and as a consequence we
have within the administration for the past year a vary active
group, working to develop a work program for the services area.
The primary component parts of the strategy are:

First, full use of existing bilateral arrangements with other gov-
ernments to resolve current trade problems brought to our atten-
tion by the private sector;

Second, inclusion of services in the review of export disincen-
tives;

Third, domestic and international preparations for further
action;

Fourth, a review of domestic legislative provisions relating to the
achievement of reciprocity of U.S. service industries;

And fifth, review of the adequacy of our statistical base on serv-
ices. And I do not think, Mr. Chairman, it is presently adequate,
and I appreciate the interest that you and others have shown in
improving that problem area.

We have tried, first of all, to deal bilaterally, as Senator Moyni-
han pointed out, not with a great deal of success in some areas, but
in a lot of areas we have had success. I think the advantage I see to
2058 is that it does help strengthen our hand, particularly and pre-
cisely in this area, so that we can perhaps expect greater results.

I think it is fairly obvious there are limits to a bilateral ap-
proach, because at least in my area, where we have got 113 people
authorized to our entire office, if we spent all of our time dealing
with problem by problem, country by country, on a bilateral basis,
we are not going to do anything fundamentally in terms of address-
ing the world trading system, and we are caught up in putting out
fires too much today.

Senator ROTH. If the Senator will yield, I hope to give you a De-
partment next year.

Ambassador BROCK. We will talk about that later, Senator. I am
not sure I want that problem. [Laughter.]

This is not in my prepared text, but it is a matter that constant-
ly troubles me, this very small Office which has a fundamentally
large purpose of trying to establish a real system in which the
United States can engage with equity and opportunity. Our efforts
in the multilateral sense can be diminished by our lack of time be-
cause of-the impingement of bilateral problems, and you know very
well in your own offices how much time you can spend on constitu-
ent services. If you do nothing but constituent services, you are
never going to get the larger questions answered, and that is one of
the things that troubles me somewhat.

Back on the subject again, sometimes I think our ability to deal
bilaterally depends almost more on either goodwill or just funda-
mental economic muscle than it does on anything in law that
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allows us to negotiate better agreements. So we do need both
stronger U.S. law and a set of multinational rules that are enforce-
able.

That is why we are putting so much emphasis on trying to insure
that the GATT begin the analysis that can lead ultimately to the
establishment of certain common principles in the services area.
We want to start first by doing an inventory of the barriers coun-
tries experience; second, to analyze the present GATT articles to
see whether they have potential application for services, and I
think they do; and lastly, to examine the GATT codes to see what
applications they might have for service industries.

Ultimately, I pray that this will lead in the not too distant future
to negotiations for international rules to liberalize the services
trade. We want a code of conduct with a general set of principles,
and then, in all candor, we are probably going to have to do some
special work in the individual sectors.

We do need, as you have asked in your legislation, the beginning
of those negotiations in the services trade. I think the difference
between our present authority which we do have and your bill is
that your bill expresses an important political commitment to in-
ternational negotiations on services and helps to build a domestic
consensus, which not only draws national focus here but draws our
trade partners' focus to the intensity with which we view the issue.

Another provision that we are most interested in in S. 2058 ad-
dresses the role of the States in the international services effort.
We simply must not interfere with the States' sovereign rights, and
they have sovereign rights, both in banking and insurance, for ex-
ample. They do have regulatory responsibilities. But we must have,
if we are going to have a national trade policy, we must have a
partnership with those States to insure that their sovereign inter-
ests are preserved while we still have the opportunity to speak on
behalf of this country as a whole in negotiating a reduction of bar-
riers to services that we face around the world.

And I think we can do that. We are working now with groups
such as the National Governors Association, National Association
of Insurance Commissioners, to carry out those objectives.

The services provisions in section 301 have raised two questions
that require clarification: One, whether the President has the au-
thority to deny the importation of certain services; and second,
whether the President can take action against a service regulated
by an independent regulatory agency.

We would like to see these ambiguities cleared up for a couple of
reasons. First, we have got to have the tools necessary to deal effec-

- tively with foreign trade barriers and distortions, and it is going to
take years to develop a proper international, multinational frame-
work. So we have got to have the leverage to manage it bilaterally
for now.

Second, we have got to put our own house in order to be sure
that we are capable of negotiating and implementing understand-
ings that affect the different bureaucratic entities responsible for
the service sector. The regulatory agencies have to have a role in
the process, because they have a competence and expertise that is
recognized. They have got to be consulted.
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But in the final analysis, Mr. Chairman, the President's ability
to negotiate trade agreements could be seriously undermined if he
does not have sole authority to retaliate where questions of trade
policy are at stake. So I have asked for changes in section 301 that
will clarify it so that it will conform to its original legislative
intent. The President's action, which could be in the form of a deci-
sion to deny entry or to impose fees or other restrictions upon im-
ports, should be based on the criteria presently embodied in 301.

While it would be paramount to any other provision of law, it
would be outside of the regulatory considerations exclusively re-
served for the independent agencies. We really have a grey area
hera that we have got to be very careful about. We cannot impinge
upon their basic criteria for determinations on their decisions, but
we cannot have agencies independently exercising ad hoc trade
policy decisions.

Well, the provision calling for the service industries development
program requires a number of studies to examine the overall com-
petitiveness of U.S. service industries. Ovr ability to strengthen the
service export opportunity cannot be limited to an analysis of for-
eign barriers alone. It is crucial that we perform an analysis of our
own domestic laws and regulations to determine the effect they
have on our export competitiveness; and we must further examine
the domestic employment effects of liberalizing or modifying U.S.
laws relating to these markets.

Since we are relatively open, liberalization of markets should be
a benefit to an element of our work force involved in the export of
services. But we have got to be careful that the analysis includes
those situations where employment disruptions may occur.

We have got to improve our data on international trade and
services. Present data shows that we had a surplus of $30 billion.
Even that, as the chairman noted, could be $41 billion. We think it
could be in excess of $60 billion. We simply do not know, and that
is wrong.

The study that was done by Lederer and Sammons examined the
methods currently employed to measure trade in services. They
made a number of recommendations for improving our data in this
area and I strongly, then, as a consequence, endorse the provisions
of 2958 to improve data collection in this area.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I applaud the leadership taken by
the Finance Committee in considering legislation in this area. It
will do a great deal to enhance and improve our opportunity, do-
mestically and internationally. We are committed in this adminis-
tration to make a major priority of this field in our international
negotiations, both bilateral and multilateral, particularly going to
the focus of the ministerial meeting this November. And I think
the proposed legislation would be a significant contribution to that
process.

Let me just give you 30 seconds, then, on the other bill which
you have before you. I appreciate your response to the President's
recommendation. It has been recommended- both -by Presidents
Carter and Reagan. The Canadian practice denies tax deductions to
Canadian taxpayers who purchase advertising services from U.S.
broadcasters if such advertisements were directed primarily at the
Canadian market.
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That practice was the subject of the 301 petition filed by U.S.
broadcasters in 1978. President Carter found the practice to be un-
reasonable in 1980, costing us approximately $25 million annually
in revenues, and he and President Reagan both have suggested the
mirror bill as a response in the context of the 301 investigation,
and frankly, as a response to the fact that we were unable to nego-
tiate bilaterally a successful modification of the practice. It was all
that remained to us.

Our purpose in proposing the legislation is to obtain the elimina-
tion of the Canadian practice, not, frankly, to engage in it our-
selves. But we do not know how else to draw their attention to the
matter. I would imagine that, should the mirror bill not bring
about a resolution of this dispute, the President is not foreclosed
from taking further action pursuant to 301 if he deems it appropri-
ate in an effort to achieve our mutual purpose.

So I guess fundamentally we would urge your favorable consider-
ation of the legislation, and we will try to insure that it achieves
the desired objective of changing the practice in Canada.

Thank you for the opportunity to be with you today.
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Brock follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF AMBASSADOR WILLIAM E. BROCX
UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

before the

Subcommitte4 on Trade,
-ena---nan-e--------

May 14, 1982

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to appear again before this committee and

discuss the orovisions of S. 205-" which addresses scme of

the authorities believe the Pres'denz needs :n zr

conduct a strong commercial policy in services. As the

U.S. Trade Representative, I have devoted a considerable

amount of my personal time to services trade problems

because I think this is perhaps the most important of the

emerging trade issues that we have.-

Early this week I attended the annual meeting of the

Ministers of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Developnrent. A number of themes evolved out of this

gathering but an important one was the need to address the

trade issues of the 1980's. Many service sectors hold

significant promise for the future economic health of the

world. Services also represents an area where the United

States possesses important competitive-strength.
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Services was a key issue in my discussions with other

OECD Trade Ministers in Paris earlier this week. It will

be raised at Ehe Versailles Economic Summit as well as at

the November meeting of Trade Ministers at the GATT.

We expect the GATT Ministerial to establish a work

program on the key trade issues of the 80's. Services will

be high on our list of priorities for this work program.

The service sectors of the U.S. economy have become the

primary source of economic activity, economic growth, and

employment in the United States today. Approximately

65 percent of our GNP is service generated and roughly

7 of .0 American workers are employed in services sectors.

Eighteen million new jobs were created by the service

sectors alone during the past 10 years, compared to

2.5 million jobs by the goods producing sector of the

economy.

The growing importance of services to the U.S. economy

is not confined to domestic economic activity. Exports of

services have become a major source of export earnings and

have helped to offset the deficit in U.S. merchandise trade.
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We have every reason tc believe that .S. service exports

1980 the value of world trade in services increased by more

than 150 percent, We expect to see potential .growth

opportunities for U.S. exporters of services, many of whom

represent the most dynamic sectors of our economy and are

highly competitive in f-rign -arkezs.

The United States will not be able to reach its full

export potential unless we are able to deal effectively

with a wide range of foreign barriers that confront many

of our service industries. This is why we developed in

the Trade Policy Committee a far reaching five-point work

program for services. It provided, for the first time, a

comprehensive strategy for dealing with service trade issues.

The elements of this program are:

(1) 'Full use of existing bilateral arrangements with

other governments to resolve current trade

problems brought to the government's attention

by the private sector;

(2) Inclusion of services in the review of export

disincentives;
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(3) Domestic and international preparations for

(4) Review of domestic legislative provisions relating

to the achievement of reciprocity for U.S. service

industries; and-

(5) Review of the adequacy of U.S. statistics on

trade in services.

The work program established v -he Trade Pclicv Committee

was designed to strengthen our ability to deal with immediate

bilateral problems that confront service sectors. Through more

effective use of bilateral consultations we have been able to

reduce a number of trade problems affecting service industries.

Nevertheless, these bilateral efforta-have also clearly shown

the limitations of a bilateral approach, without enhanced

Presidential authority to pursue domestic remedies to unfair

foreign trade practices in services and the negotiation of

internationally accepted rules and procedures for trade in

services. I therefore applaud provisions in S. 2058 that

would clarify and strengthen Presidential authority in both

areas.

Our ability to resolve trade problems in services

bilaterally depends either on the good will that exists

between the U.S. and some of our trading partners, or the

relative leverage we can exert through our overall commercial
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relationship. The absence of internationally agreed ground

rules from which both sides.can work to resolve problems

is a real handicap. Without an enforceable set of multi-

lateral rules and procedures governing services trade, each

case must be argued as an isolated issue based on one

country's perception of what is fair.

That is why the United States has undertaken a significant

political effort to assure that the GATT begin to exercise

trade barriers in services, in preparation for future multi-

lateral trade negotiations in the GATT on trade in services.

We are convinced it is in the interest of every country to

see open markets for services.

We would like to see a work program undertaken by the

GATT that world (a) inventory barriers countries experience

in these sectcrs; (b) analyze the GATT Articles as to their

potential application to services, and (c) examine the GATT

Codes as to their potential application to service industries.

Such a work program should lead to negotiations that will

develop international rules to liberalize services trade.

One Qf our aim is to negotiate a Code of Conduct that will

incorporate a general set-of principles applicable to a

cross-section of services industries. We would also like

to explore the possibility of sector specific agreements

dealing with market access and related issues, where that

proves appropriate and desirable.
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I believe it is important that you have addressed in

legislation the necessity to begin negotiations in services

trade. As you are aware, the Presideht has that authority

now. Your bill, however, expresses an important political

commitment to international negotiations on services and

helps build the necessary domestic political concensus

that will enable us to participate in such negotiations

effectively. While we must first develop the basic framework

with our trading partners as to exactly what a services

negotiation would entail, the enactment of legislation

urging negotiations in services will help communicate the

determination of the United States to pursue such negotiations.

Another important provision cf S. 2058 addresses the

role of.the states in the international services effort.

Consultations between the Federal and State governments on

these issues are crucial because the States have sole

regulatory powers over the insurance industry and have

significant responsibilities in regulating banks. We must

develop a partnership with the States to ensure that their

sovereign interests are preserved in the regulatory process.
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At the same time our trade negotiator must be able to speak

on behalf of :he nit-e States in 7a--:3------

trade. I am confident both of these objectives can be

realized because of the mutual interest we have in seeing that

our service industries have the best export opportunities

available without the stigma of legislation that is

inconsistent with our international obligations. We are

establishing a working relationship with groups such as the

National Governor's Association and the National Association

of Insurance Commissioners so that the purposes of your bill

can be carried out.

The services provisions of section 301 of the Trade Act

have raised two questions that require clarification:

(1) whether-the President has the authority .to deny the importation of

certain services and (2) whether the President can take

action against a service regulated by an independent

regulatory agency.

It is important that these ambiguities be cleared up

for two reasons. First, we must have the tools necessary

to deal effectively with the foreign trade barriers and

distortions faced by our service industries. It will take

several years to establish the kind of international

framework I described earlier, and in the meantime we must

have the appropriate leverage to manage bilateral problems.

Second, we must put our own house in order so thit the

United States is capable of negotiating and implementing
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understandings that affect the different bureaucratic

entities responsible for the service sectors. The rezu.atorv

knowledge and expertise they possess for the various service

sectors. They must be consulted during the process of

negotiations that affect service sectors they regulate. In

the last analysis, however, the President's ability to

negotiate trade agreements could be seriously undermined if

he does not have sole authority to retaliate where questions

of trade policy are at stake.

For these reasons I believe there should be changes to

section 301 that will clarify the statute so that it will

conform to its original legislative intent. The President's

action, which could be in the form of a decision to deny

entry to a foreign service firm or to impose fees or

restrictions on imports of services should be based on the

criteria presently embodied in section 301. While su6h authority

would be paramount to any other provision of law, it would be

outside of the regulatory considerations exclusively

reserved for the independent agencies. This is crucial so

as not to infringe on the regulatory agency's authority to

deny a foreign license if the application failed to

satisfy the usual criteria emobided in the regulatory

organization's responsibilities. It would merely confirm

the separate delegation under section 301 to address

certain international trade problems in the services sector.
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The special rlce -of he -eenen azenc-.es is

Z . E "S - .. Z . . - * 7:,e same :z-e iZ "s

fairly clear that the Congress intended that the President

use his section 301 authority to services industries, some

of whom are regulated by independent agencies. I would

suggest a clarification of section 301 along the lines just

described so :hat our respecti-ve roles are more --!early

defined.

The provision calling for a "Services Industries

Development Program" requires a number of studies to examine

the overall competitiveness of U.S. service industries. Our

ability to strengthen U.S. service sector export opportunities

cannot 'be limited to an analysis of foreign barriers alone.

It is crucial that we perform a careful analysis of our.

domestic laws and regulations to determine the effects they

have on export competitiveness. We must further examine the

domestic employment effects of liberalizing or modifying U.S.
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domestic laws relating to service sector markets. Since

industries, a liberalization of markets should be a benefit

to an element of our work force involved in exports of

services. At the same time we should be careful to

analyze those situations where employment disruptions

may occur.

We must Lmprove our data on international trade in

services. While official U.S. data for 1980 shows U.S.

exports of services of $30 billion, it is likely that

actual exports of U.S. services in 1980 were well above

that. figure, and in fact could have been more than twice

that number. Our office, together with a number of other

agencies, funded two separate studies of U.S. data on

international trade. in services. The first study, by

Economic Consulting Services, was designed to establish an

estimate of U.S. service exports by canvassing all the

available private sources of data. while the data

available from such alternative services was sketchy at

best, they came to the conclusion that U.S. exports in

1980- were probably in excess of $60 billion. The second

study by Walther and Evelyn Lederer and Bob Sammons,

examined the methods currently employed to measure trade

of services, and they made a number of recommendations
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for improving our data in this area. For these reasons,

data collection in this area.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I applaud the leadership

taken by the Senate Finance Committee in considering

legislation that addresses the trade issues of the future

as well as those that have been before us in the past.

We are one of the few industrialized countries today who

are trying to look down the road and plan for what is ahead.

Service industries are not new to this country, but their

role in the world market is an increasing factor to their

future health. The enactment of comprehensive legislation

that focuses orn all the trade problems, present and future,

will do much to ensure stable markets for this dynamic

sector of our economy. You can be assured that I will

continue my efforts to move the international process forward

in this area-at the GATT Ministerial. The enactment of

services legislation will, however, be the most significant

contribution to the entire process. we stand zeady to assist

ycu in any way.

Now let me turn to S. 2051, the mirrorr" bill, which was

proposed by the President pursuant to his authority under

section 301 of the 1974 Trade Act. We commend this Committee

for responding so promptly to the President's recommendation.

97-220 0-F2--5
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This legislation was proposed initially by President

Carter in and acain by Pre-sin4at eacz - in

response to the Canadian practice of denying tax deductions

to Canadian taxpayers who purchased advertising services

from U.S. broadcasters if such advertisements were directed

primarily at the Canadian market. The Canadian practice

was the subject of a 301 petition filed by a group of U.S.

border broadcasters in 1978. in 1980, President Carter

found this practice, which costs U.S. broadcasters

approximately $25 million annually in lost advertising

revenues, to be unreasonable and a burden on U.S. commerce

within the meaning of section 301.

The Canadian practice began in 1976 with the enactment

of Bill C-58 which amended the Canadian tax law as described

above not only with respect to the broadcasting media but

also with respect to newspapers, magazines, etc. Since that

time the U.S. Government has tried repeatedly to seek a

negotiated solution to this problem as it affects U.S.

broadcasters which would meet the needs of both Canada and

the U.S. Negotiated solutions were sought both in the

context uf the U.S.-Canadian tax treaty and the 301

investigation. However, to date Canada has not been willing

to negotiate at all on this issue because Canada believes

enactment of C-58 was necessary to promote Canadian cultural

development.
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Thus, the U.S. has been left with no choice but to take

-n ndr S .c-:- --:n---

Carter and reiterated by President Reagan is the proposal

.of the legislation before you. The effect of S. 2051 would

be to "mirror" in U.S. law the Canadian practice embodied

in C-58. However, the "mirror" provision would apply only

to advertising services pruchased from broadcasters located

in countries which have a similar practice vis-a-vis U.S.

broadcasters. Thus, it would apply to Canada but not to

Mexico. Moreover, if Canada at any time ceases its

practice, the "mirror" provision will no longer apply to

Canada. I might note that the Presidential decision to

propose the "mirror" bill was made only after USTR

conducted a public hearing on the question of proposed

actions under 301 (including the proposal of "mirror"

legislation). During that hearing, and at no time since,

has any U.S. taxpayer who would be affected by passage of

this legislation indicated opposition to the Administration

proposal.

The "mirror" bill was one of several options considered

by USTR in the context of the 301 investigation. It was

selected as the "appropriate" action to be taken under

301 because it constitutes a measured response to the

Canadian practice. Let me emphasize, as did President

Reagan in his message to Congress, that our purpose in

proposing this legislation is to obtain the elimination

of the Canadian practice; and let me remind the.Committee

0
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that should the "mirror" bill not bring about a resolution
Of -4e :.' e res .s Jan :s

further action pursuant to section 301 if he deems it

appropriate in order to achieve this purpose. -

I will c2ose by saying that I am convinced that if

Canada were willing to work with the U.S. on this issue,

a solution could be found which could meet Canada's

cultural development interests as well as the concern of

U.S. border broadcasters. However, in the absence thus

far, of Canadian willingness to seek a mutually acceptable

resolution of this issue, the U.S. must act to demonstrate

its strong and continuing concern about unreasonable

restraints on U.S. access to foreign markets in the services

sector and its willingness to take all appropriate action

to improve U.S. access to such markets. Furthermore, we

feel a commitment to demonstrate, not only to the border

broadcasters who have shown admirable patience in pursuing

a remedy through the 301 process, but also to other

service industries that section 301 is an effective means

to remove foreign barriers to U.S. service exports. W.

therefore urge the Committee to act favorably and

expeditiously on S. 2051.
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Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
First of all, I would just like to make a general comment. I jok-

ingly referred to the organization of the Government. Well, this is
not the time or place, nor do I ask you for any comment. I do want
to underscore and emphasize that I am concerned that this Govern-
ment, this executive branch, is not properly organized to meet the
challenge of the eighties.

I think trade is critically important to the recovery of this coun-
try. I think we are going to have to take some hard looks at the
splits, the splinters in the executive branch, the fact that we do not
have Government structured in such a way to give you or whoever
is the chief trade man the kind of backup that I believe is neces-
sary.

I do congratulate you and Secretary Baldrige and others for
making what I consider an impossible situation -work as well as
possible. But Senator Brock, or Mr. Ambassador-you have got so
many titles---

Senator MOYNIHAN. Would the Senator yield for one comment?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. If we help him get the right amount of staff

and the right amount of legislation, that will only give him more
time to campaign this summer. [Laughter.]

Senator ROTH. That depends on your perspective. We are looking
forward to that. [Laughter.]

We will follow the 10-minute rule.
Mr. Ambassador, you did mention in your opening statement

that you have already discussed the question of services with a
number of our friends and allies. In light of your recent trip to
OECD, what can you tell us about the responsiveness of our trad-
ing partners to your suggestion, the U.S. suggestion, that we enter
into serious discussions and negotiations on services trade and pro-
grams?

Ambassador BROCK. I think we made a lot of progress, Mr. Chair-
man. I think in this committee, as a matter of fact, about this time
last year we talked about the need to establish this as not only a
priority for our own country, but for the world system.

At that time we received a fairly skeptical response on the part
of most of our trading partners. The LDC's I think viewed it with
some suspicion, that it might be an effort to seal the U.S. market
opportunity and guarantee it forever. Our more advanced trading
partners had not done the analysis to see where their own interests
lay.

And it took some time. We have been engaged now for close to a
year in what I referred to as a precinct program, trying to develop
the political constituency for improving the system. We have had a
lot of conversations. I have been throughout all of Asia, I was a
month ago, and all of South America, and most recently in Europe
with the OECD. And I think it is beginning to have an impact.

We have now the active support of Japan. We did not have that
before. Prime Minister Suzuki himself publicly has endorsed the
initiative and declared Japan's support. That is a fundamentally
important change. We have the willingness now of the European
Commission to support the analytical work program that we are
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proposing for the GATT. We have the considerable increase in in-
terest from a number of the developing countries.

There still is concern. There still is a lack of understanding of
what it is we are trying to achieve. But that is beginning to wash
away as we explain that all of us have a stake in this area. It is
insane to think that you can have a world system that deals only
with something tangible-you exchange pens and pencils and
shirts and shoes-but you allow the increasing establishment of
barriers in the facilities that allow for the exchange of this particu-
lar pen and pencil, and that is banking, insurance, shipping, engi-
neering, consulting, data transmission, communication, all of those
deals. Lawyers and accountants are facing increasing barriers. It is
a tremendous growth area and it is one that allows for the facilita-
tion of trade in goods.

So if you want to have more trade in goods, you have got to liber-
alize trade in services. And we are beginning to communicate that,
I think. I do not think it is yet easy, but I think the prospects are
substantially better than they were a few months ago of getting a
coherent work program in the GATT to begin to reach for solutions
in the area.

It is not going to be quick. Do not mistake me. It is going to be
hard and long. But I think it is something we have got to begin
now.

Senator ROTH. It is encouraging you are making some progress,
so that at last some of our friends are beginning to see the impor-
tance of such negotiations. As you well know, we also have that
problem here at home. There are those in the private sector, in the
services industries and others, who suggest that we should avoid
negotiations in services; that, since the United States is the largest
single supplier of services in the world, it has the most to lose from
negotiations.

How do you answer that?
Ambassador BROCK. We are losing it now, Mr. Chairman. Every

single day of every week of every month, we are seeing some new
barrier imposed in-some country around the world to the U.S. abili-
ty to provide services. Our share of the world's services trade has
gone down from 19 to 15 percent. That still leaves us by far the
largest factor, but that is a really stupid pattern, because we are
the most competitive. We have the best product, we have the best
price by far. And it is irrational for us not to establish rules of the
game that will allow for the free flow and exchange of services to
the benefit of all parties.

I find it absolutely incredible today, with the world-in great polit-
ical turmoil because of the economic malaise that we face in every
country-not just the rich, not just the poor, but all of us are
facing real severe economic difficulty today-it is insane and in-
credible that we should suggest the allowing of more barriers to be
imposed.

The only way we are going to get out of the press we are in right
now is to open up the trading process and let the system work, let
the flow begin to expand and create the jobs that all of us have got
to have.

Senator ROTH. I think part of the concern is based on a general
belief that the United States is not tough enough in negotiations.
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Having watched you negotiate both as a Senator and as a chair-
man of a party, I must say I think that should allay those con-
cerns.

But in your testimony, you make mention of two problems that
are somewhat intertwined, and those are the relationship between
trade and the Federal Government and the States on the one hand,
and the relationship between the executive branch and the so-
called regulatory agencies on the other. I am a strong believer that
we have to speak with one voice in trade matters.

The question of speaking with one voice does come up when we
consider the responsibilities of the regulatory agencies, particularly
the independent regulatory agencies. Do you think that there
should be perhaps some kind of executive branch oversight, even
possibly Presidential veto, in the trade-in services area? One of my
concerns is that if your regulatory agencies begin going their own
way, we will see a splintered policy in this Government, we will see
sector-by-sector bilateral balancing by these various sectoral regu-
latory reform agencies.

How do we address this problem?
Ambassador BROCK.. I think one of the most dangerous things

that I see occurring right now in this country is the temptation to
think that we can deal with each specific problem as if it were un-
related to the whole. You cannot do that and have a coherent
policy. If you had 50 State policies in trade, you have 50 trade poli-
cies. As a matter of fact, you have no trade policy.

If you have a different policy emanating from each regulatory
agency based upon the current mix or composition of that particu-
lar independent commission, we simply would have no trade policy.
And you cannot build an international trading system, an institu-
tional process, if we, almost uniquely in the United States, are not
consistent.

We have got to have a policy that is clear, simple, understanda-
ble, enforceable, and then we can lead the world to a systematic
approach in the liberalization of trade. So I very much share your
concern.

I simply cannot support any action that would give to each of the
several independent agencies the authority to make trade policy
without the concurrence of the President. The agencies are de-
signed to approve licenses or take whatever steps they are going to
take primarily on the basis of domestic considerations and the
mandate that they have been given by the Congress and the law.
That is fine and they ought to be independent in that regard.

But when they get into the establishment of trade policy by inde-
pendent judgment unrelated to the establishment of trade policy
for the country as a whole, they can destroy our total policy with a
very small action that was taken entirely out of context. I think
that would be disastrous, and it seems to me we must reserve for
the President the ultimate decision as to whether or not an action
is in consonance with the total national interest.

Senator ROTH. I want to pursue this discussion vis-a-vis the
States and their sovereignty, which I think is important. But my
time is up.

Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Brock, have you done any survey of any impediments that
we might have in our own services here in the United States? Can
we be accused of the pot calling the kettle black?

Ambassador BROCK.. Not much. We can, in the sense that we
were discussing there. Other governments find or other trading
partners find it a little bit confusing when they look at the variety
of State laws, for example, that exist in the insurance field.

But I do not really think that that charge would hold water, be-
cause the United States has one redeeming characteristic in almost
all of its policies, and that is transparency. We are wide open in
what we do. We allow other businesses from other countries to par-
ticipate in our processes, to testify in the establishment of stand-
ards and so forth. We do not have a similar right in their country.

So that they know what we are doing, they know why we do it.
They have a right to participate in the establishment of those
rules. That is a fundamentally important principle that we are
trying to establish in the multinational system, multilateral
system. I do not think that the exceptions to the general principles
we are seeking in the United States are of much weight.

But I think that has to be part of any study that we undertake
domestically, to be very sure that we are clean.

Senator CHAFEE. I notice we have got a long list of witnesses, Mr.
Chairman. So I am going to restrict my questions to just one more.

Would you like to see us enact this 2058, with the exception of
section 6 prior to the November GATT ministerial?

Ambassador BROCK. Yes, sir, it would be helpful.
Senator CHAFEE. It would be helpful to you?
Ambassador BROCK. Yes, sir, it would.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ROTH. Thank you.
Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I am conscious of the com-

mittee's time and mst especially of Ambassador Brock's time. But
I would take a moment, if I can, to ask him just a few questions on
S. 2051, which Senator Danforth and others of us have introduced,
if only because this seems to be getting to be a legendary subject in
this committee. It was the first measure I got involved with in for-
eign trade and it has been around since, of course, the beginning of
the Canadian legislation, which is about 1976, if I remember.

If we could just solve it, it would make so many other things
better. But, Mr. Ambassador, as you know, along with Senator
Danforth and other members, I cosponsored S. 2051, the so-called
mirror-image legislation. The legislation is designed to help resolve
our longstanding border broadcast dispute with the Canadian Gov-
ernment. I am concerned that if the U.S. Government cannot re-
solve a simple, straightforward dispute involving a relatively small
amount of money, it is hopeless to expect that our Government can
resolve more complicated-or-nresignificant trade disputes.

What does the administration hope to do to insure that the Cana-
dian broadcasting dispute does get resolved this year?

Ambassador BROCK. Senator, you are one of the best politicians I
know and you know better than I do that it is the small problem
that can create the biggest proble-m. We may be talking about a
little amount of money, but there is a serious abrasion between
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these two countries. It involves a principle that is important to us.
We have taken it seriously.

We have tried to be as honest and as open with the Canadians as
we can, expressing the intensity of our concern. They have a total-
ly different view of the matter, and as a consequence we felt that
the introduction of mirror legislation was the last remaining step
that we could take to demonstrate the commitment we had to get
this matter resolved once and for all.

We simply cannot allow it to fester. The relationship between
these two countries is too important to be muddied up by an issue
of this small magnitude. -

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, I know that the President requested the
mirror legislation, and I applaud him for it, regretfully to report
that our good friend and good neighbor, the Canadian Ambassador
to the United States, Ambassador Gottlieb, has stated unequivocal-
ly that the legislation would not persuade the Canadians to alter
their position on the broadcast problem, which goes from sea to
shining sea, as you know.

What is your reaction in terms of how this legislation can be
strengthened, if you think it might?

Ambassador BROCK. Well, I had hoped that enactment of the
mirror legislation, perhaps even its introduction, would cause the
Canadians to eliminate their practice. However, in view of Ambas-
sador Gottlieb's conversation with Senator Danforth, I am afraid it
may be time to think of new ways to encourage the Canadian Gov-
ernment to deal with this problem.

I do not have any magic solutions of what is necessary to move
the Canadians, but I do believe that we need to consider other op-
tions which would create an economic incentive for Canada to re-
solve the issue. I do not want it to escalate into a trade war
through an excessive retaliatory response on our part. That would
not be in our interest, nor Canada's. But I do believe it would be
possible to take additional action without increasing that danger.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I thank you very much. This must not
become the Falkland Islands of United States-Canadian relations.

Ambassador BROCK. No, no.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And if additional economic incentives, as

you say, can be found, it may be they can be pursued. Once we
settle this, we will wonder how we ever got into it and let it go on
between two big trading partners who could not live without each
other. We will look back and say, how did we get into that.

But I think of the many achievements in your distinguished
career, scarcely half over. I look forward to you being able to say
about you that anyone who can bring peace to the Republican
Party can bring peace to broadcasters on the United States-Canadi-
an border.

Thank you very much.
Senator CHAFEE. I would point out, the distinguished Ambassa-

dor's career as USTR is only a quarter over, not a half.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I meant in his many pursuits. If he does this

there must be some reward for doing it. You do not just disappear.
Ambassador BROCK. I hope my principal accomplishment is not

the settlement of the mirror broadcasting issue. But I do think we
can solve this one.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Senator ROTH. Ambassador Brock, I mentioned earlier the work-

ing relationship between the National Governors Association and
you. I said I am concerned over how we maintain the Federal Gov-
ernment's ability to provide a coherent, consistent policy in trade,
while not, at the same time,- undermine or cut down, directly or in-
directly, the authority of the States in many of these services
areas.

I think it is very important to solve this question we are to get
significant progress in services trade discussions at home and
abroad. I wonder if you would care to comment on how we should
handle Federal-State interaction in our legislation? We of course
required you to consult in the process of negotiation, ,but it can be
argued that that is somewhat one-sided. You could still consult and
then go on your merry way.

Do you care to comment on this?
Ambassador BROCK. I think the general approach in your bill,

Senator, is a fundamentally sound way to proceed. We have abso-
lutely sovereign constitutional rights allocated to the States in this
country, and I think it is fair to state that this administration
would be the last administration to attempt to impinge upon those
rights. We feel very strongly about it. The President's new federal-
ism, all the things we are trying to do are to try to further
strengthen the Federal system and in no way to weaken it.

When a State has a regulatory authority that is unique to the
State, I think that is an appropriate exercise of their constitutional
prerogative. All we ask is that in the exercise of that right they do
so for the purpose of domestic, inside the State exercise of the right
for the regulatory purpose described.

In other words, if they are going to regulate an insurance compa-
ny in its activities within the State, they should do so on the basis
that they are trying to regulate all insurance companies in that
State in the same fashion, not in a way to deprive insurance com-
panies from other countries or even other States from having an
equivalent competitive ability. The law is very specific in that
regard.

One of the reasons we are so blessed in this country is we are in
the world's greatest common market for 200 years. The Constitu-
tion absolutely prohibits the imposition of trade barriers among the
sovereign States, and it has been one of the great things that has
contributed to our economic well being. Let us keep that very clear.

What we are asking internationally for our companies overseas
is the right of national treatment and transparency, which is, if
you are going to treat your companies in a certain way, treat ours
a certain way. That is all. We know you are going to have to regu-
late in some of these fields, just as we do, but do not regulate in a
fashion to discriminate between foreign and domestic firms.

That is what we seek in terms of our domestic law, and that goes
to Senator Chafee's point about whether or not our hands are
clean. If we treat these foreign countries just as we treat our own,
then there can be no charge of discrimination. That is what consti-
tutes a trade barrier, and as long as we are absolutely open and
aboveboard and transparent, as long as we accord to them the
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same rights our own companies have, we are hot going to have a
problem.

So what we need, then, is the consultative process between the
U.S. Government and the States to be sure that actions are not
taken in the States that constitute trade policy, but rather are lim-
ited to regulatory policy that is entirely within the purview of the
States. And I think we can develop the kind of cooperative relation-
ship that would work positively in that regard.

Senator ROTH. Throughout your testimony you talked about serv-
ice negotiations down the road. Would you be able to give us some
kind of timetable as to when you think it might be reasonable to
begin such negotiation? Are you talking about several years in the'
future, or, do you think you would begin, say, next year?

Ambassador BROCK. What is reasonable for the United States
probably is not reasonable for other countries. We have done a
good deal of work on this subject. We are well along the path of
analysis to determine what might or might not be a productive ex-
ercise. Others in many cases have only begun, and some have not
begun at all.

Te reason why we have asked for the GATT to coordinate the
work program is that that will bring all countries into the process
of doing the analysis. For myself, I think it would be possible to
establish certain basic principles that cover all services-transpar-
ency, national treatment, things of that sort-in a period of a
couple of years.

Now, the problem we are going to get into, Senator, is that there
are an enormous range of different service industries and an enor-
mous complexity to the different issues that each of us faces. So
the difference between international regulation of shipping and
State regulation of insurance I think indicates the breadth of that
kind of complexity.

It may be that within 3 years, I think at the outside 4, we could
do not just the general principle work but the bilateral sectoral
analysis-not bilateral, just the sectoral analysis-that would be
adequate to begin serious negotiations. But I think 4 years, for me
at least, would be the outside. I would hope that we could do it a
little sooner than that. But it will not come in 1 year. I do not
think that is realistic.

Senator ROTH. Mr. Ambassador, time is passing. I share your
general thoughts in this inatter. I think it is important that prior
to negotiations we have done the homework necessary. And it is a
complex area, you are absolutely right. The diversity of industry
within the services sectors makes it critically important that we
lay a firm foundation.

I want to thank you for being here today. And I know that the
subcommittee and the Finance Committee as a whole look forward
to working with you in drafting legislation in this most important
area.

Ambassador BROCK. I thank you for your leadership. It is impor-
tant to us. I appreciate it. Thank you very much.

Senator Ro'H. Without objection, we will include in the record
the comments by Senators Dole, Bentsen, Mitchell, and Gorton.

[The prepared statements of Senators Dole, Bentsen, Mitchell,
and Gorton follow:]
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STATEMENT-OF SENATOR DOLE

Mr. Chairman, I am happy to join you today as the committee once again address-
es trade in services. The subject is not new, of course-just within the last year, the
Subcommittee on International Trade several times received testimony on the sub-
ject. I well recall Ambassador Brock's remarks during our trade policy hearings last
summer that services must be on the forefront of this decade's trade agenda. Many
witnesses joined him to voice a similar refrain in our more recent hearings on next
autumn's meetings of GATT Ministers and on the reciprocity bills. The committee
adopted just Tuesday a resolution on the GATT Ministerial, introduced by Senators
Danforth and Bentsen and co-sponsored by myself and others, that calls for a GATT
work program on services. I expect today s hearing to broaden our knowledge on
these complex issues as we seek a means of trans acting this interest into results.

LONG-TIME COMMITTEE INTEREST

It is important to recognize that this committee's interest in developing U.S. serv-
ices trade is long-established. In the 1974 Trade Act we included services within
both the negotiating authorities and remedial provisions of section 301, which ad-
dresses unfair trade practices.

The provision of such authority was not without purpose. The Congress then was
fully cognizant of the transformation taking place in the American economy. Ex-
cluding Government participation, services as a percent of the gross national prod-
uct climbed from 31.7 percent in 1949 to 44.4 percent in 1974, according to Depart-
ment of Commerce figures. Within the services industries, employment in producer
service sectors, such as insurance and finance, increased significantly compared to
other sectors. I note this because one would expect such services to be the most ex-
portable. But while the volume of services trade substantially increased in recent
years, it pales in comparison to the quantum leap in merchandise trade. I believe
that in 1974 the Congress recognized this lag could be attributed in part to foreign
barriers to U.S. service exports. It therefore included appropriate negotiating and
remedial authorities in the 1974 Act.

Unfortunately, despite this prescience the Tokyo round of negotiations ended
without significant steps having been taken to achieve aregime of international
rules governing services trade. In 1979 Congress renewed the nontariff barrier nego-
tiating authority contained in section 102 of the act. While it permits negotiations
intended to reduce or to eliminate barriers to services trade, perhaps more explicit
legislative authority is required. I am interested in hearing Ambassador Brock s re-
marks in this regard.

RESPECT FOR SERVICES REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATES

One difficulty in negotiating an international agreement on services in the inevi-
table impact-if the agreement is meaningfully broad-it would have on certain sec-
tors traditionally regulated by the States, such as insurance, and many professional
services. S. 2058 wisely calls for consultations with State governments to coordinate
U.S. efforts, but I hope to hear testimony today whether this consultative mecha-
nism is sufficient to safeguard States' interests. A similar problem was overcome
successfully in the Tokyo round with regard to the standards code; I hope that expe-
rience can be repeated in more complex and sweeping services negotiations.

REMEDIES FOR UNFAIR SERVICES TRADE PRACTICES

S. 2058 proposes further refinements to section 301 to clarify its application to
services. It further proposes that independent regulatory agencies should account
for foreign unfair services trade practices on a reciprocal basis.

I recall that 1 year ago Ambassador Brock announced a comprehensive work pro-
gram on services trade. One part of that program was to be a review of U.S. laws to
ensure that adequate legal tools were available to achieve reciprocity in services
trade. The suggestion then seemed to be that the United States would take aggres-
sive action domestically to preserve and enhance our international position. I hope
that Ambassador Brock and the other witnesses today will address themselves to
the adequacy of domestic law to achieve r."c.procity in services trade, and whether
S. 2058, or other bills offered by our members, would be improvements.

I also hope to receive comments concerning S. 2058's assignment to independent
agencies of an important role in developing and administering U.S. services trade
policy. I understand that, as a practical matter, in many cases these agencies alone
ave the leverage over access to our markets that is meaningful to another country

unfairly interfering with U.S. services exports. Nevertheless, I am troubled by the
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potential danger to a coordinated U.S. Government trade policy that is threatened
by such an abandonment of presidential control.

S. 2051 AND CANADIAN SERVICES TRADE

S. 2051 potentially demonstrates the efficacy of U.S. remedial tools. This bill rep-
resents the results of the only section 301 proceeding carried to full term; perhaps
this fact alone reflects the need to bring unfair services barriers under international
rules with the associated disputes settlement provisions.

The Canadian punishment of taxpayers who use U.S. advertising media, like
other recent Canadian restrictions on U.S. trade and investment, discloses a foolish
and counterproductive xenophobia. It plainly is protectionist, and serves as an ex-
ample of what a comprehensive services trade agreement might prevent. I under-
stand why the past and present administration recommended the "mirror" restric-
tion embodied in S. 2051 as a response to Canadian law-But I question whether it is
sufficient to demonstrate to Canada that protectionism can be a two-way street.
Can-or should-more be done to induce Canada to return to serious consultations
with an aim of opening-rather than restricting-our immense trade? I hope our
witnesses today will provide an answer.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BENTSEN

Mr. Chairman: As a cosponsor of S. 2051, 1 would like to commend you for holding
this hearing and moving toward prompt consideration of the bill. I joined in spon-
soring S. 2051 because this legislation proposal is the result of a Section 301 finding
that a Canadian tax law constitutes an unfair restriction on the export of U.S.
broadcasting services.

The broadcasters, led by my good friend, Mitchell Wolfson, have exhibited admira-
ble patience and fortitude in relying on the Section 301 process to break through a
significant and reprehensible trade barrier. Since the American export affected is a
service, not a product, the GATT is inapplicable. As a result, the path to resolving
this problem is through bilateral negotiations. To make the 301 process work in this
case, it has become obvious to me that Congress must buttress the negotiating lever-
age of our government. That is why I support effective legislation within the scope
of the mirror concept proposed by both President Carter and President Reagan.

Unless we can demonstrate that the 301 process can solve tough problems-even
if the stakes are relatively minor-no businessman in his right mind will start a 301
case. In this regard, I find the appearance of Ambassador Brock at this hearing to
be a very positive sign that he truly is committed to making Section 301 work.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR GEORGE J. MITCHELL

Mr. Chairman, the subject of today's hearing, the Canadian border broadcast dis-
pute, provides another example of Canadian intransigence in refusing to negotiate
on bilaterial trade issues. In 1976, Canada unilaterally imposed what amounts to a
nearly 100 percent tariff on the sale of advertising by U.S. television and radio
broadcasters. Canada refused to even acknowledge the underlying issue: just com-
pensation for services provided.

U.S. television stations such as WABI-TV, WVII-TV, and WLBZ-TV in Bangor
and WAGM-TV in Presque Isle are widely viewed in the Maritime Provinces of
Canada via cable systems. These services include entertainment and information
services, additional commercial availability to Canadian advertisers, and a program-
ming service to Canadian cable systems. These are services with undeniable value
in the international marketplace. Yet the Canadian tax law prevents our broadcast-
ers from being justly compensated.

The situation involving radio stations provides an even more compelling illustra-
tion of just how misguided and unfair this Canadian trade barrier is. Calais, Maine
and St. Stephens, New Brunswick, are separated only by a narrow river. Commer-
cially, they are virtually one city. The only radio station in the area, WQDY, broad-
casts from Calais. Canadian businesses have no choice if they want to advertise on
radio. Radio waves know no national boundaries; they don't even stop for customs
agents. Yet the Canadian tax code not only tries to defy nature, but also interferes
with the ability of business people to choose the most efficient means to achieve
their advertising objectives.
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It is no surprise that President Carter found, and President Reagan reiterated,
that this Canadian trade barrier violates Section 301. 1 joined in sponsoring S. 2051
so that we can back up the Presidential finding with action strong enough to compel
Canada to repeal this offensive tax law.

It is difficult for an industry, especially smaller businesses, to pursue a Section
301 complaint. I commend the broadcasters for persevering through a lengthy, and
no doubt ex pnsive process. Clearly, the President pronouncements and this Com-
mittee's promjIt consideration of President Reagan's proposed response confirms the
merits of their case. We are obliged to vindicate their decision to use Section 301 to
obtain relief from a unilateral barrier to the export of services.

By enacting effective legislation-which probably means something stronger than
the present bill-we can test and, I think, demonstrate the efficacy of using Section
301 to obtain reciprocal foreign market access.

I urge the chairman and all committee members to support prompt passage of leg-
islation that will finally move the Canadian government on this issue.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR SLADE GORTON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: S. 2051 amends the Internal
Revenue Code to mirror the Canadian tax law (C-58) which denies an income tax
deduction in Canada for the cost of foreign broadcast advertising directed primarily
at the Canadian market.

The Canadian tax law which this legislation is designed to parallel is a matter of
serious concern to American border broadcasters. During the six ears since the en-
actment of C-58, border broadcast stations have lost millions of-dollars in advertis-
ing revenues, which translates into a significant loss of jobs for Americans.

Among the witnesses the Subcommittee will hear from today is Frank Jank, the
General Manager of KVOS Television in Bellingham, Washington. Mr. Jank will
tell the Subcommittee what the law has meant to his business. I find his situation
particularly enlightening about the effect of the Canadian tax law.

Our nation has had a longstanding trading relationship in goods and services with
Canada. The Canadian tax law in question only leads to tensions in this mutually
beneficial trading relationship. I believe that favorable action on S. 2051 will send a
strong message to the Canadian government and to our other trading partners that
we will nut tolerate trade practices that prevent American businesses from compet-
ing in the world marketplace.

In closing, I wish to thank Senator Danforth for his sincere interest in and atten-
tion to the problem addressed by S. 2051. I also agree with his assessment that by
enacting effective legislation, which probably means something stronger than the
present bill, we can resolve this lingering problem.

Senator ROTH. At this time I would like to call forward Mr. Mau-
rice Greenberg, chairman and chief executive officer, Coalition of
Services Industries, American International Group, New York, ac-
companied by Peter J. Finnerty, vice president, Sea-Land Indus-
tries Investment, Inc., Edison, N.J., andRichard R. Rivers, an old
friend of this committee who now is a member of Akin, Gump,
Strauss, IHauer & Feld.

Gentlemen, as always, our time constraints are serious, so that
we would welcome your summarizing your statement. And of
course, we will include each of them as if read.

STATEMENT OF MAURICE GREENBERG, CHAIRMAN, COALITION
OF SERVICES INDUSTRIES, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, ACCOMPANIED
BY PETER J. FINNERTY, VICE PRESIDENT, SEA-LAND INDUS-
TRIES INVESTMENT, INC., AND RICHARD R. RIVERS, AKIN,
GUMP, STRAUSS, HAUER & FELD
Mr. GREENBERG. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Sena-

tor Chafee.
I am M. R. Greenberg, chairman of the board of the newly

formed Coalition of Service Industries, Inc., the first and only na-
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tional organization exclusively representing the service sector of
our economy, with member companies drawn from a wide range of
service industries, including banking, insurance communications,
shipping and construction. I am also president and chief executive
officer of American International Group, a multinational company
with diverse insurance interests.

It is an honor for me and my colleagues to appear here today.
Mr. Chairman, passage of this legislation, S. 2058, the Trade in
Services Act of 1982, is of utmost importance. Approximately 70
percent of the U.S. work force is now employed in the service-that
is, non-goods-producing sector. Approximately 65 percent of our
GNP results from service industry revenues. And while headlines
once again decry our trade deficit in goods, in the service sector we
have been consistently running a trade surplus, estimated at
nearly $40 billion last year.

The Trade in Services Act of 1982 would accomplish several criti-
cal objectives of high priority to the service sector. First, it would
serve notice to our trading partners that the Congress of the
United States has thrown its full weight behind the America serv-
ice sector and the efforts of the executive branch in the interna-
tional arena to bring services under the same liberal trading
framework as goods.

Secondly and more specifically, S. 2058 will supplement the
President s negotiating authority with a clear mandate from Con-
gress including specific negotiating objectives for services.

A third reason for the coalition-s strong support of this bill, and
a reason which is closely related to the above longer term objec-
tives, is the impact which -passage of this legislation will have on
the GATT Ministerial to be held in Geneva this November.

A fourth reason, Mr. Chairman, for the coalition's support of this
bill is its provision making it crystal clear that section 301, the
unfair trade practices provision of the Trade Act; of 1974, covers
services, including overseas investments necessary for the export
and sale of services.

The coalition also supports section 5 of the bill, placing the U.S.
Trade Representative's Office in the central role of coordinator of
U.S. trade policy in services. Such a central coordinating body is
essential to coherent implementation of a service trade policy, and
the USTR has demonstrated its skill and activist attitude in this
area.

S. 2058 contains one provision, section 6, about which the coali-
tion has some concern. This section would require independent reg-
ulatory agencies such as the Federal Communications Commission
or the Interstate Commerce Commission to "take into account the
extent to which U.S. suppliers are accorded access" to a foreign
market in a service sector when such independent agencies are de-
veloping policies for access of those foreign suppliers to the U.S.
market in the same service sector.

While it is not clear what "taking into account" would involve,
the coalition would not wish-to see this language resulting in the
regulatory agencies independently making trade policy judgments
in the service sector. This role, as we have said, should be central-
ized and coordinated with the U.S. Trade Representative's Office,
and indeed section 5(b) of this bill would require the independent
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agencies to consult with the USTR where U.S. service industries
raise with those agencies foreign service access issues. This latter
provision is sufficient, we believe, and we urge that the subcommit-
tee consider deleting section 6 altogether.

Mr. Chairman, this is a summary of our prepared statement,
which I hope will be introduced into the record. I would also like to
really support Ambassador Brock's remarks. We think he was very
clear on the subject. And the coalition, we want to commend your
subcommittee tor its leadership in this area.

Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Greenberg and Peter J. Fin-

nerty follow:]
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Testimony of Maurice R. Greenberg
Chairman, Coalition of Service

Industries, Inc., Before the Senate
Finance Trade Subcommittee, Concerning

S. 2058, the "Trade in Services Act of 1982"

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

I am Maurice R. Greenberg, Chairman of thc Board of the

newly-formed Coalition of Service Industries, Inc., the first

and only national organization representing the service sector

of our economy, with member companies drawn from a wide range

of service industries including, banking, insurance, communica-

tions, shipping and construction. I am also President and

Chief Executive Officer of American International Group, a

multinational company with diverse insurance interests. It is

an honor to appear before you today on behalf of the Coalition.

Also appearing with me this morning are Peter Finnerty, Vice

President of Sea-Land Industries Investment, Inc., a member of

the Coalition, and Richard Rivers, of the law firm of Akin,

Gump, Strauss, Hauer and Feld, our counsel.

Mr. Chairman, passage of this legislation, S. 2058, the

"Trade in Services Act of 1982," is of utmost importance. Let

me reiterate what you and the members of your Subcommittee know

well, but what the American public may not know: the importance

of the service sector to our economy. Approximately seventy

percent of the U.S. workforce is now employed in the service,

i.e., non-goods-producing, sector. Approximately sixty-five

percent of our GNP results from service industry revenues.

97-220 0-82--6
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And, while headlines once again decry our trade deficit in goods,

in the service sector we have been consistently running a trade

surplus, estimated at nearly $40 billion last year. In short,

Mr. Chairman, while many of our beleaguered goods-producing

industries have for years been grabbing both media attention

and Washington aid, the service sector has silently surged

ahead, in big firms and small, here and in offices abroad, to

play an ever-growing role in our economy and in our daily lives.

It is time the economic importance of services be recognized

and that services be placed on an equal footing with goods

under the laws of this nation. In the international trade

area S. 2058 is a strong step in that direction and a step

which, with the reservation expressed below, the Coalition is

here today heartily to support.

The Trade in Services Act of 1982 would accomplish several

critical objectives of high priority to the service sector.

First, it would serve notice to our trading partiers that the

Congress of the United States has thrown its full weight behind

the American service sector and the efforts of the Executive

Branch in the international arena to bring services under the

same liberal trading framework as goods. These efforts, which

have begun in the Organization of Economic Cooperation and

Development ("OECD"), must move aggressively forward in the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") and other fora.
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Without such combined momentum, which passage of S. 2058 would

provide, our trading partners will cease to take seriously

the need for maintaining and improving a liberal world exchange

in the service sector. Non-tariff barriers abroad, whether

they be in the insurance sector with which I am familiar or in

the many other service areas which our Coalition represents,

will continue to proliferate as nations seek to protect infant

industries in, for example, highly technological areas such

as data-processing, or in established sectors where industries

have become accustomed to monopolistic or quasi-monopolistic

status in their respective countries. A sampling of service

non-tariff barriers reported to the U.S. Trade Representative

is appended to my statement. Visible political support in

the form both of these hearings today and passage of this

legislation will signal to our trading partners the high

priority which the U.S. attaches to the service sector and

the liberalization of such barriers.

Secondly and more specifically, S. 2058 will supplement

the President's negotiating authority with a clear mandate

from Congress including specific negotiating objectives for

services. Armed with this authority, the President's negotiators

at the U.S. Trade Representative's Office will be able to

attack and chip away at foreign barriers to services, including

the fundamental right to establish and operate service industries

abroad. These negotiations may take place on either a bilateral
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or multilateral basis. In the latter context, S. 2058 will

authorize the President to begin to develop internationally

agreed rules, including dispute settlement procedures, in the

service sector. Such rules no doubt will be developed in the

context of the GATT. While negotiations to develop multilateral

rules on services-will be a long and arduous process, as they

were in the case of developing internationally agreed rules

for trade in goods, that process nevertheless must at last

commence. In addition, this bill will bring under the "fast-

track" congressional approval provision of Section 151 of the

Trade Act any service trade agreements the President may conclude.

The Section 151 fast-track provision proved its value well in

the Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations.

A third reason for the Coalition's strong support of this

bill, and a reason which is closely related to the above longer

term objectives, is the impact which passage of this legislation

will have on the GATT Ministerial to be held in Geneva this

November. This Ministerial is the first since that held prior

to the opening of the Tokyo Round nearly a decade ago. It is

a once-in-a-decade opportunity to herald the importance of the

service sector and the need for the GATT earnestly to begin a

work program in this area. We strongly support the Administra-

tion's efforts to place services at the front of the GATT

Ministerial agenda and commend your Subcommittee's hearings

on this topic earlier this spring.
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A fourth reason, Mr. Chairman, for the Coalition's support

of this bill is its provision making it crystal clear that

Section 301, the unfair trade practices provision of the

Trade Act of 1974, covers services, including overseas invest-

ments necessary for the export and .aale of services. My company,

American International Group, effectively used Section 301 to

gain improved access to the Korean marine and fire insurance

market, but only after overcoming doubt within the U.S. Government

that our case, because of the small investment necessary to

maintain an insurance office within Korea, was a sufficiently

"pure" trade in services case to be covered by Section 301.

S. 2058 will erase any doubt on this point, which could arise

in future Section 301 cases. Let me add at this point that

the Coalition urges continued strong administration of this

important provision of our unfair trade laws and hopes that

Section 301 may in the future be used as effectively or even

more effectively in the service sector.

The Coalition also supports Section 5 of the bill, placing

the U.S. Trade Representative's Office in the central role of

coordinator of U.S. trade policy in services. Such a central

coordinating body is essential to coherent implementation of a

service trade policy, and the U6TR has demonstrated its skill

and activist attitude in this area. At the same time the

Coalition supports Section 5's grant of authority to the

Commerce Department actively to promote service industry

opportunities abroad and to improve service sector data
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collection and analysis.- Our studies show that of the fifteen

priority sectorR to which eighty percent of the Commerce

Department's export promotion funds are granted, not one of

these is a service sector. Passage of S. 2058 would help

remedy such discrimination in our export promotion policy.

Our Coalition also attaches high priority to improvement of

services data collection both domestically and internationally,

a goal which this part of the bill will advance.

S. 2058 contains one provision, Section 6, about which the

Coalition has some concern. This section would require independent

regulatory agencies such as the Federal Communications Commission

or the Interstate Commerce Commission to "take into account the

extent to which United States suppliers are accorded access"

to a foreign market in a service sector when such independent

agencies are developing policies for access of those foreign

suppliers to the U.S. market in the same service sector. While

it is not clear what "taking into account" would involve, the

Coalition would not wish to see this language resulting in the

regulatory agencies independently making trade policy judgments

in the service sector. This role, as we have said, should be

centralized and coordinated with the U.S. Trade Representative's

Office, and indeed Section 5(b) of this bill would require the

independent agenices to consult with the USTR where U.S. service

industries raise with those agencies foreign service access

issues. This latter provision is sufficient, we believe, and

we urge that the Subcommittee consider deleting Section 6 altogether.
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks this morning on

behalf of the Coalition of Service Industries, Inc. I would

be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Reported to the U.S. Trade Representative's Office

EXAMPLES OF FOREIGN DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST SERVICE INDUSTRIES

Accounting:

Argentina - Requirement that local audits be supervised
by locally registered axd qualified accountants,
and audits must be signed by them.

Brazil - Required that all accountants possess the
requistic professional degree from a Brazilian
University.

France - Pressures to require that French citizens

own more than 50 percent of accounting firms.

Advertising:

Argentina, Australia, Canada - Radio and T.V. commercials
" produced outside of the

country are forbidden.

Canada - Income Tax Act prevents expenditures for foreign
broadcast media along with foreign publications
from being treated as a business expense for tax
purposes.

Air Transport:

France - French government has refused to allow foreign
carriers to participate in the government
sponsored Muller-Access Reservation system,
while foreign participation in Air France
Alpha III Reservation System is restricted to
non-competitive rates.

Chile - National carriers are given preferential user
(landing and other) rates, while foreign carriers
are not. This places foreign companies at a
competitive disadvantage.

Auto/Truck Rental & Leasing:

Mexico - U.S. trucks are required to reload at borders
while Mexican trucks travel directly through.

Banking:

Australia Policy since 1945 allows foreign banks only
representative offices in Australia. Foreign
equity participation in commercial banks
limited to less than 101.

Nigeria - Local incorporation of existing and new branches
mandatory.
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Venezuela - 1975 General Banking Law. Foreign banks
new to Venezuela are limited to representative
offies. Already established banks forced to
reduce their equity participation to 20%.

Franchising:

Japan - Foreign franchisors are not allowed to restrict
franchise from handling competitive products.

Hotel & Motel:
Switzerland --Work permits for foreign employees are

difficult to obtain, extend or renew.

Maritime Transportation:

Total percent of U.S. commerce shipped on domestic bottoms
has fallen from 11% in 1960 to less than 5% in 1980. This
is due to a variety of problems, including foreign barriers.
Lack of coordinated U.S. policy is equally detrimental to
U.S. shipping interests.

Modelling:

Germany - Requires all models be hired only through
German agencies.

Motion Pictures:

Egpt- Imports made through state owned commercial
companies. No foreign films may be shown if
Egyptian films are available.

France - Restrictions placed on the earnings of foreign

films.

Tele-Communications, Data Processing and Information Services:

Brazil International links for teleprocessing systems
are subject to approval by the government. The
principle criteria used in evaluating requests
for data links

1) protection of Brazilian labor
market

2) protection of operations of
national firms and organizations

All data links approved are reviewed
for renewal. i

Germany International leased lines prohibited from
being connected to German public networks
unless the connection is made via a computer
in Germany which carries out at least some
processing.

International leased lines available only
if it is guaranteed that they are not used
to transmit unprocessed data to foreign
telecommunications networks.

Spain 57% import duty oi equipment available locally.
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COMMENTS BY PETER J. FINNERTY,

VICE PRESIDENT, PUBLIC AFFAIRS

SEA-LAND INDUSTRIES, INC.

ACCOMPANYING WITNESSES FROM THE COALITION OF

SERVICE INDUSTRIES ON S.2058 MAY 14, 1982.

BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE OF

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
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Ocean shipping is an important international

service industry vital to America's national defense

and international trade position. Sea-Land Service, Inc.

is the world's largest container shipping company and

operates 40 United States-flag containerships without

benefit of federal maritime subsidy. We also operate

20 smaller foreign-flag feeder ships and have substantial

added investment in 81,000 containers and 46,000 chassis.

Sea-Land provides regular service between over 120

ports, in 50 countries and territories. In 1981,

Sea-Land's gross revenues exceeded $1.6 billion.

Sea-Land is the largest of 9 major U.S.-flag

liner shipping companies engaging in international

commerce. In addition, numerous American companies

operate hundreds of dry and liquid bulk ships in

international commerce throughout the world. The

collective activity represents billions of dollars per

annum.

S.2058 is welcome legislation to strengthen

U.S. government efforts on behalf of American service

industries competing in the global economy. Approval

of the bill is needed to overcome barriers to U.S.

service industry market access abroad, growing foreign

government intervention and a deterioration of services

market shares due to deficiencies in U.S. policy.
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Competitor nations discriminate and impose various

unfair trade practices.

American marine insurance underwriters have

compiled a list of thirty-nine countries that discriminate

in that service alone. Japan and European countries

announced last year that they intend to ratify a Code

of Conduct for Liner Conferences developed under the

auspices of UNCTAD in Geneva. The UNCTAD Liner Code,

taken with other initiatives of the UNCTAD Secretariat,

move worldwide liner shipping away from open market

competition toward inefficient government economic

control. It is expected that the UNCTAD Liner Code

will enter into force later this year.

Many individual countries have taken steps to

interfere in private sector shipping markets in advance

of the Code through-adoption and enforcement of rules

which encourage, and give preference to, use of their

national-flag vessels for transport of imports and

exports.

in addition, private ownership of the means

of international ocean commerce is disappearing. More

and more governments are becoming owners and operators

of liner fleets or direct investors in partnership with

citizens of their countries. Such State Controlled
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Carriers are not profit motivated and can offer unfair

competition against private enterprise carriers.

S.2058 will provide significant clarifica-

tion of U.S. Government authority to apply Section 301

when U.S. retaliation may be warranted. The Executive

branch also needs clear authority to negotiate inter-

governmental agreements for service industries,

especially liner shipping. Intergovernmental liner

shipping agreements are the only feasible U.S. counter-

proposal to the UNCTAD Liner Code. Unilateral attempts

at governance of the international marketplace by other

countries or the United States cannot maintain healthy

and competitive conditions over the long term.

Passage of S.2058 will be of substantial

benefit to U.S. ocean shipping and other U.S. service

industries. Sea-Land respectfully urges the Subcommittee

to approve the bill as soon as possible.

Senator ROTH. Thank you.
Mr. Rivers?
Mr. RIvERs. I have no statement.
Mr. FINNERTY. I would like to make a few short remarks, Sena-

tor. Ocean shipping, which is the industry that I represent in the
coalition, is an important international service industry, vital to
America's national defense and international trade position. S.
2058 is welcome legislation to strengthen U.S. Government efforts
on behalf of American service industries competing in the global
economy.

Approval of the bill we believe is needed to overcome barriers to
U.S. service industry market access abroad, growing foreign gov-
ernment intervention, and the deterioration of service's market
shares due to deficiencies in U.S. policy.

Japan and European countries announced last year that they
intend to ratify a code of conduct for liner conferences developed
under the auspices of UNCTAD in Geneva. The UNCTAD liner
code, taken with other initiatives of the UNCTAD Secretariat,
moved worldwide liner shipping way from open market competi-
tion toward inefficient and discriminatory government economic
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control. It is expected that the UNCTAD liner code will enter into
force later this year.

Many individual countries have also taken steps to interfere in
private sector shipping markets in advance of the code, through
adoption and enforcement of rules which encourage or give prefer-
ence to use of their national flag vessels for transport of imports
and exports.

S. 2058 will provide significant clarification of U.S. Government
authority to apply section 301 when U.S. retaliation may be war-
ranted. The executive branch also needs clear authority to negoti-
ate intergovernmental agreements for service industries, especially
liner shipping. Intergovernmental liner shipping agreements are
the only feasible U.S. counterproposal to the UNCTAD liner code.

Unilateral attempts at governance of the international market-
place by other countries or the United States cannot maintain

ealthy and competitive conditions over the long term. Passage of
S. 2058 will be of substantial benefit to U.S. ocean shipping and
other U.S. service industries, and Sea-Land respectfully urges the
subcommittee to approve the bill as soon as possible.

Thank you.
Senator ROTH. I express my appreciation to both of you for your

excellent statements. I would also like to express my appreciation
for the leadership in the past you, for example, Mr. Greenberg and
some of your associates have played in bringing this problem of
trade in service industries front and center. I think it has been
most helpful to us here.

One of the questions , would like to ask both of you gentlemen is:
How much has your trade grown over the last 10 years, and will it
continue to grow if we do not have GATT rules to insure open mar-
kets overseas? Mr. Greenberg?

Mr. GREENBERG. Well, our business has grown, Senator. How
much more it would have grown and will grow in the future if
some of the nontariff barriers to services are removed is difficult to
say. I am certain that clearly, if there is a code of conduct which
puts U.S. service industries in the same position as those compa-
nies in their home countries are treated, clearly U.S. service indus-
tries will gain from that action.

There have been nontariff barriers that all service industries
have been confronted with, and what this legislation will do, it will
simply accelerate the day when all countries will have a code of
conduct which will benefit those countries as well as our own.

Senator ROTH. Mr. Finnerty?
Mr. FINNERTY. Senator, in the last 10 years Sea-Land has prob-

ably doubled in size, approximately. I think looking to the future,
liner shipping and international shipping in general is a business
that, unless we see something to protect healthy markets and
market access and limit or eliminate foreign government interven-
tion and confusion in the business, not only will the business not
grow, it may substantially suffer from intrusions into these mar-
kets. So, we do desperately need the U.S. Government to act.

Senator ROTH. As you well know, there has been some reluctance
on the part of the service industry to support legislation at this
time. Do you think the chances are good that we can develop a
stronger constituency in the private sector?
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Mr. GREENBERG. I think the coalition which I am here represent-
ing today is a good example of that support, Senator. The coalition
is made up of a group of leading service industry companies in the
United States, and I believe that its number will grow.

There is growing recognition, finally, that service industry mat-
ters must be faced up to, just as we have for goods and trade. It
really is puzzling why it has taken so long to focus on this issue.

Senator RoTH. I agree with you, in view of its importance.
Mr. Finnerty?
Mr. FINNERTY. I think Mr. Gremberg's statement is adequate,

Senator. There is a strong need for it and there is a broad basis of
support for the bill.

Senator Rom. My last question iv addressed to you, Mr. Green-
berg. I believe your company is one of the few service firms that
has brought an unfair trade ractice complaint under section 301
of the Trade Act. Did the U.9. Trade Representative resolve that
case to your satisfaction? And why do you believe so few firms
have registered complaints under section 301?

Mr. GREENBERG. We did bring a 301 action against the Korean
Government for failure to permit one of our companies to be li-
censed in their country and do business in the indigenous market.
For years we had been doing business, but only in U.S. dollars for
the U.S. military, U.S. military personnel stationed there.

The procedure was long and tenuous, but nonetheless that proce-
dure had the effect of bringing about a successful resolution to the
issue. Had there not been a 301 recourse, I doubt that we would
have been successful in gaining access to the market. So 301 was a
very needed tool to be employed.

Why other service companies have not resorted to that, I really
cannot answer that question. I would hope that, as this current
bill-if this current bill is passed, it will clarify for them once and
for all that such a recourse is available, and it will solve many
problems long before they have to make use of it.

Senator RoTH. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Greenberg, I think it is splendid that you put together this

coalition, and it will be helpful. And your testimony was very good,
in my judgment, particularly the appendix that you had attached
giving examples of discrimination against service industries
through a whole series of different countries.

My question to you and your fellow panel members is, Has your
group reached any consensus on what they would like to see an in-
ternational agreement? In other words, would you like to see the
coverage of services in GATT expanded, or would you like to see a
series of general multilateral and/or bilateral services agreements
with specific codes of conduct covering specific service industries
such as banking or insurance?

Mr. GREENBERG. I would prefer to see it in GATT, Senator, where
service industries can be negotiated, would have the same treat-
ment in various countries throughout the world that their own
companies have. We seek no-we do not seek any advantages,
simply the same treatment that a company would have that was a
company of that country, just as we seek to treat foreign compa-
nies in the service industries the same way in our own country.
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I think that will be the simplest way of achieving this. The
GATT does provide the right mechanism for it.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Rivers, do you agree?
Mr. RiVERS. I agree entirely, Senator. There is a great deal of

preparatory work that has to be done before any negotiation this
ambitious. But I think national treatment is one of the principles
that is already in the GATT with respect to goods, which may very
well be applicable to trade and services.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Finnerty?
Mr. FINNERTY. Senator Chafee, I would basically agree with the

point made, that GATT is the proper organization in the context of
international trade to take up this broad set of issues. I would
simply add that in one industry in particular, that of liner ship-
ping, I do not know that we have the luxury of the number of
years that it will take to prepare for a full-blown GATT negotia-
tion.

As I indicated in my short comments, we are confronted within
our business with the impending entry into force of an internation-
al regime prepared in UNCTAD which would be literally an oppo-
site dir-tion to what GATT stands for. And in that context, I
think in one or more of the industries it might be important for
the Government to pursue bilateral negotiations or multilateral
discussions with countries willing to sit down and take on these
problems at an earlier date.

In our business, because of its unique nature of operating be-
tween countries rather than within countries, we are perhaps more
advanced than most of the other service industries in getting ready
to come to the bargaining table, having our information prepared,
as are other countries. And indeed, I think it has been the United
States that has been dragging its feet about confronting this issue.

I understand that the administration may include this question
in its review of promotional maritime policy in the next month or
two.

Senator CHAFEE. It seems to me, Mr. Greenberg, there is a prob-
lem going to come up here, in that if we only ask the other coun-
tries to permit us to do what they permit their own companies to
do, it seems to me it may well end up an unequal struggle, in that
we are such an open society insofar as competition goes. For in-
stance, banking. Many, many nations have very, very tightly con-
trolled State banks. The opportunities for a new bank to open are
extremely limited, whereas a company, a foreign nation, citizens of
a foreign nation, can very easily come here, buy a bank with its
branches with it and everything and they are in business.

Now, you are just prepared to accept that as one of the facts of
life, I suppose?

Mr. GREENBERG. I think we have to. I think what we seek is
access to the niarket. If there is no access permitted by any compa-
ny, if there is only one, for example, a bank and it is a state-con- --
trolled and owned bank and there are no private banks in that par-
ticular country, then what we would be asking them to do other-
wise is to change their own law within their country to permit pri-
vate banking where none now exists. It seems to me that now goes
beyond what we are seeking.

gat we seek is access, that access which is permitted to anyone.
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Senator CHAFEE. On an equal basis?
Mr. GREENBERG. That is right.
Senator CHAFEE. But on many of the cases, that will not be

there. You are very familiar with the insurance business, and in
many countries it is a pretty tightly controlled organization, with
the Government in many instances running it or apparently run-
ning it, is that not so?

Mr. GREENBERG. Yes, certainly, in Eastern European countries.
But even there, there are possibilities.

But where a country does permit insurance to operate in the pri-
vate sector, then we seek equal access. I was in Romania last week,
and it is strange that even there they are aware of this type of leg-
islation pending and wondered if it passed and it became a GATT
item, whether that would require them to open their market to for-
eign insurance companies, for example, which I think-the issue
you are raising, I think that would go against some of their basic
precepts.

Senator CHAFEE. Fine, thank you. And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ROTH. Thank you.
Gentlemen, we appreciate your being here. We look forward to

working with you, and we hope that your coalition will continue to
grow.

Mr. GREENBERG. Thank you for he Qppurtunity.
Senator ROTH. Our next panel consists of: Mr. Harry Greeman,

who is senior vice president of the American Express Co.; Mr.
Duane Kullberg, managing partner and chief executive officer of
Arthur Andersen; our old friend and trade expert, Mr. Michael
Samuels, vice president-international, U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce.

Mr. Kullberg, we ask you to lead off. Again, because of the time
constraints, we would request that you summarize your statements.
Your full prepared statement will be included in the record as if
read.

STATEMENT OF DUANE E. KULLBERG, MANAGING PARTNER AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO., AC-
COMPANIED BY ROBERT WRIGHT, PARTNER
Mr. KULLBERG. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the op-

portunity of appearing before these committees. My name is Duane
Kullberg. I am managing partner and chief executive officer of
Arthur Andersen. With me t my right this morning is Robert
Wright, who is an experienced partner in our New York office and
has been heavily involved with a number of clients in the service
area.

As indicated in our statement, our organization conducts an ac-
counting practice involving service to clients in many parts of the
world. We have seen the tremendous growth in the worldwide need
for competent services, not only the types provided by our organiza-
tion but those that are provided by many other companies in a
wide range of areas.

We are very pleased that your committees are considering legis-
lation that emphasizes the importance of the service sector of the
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United States in international trade, and we commend you and
Senator Chafee for your sponsorship of this bill.

The statistics that are cited in S. 2058 demonstrate the magni-
tude of our service industry in world markets. In establishing ap-
propriate trade policies for the service sector, as well as for other
sectors involved in international trade, we think the guiding con-
cepts should be neutrality and free trade insofar as possible. Artifi-
cial barriers to trade, whether imposed by foreign governments or
the United States, run counter to that concept and should be kept
at a minimum or be eliminated entirely.

In conducting our professional accounting practice in many coun-
tries, we have experienced over the years a number of restrictions
on foreign nationals practicing in other countries. This has applied
not only in certain foreign countries, but has also been prevalent in
the United States, where some professional societies and other
bodies governing professional practice have imposed significant re-
strictions on citizens of other countries practicing in the United
States. Fortunately, most of the problems have been resolved and
for the most part those that remain are based on legitimate local
and national concerns.

In other areas of international trade for services, however, many
problems do remain. Clearly, some countries discriminate against
companies or citizens from other countries providing services
within their borders. Sometimes this is done by subtle and indirect
means.

If legislation like S. 2058 is enacted, we would hope that this
would place the U.S. trade negotiators in a stronger position to try
to eliminate or minimize the restrictions that do remain.

A particularly troublesome area is emerging in some countries.
This involves restrictions on transfers of business data from one
country to another. With modern information accumulation, trans-
mission, analytical techniques that are essential in managing -nul-
tinational business operations, such restrictions can create serious
problems for many business entities.

In carrying out the objectives of legislation like S. 2058, we hope
the U.S. trade negotiators will focus on problems created by im-
proper cross-border data flow restrictions.

In the final analysis, the service industry by definition is intend-
ed to serve the public. The interest of that public should control
the types of policies that should be adopted in regulating interna-
tional trade in service activities. The public is entitled, in our view,
to receive competent services, whether they are provided by nation-
als of a particular country or from another country.

Again, we applaud your committees in taking a leadership role
in recognizing the importance of the service sector in U.S. interna-
tional trade, and we hope that Congress will act quickly on this leg-
islation so that we can move forward in international trade negoti-
ations.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on this legis-
lation, and we would be pleased to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kullberg follows:]

97-22D0 -82--7
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STATEMENT OF DUANE R. KuLLDzRo o ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co.

My name is Duane R. Kullberg, and I am Managing Partner -

Chief Executive Officer for Arthur Andersen & Co. We welcome the

opportunity to testify before these committees today on the sub-

ject of trade in services.

Introduction

Arthur Andersen & Co. is an international accounting

firm with offices in about 150 cities around the world. Roughly

one-third of our practice is conducted in foreign countries and

about one third of our personnel are foreign nationals with pro-

fessional credentials appropriate to those countries.

While we have many clients that would be affected by

Senate Bill 2058, we do not represent them in this testimony.

The views expressed are those of our firm, based on our experi-

ence in providing professional services to clients in all parts

of the world for many years.

In performing those services, we have observed first-

hand restrictions on the providers of services in many countries,

including the United States. The fundamental principle that

should guide the policies of all countries with respect to trade

in services is the public interest. Artificial barriers to

providing such services do not seem to us consistent with the

public interest, and all countries should work toward their

elimination.

We have reviewed S. 2058, the legislation which pro-

poses to encourage multilateral trade negotiations in the service
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sector and to expand and clarify United States trade laws as they

pertain to service industries. We are pleased that your commit-

tees are focusing their attention on the necessity for free trade

in the service sector. As noted above, we agree that there is a

need to foster trade in services by eliminating the barriers

surrounding service sector trade in world markets. We believe

the proposed legislation would also enhance growth in the manu-

facturing, agricultural and labor sectors.

Importance of the Service Sector

Service sector trade in world markets is of paramount

importance to the United States economy. Based upon the data

cited in the proposed legislation, a healthy, competitive service

sector plays a significant role in offsetting balance-of-payments

deficits attributed to other sectors. This is highlighted by the

contribution of the service sector to United States trade

receipts. Additionally, the emphasis placed upon balance of

payments by the United States' trading partners Oarrants legis-

lation that recognizes the importance of the service sector. The

proposed legislation is an appropriate vehicle to implant the

significance of the service-sector in the United States trade

policy.

The priority accoreed trade in services by this

legislation, together with the magnitude of service sector

revenues, can only lead to beneficial consequences for other

sectors of the economy. Increased service sector trade in

foreign markets will expand entrepreneurial opportunities in the
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manufacturing, agricultural and labor sectors, in addition to the

support which it provides to multinational business.

Expanded opportunities arise, for example, through the

need for capitaIexpan7sin. Most services involve making avail-

able capital facilities. The marine transport, air transport,

warehousing, and telecommunications industries are illustrated by

this fact. These service industries are both capital and labor

intensive and, accordingly, an increase in the service aspect

would result in capitalexpansion and higher employment which

would have a favorable effect upon the manufacturing and labor

sectors.

Furthermore, additional opportunities arise through the

need for direct nonservice sector input into the flow of com-

merce. The proposed legislation attempts to satisfy these needs

in that it will enable the other sectors to expand and improve

through the service sector.-Same ser-v44 require direct use of

nonservice sector industries. For example, retailing, lodging

and food services require the direct contributions of the agri-

cultural, manufacturing and labor sectors for their economic

survival. Consequently, the proposed legislation in this regard

should have a favorable impact upon all sectors of the economy.

The foregoing illustrations support our belief that the

proposed legislation is vital to the growth of both the service

and nonservice trade economy.
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Commercial Vitality of Service Sector

We concur with the attempt to recognize the commercial

vitality of U.S. service sector trade in foreign markets. The

proposed legislation properly directs public attention to the

importance of the service industry to United States trade, an

area that prior to this legislation has essentially been ignored

in trade policy consideration.

We recognize the service sector's vital role in com-

merce. The service sector, in fact, has taken on a commercial

life of its own and is not necessarily subsidiary to trade in

merchandise. Commensurate with this commercial vitality is the

development of wide-ranging demands which ultimately touch upon

most facets of our economy.

For example, the moving of people between countries for

business, pleasure and educational purposes has greatly stimu-

lated a demand for transport and other related services. Demands

for services also increase when United Statep multinationals draw

their domestic suppliers into foreign markets.

In addition, the need for spontaneous global communica-

tion and data collection for decision-making has created demands

on the electronic and telecommunications industries which touch

upon all sectors of our economy. Politically induced expecta-

tions derived from governmental programs have created demands

from the social services sector.
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Similarly, the influx of the service sector into for-

eign markets generates higher levels of disposable personal

income, both at home and abroad, to the ultimate benefits of all

sectors.

These examples illustrate some of the more significant

contributions based upon demands on the service sector. The

proposed legislation assents to this and, hence, draws our full

support.

Fostering Trade in Services

We applaud the amendment to the negotiating objectives

of the Trade Act of 1974 to include as principal goals the

reduction or elimination of barriers to trade in services, and

the improvement and coordination of service sector trade issues

between and among United States government organizations, state

and local governments, and the private sector. Through effective

communication of these objectives, the United States can faith-

fully negotiate trade-in-iervice contracts in both bilateral and

multilateral contexts.

The statutory framework that is being developed to

remedy present practices that deny service sector access to

foreign markets, discriminate against United States service trade

in foreign markets, create nontariff restrictions, and generate

subsidies to local and governmental competition, is a key to this

legislation.
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The objective of trade policy relating to the services

industry should be neutrality. Neither the U.S. nor other

countries should enforce restrictions on access to each other's

economies based on artificial and protective policies. Service

industries, by definition, serve the public, and the ultimate

objective should be to provide competent and ethical services to

those who need them in all countries.

On the other hand, it would be fruitless to completely

abandon the notions of protectionism in foreign trade in ser-

vices. The United States, as well as its trading partners, must

seek to protect its national security, domestic sovereignty, and

cultural integrity. However, through open networks of communica-

tion and policy positions premised on negotiating objectives like

those contained in the proposed legislation, the effects of pro-

tectionism can be mitigated and free trade in services secured.

Achievement of these goals is facilitated by the

coordination mechanisms set out in the proposed legislation. The

bill consolidates the coordination of service trade policy in the

United States Trade Representative's office, and grants the

Department of Commerce a broad mandate to improve its services

data base. The bill further requires independent federal

regulatory agencies to consider service trade as a factor in

making their decisions.

Furthermore, state governments must be integrated into

service trade considerations where the potential exists that the

federal government may usurp an area that is otherwise within a
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state's province. These administrative mechanisms are desirable

in improving and coordinating service sector trade issues between

and among United States government agencies, state and local

governments, and the private sector.

Development of U.S. Policy Awareness

We applaud the bill's lead in creating an impetus for

*collecting data on trade service operations. Presently, only

limited data on trade service has been quantified. The proposed

legislation takes a welcomed initiative in providing for the

collection and analysis of service data as inputs for domestic

policy forumulation and for international negotiations. This

data collection and analysis within the U.S. government can be

linked to initiatives within the international institutions to

develop agreed upon measures for data. In this regard, a logical

starting point will be to identify and analyze data already

available to various government agencies. Additional data that

may be needed should be carefully defined to avoid undue burdens

on service entities asked to provide it.

We further applaud the bilf's recognition of the need

for the unrestricted transfer of information and use of data

processing facilities in the conduct of multinational service

industry activities. The proposed legislation arrives at a time

when certain trading partners are contemplating the imposition of

restrictive measures to regulate cross border data flows.

Advances in information technology, free of restrictions, will

revolutionize business activity worldwide, and offer great

potential to all sectors of both U.S. and foreign economies.

We also approve of the bill's utility as a device to

identify-service trade issues as priority items on the agenda of

the GATT ministerial meetings, as well as other international

organizations such as the OECD. This legislation will support
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the United States' objective to work toward a framework agreement

on liberal trade principles for services. Progress along these

lines should lead to multilateral negotiations to develop codes

for services.

Finally, as stated earlier, we note that the United-

States service sector anticipates increased competition in

multinational markets, often with the support and encouragement

of foreign governments. This support and encouragement may come

about through forms of disguised protectionism. The legislation

proposed is ant effective measure to respond to increased and

questionable competition from other countries.

Conclusion

The fundamental objective of U.S. trade policy in the

service area, as well as in other major segments of our economy,

should be free and unrestricted trade. The enactment of S. 2058

should increase recognition of the importance of the service

sector to the United States' economic well-being.

S. 2058 should also encourage multilateral trade

negotiations in the-service sector and expand and clarify United

States trade laws as they pertain to service industries, and

provide-for significant future benefits to all segments of our

economy. The bill represents an effective legislative framework

for trade service policy and our firm is pleased to support it.

We praise the initiative taken by this Senate in recommending

policy that encourages negotiation of international agreements

aimed at eliminating present barriers surrounding service trade

in world markets.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit our views on

these matters, and urge favorable action by Congress-on this

legislation.
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Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Kullberg.
Mr. Freeman?

STATEMENT OF HARRY L. FREEMAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN EXPRESS CO., REPRESENTING THE U.S. COUNCIL
FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Harry

Freeman from American Express Co., here testifying today on
behalf of the U.S. Council for International Business, representing
250 American companies.

Let me say at the outset, first, we agree with the position of Am-
bassador Brock. We agree with the position stated by Mr. Green-
berg of CSI. The American Express Co. is a member of the board of
CSI. We favor fast moving ahead on S. 2058, which we endorse.
And we also agree with the statement filed by the Business Round-
table yesterday with your committee.

So we are here to voice our strongest possible support for early
movement of this legislation. In the not so distant past, it was a
major event to see a news item about the service sector or invisible
trade. Now I am happy to report that hardly a day goes by without
the appearance of some kind of article or speech pertaining to the
service sector.

This really does demonstrate the momentum that is building up,
and this momentum is evidenced by a number of things. We see
the legislation, whether it is the very fine bill, S. 1233 of Senators
Inouye and Pressler, that passed the Senate, the sense of the
Senate resolution on GATT that was being ordered out of the
Senate, out of this committee, the other day, and a lot of other
signs in the Congress and in the private sector, and in other gov-
ernments-the United Kingdom, Germany, others, that are now fi-
nally coming around to saying the service sector is important to
our world; let us start working at a regime to protect the freest
possible movement of services in the way we have done with goods.

So these hearings today, and particularly the commendable work
of Senators Roth and Chafee, demonstrate that services are begin-
ning to be noticed. And we are very pleased to see that. And we do
want to move forward on S. 2058.

With respect to the importance of services, I do not want to dwell
on that. I think that has been adequately documented. I think
there are a few points I want to make very briefly.

One question we frequently get at the American Express Co., ad-
dressed to me or addressed to my boss, Jimmy Robinson, our chair-
man, is-what is your problem? You are a company that is doing
well-and I think we are doing well. Why are you so active in
pushing this particular crusade.

I think the answer is very obvious to us, to the American Ex-
press Co., and increasingly obvious to our other colleagues in the
American business community. We keep reading about the fascina-
tion and the criticism of American business being always con-
cerned with today's bottom line, this month, this quarter, this year.
And we are doing well, but we are also very, very concerned, con-
cerned in the sense that Ambassador Brock said a few minutes ago.
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We are very concerned about the deteriorating trade situation, the
growth of nontariff trade barriers.

And we are convinced that the time to act on these future and
growing problems is now, not after they are upon us. So we really
do think ahead, and we need to address these problems right now.

So passage of the key elements of this bill is essential now. The
current state of the trade environment is grim, to say the least. We
do agree with the comments that have been made about section 6.
There is no reason for me to expand on that.

We think the services are really the bright spot in the U.S. eco-
nomic horizon and the trade area, but we also recognize the vital
linkage of services with goods. I certainly agree with what Ambas-
sador Brock said earlier. We found a slightly more strong quote. He
said a few months ago:

So it is insane to think that you can any longer continue trade in goods'if you had
total barriers to the services which facilitate the trade in these goods.

The last point is also important, and that is data. Data is really
wanting in this area, both in the trade area and the domestic
scene. We cannot really feel very comfortable running ouri busi-
nesses and seeing Government being run on inadequate data. So
we very much support the data provisions as well as the other pro-
visions.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Freeman follows:]
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STATEMENT OF HARRY L. FREMAN, SENIOR Vici PRESIDENT, AMERICAN EXPREs CO.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members. My name is Harry L.

Freeman, Senior Vice-President of American Express Company. I

am pleased to be here today to'testify on behalf of the U.S.

Council for International Business. The U.S. Council

represents 250 U.S. companies, serving as the U.S. affiliate of

the International Chamber of Commerce, the International

Organization of Employees and the Business Advisory Committee

to the OECD.

In the not so distant past, it was a major event to spot a news

item containing a reference to so-called invisible trade in

invisible goods.' Now I am happy to report hardly a day goes

by without the appearance of an article or speech pertaining to

the service sector. This demonstrates that the importance of

the service sector is finally becoming part of the mindset of

economists. These hearings today, and the commendable work of

Senators Roth and Chafee on this Committee, demonstrate that

services are beginning to be noticed. We are also very pleased

to see that the Senate passed the Service Industries

Development Act, S. 1233, and congratulate Senators Inouye and

Pressler. However, we still have a long way to go before the

service sector receives the recognition it deserves and

requires. The first step is to push forward on passage of

legislation following the principles of S. 2058.
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Services play a vital role in both the domestic economy and

international trade. This is no longer an issue. A few facts

will be sufficient to demonstrate my point. Attached to the

testimony are various charts which depict these figures.

At the outset we would like to note that in some ways the term

"service sectorO is a misnomer and does not do justice to the

wide diversity of industries that are included in the area.

Service companies range from transportation to financial

services to communications, to name a few. It is important to

keep this in mind in order to recognize the magnitude of the

area we are discussing today and its importance to the U.S.

economy.

o Services represent 67% of U.S. economic output -- 51% if

government activities are excluded.

" ApproXimately 66 million people -- 72% of total

employment of 72 million -- are employed by the service

sector.

o Services are growing twice as fast as the manufacturing

sector.

" There was a 20% increase in labor and capital

productivity from 1967 to 1979, versus 10% in

manufacturing.
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On the international side the facts are just as impressive.

o The U.S now has a comparative advantage in international

trade in services.

o U.S. businesses account for 20% of total world trade in

services. Last year this contributed to the first

overall surplus iP-.L&_hLance of payments since

1976.

o World trade in services expanded at 17% average annual

rate in the past decade, compared with an average growth

of 6 percent for world trade as a whole.

Why services legislation now?

There are some who would argue that services are doing so well

on their own, they do not require government attention in the

form of legislation or additional resources. But the truth is,

we often behave as if the service sector doesn't existj we look

at our economy with only one eye -- the industrial eye -- when

we should be using two. We need to open the services eye, so

that we can see our economy in its entirety. I am not

advocating that we should ignore or withdraw resources from
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manufacturing, agriculture or mining. What I am saying is that

we should give services their due recognition and support

service sector interests by giving services parity with goods

in U.S. trade law.

Passage of the key elements of the Trade in Services Act

legislation is essential now for a variety of reasons. The

current state of the trade environment is grim, to say the

least. Deteriorating trade relations and growing trade

deficits have created tensions between our allies and trading

partners. Strains on domestic economies have resulted in

increasing protectionism as countries turn to tariff and

non-tariff barriers as a means of protecting domestic industry

and fostering national interests.

Headlines frequently relate the problems of the steel 4nd auto

sectors as they encounter problems in maintaining market share

and combating foreign competition. In contrast, little

attention is given to the growing proliferation of non-tariff

barriers that affect the service sector. These barriers appear

in the form of more subtle mechanisms: personnel restrictions,

discriminatory licensing procedures, discriminatory taxation,

discriminatory foreign exchange restrictions, tariff and

customs procedures, and denial of entry into foreign markets.
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For example:

o The Canadian Income Tax Act denies the deduction on .any

expenses of an advertisement carried by U.S. stations

broadcasting into Canada. A Section 301 case of the Trade

Act of 1974 has been filed. However we must strenghen

existing trade laws to provide adequate remedies for this

type of situation without seeking other kinds of

legislation.

o In Australia, there has been a ban on the establishment of

new branches or subsidiaries of foreign banks since 1942.

In-many countries including Brazil, Canada, Egypt, El

Salvador, finland and Greece, foreign equity participation "

in indigenous banks is severely limited.

o Other potentially threatening and disruptive barriers are

restrictions on the flow of information across national

borders. Germany, for example prohibits companies from

transmitting data out of Germany unless the company carries

out some data processing within the country.

V
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This isJuSt a small sampling of the numerous non-tariff trade

barriers that inhibit service sector trade.

The time to act is now -- to maintain the growth of services

which are the bright spots on the U.S. economic horizon. We

must also recognize the vital linkage of trade in services with

trade in goods. Through dramatic increases in technological

capabilities, more and more international transactions in goods

and merchandise depend on the capabilities of the service

sector.

As Bill Brdck, United States Trade Representative, recently

stated '...two-thirds of the American people work not in the

production of goods, but in engineering, insurance, data

transmission, communications, shipping, banking--all of those

Lields that are covered by no effective international rules at

all. so it is insane to think that you can long continue trade

in goods if you have total barriers to thecservices which

facilitate the trade in these goods. The two are totally

intertwined, and you can't separate them And that's why the

United States has put a top priority on establishing an

international regime over the next five years in the services

and investment sectors.'

97-220 O-82-8

- . ~ -

) I
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Despite the important role that services play, services do not

have parity with goods in U.S. trade laW. 'In order to combat

the growth of non-tariff barriers, it is essential to give U..S.,.

tride authorities adequate capabtlities for negotiating on the

* paft of .service sector companies. Although current.U.S,,trade

lawmakes, some reference to services, a few relatively, small -,

but. significaht-changes4are necessary to-ciarify tht.US.

-mandate to. addrqia- se sector problems.in both bilateral.

and multilateral disrussions4

On the international side services have not yet been given

atteptin by tho GATT. With the upcoming GATT Ministerial in

November,it is crucial for the U.S. to send a positive signal

to its trading allies demonst'rating our commitment.to the

pursuit of an open frade environment for services as well as

goods. The Tokyo-Round of multilateral trade negotiations

concentrated on goods,"leaving services to be dealt with at A

later date., Negotiators also-lacked sufficient data on service

sector problems to commit.themselves to any agreements in this

area. 'The November GATT Ministerial offers the U.S. an

opportunity to focus high-level internationaI attention on,

barriers to trade in services, including restrictions on

international information flows. The first step is to ensure

that U.S. trade officialshave the adequate authority'and

mandate topursue this type of'discussion.

- V -~



we must act now to prevent the services situation from

deteriorating to a point at which solutions are less

,palatable.. If we work together with the U.S. government and

with our international partners iwe can hope-to contain the

proliferation of non-%Ariff trade barriers before they

dramatically, injqure trade in services or, goods.

The proposed legislation is essential for giving-services

parity with goods in U.S. trade law, S. 2058 has several key

components:

o The bill amends the negotiating objectives of the Trade Act

of 1974 to include the discussion and negotiation of

services as principal goals in both bilateral and

multilateral discussions and negotiations.

o-- The bill would consolidate the coordination of services

trade policy in the U.S. Trade Representative's Office and

would grant Commerce a broad mandate to improve its

services data base.

o The bill amends Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 to

cover service sector problems more completely and

explicitly# removing any possible ambiguity that Section

301 remedies do in fact cover services.
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There is one provision regarding the role of independent

agencies, Section 6, that causes us some concern. Since it is

not clear how agencies would interpret the language *taking

into account' U.S. market access in'other countries, we feel

that this authority would best remain under the jurisdiction of

the U.S. Trade Representative's Office as described in Section

5. We hope the Subcommittee will amend or delete this Section

without impeding the rapid passage of this legislation.

Thank you for the opportunity to address this important issue.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

.,
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SERVICE AN9 GOOSE PRODUCING INDUSTRIES
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Economic Secretariat Document No. 103/34 Rev. 4
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CO14ISSIOII ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE POLICY AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS

eO9lTION PAPER ON LIBERALISATION OF TRADE IN S~yERY§E

Statement adopted by the Coa.mission. AtIts meeting on 30 September,

the Executive Board of the ICC granted the Secretary General advance

authorisation-for-the immediate release of this documert.

1.' In almost all industrial countries and in much of the developing

world the service sector has significantly increased in importance

over the last thirty years. By 1978 the contribution of the service

sector to Gross Domestic Product was at least as important as that,

of the industrial sector for nearly all GATT contracting parties,

and its importance as a source of employment increased accordingly.

As with merchandise, a large part of this service activity does not

give rise to international transactions, but in many industries inter-

national business has also greatly expanded, and now represents a

considerable share in trade flows. Between 1967 and 1975 world trade

in services increased by about 6 per cent per annum in real terms,

and by 1975, exports of services represented over 20 per cent of

total exports of goods and services for all countries.

2. Much'of this service activity is not conducted purely for its own

sake, but is also an essential adjunct to international 
trade in raw

materials and manufactured goods. Though many of the impediments to

a free flow of goods have been removed or significantly reduced by
the rounds of multilateral negotiations under the auspices of the
GATT, many service industries, including. for example, not only the
more traditional areas of construction and engineering services, In-urance,

,bankfngand financial services, legal and medical services and trrivur#e.

-L
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but also tourism, franchising, Information and data services, leasing

arid consultancy, still confront severe government-imposed obstacles to
their international operations. These restrictions not only reduce the -

efficiency of services tr de, but also produce unfair competition aming

the service industries of different nations, and introduce cost distortions
into trade flows of goods. At present these reStrictions cannot always
be Identified or remedied. This is partly because as yet there does

not exist an agreed international standard for the treatment of services,
which makes it difficult to define the remedies appropriate to resolving
problems-of unfair competition.

3. A progressive and comprehensive-liberalisation of international trade -

in services, is now therefore timely and necessary to reduce the present
distortions in such trade. LiberalisatiOn of services trade, permitting
greater access for service industries to exercise their actiVities in
foreign markets would act as a stimulus to international trade, and would
also often have an innovative, effect irf'local service industries and thus.
contribute to economio development'. The InterAttonal Chamber of Commerce,
with members in over one hundred countries, therefore urges governments
'of both developed and developing countries to respect and fully implement
existing agreements providing fo: the liberalisati6n of services trade,
and to begin the preparations necessary for mutually advantageous negotia-
tions to reduce impediments to international trade-in services on a
multilateral and, wherever possible, reciprocal basis.

4. Circumstances in individual 'countries and existing arrangements in
some service markets will Influence the pace at which liberalisation can
be pursued., 'At least Initially, therefore, the liberalifation of services
trade implies:

I) that all such trade be conducted according to the principles
of fair. and open international, competition;

ii) that internationally tradedservices originating from any country
be subject to equal treatment by the recipient nation (the most-
favoured nation principle);
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III) that, where they are, not in the wider interests ofLthe serve-
user, restrictions on the ability to purchase services across
national, borders be reduced In as far-reaching.tnd as. reciprocal
a manner as possible;

iv)- that the above Iprinci les.,and any departures from these principles"
which are deemed necessary during the transition to'&a fulljy"iberal
services trade systo be subject to periodic review and
negotiation; and

v) that niew limitations tO' the international free movement of
services be avoided as far as possible, and that if a situation
were to arise calling for further restrictions, such-'estrIctions
be temporary and subject to prioy. copsultation and negotiation.

S. The ICO welcomes the efforts made in a number of circles to
compile information on the trade effects.of restrictions on international
service transactions, and on specific problems' faced by individual
idustries. It hopes that sUch*,lfforts will continue. However, the
ICC believes that, in addit on,tit is now necessary to develop prActical
methods and procedures'to. eliminate the major impediments to international
trade in services) or, at least, to greatly reduce their effect.

6. In spite of the differences in activity among the different
service Industries with international interests,_the ICC believes that
the underlying principles of liberal trade and 'fair competition are
comon to all. Thus, althoughL the impediments to liberal trade in
individual service i.ndustrtes might appear different in their detailed
application, it.ispossible -to classify them as departures from these
underlying principles, in terms of major non-tariff barriers to. trade,,
applying to all industries. The ICC therefore puts forwa'rd'such a
classification, which is not exhaustive, which might profitably be'
used in conjunction with the data at present being compiled in several
quarters to develop,.a framework of obstacles to trade in services
which would then serve as a basis for a. negotiated liberalisation of
this field. (This classification is included a$ an annex to this
document). -
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Recommendations for Action

7 In the'long term, any effective and comprehensive ilberalisation
of international trade An services must be conducted on-a multilateral-
basis. The extension of the GATT to include trade in services

represents the most effective method of achieving this* liberalisation
for thq following reasons:

i) International trade in goods - which is already.,covered by the
GATT - and international trade in services are govqrned-by the
same underlying economic p&rinciples, and in many cases the
impediment's involved subsidy and regulatory practices, govern-

-ment procurement procedures, technical standards and licences -

are similar. The impediments which are more~specifically related
to trade in services can still be regarded as nqn-tariff barriers,-
and should be tackled, in a similar manner to the non-tariff-,
barriers discussed during the Tokyo Round.

ii) The application-of the most-favoured nation.,principle espoused
in the GAiT ensures that the benefits fromliberalisation will
accrue to all nations.

.8. The ICC therefore cMlls upon all governments to accept that the
principles espoused in the GATT system for the regulation of world. trade
be extended to cover trade in services, hnd urges them to beoin prepara-
ti6ns towards multilateral negotiations to reduce existing impediments

to international trade in 'services and to create an accepted'f'ramework
for the conduct of liberal trade in services. There h.ve been proposals
for a Specil Session of the GATT Contracting Parties in 1982, at which
trade in services wouldbe one of the items for discussion, and this-
initiative is welcomed by the"ICC. The classification of non-tariff
barriers to trade in services set out in the annex"demonstrates that
many of the obstacles to services trade are similar In principle for

many industries (eg. the existence of subsidieswhich distort, competition,
administrative impediments to'operation, etc.) and it is therefore

:-possible for the principles of a liberAl framework for services trade to
be negotiated on an overall multilateral"basis, i n a similar fashion to

-the negotiation of the principles espoused in the Codes on non-tariff
barriers agreed during the Tokyo Round. This is but a first stage, however,
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and does not imply that the application in practice of the regulatory
measures required for liberalisation wiT1 be necetsarily of an across-the-

board character, as in certain instances the regulation resulting from

negotiated agreement on the base principles for liberalisation will

... have to betaffored'to meet the specific operating characteristics of the
different industries involved.

9. However, the acceptance that the principles espoused in the GATT should
be extended to cover trade in services does not imply the exclusion of other
fora from this process of liberalisation in the short-term. Important

work for trade in services has already been undertaken in other circles,

notably the Declaration and Decisions on International Investment and

Multinational Enterprises adopted by the Governments of the OECD countries
in 1976, and the contribution of agreements in such fora to the libera-
lisation of trade in services should not be underestimated or ignored.
The ICC welcomes the initiative taken in the meeting of the Ministerlt1

Council of the OECO of June 1981. where

."Ministers expressed the wish that the ongoing OECD activities in the
field of services be carried forward expeditiously. - They agreed -that,
in the light of the results of these activities, efforts should be
undertaken to examine ways and means for reducing or eliminating
identified problems and to improve international co-operation in this

area".

In addition, in the absence of overall multilateral agreements, a large

measure of liberalisation could also be achieved in theshorter term

through series of industry-specific negotiations. Certain governments

are already committed to a liberalisation of trade in services, and the

]CC encourages them to enter and expand negotiations with other govern-

ments. In addition, certain industries are already regulated by inter-

governmental or inter-industry agreement, and initial liberalisation
measures might be negotiated using the existing regulatory institutions

10. The ICC fully recognises that an overall multilateral agreement
will require a lengthy period of comprehensive preparation. Therefore.
it recommends two specific issues which might be tackled immediately

to produce soluiions in the near, future as a first stage in the
progressive Iiberalisation of services trade. These recommendations ,ju
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not Imply, however that other obstacles to services trade are not of
equal importance to certain industries, and the LC hopes that,
wherever possible, advances in the liberalisation process might also be

made in these other areas at the same time.

An Agreement on Government Procurement was negotiated during the Tokyo

Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations under the auspices of the GATT.

The Agreement, which entered into force on I January 1981, contains
detailed rules on the way in which tenders for government purchasing

contracts should be Jnvited and awarded. It is designed to make laws,

regulations, procedures and practices regarding government procurement

more transparent, and to ensure that they do not protect domestic
products or suppliers, or discriminate among foreign products or
suppliers.

At present the Agreement applies primarily to trade-n goods, as
services are only included to the extent that they are incidental to
the supply of products and cost less than the products themselves.
However, the Agreement specifically mentions the possibility of
extending its coverage to services contracts at an early date.

The ICC therefore urges all governments to respect and apply fully the
existing Agreement, and calls upon contracting parties concerned to
prepare'negotiations, taking into account the experience of the present
Agreement, with a view to Including services procurement in the Agreement,
and to make the list of government entities which would be covered by the
Agreement as wide as possible.

ii) Lefl. lt.lisi.ent and access to markets

The rights of legal establishment and of access to foreign markets
concern firms trading in goods and services alike, but are of
_particular importance to many service industries, owing to the nature cf

their business. As a first step in liberalising services trade,
therefore, it is important that governments extend national treatment
for establishment and market access to all firms wishing to establish
an operation within their national boundaries. This would best be
AchfeveJ by means of an agreement including provisions that
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1. Where the applicant firm meets the local legal requirements for

the establishment of a company in the host country (reason '1,
allowance being made for the different legal forms under which
enterprises may exist), such establishment should be freely
granted.

2. The legal requirements for establishment apply equally to
domestic and foreign applicants.

3. Information on such legal requirements be freely available.

4. The application procedures be implemented in a non-prejudicial

manner.

5. Access to the domestic market for any firm should not be

impeded by the imposition of discriminatory restrictions on
the size of the firm or the level of sales.

The ICC therefore urges all governments to take up this issue and enter
into negotiations .to develop an international agre em en t

based upon the principles outlined above, to permit the unimpeded
establishment and participation of international service industries

wishing to operate internationally.
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AG*LOAL RAEWRK OF IMPEDIMENTS TO R) ISEVC

The following classification of barriers to services trade 'is, based
on the praise that, notwithstanding the differences In activity among
the different service industries covered, the underlying principles
of liberal trade and fair competition are coabon to all. It attempts
to draw together data on obstacles to trade .in services experienced
in specific industries and to classify it in terms of these underlying
economic principles. This classification then offers a manageable
framework of non-tariff barriers to trade which can be used as a model
for a negotiated liberalisation to International trade in services.

1. Rights of Establishment and Access to Harkets

Establishment in'third countries is, in general, h're important for
many service industries who wish to conduct international transactions
than it is for manufacturing Inoustries, as in many cases the provision
of the service relies on the existence of.a local office or outlet.

However, an additional 'factor in the successful establishment of a
local office is the ability of a firm to gain realistic access to the
market in which it wishes to operate. For transport services, for
instance , the ability of,.a vessel to put down and pick up passengers
or freight in a particular area is of greater importance when considering
market access than is the establishment of ! local agency. Any
discussion of establishment questions, therefore, should cover equally
both establishment legislation - "the bricks and mortar" - and freedom
of access to markets. Restrictions on establishment and market access
for service industries appear to be some of the most important deterrents
to international trade in services for all industries.

Impediments in this category arise from the complete or partial denial
of access to a market as a result of:

1) prohibition upon the establishment of local. operations or upon
the importation of a service by a foreign firm.

2) the operation of a system of licences, required by foreign ftwMs.
before establishment or import of the services is permitted,
which act as a quota upon the number or type of foreign firms
Rrjkntp4I Ara
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3) legislation wtich obliges foreign firms to operate under signifi-.
cantly different conditions to domestic firms, thus increasing
the cost or decreasing the attractivenessof the service
offered in a discriminatory manner.-

Under section 1
above

Under section 2
above

Under section 3
above

a) legal prohibition of the establishment of
firms. -

b) the prohibition upon foreign investment in
an existing domestic industry.

C) cabotage, i.e. the reservation of a country's
domestic operations to its national flag
carriers.

d) limitatidfs-on the freedom to pick up or
put down passengers/freight in the country
concerned, or to proceed through national
territory.

e) the prohibition or limitation upon the activi-
ties (of brokers of services to conduct their
business on international markets. -

a)procedural impediments in the granting of'the
licence.

b) the requirement that the foreign firm be able
to offer a service materially different from
those offered-by domestic firms before the
licence is granted.

c) licences may only cover limited activities,
and those activities not included in the
licence may not be practised.

d) non-recognition of professional licences to
practice awarded in other countries.

a) the imposition of cargomsharing or cargo-
allocating agreements, either in national
legislation or through the forced uee or
rart in rnnt~rf rlxisocat
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b) limitations in forelgn-equity holdings or on
tie amount of capital t-equired for initial
investment.

*.c) discriminatory restrictions upon the level
of sales of a foreign firm.

* d) discriminatory restrictions upon the level
of advertising of a foreign firm.

2. Government Economic Policy and Regulation

'Although legislation is necessary to regulate certain aspects of commerce,
and to further.government macro-ecokiomicpolicies, such legislation often
results in practice in barriers to international trade, as its application
to domestic and to foreign firms is, in many cases, nionsistent. The
legislative measures included in this category are diverse, but when
brought together, they represent one of the most common and most
effective impediments to international trade in services, in both the
industrialised and the developing nations.

Impediments in this category arise where local government economic policy
measures discriminate between the operations of domestic and foreign
firms, ths providing significantly different operating conditions for
the two competing groups.

1) national treatment is not extended to foreign firms.

2) government legislation effectively impedes the export of the service.

3) the application in practice of legislation in the host country is
undertaken in an effectively discriminatory mahner.

Examel . , •

Under 1 above a) Foreign firms often face different tax regimes
to those faced by domestic firms.

i) Corporation tax is levied at a higher level
. * on foreign firms than on domestic ones.

. ii)-The purchase tax on the service can be set
off against the buyers own corporation tax

. * -*..4



d)_Discriminatory 'regulatlionbetweenforegn
and domestic firms with regard to doh'tractil,

-documents required, etc.

Under 2 a"Ove - a) taxation practices applying to citizens working .
abroad act as a'disincentive to trade and,
personnel movement.,

b) the extraterritorial application, of domestic
laws brings the service industryInto conflict
with the laws of foreign governments"when,
conducting international operations.

Under 3 above a) The lack of easily obtainable information on-
local, government regulation,, and pq"icy
measures. .

b) Problems in gaining access to officials, courts,
etc., to file disputes or resolve problems, or

" the exitence of biased~procedures once access
has been obtained

cl Theute of technical regulations, standards,-,
certification systems on safety, health.an"

Z'-'

w44f domest I c seirv Ices are purchased, but
this practice is not extended to the services
of foreign4irms.

iII) In countrieswhich have no1blateralagree- .
mets,.or which do not recognise the OEM
Convention on Income and Capital,the
problem of double taxatio-i arises'.

b) Credit facil-ities extended by goVrenmnts are
often unavailable to foreign suppliers, and,
private credit sources are often limited in
their provision..

c) Eichanae control- regulations *hich- hamper the
repatriation of profits or the movement of
remittances, and'influence the-location of
the-servlce.transaction.

• " " :.
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mannint levels, etc.
foreIgo fitms.

S

3. Direct Governent-interventfon "

to disceiMiote against

In addition to theirilegislatory role In providing a. stable'. legal frame-
t rpk for commerce and in furthering cr-economic policy' governments
* tflmany catsp directly intervene in the functioning of thewnrket

I mhinis to Influence market-based-decisions, and to further regional,
.sSbial, and industrial,:olitces'. . .... -

,Impediments in 'his category arisewhere the competitive position of
firms operating in a market is diitorted by direct government..micro-

teconomic Intervention. Such intervention may be by the government Itself,
,'bygovernment agencies, or government-control led corporations.

.Such. impediments can be iplit into two.categories:

A 1) government intervention which.attempts to favour or improve the
compettivq position of'.crtain individual firms."'

IV, 2) titev vtntion Vhich sp cifically hampers the competitive conditions
of foreign firms.

tinder1 above

Under 2 above-'

a) Government grant and loan facilities offered
to industry to further regional and social
policies which are not available-to foreign

S firms.

b) Requirements that ancillary activities be
provided by local firms and sales organfisations.

c) The selling below cost of competitive services
by 4ocal gpvernment-owned firms,

a) Restrictions on contractual freedom and the
. setting of prices and charges.

b) Restrictions or delays in the importatl.on, of or
access to equipment and utilities necest4ry
for the Operitlon of the service activity.

- 7--
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4. 'Government Procurement

A' further source of governent-imposed barriers to' trade in services
arises in the field of government procurement, in which the government

participates directly in the market as a purchaser of services or in

the tendering of government contracts.

Impediments in this category arise where governments discriminate between
domestic and foreign firms when undertaking, their own activity.

1) government procurement procedures limit government purchases
or the tendering of government contracts to local firms.

2) there is an absence of explicit proceduret and regulations

concerning government procurement, or existing regulations',
concerning procurement are not applied, allowing discretion.
and'discrimination in procurement issues.

Under I above

Under 2 above-

a) Specific'regulations limit purchases by

government departments, local governments
and state-owned corporations to certain'
designated firms.

b) Government tenders are only offered to specific
firms.

c) Contract clauses effectively control the

allocation of the services (the use of FOB
purchase and CIF sale clauses to regulate
shipping).

a) The lack of specific regulations allows an
element of preference to be introduced in'
awarding government contracts.

.c)Requirement that factors- of 'pr duction Langg
and equipment) be le# ed rather than
pursued by foreign fims.

d) Restrictions on the employnent of expatriate

staff required for the operation of a local
office.

12f
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b) .Tenders are not open ¥ announced, which
restrict-the ability ofal1l firms to

coe-pete.

c) The results of tendiring are not published

to Yerify the final-award of the contract.

-4 •,
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R Dl J LE ON LIBEkAuSATIDNdF TRADE IN SERVICES
1i June 1981'

COt4CL0 [oI

In the cOurse of the. Round able, which'brought together-some 50
businessmen and officials from 1? countries and representatives ofa number of inter$oyernmental organizations .(GATT, OECD, EFTA, EEC), .* a general consensus emerged on the imprtance of the ICC actively,
pursuing its efforts to promote the ibe6ralisatlon of trade in
services.. Such libr lisation'would be to the,#dvantage of a11
countries, whatever their stage of development. In ths cOnnections
j.t'was emphasise4lthai trade .n servies'rpresents'4 i per"annum,

.. representinO over 20% o'f world trade, an d a divsinfling of the obsta. les"
U' ,t the flpw of services across frntiers would "promote employment and
-grow th,8 P roductivity consumer interests and the.development of hatfonal' ecoqpmfes1,, The meetings recognised that the achievemnt"would ]topic~a"'"Strong move agaj ns the present inertia which is noticeable in a number"

of sectors.

In pursuing the process of liberal.isationof trade in services, participants
stressed'-that all such traae should be conducted according to the
principles of fair and open international competition. Re ciprocal
acceptance of obligations was also regarded as important.- It was evidentthat negotiations onthis subJect-would require a long period~ofprepara-.
tion, but-participants emphasised tat'the coplexity of the subect was
not sufficient reason to avoid tackling the issueat the present time.

.'Onq obstacle to progress was the'-fact that many national administrations
are organised, to a large extent, according to Issues relating to particular

* - service induslrie's and, at'pr"sent do not- hive the .machinery to deal -with-the more general questfohiof'liberaltsatfon in services. here is
.-no tradition In dealingwith services, such as has long existed.for

trade n goods. Thevital role of th; private sector organisations wasstrongly..9mphiled bothi n order to Impress on governments the real
i Importance of this issue and as a stimulusto them to reorganise their
internal administrative responsibilities to deil adequ*tVly with the"
question of intefhational trade In the services sector.

*7.1
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ati ts welcomd thework presently brtq car'I out' i ce.,
sectors or wih certain regional organisatfons (OECO, [C, EFTC. , etc,).,

-They recognised, however t'htt when the negotiating staoe hAd been..
rtachkii the ms appropriate forum for cNmprehiensi'.llbtralisatiofn

wouldbe the .$Af', "buse'of its multilateral
natyrio.bringing. together all-.4ountr ini a spirit of cqperatioh, and ,"

consensus. * . . . .. .

Discussion thtn foc¢i'Sed on'he'q question of approach' whether present
"restrictt nsm'ight better tackled on a pUdrely sectciralb'' -ior.

~rmgoal, qiqtof viewt was agreed- that there were 0 fteof,
problems, .notablY publi.;. procure mgnt,.which were relevajtin'everi ..

i ndutries, wh Ich might best b dealt with.across the board.- Th:.GATT.
'~~~nTeicnical Sarrier tTrad wa mentioned -v &.~d1of the

,. ey whcic progjres' might b moeie in this area,, -The, right of

estib ishment. which should als t.klude cop to markqti was of
particular importance for services trade. This was clearly, however -

W mtter, of- considerable 1o*1exi yj and It was-suggeste that it might
'* OPdsslb16 on this ahkd another probfW' todefIne more.narftwlY -

.the aspectss .hich wre of- gretest gd.itfIcance .to-internatona trade:
the npts 1~, wdrgt eiotesth to

rIh selsrvices were
central elements.,* **.

tenitor Ro'rt. I next call on AMnbassador Samuel$. At the same

,tiae! I would.like to welcome Mri. Shelp, who has been a leade in.
.41-thiswhlearea.- . . .

STATEMENT OFMICHAEL A. SAMUELS, VICI VIBRSDENT--INTER-
.NATIONAL, U.S. CHAMBER ,OF COMM.RCfEACCOMPANJED BY. r 7

" ,IONALIK. HELP, VICE PF SIDENt, AMERICAN -- I RNA-
"ONAL, GRQUVP, -AND "GORDON CCOr4ZY, EXECUTIVES' SECkg-
T! :. lY,~ARY: iSRNAIP!ONAL &ERVICES AND"INVZOtMET SIIBCOM.
MITFEI1 U.S. CHAMBEIg - iketh

M ' M. #AMUEL.'Thank you ,Seutor,U':n Mikoe Samuelq;Aha vice"p.identinternaonal,.U. , Chamber, of, Comnerce, snlj ,1 have..
.'-wlth, n~e the vice chairman of:out international iervcee and invest-.
-. x.ent subcommittee, Mr. Ronald Shelp,and4the eecutive secretary
iOfthet Bul6 or6m ittee, Mr..Gbrdon Clone " . anier c ''

- We appre-iate'theopportunity to b here.' ,. C i e
CiV iomete is:'the1arges fedrationvof-,business and profeisional or-
giions in the- world. As .such' we, represert'a croes-sectiQn -of
0 ie-A krcan buoinef* community ,,1, wth- 'Prep ntti e ovr

Stheev tire areas of the Americki business e. And I ., ,Pleaso ,to
-&Y.,that apProxip-tely 160,000 of-our members reipret service ,

'Out' comentitoday' deal with trade -icyand dervwe .dus-
"trleq-Th? chpmber iscocerned alsowithth other current imue-" , -.n- , -, - .-
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affecting U.S. trade policy, reciprocity, and we have submitted a
statement on'thait subject oniiMay 6.

There'seerns'to be some confusion over the relationships between
reciprocity legislation and services legislation.. We, see the two. as
separate issue. Service legislation, is .to bring service, industries
fully within U.S trade policy. lReciprocity legilation s addressing -"
market access issues. We urge you to keep these issues separate-,
an4 pot tomrg'them.
. The U.S. ChaMber Supports S -2058 subject to two reservations
having to do with action 6 and with clarifying "sctionl 301" reme-
dies. We have nine major recommendations to rmedy the princi-. pal shortcoming j the service trade, Many of, these are taken care
of very well by-S.9 2068, and these are the flowingg"

We believe that servides need "to be give priority ,,equivAlent to'
that- giveif merchandise and agricultural products. The legislation
does that.,

We feel that barriers to establishment of U.S..service entorprie,-
in foreign countries are within. the realm of "barriers to interia- '.
tional trade" as that tern' is used in section 102 of theTride A tf'
1974. Section 3 of S. 2058 includes provisions to this effect. We sup-
port-these..

-The definition-of services is usefully clarified in S. 2058, section
3, subsection (d). We note the timeliness 9fmentioning information
flows inthis subsection, as other. people have testified today. We
support this as well. However, we suggest Ithis defiition . in-
clude restrictions onthe- right to comrdercial information itself.

Consultation by U.S. negotiators with the. private service adviso-
ry committees when developing negotiating ecJ(tivesisn r,
and S. 2058 addresses this need in section 3(bX3).' The -chamber. sup-
ports'this.

State regulators must be. part of apy negotiations dealing with
the'services they'regtlate. Provisiops to this effect exit in the leg-

' islation and we support this.
Central coordination of U.S. service trade policy is absolutely es-

sential.-We are pleased that that is intended by.the legilton.ad "
that it is placed where it should be, in our opinion, which, is in
USTR. Thus, we support those sections thatdeal.:ith this.

In further reference to Federal regulatory agencies,- we believe, -4

- however, .tat section 60shoold be deleted completely f m. thw leg*-
-- l.ation because -it has come to be vewed as a:teciprocity provision.'

Welbelieve that openness of foreign country markets can be a. con-
sideration in regulatory agency decisionmaking if on(a par with the ,
other criteria considered by thie agencY. In general, we dp not p.p-
port sectOral br regulatory reciprocity in services. trade.

We also are pleased that the Department of Commerce is.given,
clear mandate relating to service. • -

W And e believe. that the rdmedjes under section 801 of tlid1974
Trade Act asAmended envisa the Ipositionof a fee or restric-'" tionn a 'stap er of A .service in -add-tion to r.estrictions on' the .
service itself. But because a question on'this point! hasbeen raised,we -support section -4, subsection., (b) of , 058, that woulld amend -
section 301 expreal'y toi olude a foreign supplier of ser v .. ,." We also believe mhat e~uality, of treatment under law of trade "n
se rvices-and of- trad,: in merchandise requires providing service in,

*e. , , , -- "
. '.



dustries a form of redress from injurious subsidized competition orunfair pricing by foreign suppliers. We have some suggestions inour statement for language that could be used to improve S. 2058
in this area.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we are pleased with what you aredoing. We urge you to pass the legislation promptly, and we urgeyou spdcifical ly to make two changes: One is the deletion of section8 and the other is the cbangg that clarified section 301 authority.[The prepared statement of Mr. Samuels follows:]
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on
Ii .RADB. IN VCES A OF 1982(S. 2058)

before the.
SUBK44*ON IbtEM&TX0AL

of the .
S, w FA NC441T! E..

MQ=OP -GONRCU OP flE UNITEfA
by.I* I .

Mchael 4 Saels
-. . • . May 14, 1982 •

I m Michael A. Samuels' vice president, international U.S Chaabdr.
of Comerce. With me are Mr, j.onald K. Sielp, vice president, American
International Group' and vice claiman of the U. S. Chuber's International'
Services and Investment Sbcoimittee, and Mr .. Gordon J. Cloney, director,,
-special policy development' U. S. Chuber of Comerce and executive secretary'.
of the Sbfotuittee. We appreciate the opportunity to be here.

The Cumber of Commerce of the United States is the largest

federation of business and prQfesslonAl organizations in the Worid, ant is
the principal spokesman for the Aierican business comunity. The U&
Qiaber represents more than' 240,000 mbers, of which more than 235,000 are
buness -firms; more, than'2,800 .are -state and local chambers Ofc.ommerce,
and more tha 1,3Q0 r" trade and, professional associations..

Ovew 85 percent of the Chaber's members are small business firms
having fewer than 100 eloyees,, yet "virtually ll of. ,te nation's largest
Industrial and business concerns" are 'also active members. sides.
representing 4 cross-section of the -American business coummty in terms of

z-- irm size,. the U.& Chaber also represents a wide spectrum by type of' ;
business. S&ch major individual sectors of American business -.

manufacturing, --retailing, *cptruction, liholiskaling,, finance* and ot6e
services -each have more t n 5,000 businesses represented as meaors of
the U.& Chamber. Thus, we are very cognizant of the trade prcbli of the%
service sector as well as the issues facing the business community'at large.

The U.& Chmber supports & 20S$ subject to two reservations having

-I er



to do Vith Section 6 aNd -ith clarify "lsectlon 301 0 remedies. Thereae
addressed, $dbsequently in this -testimo6y. No agree, with the iuthors-tht-
eice trade should b6 -expanded and barriersreduced; that addressiWg" "

.service- trade .isues needs'- to be fully integrated 'into U. S trade polt
4nd the-4,proces$. coordinated thj'oh the Office of the United StAtes" Tjade
Re4'presntative (Us;R).
S. Our .coqments today deal with trade-policy and service Andustries,
Ti'h-[qaber I alto deeply concerned with the other current lssve affecting

,'41 V. trade p61i'y -- re*iprocity -- aid, w have Mmitted -to this
$.bcdiitte* t iits Iky 6 hearings -4- detailed 'sthtment n' 'that sibject.
There seen* to s *ome confusion ovet the'relt lonship between reciprocity
1,i bfation and the services bill. We see the ti 03as separate" issues'.

:Service ie. lation is"'to bring service industries fully' within U. S. trade
'61icy, while reciprocitiy legislation is addressing market access issues. "

RMRS 70) MADE IN VICES
.. rice industries are heterogeneous. They deal in advertising*

.aduCnlr1g, archlecture, banking, Insurance, air transport, lodging;
'licen4ing, education, entertainment, leasing, ', franchising, investment and-
'i M.,' construction', 'ciamtncations, data transmission, Inf6rmatlon,

shIppl_,Zmtion picturesj tourism afid other services.
The diversity of' service !products" and the widely differing'.

.A ircosses.which create them o-6en leads to "th* conclusia" that barriers to

9,tr de in services must be equally diverse and a n*tilateral, multi-industry
,'approach to the trade barriers affeetibg 'services is 'not possible.' The
. Miwber has -reviewed this, concluding the different services, as varied as
,"they are, do face common trade barriers uhich are very similar in natui -to

*poh.tariff barriers in merchandise trade. These barriers to services amount
-o -mfair trade practices because they cr0 used by a seriice Importing
Oc OnoMY to protect-the c6utry's local service industries and".aarket.

Defining service 'tiade barriers requires a broader conceptual
framwork than is the case with merchandise trade. SoV. barriers affect
Services provided through international trade, that is, when the service is
-* ovided fr-ea .source in 'the xporting 'country to a consumer or'client
lrOcated if- the' importing Country. However, baftie-s also, affect service
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trade carried Outt through "establishment;" -- that:., is they impact on the
settling up and/or the operation of the local branch or subsidiary which may
be essential to doing business in a particular service industry. Also,
governments may require establishment by the foreign service firm for -ease
of regulation even though the fire's service could be provided ,on an
"international trade" basis.

American service industries are encounteringigrowing barriers both in
developing and industrial countries. In spite of the diversity of the
service sector, many of the obstacles faced are common and, tn many cases
identical -- whether services are supplied through trade or through local
establishment of subsidiaried, branches, etc. Furthermore, barriers are
looming over some of the new, heretofore unrestricted and high potential

service activities;- such as information transmittal, , electronic
commication, and transportation data flows. Also, in certain service,

areas where international arrangements once protected international
commerce, for example, in the acquisition and protection of industrial
property rights, the traditional protections are being eroded and ignored.

Major types of barriers to trade. in services, both barriers to_,
"international trade" and to "establishment" can be grouped as follows:

o . Interfereoce with 'access to market -, The provision of a service
may be blocked by a county prohibiting qcross-the-border importation of a

service and/or by denying the foreign service enterprise the right of
establislyent. Other less blatant protectionist practices -- for example,
discriminatory licensing and, registry of foreign service firms.-- can havb
the same effect of blocking market access. ,

o Interference with transactions and financial structure -

Regulatory practices can be used to slow or block international transactions
by foreign service firms. Discriminatory taxation or tariffs may create
barriers. Issuance of foreign exchange can be denied both to service firEms
and to clients purchasing a service. Unreasonable discriminatory.
requirements may.be applied tq capital structure, ownership and financial

management of establishments.
o Interference with access to production inputs - Foreign service.

firms may be denied access to necessary equipment; visa restriction may
limit access to foreign personnel or access to producer -services' sourced.
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outside the importing economy may be denied. Or, access may be restricted
by local content requirements, performance requirmenfs, or employment

-quotas. Proprietary information, industrial property rights, processes, or"
, kihow-how used by a firm may not be protected.

o Interference with marketin- Sales by foreign-'seirvic6 enterprises
may be subject tO quotAs or restrictions which limit their range of
comercial activity. TechnicAl or other standards pay be Used to block

foreign services sales; Marketing practices by foreign- service firms'may be
curtailed or-- prohibited. Government -procurement opportunities 'may be
denied. Contract arngments with lotai customers may be unenforceable.
Monopolistic, arrangements by local private sector companies may, -with
official cognizance, close a service ..karket to foreign* competitors or
official policies may-also restrict sales to national or other selected.
compaies.

o Trade-distorting government behavior - The provision qf most
services is heavily regulated anid this- offers great opportunity for
interference with the trade .Of. foreign service' compani. through
discriminatory,- protectionist behavior by regulators." Piotectionist,
regulatory behavior may be formal, based upofi law or written' regulation; or
it may be -kchieved inir:ctly~through'pettifoging, delay or other arbitrary
practices by, officials. Also, goverment-controlled services or government
facilities that are made available to local -competitors may be d~nied to
foreign firms -or made available on less favorable terms. S&bsidizatioh bf
national service-firms cari skew competition in domestic markets 'and in third
country markets. Such sbsidiza'tion may make it possible for the national
firw to "offer its' services at prices that would otherwise be economic and
to sustain the operating loss for indefinite periods of time.

The widespread distribution of barriers tO trade in services clearly
Justifies the pioneering authorities to negotiate reductions in such
barriers provided by the Congress In 1974, authorities that were restated
and strengthened in the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. The Chamber believes

* that legislation that will further strerithen U.S. policy directed toward
" multilateral negotiation to reduce, barriers to trade in services lks needed.

-Also in our view, it is important that our trading partners-' know the

Congressional intent remains firm.

z



"-The C er supports a comprehensive, centrally coordinated -trade'
policy. The qtustlon 1 ,discriminatork practices .barr.ers is" the
defensive aspect'. There is a -second- aspect -- the"praotioal chillengei -
which, -service, industry. Mand the government face together. This chAllnge
cou, frm competitor natift where using "fair" pq¢ctices, the govoerommnts
have, -dov .4 much better Jcb of promoting and, advyieing their service trade"

than we ,have. Thes* governments, often ii countties, having modest service
trado accoupts, havo recog sized what we Vith. A -$$. billion surplus. in our
services account have taken for granted .-.; the major"role servIce companies
piay, In tra4e. in balance of pa ymen accounts, and in, support' of.. a
country's general economic well-bei-ng.-

The amber has reviewed the Area of servicee trade promotion:by the.
U. SOverrwent and has reached several conclusions.

o First, servie trade promotion ust'be 'a.priority on apar, with
MaM.facturing and agricultral; trade promotion. We -understand the '-
Aministration Is taking stps to bri.ng -thi *,o~ti

0 eod n xitp U.S promto prosa n.#cIing ~
goods, can be, Adapted to tmlude services. -his is, important' in an, ares of.
tight budget; 'New program should be developed gna shared-cost basis.

o 7hird,th country:, specialist staff within the Commerce Diepartment'
and., the, overseas ptafiC of_ the -U.S. Foreign Poaumercial Service have
heretofore not been directed .tbsupport services(eg, develop'le i, buila
a body, of foreign rket informtion, etc. ) t.wth;the spme_ vigor they are
expected to-apply in support of maufecturing and agricultural exports..

-, o F iaIlly, fihcing..for service trade appears deficient "but ote,-
analysis Is needed. The Exprt-import Bank,, U.S. aencies moitorlng the
mltijater1 development banks, and the Agency for 1nteroational, Deyelopment
do not see to give services sutficient. attention. U.S. service '.trade
potentials are not fictored into their strategies n6r are tbe service
opportunities the rograf createe 8$ven sufficient attention.

MMR Q)RMMf1{( LEGISLATIVE & M D* R .~, .

The Cber, through seeral task, forces mid policy groups ,
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devoted considerable attention to 'the adequacy of U.S. trade, law, s "It
relates..to the _prcbiems Wza needs of obir service inidustries. V, feel that
in, general such ,overage "is inco plete. .The mandates of the U1 *" and -the
CoeftoDeipartment n ed to be more clearly set out. In'general, radical
surgery is not needed to -pddress these shoxrtconihegs

Recent a nl sis by the d me .z-- 1.4 to"several iecamndations to
re .ypriocipal shortcaiis asnotedbelow.

0 Esidential NegoAtinaAuthrities now cover. ser~ices. HM*e-er
services , ned to , given a trid.epriotity 4.i.vant tQ tt glive n

mieandise &W -agrlcistunal products. Acetcgesonldtiketive to -
tke *i4dent,.-to skiagie, nt- in. Srvie trid Us a ptincipai jective- ,

*'underSection 102 would. avoid -s i es being virtually igVried In, -' uture " "
neeotiations as occurred ddrkrgg 'th*-.pait Ty z.section-3 (a) of S.
lo5.rss e th* s need tlii ni

6 hrtiers, *to bt&~1s1Ae'nt preset O~~tnia neoatg
prcbles'- -,while wefeel that", barriers .-to est~lisheekv'of US. iaervic#
en.erkrises..in forlvteg countries -Iat* thin' the re.al of "tl'arrirs to
'in ternatinl trade:' s' that term is isd in Sectio4 .102 f-the TrAde 'Act of
1974, argwq~nts havt-'been' mad.e' tha establishment" related issues involve,

t.met,"-hot.trade,' .and terefore -are ct covered." LegWiatiie
clarfcati p :'is in %fedel: :i fee.-tol prevent any potential piblen. :
Se" tI A of S. 2058includes provisions, to thisoect.ffe'

. o. Definition of 'Servicefkire'usefully- clarified in &S. t8, Section
31<(4). 40tWe 6otO t .tjel€in , of. mtioning igno"mato v* '19 "in this
subi'cti We suoport this ard also sugiist that tbis'defiiittion go'bey;nil
"trSferi of loormation, and 'Nise of data processiig" faciflfies to iqclude"
restrictions' ,6n -6the ;right to camercial. ,iformation' tseilf'.includin "
-P& r property , rigts plicitt
treatment of industrial- property, rights' Iiqservice' trade niegotiatiloai vild
be Ipdrtant and in the U.S.; commercial interest at, a time when traditional '
standards for protecting i!*h, rights, are being, dFoded throughout the :vorld.

- Cosl1tation b k:Uk.S be6tiators 'with the private advipy' ,
."'Ittee-swhiler negot atingc bjectives'- are -eing developed is nocessiry.
12Ms vouldi-take'the'advis~ory process a step -ute hnwasthcsqrig

,the . tilatera1 Trad ? ti.tlons, -oft)-Adne .a a t ule, noigotlat "

Z
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,jectives were not developed Jointly although tho advisory comittees were
kept informed of negotiating developments. S. 2658 addresses' this need in
Section' 3 (b)(3).

Q State Reulators must be part of any negotiations dealing vith
services they regulate. The USTR should consult with the, states.before the
U.S. S.ts ..,its- negotiating strategies' Or decides on methods of
implementation. - Provision to this effect, are made in S. 2058, Sectiot, -3

o Central Coordinatio. of U. S. trade policy is absolutely essential
in the Oawber's view... Thisapplies'equally to policy affecting merchaidise-
and.seryvics, The coordination -4f services policy is- the more -omleX°

however, because not. only cabinet ,4epartments, are invQiyed.. A number. 
independent regu.Iatoiy ageinCies alto are part' 9E the piatura. .Consequently,

there-is a ne for. coordination and the prcble i .a deicate. ohs. We
believe ';the- USIR .should, throtg1 the. Trade, Policy", Committee-, amI~i
&4commiteesp have tOe lead reponsibility and the authority necessary or
involving federal departmepts, and agencies .in, service trade. policy-
formulation and negotiation.

The coordlrtlon process- wastbe t -. .. interested departments and
-agenies must'keep the UST informed of developments affecting tradej.tn' "
services. Federal departments and agencies. responsible for -service sector
activity" inclliding Its regulation in the.U.S, should advise the. USR of
pending matters involvirg/- (1) the treatment accorded ,United States service
sector titerestS in foreign mrkets,.or (2) allegations of unfair prictlst,
by. foreignn goverrents or .enterplises in a service sector and proposed

- dispo'sltion of _,u .matters.
7- The relationship., beltwen the regulatory agencies and USIRis

essentially ¢pnsultativo and-USTR should not havq :authority to dlftaie:.
regulatory decisions., By. the same token,- the 'agencies consulted by USIR- on

-- service -sectpr trade policy developments .(including any negotiating
. strategies) should not have pri~Xry responsib iity for ,trade ,policy

-forpilAtion. Particularly. when addressig unfair, trade practices tIh**final
decision must lie With the USFI, acting (or-,the Presiden,. Otherwje 1 . we do
ntt have a coordinated tra4 policy. ' * . ' - .

,.We support Section, S (a) and (b) of S, 2054 whATh provide for such

-4,.
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overall coordination.
In further reference to federal regulatory agencies, openness of

foreign country markets should'be a consideration in agency decision-making,
together-with the other crtteria-considered by the agency although we do not
support sectoral- or mirror image reciprocity in U.S..regulator proceedings
or 4n, services trade., Because it has come to Vea.-iewed'as a reciprocity
provision and,-hence, controversial, Section 6 be deleted from S. o255.

-b The Departaent' of Coamerce accountability for cafryi4L out "'a
program of work to support the USTR -lead,- in'service trade negotiations nd
to-carry out- service , ride .prom6tion (for which Coi.erce has -the lead) is
necessary. -. The Depaitment of Com erce has just gone "'through the -third
reorganization"of its service function in four. yea rs Although, t~e trend to

-,date* has been to improve -servtce-trade programs, in 'ualltative and,
quantitative t4rMs, thE absence oA a dleit lblifiative date means that
( :reqqent reorganitation 'could "in the' f6tup b used to reduce or eliminate'
service, tirade., programs Hence- to 'assure permanency oVe~r time, we "support
Section :(c).Of S., 2,$whict w6uld authrize the Secretary of, Comerce ,to
establish a servide- industry development, program "4eignid to promote. U.S.
service exports,, and collect and analyzed Infoimation, concerning'
international trade in services and U. S. -service' sector "competitiveness.
The responsibility e of the Secretary of Commerce in this "area should
cbple nt the trade 'policy formfuitio and _coordinating role 9f the USI,.

caIn crrying- odt the ma"ate of &bstction S (c)' the.Secretary should take
great core :not to impose' necessaryy or bu densow', r"ortlng' (or 6ther)
requirements o service sectoreterprise$, ,

.9 Sectiod 301-6f the 1974 Trade, Act provides for the imaposition of'
'fees or other' restrictions" on the services of foreign countries-i-i the
U S. market 'to. retaliate against foeigei trade practices which are eihexr
unjustifiable or unreasonable and -Which burden ,U.S 'commerce. This
provision Is, we believe, Intended -to cqVr the i&psition bf a restrittion,
on'a supplier (actaal.or potential)"oE the service through,' for example,' a
denial, of. a reques't for a" license 'to ooetat, in add!itioit ko restrictions" on

S the service itself,' ut because-a'questiofi-on-this point ha been raised,

we, support Section '4, &section (b)'of S. 205, which would-ahend Section
A01 to expressly inlude fofteign suppliers in the U. S. market.

- , ,',
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d.Pricing. We, .eq t ty.
treatment of trade' irt -s*,vlces and trade iq, pirodu" nde-- U.S. tiade .las
requt'e providing sWice s to. idustries-a form of redress frc. injoriow
slbsidizeW&,.criptition o1r .urair prcing Vy.foreign -sppliers. W1hi6 Such
p- *le smhay e not 'exist for, se. .erVic "se (.. --.baing) in other'
ar*as (eg., air transportat1ion)sidized peaqtitfnW a beocw, cost, plwO
, a e s& 1 ignifcan pr* Sl4ms-

b on, 301 .was -tended o add
sosidtqs and. unfair pricirgin tA'he 4sqrIce sector. $n pOcticw' qisetioos
havq.been raised abou eccte braa nhtiplessAt apply i4s section in
Och cases. Cr lfict +topof Se iA31R:e -ded tpo re.olre jh+
31tuatior Ow ie bl' popbeapr,?adc woul4$ be to specify sevc
indus triesca seek, .lief a.t sibslies a" Anfais p0i cfiig ter ,
Skioo 301. lThis 30,1 :Also include proi1ieo. that-,- ould- alv US
adequate +lexitbl.i'whlile precludt outT4gI refusch to act on' service
'*dUSt petitk4pes s-eki0 suchrelief. S.. 20$q does not. address hs su
and we coen .it for you 'conMderatio . , :.... -

In conclusion, the u-.Us. -a*qr fel, that Congrs, W in"
And the AMujj4stration.mist continued a* s$l-minded, 'eEort to b rin-. service
trad. carrier, to . mu.ti tatbr1 Tohe General
on Tariffs an (GATT) mst u4rtake.a, work proga that' wil et +the.7' stage.,for.+ ru of multilieral negotiations. . ' . . ", rx the

z second half, of this decade, such, nergo.tiations should bein th.process of
s'+ s, cting barrier t ratrde in, seyices: to rules aid e abstaining,

Wiprodures Just as was. doN to merchandise trade bajiers This. process
SwiALb no e*Sjer .han,,WU"_te effrt i;barrters, to trade in,erthniS+

adCo0114itldsi. -Poie bcs tepcA'cenift, be -senid d

+ ,We'alre ete r the o ioyrtm1t to ,rewt tkose views. Trade in'

sOTYIC.qS is n *e f $rjit Importapce. -We ccgpj1~zi tIkis; aboui
and thauthors a, 20$8 for cideri g'mean* to , ehanc,V.
pol icy. We urge.positive action on S. "S" this q Va r At all " ibise
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lasked you to,

he area of serl-
iargv e credit
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leam lgTO S 1a Of Dj 0ott a ftihes here pt home?
Mr. w U' Mr. an, 1 cap .only, speculate -b6iuto that,but.I hApcjao ,youi .would sea stea-yeioration in mpfoy ienth.ine e refr tJientest-

~roln~aras s nfom o e he nited States, inforpatio eIc I t a heart of iWsurano .bnkl.ng, "fi ,, anleial OdK aiie', towmntidn rfw-. nrhAs uhemar 'fs oexpai an id a the world; theyctin to,
emplOy*eP~oW at home. Usali y service sector' oanes do not-reertbpTey do not that kind of: problem.'

S would ao , ta that if1 is aee are rt-n poe totsee this now-adeterio iting trade pict nfre -gfor sei a tesi iwoduld *have tQ r be a ccom-panued by a. diteri6ratio 'in emnployznent "Ther~fore,giveq, the in-,
.e MpOymept situation' we fade ndo, there is, haote.'," .r.to Rn. Ay other comment?' -

I KULLBaRO. would on commentt 'also , MrChairma thot
in o r remarks- there is', an additional bene fithi oIndu$es otherth4 the service industries behaving. the ability t ev~ii~n
other cpuntry,- to providethe knw6*o1 teueo USmnfc
tured eqipment: -Without that ,ability,.- Another, country thee.prto th -j-s limited also.

CealerRI thi ktatsa;very,,important point, that therei a direct lfikk bet*ee MAnufacturin-g -and ,theD service industries,tAhat the exnion o-f our, serice industriswduld have it beneficial

r.Samnuee
Pr Auz, Senator, Ithnitsveyimportant. If w sesour QUcooycorectly and note t_ oOstimportanc Wedin

iinportqnce of servicest*ourw onowy fwe ble
Imp tat to mananOMoe'i
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very imP"rtant to the'strength of our economy, 'the growth of'our

economy, that the ttade barrier-'service industries face are regulate
ed internationally so that they get the, benefit of the &hie trade -

:opportuhties that other indUdtries involved in- manufacturing
trade get.

SenatoRoim. Senator Chafe.?,
Senator CHm. Thank ,ou, Mr. Chairman.
First,I think the t~stim'nry is-holpful here.'Agai, the sPecifics

are always godd. Mr. Pre6man, joU have given us some here. And I
would like toalsosay, while addressing you, Mr.-Freeman, thawecezinlyappreciate the help that Jim R obinson has given in this
whole field in drawing the attention of 'the American public to the
importance ol theservice industry.

I attended his speech at the Press Clubin which' he lined
what sprce industries really mean, and I think that raised the
IdCuS orbit. -

•Do I understand from your testimony that, with tha. exception of
section 6, Mr.PFieenim, you suppor't o-nlegislation?:• Mr. FREEMAN, Absoltely.° -

Sqnator CoAm. Now A 4i Wculty is going to come her e-, " well,
,first,' do, I iunem tnd that yi-C.I pm going tp askjr. Kulberg

' thi, :abd=Mra1ueJ. Do you alie atoes Mr. Gtrenberg,.tat .
owe ihoutl expand the coverage of setvioes ii the OATT , or should

we proobed" with seParate multilateral or bilateral service aree-
me m.sm?. I think the mpin, emphasis' should' be in the,
9T.i. think' the, Arl has getting some bad press recentlY,-

butI tbiik it is _P institution around which we have to build and
make it stronger.'

.I wdIld not *rule but other multifateral arrangements in specific
J.. kinds of situations.I thirik there will be bilateral disputes. that will

come up, and .occasionally bilateral resolutions of t en, But 1, do
think the GAT. is the main institution from which we should
build a services regime..

-' Senator, CH ,.LMr.,Kullberg?,. " , .''
Mr. KuV'mimi. I would support, the efforts through GATIDalso. I

think that any bilateral or multilateral efforts have to be there as
a potential, but 1-would think of those arrangements as second best

;to theGAIT. . , - . . ...
Senatot CnAfEz. Mr.,Samuels? ., " . ..:. MrSAMuELs, The firstfactor. is. that we support there being

se6in, multilateral agreement. The best'place, for. stch an agree-
-ment is GATT. But-if GATT for its own reasons fmdsitself unwill-
ing," the -members fmd themselves unwilling within GATT- to ad-
dress these questions, we should seek some other way to get them
,addressed m ultilaterally. I -- , . , (, . , .I I .,

Senator' CIAm. The' worry Ihave is that dpny time we have got
-a surplus-I think the testimony is something like a tatde surplus
like $30 billion in thii particular area-that obviously indicatesthat the other countries are iot doing so well So'thus there is
going. .to be a gooddea! of foot-dragging, it seems tome, in the
GATT foi those other cotitries to enter into the kind of agree-merits that we would find a ceptable.- .



Obviously, we have the techniques, apparently, with Mr.Free-
man's company and'the others, the Chamber companies and Mr.'
Kullberg's company. A good bit of the business is overseas, And so
I on not sure what is going..to get them to come "into GATT and
really hustle.

Mr. F- r. I think, Mr. "Chairman and Senator Chafee, that,
again, some of the oth6i countries have large and visible surplusesas well. Some of them have deficits.' The German Minister of the
Economy recently said ver strongly that a GAT approach on
services was a.neqessity in the Novemfber meeting. We see that also
from the United Kingdom. The, Ufnitid Kingdom has alwayO a large
surplus in invisibles.

I think they will come to this position. The United States histori-
cally has always been a leader in trade initiatives. We ate doing it
again. And I do not think the question so much is 'the forum, but I
think our trading partners will *come around rather quickly, par-
ticularly as they see this legislation .moving. It is a major, major
signal, and I think-we will get a.very healthy work program from
the GATT in November and negotiations some time in the early to
mid-1980's.

Senator CHAFc. Thank you.
Mr. Kullberg, if you could send in some specifics to go along with

your testimofiy, because youmentioned- on page 1, "We have,.ob_
served firsthand restrictions on providers of service in many coun-.
tries, including the United States." Each of those illustrations, with
the United States and other countries, would be helpful, if you-
could send in a few illustrations.

Mr. KULuBERG. I certainly will.
(This additional information was subsequently furnished:]

V
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SENATE F4AR'CE S.UbAMMTTEE 6O . NTRNATU)NAL TADE,

HEARINGS O?(!S. 2.058

MAY .14, "982

D2NE gKOLER, 14AG1NQ.PARTN9R
s-s.

...A.TH ANDE:R..M - CO.

-RESPONSE TO EQUEST FO)R ADDITIONAL IWFORM'XZON

"The, Written st~temen subMitted by Arthur Andersen 'thearing" on SO 20584.refetred to .restrictions Onthe'provid6rs ofsievices'in many-countries' including the United'states. In
J~nary ot 1976, Arthur, Andersen _samtted. a. statemsant to theUnited-States Internationail Trade Commission on Service'
Indq trtqs and thei°-Tradd Act 6f 197t, -art6 of those commentscovered the rol6 of, international .accouritini in world trade and,in particular, the restrictions on the international practice ofaccounting both in foreign countries and in the United States.

Attached are extracts from that'statement which ',thoughsu6mitted_.over xixyears ago, still.prbvide examples of the tyesof restrictions encountered 4n providing services in Ony partsof tfie vdrld. Particular reference- is made to the discussion on
pages 4 through '.- • . ,
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THE R04BEOF. INTEfiNATIONAL6 ACCOUNTING

I"te rnationa1 accounting piays a crucil role in
facilitating international capital flow'and,otherwise advancing
the objective of the .Trade Act of 1974 Oto.promote the develop-
sment.of' an open, nondiscriminatory and fair wQrld economic
system, . . International trade and commerce inevitably involve
complexities andi risks that do not exist when business is limited
to anyone country. .Por example, the problems of direct and
indirect trade barriers, multinational taxation, investment
regulations, "exchange controls and differing legal requirements
are characteristicof.- the economic climate in vhich internationall

.. bsiebs:i "c; uctd.AccoUnting cannot s61ve theme problems,but the existence of sound', uniform, internationally"recognized-
accourin s td coming anoh4 portingo econ mi bali

ties could reduce the' omunications pro lems that complicate,
planning and conducting 'bu.fhness on An international scale.

1.Tday,*lnterntional. accounting has a new'roleto play
in helping to overcome the hostility to multinational enterpr ises
by increasing the accountability of such companies to host and
home countries.

" 6st governpents appear to agree on one issue. t 4e
* urgent, overwhelming need for more and better financial ata on

the global activities of multinational' companies. International
authorities have reached the same conclusion.-

In its report to the United Nations last year, the*
Gr-Coup o£finent Persons called for such data On a priority basis
to better assess the real effects of foreign direct investment
and to' provide *a base for iiprdved surveillance--and perhaps,''
egulation4*' Tho ComuiAsion o0 Tanaptionol Enterprises,

.created by W6 Ui n.ireeponse to, that'fepoA, decided At its
first meeting--in' Xarch '1975--t *make, the disclosure is~ue -its
fist order of business, . The OCD, Co*ittee on International
Investment and'Multinational Enterprise ih currently considering
five-part statement balling for a sharp increase in the avail-'

..abi,1ty of- financial data, probably-on a, voluntary basis. It is
expe.beted to release a draft, disclosure code as early as the
opting of 1976. In response to these initiatives,_the ,Advisoily
Committee on Transnational Enterprise of the Departn ofStt
has'created its first subcommittee--the Subcommittee on
Infoimat.in Disclosure--to consider "this matter from the

:standpoi Rt of. United'States policy. -

Improved corporate disclbsure, however, will be-
credible only. if the data and interpretations disclosed are
reported on by capable '46dI reliable accontaits.' Only accounting

The I*pact of Multinational Corpo actions on Devplopment And on
Ifltlrnational Relations (United Natiops, 1974) At - 5-96.'

-,,;;
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firms-with a worldwide practice can effectively audit multi-
national corporations which must present f-inancial information
and interpret on a comparable basis from a number of countries.
Only such firms are sufficiently knowledgeable about the Varied
accounting practiced of different countries to standardize and
report on such data in a comprehensive, consistent and reliable
manner. And, realistically, only such firms are in a position to
develop and implement worldwide accounting and disclosure
standards. %

Emerging trends ip' national law may makb it: essential
thst international accounting firms play this role. In the wake
of the collapse of the Pacific Acceptance Corporation, an
Australian court noted the desirjbility of having the audit of
all components of acompan', wherever operating, performed by the
same firm.*' Reporting on the Equity Funding situation, The Wall
Street Journal observed that at least one alleged fraud involving
intercompany transfers was facilitated because different auditors
were engaged.** The Business Corporation 4ct of Ontario, Canada,
in effect, requires the reporting auditor to be responsible for
work performed by the auditor of each-component of a Canadian-
based multinational company.***

In short, the need for the international practice of
public accounting has grown more urgenV in light of recent'trends
and developments, including:

0 The increasing competition for scarce capital in the
world-.arketplace.

o The internationalization of corporate equity ownership.

o The pressures by. international agences'an individual
" country governments for additional information and

uniform datqt collection systems to.assess the scope and
importance of multinational companies.

Paciric Acceptance Corp. Ltd.-vs. Forsythe, 92 W.N. (NoS.W.)
29 (1970).

" The Wall'Street Jour al, January 6, 1975, at 32, Cole. 1-6.
The Equity, unding dse did not involve multinational
activitiesbut the point made in the Journal is even more
applicable 'in that context.

See, -ll, ,Reliance on Other Auditors,' in Audit Decisions
in 'Accountin Practice, R. S. Woods, ed. (Ronald Press
Co., New York, 197 3 ): for a discussion of the changes in
the Province of Ontario Business Corporation Act of 1970
resulting from the Report of the Royal Compission which
-nvestigated the collapse of the Atlantic Acceptance
or. portion Ltd.

* .. .
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o The difficulty of protecting shareholders of a
multinational enterprise audited bY a multiplicity of
local firms against misrepresentation.and fraud.

oThe increased use of international joint ventures and .
cointractual arrangements for'direct sale of tOechnology,"

S' turn-key projects, etc.

o The growing challenge to transfer pricing practices and
the fair value of technology transfers.

RESTRICTIONS ON INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE OF ACCOUNiING..

.' ccounting, firms with a worldwide practice are in a
position to accept the responsibility and play a leadership role
in-meeting these challenges only if they are permitted to pra -
tice freely'as integrated, international professional organiza-
tionsin all countries in which they have client responstbili-
ties. Such'.firds are, however, confronted with growing restric-
lions on the professional practice of public accounting in.
countries througouE the world. For example:

-o' The loss 9f the use of the name *f an internationalS'bacjountLng.firm through laws requiring firm names to
S.intlude only the names of living accountants and/or

titlea.accoun~ants ofthe-country.

o The prohibition of professionals of a country fr
- associating themselves with persons who are-not:I professionals of that, country, which poses serious

problemofor United States accounting firms attempting
to serve world market with foreign nationals'as
partners or associates.

o Discriminatory visa requirements for foreign
. professionals..

o Citizenship restrictions on the ability.to obtain
qualifications to practice.

o Law prohibiting reciprocity for professionpiq of other
countries under any circumstances,.

o Restrictions on remittances of funds .for technology
provided and services rendered within'th.*intdrnational
firm.

In addition,: there have been instances of extralegal
activities by local professional bodies,• sucfi as press campaigns

-against international firms,.eff6rts,.to pressure subsidiaries of
United StatOs companies to employ local accounting firms and the

..,prevention of the use of international firms by joint ventures

L IP. ,
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involving U, 8, ana foreign investors. These efforts are not in
the-best interest of investors in the United States and'could
lead to significant future problems. Moreover, forcing investors
in multinational companies to rely upon r.any individual local
accounting firms for the financial into mtion on which to base
investment decisions will detract from thd ability of su6h
companies to raise capital funds.

RESTRICTIONS IN THF UNITED STATES

Historically, practice by qualified foreign accountants
in the United States has also been severely restricted. The
trend, however, of state laws governing the practice of public
accounting is running in the direction of removing such
restrictions.

Since the accountancy laws of the states vary,
summarized below are the results of a recent survey conducted for
Arthqr Andersen & Co. by the'law firm of Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver & Kampelman.

o United States citizenship may no longer constitutionally
be required as a condition to'certification as apublic
accountant, although'some state statutes have not yet
66en amended to reflect this legal development.
Presently, 27 states, including New York, Pennsylvania
and California, ave no citizenship requirements.

o The residency requirements of state accountancy laws do
not appear to pose a substantial barrier to practice by
a'foreign accountant.

o The majority of state laws governing the practice of
public accounting afford some form of recognition to
foreign public accounting credentials. Thirty-five
states provide for issuance of a Certified Public
Accountant (*CPA") certificate to foreign accountants,
bubject'to the applicants having Aet educational and
experience standards substantial-iy equivalent to those
required under state law. Twenty-two states (including
some which provide for CiA certification as mentioned
above) allow foreign accountants to practice under
their own titles or a title such as "accountant,* so
Iong as the OCertified Public Accountantm (CPA1)'
designation is'not used.

o Nearly all states authorize or otherwise allow persons
who are not CPA's, including foreign accountants-, to,
perform a variety of accounting services as employees
working under the supervision of registered CPA's. ,

o The'opinions of foreign accourntants with respect to
financial statements are generally acceptable for
purposes of satisfying the applicable requirements of
the Securities and Exchange Commission, the New York
Stock Exchange and the American Stock Exchange, as long
as the accountant is "independent'and satisfies the
various technical requirements which accountants must
meet.

- . It-
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o In 33 states, a foreign accountant may practice
accounting temporarily, while on business 'iAcid6nt to
his foreign practice, without obtaining'a special
peKmtt or having to register." In seven additional
states, a foreign accountant, may practice temporarily
by obtaining a special permit or by reOistering.

These developments do not mean that foreign accountants,'
may qualify automatically as CPA's. Protectionist poltcies are
.still followed by some state accounting boards. Nonetheless,

. many legal barriers have fallen,,and, with the pressure of
increased scrutiny of the courts, the Uited States maybe on the
veage of entering the international era in the practic. of
.accounting. . of

CONCLUSION

The General-Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) has
been effective in freeing world krade in goods from domestic
barriers. But, GATT does not dbl j ith services, presumably
because there was so little international'trade in services when
the treaty was originally negotiated.in the late 1940's.

Now, however,-servLces--banking, tourism insurance and
transporation as well as accounting and other prOfessiOnal'-
services--are among the fastest growing.,international indus-
tries. The absence of international rtlas, hqWdvero makes it
difficlt to cope with the restrictions described above.

There is now an opportunityfor achieving changes in
international services regulations similar to those' achieved in
the international trading rules. The Tokyo Declaration of 1%71
committed most non-Communist countries to the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations. The Declaration includes a firm commitment to
reform, The negotiations-provide a-rare opportunity to
liberal'ize international trade in the service industries and
establish procedures monitoring compliance. -

The legislative authority granted by the Trade Act of:, .
1974 represents a positive and constructive vehicle- for'-pursuinq
suchnegotiations and other appropriate and feasible steps to
eliminate the restrictions that discriminate against and impair
the ability of international accounting :firms to render
professional services in foreign countries.

!. ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO. -

January 6, 19,76,

Chicago Illinois'
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Senator CHAE. Thank you.
Mr. KvLLtRG. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a remark in-

relation to this question you raised. There are certain other coun-
tries that I can think of immediately who have large surpluses in
manufactured goods, who are also the mostrestrictive and difficult
to deal with in the services industries. So at least by individual
country there are reasons for their being more cooperative, if you
will,-in the direct orimplied restrictions in the service industries.

Senator CH AEE. Of course, they have got a lot to lose.
Senator RvrH. I wonder,-Would you name those countries? -
Mr. KULLBERG. Japan is one I can think of off the top of my

head, and the others are varying countries in continential Europe.
Senator RoTH. Thak you, gentlemen, very much. We appreciate

your being here today.
Our next panel consists of Frank Drozak, who is president, Sea-

farers International. Union; and Steve Koplan, legislative repre-
sentative, AFL-CIO. And I am pleased to welcome my old friend
Liz Jager of the AFL-CIO.

We would like to proceed,aswe have in the past, with you sum-
marizing your statements. We will of-course include-your prepared
statements in their, entirety. Mr. Drozak?

STATEMENT OF FRANK DROZAK, PRESIDENT, SEAFARERS
INTERNATIONAL UNION, AFL-CIO

Mr. DROZAK. Mr. Chairman, because of the time. limitation, I will
ask permission to~add some additional statements to my statement,
if it will be permissible.

Senator ROTH. That will be appropriate,
Mr. DRoZAK. We applaud this Subcommittee for its clear recogni-

tion of the role of services in our economy. We are encouraged by
your recognition of the important growth in services as a part of
our foreign trade. And we are especially. pleased with your recogm-
tion that the U.S. Government has a proper obligation toprotect
American interests in the. trade in services area.

There is no industry that-is more supportive of a positive trade
program than the maritime industry. It is-after all-cargoes
moving overseas that propel much of our industry.

There are also -few U.S. service industries that have suffered
greater- overall 'losses to' foreign competition in the last few dee-
ades. In the years , right after World War Two, we were carrying-
over half of our foreign trade in U.S.-flag ships. Today we are car-
rying a mere 3.6 percent. And that percentage is declining.

Since January of last year, the U.S. private sector deep sea fleet
has declined from 537 ships to 502. In terms of employment, we
have lost 2,300 jobs in the past 15 months. This is out of a total of
less than 20,000 jobs.

It is not that ess trade is moving in and out of this country. On
the contrary, the volume of trade is greater than it was in the late
1940's. But it is moving-increasingly on foreign flag ships. I I

National security factors alone dictate that we should take posi-
tive steps to reverse this trend. We do not, however, think that S.
2058 as drafted imthi rswer.- In fact, it risks diverting our atten-



tion from the, real problem-the lack of a clear commitment,.to
action on the part of the past several, administrations,

While the.Trade Act of 1974,was written at a'time when trade ini
manufactured goods was receiving moet of the attention, we think
that it gives the President more-than enough authority to protect
American interests-if he wants to. In fact; section -105 of the 1974
Act alone seem* to offer adequate policy guidance. It says.

If the Presidentdeterminep that bilateral trade agreements will more effectively
promote the economic growth of, and full em oyment in, the United States then,
in such cases, ia negotiating. object4ye under tion 101 and 102. shall be to enter
into bilateral trade agreements. Each such trade agreement shall provide fpr tlutu-
ally a4vantageous.economic benefits. 7

-One thing that -is heeded is a hardheaded, firm resolv -on the
part of the executive branch to use the- laws presently on the
books. As a matter of fact, in the absence of such resolve, we think8 2058 may give the President too much authority.

It would speed us into negotiations before we understand the
effect" f such negotiations on our domestic econoray: This country
has barely-begun to see that- there is problem. Judging by th edi-
torials against'protectionism that .we see every day, it is safe to say
that many* influential people still do not see the problem. In any
case, we are a long way from having the detailed,'understanding
that should, dictate our negotiating objectives. In addition, lumpingdiveseindustries together in negotiations could do serious damage.

The President has yet towork out the details of his promotional
program for the maritime industry. From what we'0e seen so fari
does'not look as though the final program will signiffiantly in-
crease this country's' shipping potential. Our experience tells us
that bilateral agreements need to be very specific and have teeth to
be effective.

We have already seen--with the U.S.-U.S.S.R. and U.S.XC a
shippingg agreements-that bilateral agreements do not necessarily
protect American interests. With those'agreements, 'for example,
failure to negotiate the proper rates has meant that U.S. operators
have not built the ships to carry our share. We would like to see
the Congress give bpeific instriCtions to the executive branch
negotiate bilateral, ease by cade, shipping agreements that are tied
to the goal of incisming U.S. shipping capability.'

We are very concerned that negotiations,'like the ones proposed
in S. 2058, would lead to a bargaining away of vital U.S. maritime
programs already in place. We cannot allow this to happen. WeA
would like to see this legislation reflect the intent of the Congress
to preserve the Jones Act and the current cargo preferences pro-
grams.

In summary, many of our service industries are hurting At themoment, the Admi"istration seems unwilling to use its'full authori-
ty in this aree. This is inconsistent with its support of some of the
product interestS, especially the sugar idustry.

Though we support the aims of S. 2058, we are opposed to the bill
as presently draped. We think it should specify that bilateral ship-
ping agreements are a clear policy objective. Such agreements
should be negotiated to guarantee that a definite percentage of our
trade with a given trading partner would move on U.S.-flag ships.

.~' .-~, ,.'



We. think,, the bll. needs more work.. In addition, its- pearance .
at this time.tendt'_, distract us from the ireal problem. at iithe
need for P~idental action to protect and promote American in-terests in the internationl- marketplace. We are all. for seeing that
other-: countries get their fair share. However .fori too' long, thiscountry hAs been pursuing one-way free trade. The time has come,.-
to otect American industry.

19= Y04.:
-Senator .R . Senator _Cftee regretfully has to leave; Iknow he,

has at least one-questid he wants to ask you.
Senator Cnf4rn. Yes, Mr. Chirmah.- I Want. expre" to thispanel and the next panel my regret that'I have :i lon gstanding en-e That I have to honor at noon. But I haveo I oker ezMr.

SKOplan s testinion, -and of course: Mr.. k's, which we justh.-eard,. and it' seenisitome if I understand the testimony of both of -you gentlemen correctly, you agree0n the principal obj&ctivei of S.*2058, bqt yotido not support it because you feel that the .cal for.international services negotiations is premature and we neecimore
time to study the.problems that the service industries face before:.
we enact-this legislation.

Isthat'a fair summary? .. .
r. DROZAK. Yes,.sir,
nator CHiAFS. Mr. Koplans that faithI-, , r. K OPLAN Y O ,. Sir it . .,, . " ,.. . ' . : .,; ' ,Senator CHAP= BuA seems tomethat that does not recognize

t" e thrust of the legislation we- are. considering here today, since'the bill does met up a york plan to study.the problems faced by U.S.-
"srvice industries and to figure out what we. want in. ny interna-t ional emrices agreement. AndasMr. Brock and others have testi-
fled, the negotiations on international services are not going to
take place immediately.

S6 it seems to me that the enactment bf this legislation reasons. that we ikill begin the study bf trade barriers. in services and what'. -we want in and when personal services agreement. Therefore, :
cannot undeistad your-objections to it..

,Mr. D.R0Z2i Well, Mr. %iahiap, if I may, based On, .maritime.akone, for 30 years of these negotiAtions going 0n, thecierent
;, States, maritime has been the, one industry that has had to sacri-

fice where it comes, to- bargaining point. OthCkrw , if we are-going'tosacrifice in negotiations' to get electronics or others, what-
ever the product we may be buying for it-maitime has been the
least one-on the totem pole.

That concerns me, that we need-teth in, here. To say that. -
time will be* part of these negofiations-now, I discussed thii WithBill Brock several times on the matter. Bill Brock midicatW to me
he was not Olpoed. toitk-but hewa notfor it, ,lthet.' He feels-itwil take too much'time- it willbe*o much policing,

Well, if the maritime industry is- Worth'avimg, thplit certainlyshould be worth policing. And with the place w were are today
with le.e than 502 ships, losing 35 ships last year, and the issue ofwhat has happened in the Falkland Islancs, then-'certainly 'Wought to take a look at bilateral Shipping agreemeio if v. are'.,going to- import and export'goods in'and out of this country andbecome a service country, as so proposed by Bill Brock.'



Senator CHumI see.
Mr. Koplan?,.
Mr. KoPiAN. Senator Chafee,,I agree with President Drozak just

said. I would note that the A appeared on March ibelfre
this subcommittee on the whole question of the U.S. approach, to
the 1982 meeting, this November meeting coming/Up. And I-amlooking at that tetimony and I note that we commented at that
, time that the diverse industries in services' do not add up ,to a

whole sector that.can bq discussed in an entiretyin glokol negotia-
tions, and that neither-the United States nor its trading partners
has done enough homework to launch a global negotiation by start-
i.g ,working. parties, to lit tradebarriprs in services atthe next
GATI Min aerial'teeting'n November.-"

What We are saying is that A lot more needs to be ddne on the
pait ofour GoVernment before we consider going into a Wiorking
party type of a meeting, and that is" the problem that we have got.

Senator CAFES. I see.
Well, thank you very much, Mr. Koplan and Mr. Drozak.
Mr. Chairman, thank you. -
Segator. RoT.'Thank you, Senator Chafee.
I _a;L1ogize, Mr. Koplan, for inteiupting.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN KOPLAN, LEGISLATIVE-
REPRESENTATIVE, DEPAIITMNT OF LEGISL4TIQN, AFL-CIO
M., Kokri. Thank you, Senator Roth.
I will'not read my entire statement. I will.ask that it appear in

its dntirety.in theredord. I will summarize it.
Senator Rom. Without objection.
Mr. KoPLAN. The A O appreciates this opportunity to pres-

ent its ,iew on legislative efforts to help U.S. service industries
gain proper accesstQ foreign'markets. We believe that under pres-
ent law the President h4 authority to negotiate on these, issues for'
each industry ,and should act now.

While S. 2058 properly draws attention to the problems of U.S.
service industries abroad,, we believe that a legislative call for in-

rnation"al'negotiations anda code on such a wide range of indu-
Strips and,. issues is premature. ,The AFL-CIO belves that much

more study of the, proble " o.the U.S. service industries at" home
is necessary before egslaton is enacted.

In testimony before the subcommittee last year, AFL- CIO Piesi-
dent Lane Kirkland summarized AFL-CIO policies toward trade in
services in this way:'

"" Services represent a huge combination of issues too long overlooked in tradePolicy. For U.S. banks, shipping companies, airlines, broadcasting, advertising , in-
surance and many other types of firms, the policy isu seem clear discrimination
against their foreign ex ion calls for action by the U.S. Government .

For many years AFL-CIO policies have also called attention to effects-at home.
Seven out 9f ten U.S. jobs are now in "services." American seamen were the first Wo
0 eqrience the export of service jobs after Wqrld War H. American air traffic has
led to disputes that affect p4ots, flight attendants and maintenance c Trws.he
AFL-_ O does not want see jobs-in services-now the naority of in theUnited Statostradeawa, as maubcturing jobs have been.

The trade problems in services are specific and quite diverse. The,
problems 9f building and construction are not the same as thq'.,-
Pp blemi of entertainment. There are so many different types of

.o,.Z
1: *.;\ -~
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perceived "trade barriers" that U.S. Government offices have made
a list of "2,000 barriers to services," and this is far from exhaus- ..
tive. Nor would everyone agree that all should be removed.

The effects on employment are also diverse. Even employment
classifications are different nationally and internationally.

These differences make it absolutely essential that policies oi
general negotiations .be based on the practical solutions for specific
current problems so that the huge diverse service industries* will
npt be. lumped together inappropriately fbr some overallnegotia-
tions.

A commitment to overall negotiations in services, therefore,
should await more specific solution through bilateral negotiations
and action in each service sector to solve American service prob-
lems in trade-both 'at homp, and abroad. While existing trade laws
already provide authority to' act, and negotiate on services, the au-
thority has not been used to get enough experience or solve enough
real problems to give a realistic basis for this legislation's general.
call for negotiations.

Immigration policy'is an integral part when services are dis-
cussed, in distinction to when products are negotiated,.The United
States does not want to give up standards for lawyers, doctors, ac-
countants, nurses, electricians, et cetera. Services involve human
beings. They are not tradeable digits.

But concessions that would be considered by service, negotiators
have not been examined and the impact on U.S. service industries
at home has not been assessed. Even the condition of specific ihdus-
tries at home-such as shipping, airlines, motion pictures, et
cetera-has not been assessed.'

The dollar volume of the "services" account is not necessarily
beneficial for U.S. workers. It may in factbe negative. .I

New codes and new issues should await specific efforts and spe-
cific actions to solve current problems. American industries need
effective representation, both at home and abroad.

In our view, S. 2058 puts the cart before the' horse by giving the
administration a blank check to conduct negotiations on" services.
The United States cannot afford to fail in an area where America
must win or lose its remaining political strength in the' world. The
United States needs action on specific problems now.

Thank Yd, Mr.-Chairnn.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kaplan follows.]

I
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STATEMENT OF STEPHN KOPLAN
LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR 4 CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

SENATB':COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ON S. 2058,
- - THi TRADE IN SERVICES ACrF OF 1982

MAY 14, 1982

The AFL-CIO appreciates this opportunity to present its views

on legislative efforts to help U.S. service industries gaif proper

access to foreign markets. We believe that under present law the

President has authority to negotiate on these issues for each in-

dustry and should, act now.

While S. 2058 properly draws'attention to the problems of U.S.

service industries abroad, we believe that a legislative call for

international negotiations and a code on such a wide range of in-

duStries and issues is premature. The AFL-CIO believes that much

more study of the problems of the U.S. service industries at home

is necessary before legislation is enacted.

in testimony before the subcommittee last year, AFL-CIO

President Lane Xirkland summarized AFL-CIO policies toward trade in

services in this way:

"Services represent a huge combination of issues too
long overlooked in trade policy. For U.S. banks, shipping
companies, airlines, broadcasting, advertising, insurance
and many other types of firms, the policy issues seem
clear: discrimination against their foreign expansion
calls for action by the U.S.-.government.

"For many years, AFL-CIO policies have also called
attention to effects at home. Seven out of ten U.S. jobs
are now in 'services.' American seamen were the first to
experience the export of service jobs after World War I.
.American air traffic has led to disputes that affect pilots,
flight *ttendants and maintenance crews. The AFL-CIO does
not want to see Jobs in services -- now the majority of jobs
in the U.S. -- traded away as manufacturing jobs have been."

97-220 0-82-IL



The four purposes of the 411 are all imortant. First, the

bill emphasizes the importance of services ,to the U.S. economy.

But the fact that services empioj more than 70 of-all Americans

and contributes more than two-thirds of our'gross national product

does not translate into any clear g.ide about the impact of nego-

tiations abroad on service industries or future employment at home.

Secondly, the bill directs the Administration to raise the

issue Ofan international servlcbs code at the 1952OGATT ministerial

meeting. We believethat the Congress should understand what such

a code would consist of before such direction is given.

Third, the bill provides for coordination and implementation

of U.S. trade policy wit4 regard to services. While the direction

for consultition'with the private sector is in the bill, there is

no clear direction that the Administration study the problems U.S.

industries have experienced from foreign service industries in this

market, and the potential impact ln each industry of services

negotiations.

Fourth, the bill seeks to insure that U.S. service industries

continue to have free access to foreign markets. To accomplish

this objective, the bill emphasizes the President's authority to

take action against unfair practices eitherr at home or abroad

which affect U.S. servite- industrIes," But we believe that many •

important existing regulations covering practices at hoMe should be- -

preserved. In short, we do.not believe that removing all so-called

trade barriers will necessarily benefit U.S. industries or employees

at home.

The trade problems in services are specific and quite divetse.

The probles of building and construction are not the same as the



problems of entertainment.- There are so many different types of

perceived "trade barriers"-that U.S. government offices have made

a list of-over "2,000 barriers, to services," and'this is far from-'

exhaustive. Nor would everyone agree that all should be reoved.

Some examples of service barriers reported in the October 5,' 981,

Wall Street Journal are:

-Australia won't let foreign banks open branches or
subsidiaries.

-Sveden bars local offices of foreign companies-from
processing payrolls abroad.

.-Argentina requires car importers to insure shipments
w ith local insurance companies.

-Japanese airliners get car~o cleared more quickly in
Tokyo than do foreign carriers. -

-And, if a U.S. company wants to use American models
for an advertisement in a West German magazine, it
has to hire the models through a Germa agency --
even if the ad is being photographed in Manhattan.

The effects on employment are also diverse. The implications

for service industries jobs for models and engineers, for bank

employees and airline personnel are diversified. Fees and royalties,

which are counted as payments or receipts for services in the balance

of'payments accounts, may be the result of employing personnel

abroad and do not create U.S. jobs. In the same way, payments for

foreign building and construction operations-are counted as payments,

but they do not create building and construction jobs in the United

States,,

--Bven employment classifications are different nationally and

internationally. In the U.S. economic classifications, for example,

building and construction employees are not classified as "service
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workers." They are classified as "goods producing', workers. Thus,

the international "services" are not the same as "domestic services,"

where employees are concerned.

These differences make it absolutely essential that policies

on general negotiations be based on the practical solutions for

specific current problems so that the huge diverse service in-

dustries will not be lumped together inappropriateLy for some overall

negotiations.

A commitment to overall negotiations .in services, therefore,

should wait more specific solutions through bi-lateral negotiations

and action in each service sector to solve American service problems

in trade -- both at home and abroad. While existing trade laws al-

ready provide authority to act and negotiate on services, the author-

ity has not been used to get enough experience or solve enough real

problems to give a realistic basis for this legislation's general

call for'negotiations. To make America wait for another five years

for the hope of global negotiations -- whatever they may mean --

will not address the need for specific problems in specific service

sectors to receive adequate attention. Problems for airlines, ship-

ping companies, credit card companies, telecommunications companies,

etc., need solutions -- not global negotiations.

These are specific problems in services that have been multi-

plying both in terms of the effects on domestic industries and jobs

and the effects on U.S. service industries when they try to operate

abroad.

The 'airline industries' problems abroad need action now, for

example. No new rights to foreign airlines in the U.S. should be
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given in exchange for "concessionS" abroad. The U.S. has been hurt

already by too many one-sided negotiations. But this problem is

not Effectively addressed by a call for global negotiations on some

unknown quantity of unidentified "services." It needs to' be ad-

dressed now.

Insurance-problems need-action now, and some have received'it.

But should the United States preclude ank'barriers to trade in

services that would assure that the U.S. has an insurance industry

while it seeks global solutions - - trading insurance for- shipping?

We think many of the problems can be solved now by positive action.

Immigration policy is an integral element when services are

discussed in distinction to when products are negotiated. But the

bill does not recognize this problem. As we have shown above, the

issue of requiring that foreign nationals perform certain jobs is a

major complaint of the U.S. service industries about barriers they

face abroad. But a negotiation would affect immigration rules here

and abroad to remove such "barriers." The U.S. does not want to

give up standards for lawyers, doctors, accountants, nurses, elec-

tricians, etc. Services involve human beings. They are not tradeable

digits.

Negotiations involve concessions, but concessions that would

be considered by service negotiators have not been examined and the

impact on UAS. service industries at home has not been assessed.

Even the condition of specific industries at home -- such as shipping,

airlinei, motion pictures, etc. -- has not been assessed.

The United States cannot afford to urge all the rest of the

nations to come to the table to negotiate on a code for services by
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procl4alng that the U.S. has a trade surplus in services : However,

the dollar volume of-the "services" account.is not necessarily

beneficial for U.S. workers. -%,For example, the current account is

in surplus from dividends on foreign investment and becausethe

statistics report profits of-U.S. industries (not necessarily re-

turned to the U.S.) as a huge,"surplus." That surplus* gives the

U.S. a weak'bargaining leverage.,and diverts attention from, and

delays or prohibits action on, specific current problems.

The bill does not draw .attention to the kinds of employment

already lost or jobs that will be gained or lost by expanded services

internationally. Nor has there been any recognition that'dollar

volume of service transactions does not necessarily imply a propor-

tionate relationship to. gains in employment. It may,in fact be

. negative* Particularly in high technology industries, the transfer

of "jobs to other countries may accompany "sales" o£ services.

The,'United States should, therefore, go to the ministerial

meting to examine how the GATT agreements are working and with the.

intention to assure the reciprocity that is implicit in the GATT and

stated in U.S. law. New codes and new issues should await specific
efforts and specific actions to solve current problems.

The U.S. needs to place temporary restrictions on harmful im-

ports -- including those in services - during thiS recessionb-. It

needs to vigorously enforce the reciprocity provisions of tho.Trade
Act. The fashioning of new remedies to assure a strong and divqr-

sified U.S. industrial structure with growing service industries is .

essential for America's well-be.ng, both at home and abroad.

Alerlcanindu tries need effective representation,.both at home

and abroad. Inour view, S. 2058 puts the cart before the borse by

giving the Administration a blank check to conduct negotiations on

services. The United Statbs cannot afford to fail in.an area where

America must win or 'lose its remaining political strength in the

world. The U.S. needs action on specific problems now.

~ *-
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Senator Rom. Thank.you for your statement, Mr. Koplan.
First of all, let me point out that, although there are some dis-

agreements'6n the specifics ofany legislation, it seems there is con.-
siderable agreement. on the general: concept. As you may. have,
ioted in our earlier discussions, I think on the part of both those
on the panel on this side, as well as the U.S. Trade Repiesentative,
there is no disagreement that much work remains to be done prior
to any broad multilateral discussion.

I agree with you that you are dealing with .a very complex, di-
verse situation and that it would be foolhardy for us to proceed
until we have imly in place the basic information, data and posi-
tions we want to take. But would both you gentleman agree with
me that it is' important that we begjn now fo develop the kind of
information that is necessary for future .negotiations?

Mr. DoZA . I certainly agree. I think it is needed.'
" Mr. KoPLAN.,So doj Senator. I think my point is simply, there is• ,'noway that we sei thit such' information can be developed be-,

* tween now and the time this legislation insiders sring these
working pa ,, . We think that it is goimg to taoe qute qome time
to develop the information you are t about.
*, Senator R. As, Ambassad0r Brock pointed out, he would not
"anticipate negotiations, tor a considerable nod down the road. He
said he was Cpec6t them 46 proceed 'thin. 4-year period.'

I would also like to point dut that our legislation does provide
both for the bilateral negotiations you seek as well as multilateral

-talks. I share your concern and agree that there are many areas
'.where .we may want t6 take action now that it would not.be in our

interest to delay such action. But I wouid point out that the legisla-
tion does not preclude that action; instead, it gives a fli founda-
tion for bilateral negotiations.'

So in a sense does that not at least partially meet your concern?
Mr. KOPLAN. Well, Senator, not too long ago I te de4 on the

subject of military offsets,, for. examiiple. And in examining that
problem, bilateral negotiations I think mean many, things. You
know, we are concerned that a bilateral negotiation, for example,
not include trading 6ie. service industry fok'another during the
course of the bilateral negotiation. And I found certainly in the
area of the, militry Offsets that that: is a very -common pioblem..

rguess what I aAn sayig is that in.terms~f even a bilateral ne.gotition thereshould eSpecific guidance, we would hope, front
.thd Congress, that the American peope should kno* what a bi-
laterQl negotiation isgoing to conszit of, and there should be some
limits onthle breadth of those negotiations.

Senator Roa. I would say-andtlis way be an aspect'of the leg-
islation we Ahould examine--that whether we have multilateral or
bilateral negotiations, :I feel Strngl , that, the neotlator, the
UMTr, should"ona.ult very carefully with Congress, with Ior and
with bukness.~ Initiated that actiotin the i174 legislation. I think
-it is important that tlat be. done now as well. And Iiwould say I;would broaden, it beyond Congress. I think the negotiators through'
out ny negptiation oughttobe consulting closely with those that
imacted it Or are affected by it.

Mr. Kok". I appreciate your comments, Senator. I might also
add 'that before we, get into any negotiations abroad, a cpmponent

1 .J ' ***
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of all of this has got to be an examination of the health or the
problems of our specific industries, service industries at home. I
think, in listening to the testimony this morning, there is an
awareness of the fact that the data that we have in these areas are
not complete.

Before we get into a negotiation where concessions are going to
be involved, there should be more attention paid to the health of
our industry here at home.

Senator Ro'm. I certainly agree that we have a lot of work that
needs to be done to provide the basis for any multilateral negotia-
tion. In the case of bilateral discussions, I can see that there may
be situations where we would want to take action now. Already we
see nontariff barriers being put into place which could have a very
serious impact.

So that I would hope that in those cases where the situation re-
quires it, if we adopt our legislation, the USTR would-act quickly
and affirmatively.

I would like to say that I agree with the point made in your pre-
pared statement, Mr. Koplan, that there is no clear direction in the
administration's study of the problem U.S. industries have experi-
enced with foreign service industries in this market nor of the po-
tential impacts on each industry of services negotiations.

If we are not clear on that point, I certainly subscribe strongly to
your recommendation that these questions are essential parts of
the basic information and data the administration must develop.

Mr. KOPLAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Rom. Well, gentlemen-lady and gentlemen, I appreci-

ate your being here today. And as we proceed with this legislation,
I would like and urge that we consult with you.

Thank you very much.
Our final panel consists of: Richard Hollands, vice president,

broadcasting division, Wometco; Leslie Arries, president of Buffalo
Broadcasting; Sheldon Cohen, former Commissioner, IRS; Kermit
Almstedt, counsel for Wometco.

We also will have here with us David Robb, general counsel for
the station CKLW, Windsor, Canada.

Gentlemen, I welcome you. Because of the lateness of the hour, I
would urge that you summarize as briefly as possible your problem.
Senator Moynihan in the earlier stages did touch upon this, and I
appreciate your being here today.

Who will be the first?

STATEMENT OF KERMIT W. ALMSTEDT, COUNSEL TO WOMETCO
ENTERPRISES, INC.

Mr. ALmsTEDr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Kermit
W. Almstedt. With your permission, I would like to outline the
problem that is presented before you this morfting, and introduce
the other members of the panel. We also will summarize our state-
ments because of the lateness of the hour.

On my far right is Dick Hollands, vice president of the broadcast-
ing division of Wometco Enterprises, licensee of television station
KVOS, 'Bellingham, Wash., who will discuss the 'impact of the Ca-
nadian law on the U.S. border broadcasters.
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Next to him is Les Arries, Jr., president of Buffalo Broadcasting
and general manager of television station WIVB in Buffalo, N.Y.
Mr. Arries will describe for the committee the negotiations with
the Canadians which have attempted to resolve this issue and
which have been unsuccessful because of Canadian intransigence.

Finally, next to me is Sheldon Cohen, former Commissioner of
the Internal Revenue Service and presently special counsel to Wo-
metco Enterprises. Mr. Cohen will discuss the use of the 301 proc-
ess by the border broadcasters.

To put the legislation before this committee into perspective, Mr.
Chairman, in 1976 Canada passed a law, the effect of which was to
impose a 100-percent tariff on the sale of U.S. advertising services
to Canadian businesses. In response U.S. border broadcasters
sought to resolve the issue through negotiations with the Canadi-
ans. The negotiations failed. The Canadians were consistently in-
transigent on the issue.

Following these unsuccessful attempts to negotiate a compromise
the border broadcasters brought a 301 complaint. As a result of
that action two Presidents have determined that the Canadian law
is unreasonable and umfairly burdens U.S. export trade in services.
Both Presidents have agreed that Canadian intransigence on the
issue justifies retaliation and have recommended passage of legisla-
tion. It was initially hoped that passage of mirror legislation would
give the Canadians reason to negotiate on the issue.

Unfortunately the Canadians continue to be intransigent. How-
ever, the sad fact is that the United States has given Canada no
reason not to be intransigent. Mr. Chairman, the Canadians must
be made to realize that it is in their best interest to sit down and
negotiate out the problem now.

The question is, how do you accomplish this? Senator Danforth,
Senator Moynihan, and Ambassador Brock all indicated this morn-
ing in their-statements that passage of S. 2051 as presently drafted
probably will not bring the Canadians to the negotiating table. The
Canadians themselves have said as much.
- Therefore, stronger action has to be taken. It must be undertak-

en now.
Mr. Chairman, as you are well aware, this committee was re-

sponsible for developing section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 as a
means of resolving trade disputes and has always had a stake in
the viability of the section 301 process. The viability of that process
is at issue in this case. To date there have b.en approximately 24
proceedings under section 301. The border broadcast dispute is the
only case where there has been a Presidential recommendation of
retaliation. Therefore, it is vitally important that this committee
and Congress uphold the viability of the 301 process by passing leg-
islation that convinces the Canadians it is in their best interest to
negotiate on the matter now. You can be sure that both U.S. ex-
porters and our foreign trading partners are following carefully
this issue to see if the Congress is serious about resolving foreign
trade disputes.

[There is no prepared statement of Mr. Almstedt.]
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STATEMENT OF U.S. BORDER BROADCAST LICENSEES
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE
COITTIEE ON FINANCE

OP - U D STATES SENATE

ON S.2051

Friday, May 14, 1982

Submitted by
Preston, Thorgrimsot, Ellis & Polnan

1776 GOStreet, N.W., #500
Wahington, D.C. 20006

I-sr. Chairman:

This statement is filed on behalf of 20 U.S. broadcast

licensees whose stations are situated near the Canadian border.

These stations are KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Washington; WIVB-TV,

VIGR-TV, and11KBW-TV, Buffalo, New York; 11ABI-TV and UVII-TV,

Bangor, Maine; WAGk1-TV, Presque Isle, Maine; UBRJ-TV, Superior,

Wisconsin; WICU-TV, Erie, Pennsylvania; KXLY-TV, KREI-TV and

RHQ-TV, Spokane, Washington; KTHI-TV, Farto, North Dakota;

WCAX-TV, Burlihgton, Vermont; WWTV-TV, Cadillac, |ichigan;

NWUP-'V, Sault St. Marie, Micbigan; WROC-TV, and WHEC-TV,

Rochester, New York; KIRO-TV and XING-TV, Seattle, Washington.
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I. INTRODUCTION!

These broadcasters have been significantly injured by

Canada's unreasonable denial, through passage of legislation

known as C-58, Of a tax deduction for advertising placed by

Canadian businesses with U.S. broadcasters. Indeed, since

enactment of Canadian Bill C-58 in 1976, U.S. border stations

have lost access to approximately $20,000,000 e.nnually in

advertising revenues from Canadian businesses. We appreciate

this opportunity to explain to this committee the reasons for

our injury and frustration that the issue remains unresolved.

zfcst importantly we will demonstrate our determination that this

Congress can in ftct finally resolve this problem.

v7e have worked patiently with the Congress and with both

the past and present Administrations within the system

established by Congress when it enacted Section 301 of the Trade

Act of 1974. We have expended substantial amounts of tire,

effort, and money to pursue a solution within the Section 301

process.

We also have pursued remedies within the private sector,

including offering to contribute to a Canadian program

production fund. In return for exemption from C-58, each

participating broadcast station would have contributed to a

Canadian production a percentage of its annual revenues, after

agency fees, from advertising directed primarily toward Canadian

audiences and placed by Canadian companies. While we would have

preferred a totally unencumbered open market for the sC1e of

broadcasting advertising, we suggested the production fund as a

realistic compromise. We presented it as a conceptual approach
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w within which vie would be willing to negotiate particular

aspects. But at a meeting in Apr- !, 1980 between broaCc,.3ters

representing the National Association of Broadcasters and the

Canadian Association of Broadcasters, the Canadians flatl'

rejected the proposal and labeled it "insulting."

Two presidents have agreed that the Canadian law is an

unfair and burdensome restraint on U.S. trade. Prominent

members of Congress have sharply criticized the Canadian

policy. 1 / Six members of the Finance Committee, including the

chairman and ranking minority rcriber, wrote to President Reagan

urging him to use this dispute tc send a clear signal that

Sectior 301 cases aimed at el;rincting unfair foreign trade

restrictions on U.S. exports will be vigorously prosecuted.

Representative William Frenzel, a member cf the House Trade

Subcommittee, characterized C-58 as "an obviously outrageous

law" during a subcommittee hearing g on October 28, 1981.

Yet despite a favorable Section 303 decision, despite the

strong support of members of Congress, despite our efforts to

settle the matter on an industry to industry basis, C-58 remains

the law of Canada. We are frustrated, angry, and suffering from

the impact of C-58. But also we aie encouraged. We are

encouraged by the determination to resolve this problem

expressed in President Reagan's message'to Congress of

November 17, 1981. We are encouraged by the sponsorship of the

mirror legislation by a distinguished and influential group of

senators and representatives. vie are encouraged by this

hearing.
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This statement will review the history of the bo. $er broad-

cast dispute, examine the response of the U.S. and of Canada,

describe the impact of the Canadian law, discuss the underlying

cultural issue, and suggest a framework for resolving the

problem. Several representatives of the border broadcasters will

elaborate in oral and written presentations on the impact of the

Cenadian la4 and our experience in working thrcugh the

Section 301 process.

I1. BACKGROUND

U.S. broadcast signals have been widely received in Canada

since the early 1950s. Television signals are received ever the

air in comformity with the Canadian-U.S. Television Agreement of

1952, which allocated television channels between the two

countries. Subsequently, Canadian cable television systems

began to carry U.S. signals. This has enabled most residents of

all major Canadian cities and many smaller cities and towns to

enjoy high quality, publically demanded American broadcast

programming.

The U.S. broadcasting industry developed much faster than

its Canadian counterpart since the size of the American

population justified greater financial investment by program

sponsors in U.S. stations. Canadian viewors~and Canadian

industry benefited greatly from the rapid development of

American broadcasting. Canadian viewers received quality U.S.

prograraning at-no direct ccst. And as Canadians grew
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incre4singly fond of watching American broadcast programs, the

Canadian cable television industry developed rapidly to spread

U.S. signals throughout Canada.

The U.S. border broadcast stations received no remuneration

for the television and radio broadcasts Canadians were enjoying

until Canadian advertisers recognized the popularity of American

programming with Canadian audiences. Then they began purchasing

advertising time on U.S. Stations to reach Canadian audiences.

The total dollar flow was small compared to the overall Canadian

and U.S. television industry revenue base, but it became

significant to the U.S. border stations, facilitating the

provision of quality service to their American and Canadian

audiences.

Since 1955 the broadcast station most severely affected by

C-58 in terms of percent of revenues, KVOS-TV of Bellingham,

Washington, has been liable for Canadian taxes on all its income

from advertising revenues received from Canadian sources (based

on a negotiated allocation between the two countries). The

station also operated the largest full line film production

enterprise west of Toronto until it was forced to dissolve this

business at the end of December, 1977 to economize in the face

of the severe ad,,erse financial impact of Bill C-58.

The government of Canada has adopted several laws and

regulations to discourag# advertising by Canadian businesses on

U.S. television and radio stations. The two most notable and

most repugnant policies are commercial deletion and C-58.
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Canada announced the practideof commercial deletion in

1971. Cable operators who picked up U.S. signals would be

"encouraged or required to delete the commercials carried by U.S.

stations before transmitting the programing. The effect of

this policy, had it been fully implemented, would have been to

sharply curtail and probably eliminate advertising by Canadians

on U.S. station. One of Canada's most distinguished

newspapers, The Toronto Globe and Mail, characterized commercial

deletion as *piracy" in an editorial published in 1976.

In January, 1977, after negotiations conducted by Secretary

of State Henry Kissinger, Canada suspended further

implementation of commercial deletion and 1inited the practice

to three cities, Toronto, Calgary, and Edmondton. Even so, it

still restricts the ability of some U.S. broadcast stations, to

market their advertising product in Canada. Commercial deletion

remains particularly costly to several Spokane, Uashington

stations whose signal is relayed by microwave to Calgary area

cable systems, some 450 miles to the north.

The respite provided by the understanding reached with

Secretary Kissinger was short lived. The Trudeau Government

proclaimed Bill C-58 into law in September, 1976. The law

became fully effective in 1977 and has remained in place. The

critical provision of this law provides:

In computing income, no deduction -hall
be made in respect of an otherwise deductible
outlay or expense of a taxpayer made or
incurred after the section comes into force,
for an advertisement directed primarily to a
market in Canada and broadcast by a foreign
broadcast undertaking.
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The effect of this lew has been to impose a 100 percent

tariff on the export of U.S. advertising services to Cantda. As

the Vancouver Province explained, "Most corporations operate at

roughly a 50 percent tax level. In the old days, if a company

spent $1 to advertise on KVOS, 50 cents of it would be paid for

by taxes, or rather the lack of them. How the whole dollar comes

out of the client's pocket.' (June 30, 1977).t

III. U.S. RESPONSE

The United States government responded quickly to this

problem, and in September of 1977 the Senate adopted a

rcsclution, introduced by Senator :c:nih~n and i6 .

April 26, 1977, calling on President Carter to "raise with the

Government of Canada the question of impact of the recent

provision of the Canadian tax code on the U.S. broadcasting

industry with a view tcward adjusting nutstareing iffercncc.'

(S. Res. 152). The State Department told the Foreign Relations

Committee it intended *to keep this matter and its adverse impact

on U.S. broadcast interests before the Canadian Gcvernment as

opportunities to do so arise.' (Sen. Report No. 95-402)

Various high level government contacts between Canada and

the United States have included discussions of this issue. It has

been raised in the context of negotiations on a new Lax

convention between the U.S. and Canada, v* "aricus

interparliamentary group meetings, at meetings between high level

cabinet and subcabinet officials, and even at the Prcsidenticl
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level. On May 23, 1978 the U.S. sent a formal diplomatic note to

the Canadian "-,-rnment protesting the unilateral irposition of

broadcast controls via Bill C-58. Canada has consistently and

bluntly rejected all U.S. requests for serious negotiations.

From early 1977 to late 1980, Bill C-58 was a significant

factor in the refusal of Congress to modify the Tax Reforma Act of

1976 to provide a North American exemption from the restrictions

on tax deductibility of expenses incurred in attending business

conventions held in foreign countries. For example, on April 27,

1977, the Senate rejected such an amendrment by a vctc of 43 to

45. Similarly, the Rouse Ways and Means Committee reported H.R.

9281 in the f of 1978 with an amendment that 5 ' ::ezicar

exception to the foreign convention provision should not apply to

Canada as long as C-58 continued in effect.

On December 13, 1980, Congress passed H.R. 5973 which

revised the tax treatment of the expenses of attending foreign

conventions. The law includes a special exemption for Canada and

tlexico from restrictions applicable to conventions held in other

foreign countries. That privilege was granted to Canada only

after Representative Barber Conable urged Canada to reciprocate

the goodwill demonstrated by Congress by being more forthcoming

on the C-58 issue and eliminating the discrimination against U.S.

television stations.-3/

Canada has ignored 11r. Conable's request and remains intran-

sigent on C-58.

Although the U.S. negotiators raised C-58 during

negotiations on the bilateral tax convention between the U.S. and

97-2* 0-82-1t
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Canada, they wore unsuccessful in pursuing the matter. Chairman

Percy of the Committee on Foreign Affairs questioned the Treasury

Department during hearings on the tax treaty last September about

the Canadian intranSigence on C-58 during the aforementioned

negotiations. Subsequently, Chairman Dole, in a letter to Senator

Percy, expressed disappointment that the treaty ignores this

issue and urged the Foreign Relations Committee to include the

need for its prompt resolution in weighing whether to report the

treaty favorably. Senator Dole stated:

Tt is unfortunate whenever a tax treaty,,
particularly one with a developed country,
fails to resolve tax discrimination problems
between the treaty partners. The dispute with
Canada -,or C-58, Canada's indirect tax dis-
crimina4ion against U.S. broadcasters, is
exactly the sort of dispute it was hoped the
new Canadian treaty would resolve. I am dis-
appointed that the new treaty, at the
insistence of the Canadians, ignores this
dispute.

The failure, at least so far, to resolve C-58 in as logical and

appropriate a context as the tax treaty negotiations, further

illustrates the unreasonable intransigence of the Canadians and

explains some of the frustrations felt by the U.S. broadcasters.

IV. SECTION 301 CASE

Nearly four years ago, on August 29, 1978, fifteen U.S.

border broadcast stations filed a formal complaint under Section

301 of Trade Act of 1974 with the then Special Trade Representa-

tive.- Eight other stations, though not signatories to the

formal complaint, filed comments in the 301 proceeding stating

their concurrence in the charge that C-58 was an unfair trade

(.
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practice. Theocomplaint alleged.that C-58 was discriminatory,

unreasonable, unjustifiable and burdered U.S. coerce. In

November 1978 the STR held hearings on the complaint at which

Canadian broadcasters appeared in opposition. The Canadians

argued that Secticn 301 did not encompass trade in services such

as border broadcast advertising. In 1979 Congress amended

Section 301 and thereby removed any legal argument as to the

applicability of Section 301 to border broadcast advertising

service. The 1979 amendment also introduced a one-year statutory

deadline for resolution of Section 301 complaints.

In February, 1980 the U.S. Trade Representative informed the

Canadian government that a final resolution to the complaint must

be reached before the statutory deadline of July,, 1980. On

July 9, 1980 the USTR held hearings on possible remedies. Two

distinguished members of this committee, Senators Heinz and

Zloynihan, submitted testimony on behalf of the broadcasters. The

broadcasters suggested that the President select a combination

from among four remedies: duties or quantitative restrictions on

exports of Canadian feature films and records to the U.S.; mirror

image legislation; continued linkage to the foreign convention

issue; and general linkage to other U.S.-Canadian interests.

Again Canadian broadcast interests testified.

On July 31, 1980, President Carter, after considering the

recommendation of the "'CTR and the evidence developed in the

extensive investigation and hearings, determined that the
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Canadian tax practice embodied in C-58 "is unreasonable and

burdens and restricts U.S. commerce within the meaning of

Section 301.0

On September 9, 1980, More than two years after the filing

of the Section 301 complaint, President Carter sent a message to

Congress calling for the enactment of mirror image legislation.

The 96th Congress did not have time to consider the proposal.

President Reagan, recognizing that the remedy proposed by

President Carter had died with the 96th Congress, reviewed the

case and resolved to solve the problem. After thorough study and

careful consideration within several agencies and departments,

President Reagan issued a message to Ccnarsss about C-58 on

November 17, 1981. After noting that a good-faith effort by the

USTR had failed to eliminate the offending practice, President

Reagan recommended legis!:ion similar to the amendment proposed

by President Carter. This so-called mirror bill would deny an

income tax deduction for the expense of advertisements placed by

U.S. businesses with a foreign broadcast undertaking and directed

primarily to a market in the U.S.

Most significantly, President Reagan recognized that this

amendment by itself nay not cause the Canadions to resolve this

dispute. He noted his right to take further action to obtain the

elimination of C-58 on his own motion under the authority of

Section 301(0)MIf . The border broadcasters welcomed President

Reagan's determination to solve this problem. We understard that

mirror legislation by itself will not be enough. We are fully
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aware that stronger action by Congress and the President are

necessary or our efforts during the last four years to work

within the Section 301 process will have been wasted. Several of

our witnesses will elaborate on the patience we have demonstrated

and the frustration we have felt in using the 301 process. We

urge this committee to use this case, a case endorsed by two

Presidents, to demonstrate to other U.S. service industries and

to our trading partners that Section 301 can be made to work.

V. CAINAD:AN RESPONSE

The Canadian government consistently has been intransigent

on C-58. Even before the Parliament enacted the bill, Canadian

officials adamantly refused to discuss with the United States the

strenuous objections of the State Department. United Stetes

Ambassador Thomas Endors took the American case to Parliament

during its debate on C-58, asking for negotiations to attempt tc

reconcile the interests of both countries. Although the-Canadian

Senate Banking Committee proposed conciliatory amendments to Bill

C-58, the Canadian Senate reJected ti 2se recommendations after

intense public debate.

The stated Canadian goal is to keep advertising revenues in

Canada to develop its film and broadcast industries. The

Canadian government claims to view the matter as a cultural issue

and sepmc I- believe the issue represents so few dollars in the

mix of Canada-U.S. trade that Canada can succeed by simply

refusing to negotiate.
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The Canadian government has ignored the recommendation of a

commission it established in 1978 to develop a strategy to

restructure the Canadian telecommunications system to help safe-

guard Canada's sovereignty. After analyzing the border broadcast

situation, this commission, the Consultative Committee on the

Implication of Telecommunications for Canadian Sovereignty,

concluded:

The treatment of the U.S. border
stations by Canada has created serious
friction between the two countries, which
could result in retaliatory measures in other
fields of enterprise, and it is clear that
there can be no solution that would satisfy
the interests of all parties. The subject
has been a matter of discussion between
officials of the Canadiar. Lepartmernt :f
External Affairs and the U.S. State Cepart-
ment, and in 1976 Canada made proposals for,
inter alia, a bilateral treaty on
cross-border advertising, but these were
unacceptable for the United States. At this
point we should like to quote from the brief
submitted to us by the U.S. border stations:

• . we urge that the problems of the
Canadian broadcasting system (in this
particular matter) can only be resolved
in the context of an amicable under-
standing between thP two countries.

We concur in this statement.

The Commission recommended that:

The federal government should renew the
discussions with the United States with a
view to resolving the border television
dispute at an early date.
(Telecommunivptions and Canada, 45-46 (19791)

More recently, both the legitimacy and the success of the

Canadian policy have been questioned by Canadians. One of the

most prominent Canadian cable company executives, Edward Rogers,
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has called for a review of Bill C-58 by the Canadian government.

Referring to Bill C-58 and simultaneous substitution (a policy

which requires cable operators to blank out the U.S. signal and

substitute the signal of local Canadian stations when a U.S.

station broadcasts the same program at the satae time), Rogers

stated:

Right now the broadcasters have got their
increased cash flow from these restrictions -
but the increase in program choice and the
deregulation of optional and discretionary
services has not been forthcoming.

Bill C-58 should be reviewed by the Canadian
government. It has caused great
misunderstanding in the United States. Yet
there has never been a public accounting by,
the privileged few companies who financially
benefited from this very sensitive
legislation. There should be such a public
accounting and soon. If the cash flow gains
to these relatively few private companies is
not going to produce enhanced Canadian
programming - then the bill should be
repealed. (Speech to Annual fleeting of
Shareholders of Canadian Cable Sytems Ltd.,
January 26, 1981)

The Canadian press also has been critical of C-58.11 In an

editorial headlined, "Heads We Win, Tails Too," the Toronto Globe

and Mail criticized the Canadian attitude that produced C-58.

The editorial concluded:

Canada can bluster all it'wants about U.S.
pressure tactics, but it does so on very
shaky moral grounds. Either we recognize that
both sides can piay at protectionism, and
Accept the game on those terms, or we should
simply stop imposing protective policies.

The United States is-not about to let us have
t both ways - and, more to the point, we
on't deserve to. (July 24, 1980).
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The llamilton, Onta.rio, Spectator denounced C-58 as piracy in

An editorial published on July 15, 1980. Tt stated:

The objection the U.S. stations have is
- valid. Canadian cable-TV companies are, as
charged, pirating U.S. programs and inserting
Canadian commercials. In essence, they are
robbing the U.S. networks and stations.
Because the 1975 tax law doesn't allow
Canadian advertisers to deduct the cost of
advertising on a U.S. station if that adver-
tising is aimed at Canadians, the cable
companies are getting paid for pirating U.S.
programs because Canadian advertisers buy
time from the cable companies.

And piracy is piracy. If U.S. cable
companies were doing the same as the Canadian --
companies are, Canadicns would complain even
louder then the- do already,.

VI. IMPACT ON U.S. BROADCAST STATIONS

President Carter found that Bill C-58 "denies the U.S.

border broadcasters accesp--to-a substantial portion of the

advertising market in Canada- amounting to approximately $20 to

$25 million annually, to which they previously had had access."

(45 F.R. 51173). The implementation of Bill C-58 has reduced by

at least two-thirds the cross-border advertising revenues of U.S.

television stations. - --

Total Canadian advertising revenues derived by U.S.

television stations dropped by approximately 50 percent from 1975

to 19771 from $18.9 million 'n 1975, the last full year before

implementation of Bill C-56, to $16.8 million in 1976, and to

$9.2 million in 1977. Canadian expenditures on border stations

declined further in 1978, to a total of $6.5 million. /
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A study undertaken for the Goverrment of Canada indicates

tbet Pill C-58 had reduced the cross-boider flow of advertising

by about $23 million annually by 1978. The study projected that

there would have been $29.5 million of advertising placements in

1978. By subtracting the actual cross-border flow of

advertising, the study obtained the estimated loss of advertising

($23 million).

Apart from the loss in annual advertising flow is the

decline in the asset value of the U.S. stations along the

Canadian border due to Bill C-58. The $23 million decline in

advertising flow may have reduced the asset value of such

stations by a multiple of three, or $69 mi~lion. This reflects

the rule of thumb in broadcasting that the asset value of a

station is approximately three times the level of annual

advertising proceeds.

Bill C-58 also applies to radio broadcasters. Due to

apparent laxity in enforcing Bill C-58, the impact on some U.S.

.radio stations has been delayed. However, a broadcaster in

Calais, Maine whose station is the only broadcast outlet for

neighboring St. Stephen, New Brunswick, conservatively estimates

that he will lose $100,000.00 annually on the basis that approxi-

mately one-third of his advertisements are directed primarily at

Canadians by Canadian businesses. Several of the witnesses will

discuss how C-58 has affected their stations.

VII. SOLUTIONS

The border broadcasters appreciate the deep concerns about

national identity and cultural sovereignty that undorly Canadian
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policies such as Bill C-58. But such concerns do not justify a

policy so pointedly unfair and one-sided.

moreover, it is difficult to understand how-Bill C-58

reduces the U.S. cultural presence in Canada. It does not affect

in any way the ability or predisposition of Canadians to watch

the American programming of U.S. television stations. As the

Hamilton Spectator observed in its editorial of July 15, 1980:

It's one thing to build up pride, to
persuade people that a Canadian TV show or a
Canadian product is a good buy. That's
legitimate in any free-market system.

It's quite another to-legislate so that
consumers have no choice about what they may
or may not purchase, watch or otherwise
consume.

The Canadian government apparently has begun to recognize

the potential for using profits from popular American programming

ta develop the Canadian broadcast industry. This concept is

implicit in the current proceeding to award licenses for pay

television service in Canada.2 1 Supporting Canadian production

rather than unilaterally handicapping popular U.S. stations is,

reasonable. Given the substantial demand for programming

generated by cable television, significant opportunities exist

for marketing of Canadian programming in the U.S. Tie welcome

such a free flow of programming between our countries. As

broadcasters, we are highly sensitive to the cherished values we

attach to the free flow of communications. Unilateral obstacles

to this free flow, such as C-58, are a particularly repugnant

form of trade barrier.
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The issue before this Committee today is how to convince

Canada that C-58 must be repealed. Ve fully recognize that the

mirror bill (S.2051) will have a limited impact, probably at the

lower end of $2 to $5 million of revenue lost to Canadian

broadcasters. The prospect of such a law has been proven

insufficient to move the Canadians. Therefore, we urge this

Com.ittee to use the mirror bill as a vehicle for taking stronger

action.

When Senator Danforth, chairman of this Subcommittee,

introduced S. 2051 he stated, *It nay be necessary to review the

recommended remedy at a later date to insure that it is strong

enough to persuade Canada that Congress intends tc support fully

our export industries in the face of discriminatory foreign trade

practices.' That later date is now. Mirror legislation must be

expanded-upon. We suggest that congressional action include the

following elements:

I. The U.S. action should symbolize to Canadians that C-58

is unfair and not in the long tern interest of the two nations'

trade relations.

2. The U.S. action should further symbolize that the

Congress and the Administration remain strongly committed to the

successful utilization of the Section 301 process.

3. The U.S. action should isolate the C-58 issue from

other "larger* U.S.-Canadian trade issues;

4. The action should remain sectoraily limited to tegeom-

munications issues.
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5. The action should be aired at generating substantial

Canadian domestic economic pressure on the Canadian government,

preferably from the same Canadian interests which have

traditionally supported C-58.

6. The U.S. action should be simple and straightforward but

have the effect of gradually becoming more serious in its

Canadian impact to heighten the domestic political consequences

for the Canadian government the longer it fails to act. Hence

the action would not support any Canadian contention that the

U.S. has raised the issue to the level of a trade war.

We hope that during the hearing the Committee will explore

possible measures which meet these guidelines.

We believe our case provides Congress and the Executive

Branch an opportunity to establish two principles of effective

trade policy. First, we must stand up to unilaterally imposed,

offensive foreign trade practices which unfairly handicap U.S.

service exports. Second, recognizing that we have patiently

relied on Section 301, the process established by Congress for

resolving trade problems, this case presents an opportunity to

establish the viability of Section 301, particularly for U.S.

service industries.

While we fervently hope that congressional action against

C-58 vill lead to the removal of this discriminatory trade

barrier, until such time the U.S. government should bt ;: of

extending any special favors or benefits to Canada. In this

regard, twelve border stations recently filed comments in the
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Federal Communications Commission proceeding to authorize the

transmission of teletext by TV stations. These stations ureed

the FCC to "take the opportunity presented by this rulemaking to

warn foreign governments, particularly the Canadian government,

that the U.S. expects reciprocal openness to their

telecommunications markets .... There is no special obligaticr.

to Canada since Canada has not treated U.S. broadcasters

fairly."8/

Finally, we agree with the statement made by former Canadian

Ambassador to the U.S. Peter M. Tcwe last He!!. e seid:

These problems - ours and yours - ;il not be
solved by mere finger pointing, much !cc
exaggerated claims erd countf!rl!-1s. V -
must strengthen our commitment at the highest
level to finding appropriate solutions.
(Cong.Rec. S12647, October 30, 1981).

VIII. CONCLUSION

We think that the Chairman of this Subccrrittee ptl,

summarized our situation when he introduced S.2G51:

In the face of cur declining balance cf
trade, it is crucial that Congrecs rtand
behind American export interests. The
communications industry is one of our
important service industries and the service
sector is becoming an increasingly important
growth area on our export ledger. Thus, it
is vitally important that we reerforce one of
the few legal mechanisms which U.S. service
exporters can invoke to gain relief from
foreign trade barriers.

The mirror bill alone is not enough. We urge this committee

to expand its effect. It is time to resolve this dispute in a

manner consistent with findings by two Presidents.
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FOOTNOTES

I Appendix A contains copies of several Congressional
statements.

2/ A copy of this editorial is attached to the statement
of Dick T. Hollands.

3/ A copy of his remarks is contianed in Appendix B.

1/ The fifteen United States television licensees who filed
the original 5 301 complaint on August 29, 1978 were:

KWOS Television Corporation, licensee of station KVOS-TV,
Bellingham, Washingtoni

Buffalo Broadcasting Co., Inc., licensee of station WIVB-TV,
Buffalo, New York;

WPBN-TV and WTOH-TV, Inc., DBA Midwestern Television
Company, licensee of station WPBN-TV, Traverse City, Ifichigan;

Eastern Maine Broadcasting System, Inc., licensee of station
WVII-TV, Bangor, Maine;

WDAY, Inc., licensee cf station WDA--TV, Grand Forks-Devile
Lake, Forth Dakota;

Great Lakes Television Co., licensee of station WSEE-TV,
Erie, Pennsylvanial

Johnson Newspaper Corporation (formerly known as The
Brockway Company), licensee of station WWBY-TV, Watertown, New
York;

Spokane TV Inc., licensee of station KXLY-TV, Spokane,
Washington'

Spokane TV Inc., licensee of station KTHI-TV, Fargo, North
Dakota;

KMSO-TV, INC., licensee of station KCFW-TV, Kalispell,
Montanal

Advance Corporation, licensee of station XFBB-TV, Great
Falls, Montana;

International Television Corp., licensee of station WEZF-TV,
Burlington, Vermont,

KXHC-TV, IAc., licensee of station KXMD-TV, Williston, North
Dakota; and

KXHC-TV, Inc., licensee of station KXPC-TV, Hinot, North
Dakota.

5/ See Appendix C

A/ Arthur Donner and Fred Lazar, Ar Pynomination of the
Financial Impacts of Canada's 1976 Amenieto Section 19.1 of
the Income Tax Act (Bill C-51) on V.9. and Canadian TV
Broadcasters, January, 1979, at p. iiI

7/ See Canada Chooses First Licensees for Pay TV,
Broadcasting, (March 22, 1982) 32.

8/ Comments of Border Broadcast Stations in BC Docket Ho.
81-74, In re Amendrent of Part 73 to authorize the transmission
of Teletext by TV stations.
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STATEMENT OF DICK HOLLANDS, VICE PRESIDENT, BROADCAST.
ING DIVISION, WOMETCO ENTERPRISES, INC, LICENSEE OF
TELEVISION STATION KYOS, BELLINGHAM, WASH.
Mr. HoLLANws. The purpose of my testimony this morning is to

outline the effect of bill G-68 on KVOS-TV, located in Bellingham,
Wash. KVOS is the border station which has suffered the greatest
loss of all border stations because, just as a matter of geography, a
higher proportion of viewers of KVOS are Canadian than any
other U.S. station.

First of all, I want to emphasize that we are a highly viewed sta-
tion in Vancouver and Victoria, British Columbia. Because of the
requests and interest 'of the Canadians, and at the urging of the
viewers and the advertising agencies of British Columbia KVOS"
moved its transmitter in 1954 to provide a better picture to Van-
couver and, I might add, to Bellingham and to Whatcom County. as
well.

Shortly thereafter KVOS established a Canadian subsidiary-
KVOS-TV(B.C.) Ltd.-and through this tax presence has paid Ca-
nadian taxes on all income generated from Canadian sales -Ance
1955.

Later, we recognized the desire of the Canadians to have more
programing for television and other media produced in Canada, so
we set up Canawest Films in Vancouver. At its peak Canawest em-
ployed over 100 part-time and full-time employees, and produced
animated features, documentaries, and television commercials. Di-
rectly as a result of the adverse impact of C-58, this enterprise was
abandoned in 1977.

Myprepared statement describes the financial effect of C-58 on
KVO. It is very substantial. I would like to now focus on what C-
68 has done to the very competitive viability of KVOO. Given a
signal capable of cove ringa specific. geographic area, in which
there are a. certain number of potent viewers, a television sta-
tion's job is to program that station so as to attract viewers. If the
station is succesMful then advertisers will find it useful to purchase
commercial time. That is the way the television industry is sup-
ported in this country and in Canada-

Let's examine the impact of bill C-68 on this process. A 80-
second commercial on KVOS, which might command in the mar-
ketplace $100 from a Canadian advertiser, must be discounted by
KVOS because the Canadian Government will not allow a tax de-
duction to the Canadian advertiser. Therefore we receive approxi-
mately $60 of that $100. Our competitors in Canada for the same or
Wmi spot would receive the full $100.

If a televins rogn p is then offered for sale in the Vancouver/
Bellngham there is no way in which KV08 can com-
pete with its fellow stations to the north, since the potential reve-
nue that KV0 can get from that program is only Wbout half of the
others. Therefore, KVON cannot compete effectively in this open
market for programming and as a result KVOS viewers, both those
in Canada and in the United States, suffer and the value of the sta.
tion is diminished.

I should point out that C-68 is a controversial issue in Canada.
By no means do all Canadians agree that it is a just and reasonable
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pronosition. Insofar as we can see, it has failed to achieve its stated
objective of providing more Canadian programing or Canadian pro-
duction. What it has done is hurt KVOS, helped our competitors,
and provided more taxes to Revenue Canada.

Along with other border broadcasters, we tried to negotiate this
issue over the years without success. We have been told by two
U.S. Presidents and virtually every group that has studied this
matter that we are right, that this is unjust and unreasonable. And
yet, there is no relief after 6 years.

That- is why we ask this committee to take action which will fi-
nally resolve this inequitable and damaging situation.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hollands follows:]
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My name is Dick T. Hollands, and I am Vice President,

Broadcasting Division of Wometco Enterprises, Inc., the parent

company of KVOS Television Corporation, which is the licensee of

KVOS-TV in Bellingham, Washington. I appreciate the opportunity

to testify before this Committee to discuss the history of

KVOS-TV's involvement in border broadcasting and describe the

disastrous effects of Bill C-58 on KVOS-TVj

The service of KVOS-TV in Canada is incidental to our

primary market, (Bellingham, Washington,) and at the request of

97-22D 0-92-13
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Canadians. tihile we are licensed by the Federal Communications

Co:aission to sorvo Bellingham and other markets in Washington

State, our signal is received in Canada in conformity with the

Canadian-U.S. Television Agreement of 1952, which allocated

television channels between the two countries.

Since 1954 Canadians have wanted to make use of our signal.

in 1953 XVOS-TV went on the air with a small, low-power homemade

transmitter on a hill within the city limits of Bellingham. The

station was intended to serve only the local and regional viewers

of northwestern Washington.

After a I-ear of operation it became apparent that British

Columbia viewers and advertisers needed an additional TV outlet.

They urged XVOS-TV, by letters, phone calls, and personal

meetings, to eliminate the deep ghosts in our signal caused by

the Bellingham transmitter location.

Representatives of several Vancouver advertising agencies,

as well as potential viewers, suggested to KVOS-TV that it shift

its tower to permit clear signal to be provided to British

Columbia viewers. Existing demand for television:advertising

could not be filled by the province'sonly television station, a

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) venture in Vancouver.

As a result, in late 1954 KVOS-TV moved the-transmitting

tower to its present location on Orcaa Island in the State of

Washington, a location thmt was much closer to Vancouver and

Victoria, British Columbia. The Federal Communications Com

mission approved the move which was made in conformity with the

Canadian-U.S. Television Agreement of 1952. Neither the Canadia

Government nor the private sector objected.
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The station incorporated a Canadian subFidiary corporation

in British Columbia in 1955 to handle its Canadian business,

KVOS-TV (B,C.) Ltd. Canadian tax authorities agreed to use a tax

base similar to that devised for Canadian radio station CKLW's

U.S. sales corporation in the Detroit-Windsor area, which for

many years has sold commercials purchased by American adver-

tisers. I would like to emphasize that as a result of this "tax

presence XVOS-TV (B.d.) Ltd. has paid Canadian taxes on all

of its income from advertising revenues received from Canadian

sources since mid-1955.

In 1961 Wometco Enterprises, Inc. purchased RVOS from its

original owners. Like any other business making a major invest-

ment, we hoped to make a profit on the transaction. We assumed

the risks of the-tree market. We hoped that viewers receiving

our signal would like the product and that we would have an

opportunity to compete for advertising dollars in the market-

place. We did not believe that a develcped country' like Canada,

with extremely close bilateral relations with the United States,

would enact discriminatory policies against our country, or, if

that occurred; that the U.S. Government would not object in an

appropriate manner. Iwant to exphasi~e that we have attempted

to play a responsible role in the development of British Columbia

and the program production industry of Carada.

KVOS-TV B.C.) Ltd. has been staffed by Canadian citizens

and residents and has systematically reinvested substential

amounts of profits in British Columjlia. In the ton-year period

from 1965 to 1975, KVOS-TV (B.C.) Ltd., and related ventures made
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possible though reinvestment, injected more than $75 million

into the Canadian economy as, among other things, taxes, payroll,

and operating expenditures and capital expenditures.

KVOS-TV (D.C.) Ltd. also contributed to the program

production industry in Canada by establishing and subsidizing-

what was, until 1977, the largest full-line film production

enterprise west of Toronto. Located in Vancouver, Canawest Film

Production was unfortunately dissolved on December 31, 1977

because of the severe adverse impact of Bill C-58 on KVOS-TV

(B.C.) Ltd.

- From 1965 through 1975, KVOS-TV and Canawest provided

employment and creative opportunities for more Canadian actors,

writers, directors, producers, animators, artists and other

skilled production people than any other nongovernment owned

station or film production company in Canada west of Toronto.

The film products from its animation facilities and its docu-

mentary studios won many major Canadian and U.S. awards.

Canawest also won awards as a producer of television commercials.

The company at full capacity employed more than 100 full-

time and part-time people. Operating expenses in 1976 were about

$400,000; the company essentially broke even.

In 1977, Canawest was-awarded a "best film produced in

Canada" award for the film "Under the Polar Star." In producing

this docume-tary for the Idaho-based Morrison-Enudson firm,

Canawest brought American revenue to Vancouver, as it did in many

other production jobs using Canadian talent on films which

otherwise would have been made in the United States.
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After we announced that regrettably the enactment of C--58

would force us to close Canawest, the Vancouver Province

reported:

With irony peculiar to Canada, the legisla-
tion that killed the company was supposed to
nurture the kind of work it has beer doing
since 1961.

The only way for Channel 12 [KVOS] to
stay competitive was to cut expenses--and
rates for commercials--and Canawest was an
expensive, expendable showpiece of good
corporate citizenship. 1/

We do not believe that at any point along the line we trade a

mistake in judgment. sle believe in the free cros-bcrder flov of

telecommunications and have consistently supported rhat policy.

Unfortunately, Canada's enactment of Bill C-58 undermined not

only that policy but also seriously injured the broadcasting

operations of our station-.

KVOS-TV has been more seriously injured by Bill C-58 than

any other U.S. station, in terms of gross revenue lost. In 1975

Canadian revenues accounted for about 90 percent o: total ;VCS

revenues. Our gross revenues declined from $7.4 million

(Canadian) in 1975 to $4.1 million in 1977 -- a decline of about

$3.1 million. Net revenues declined from $6.1 million in 1975 to

just under $3.6 million in 1977. Since 1976 the-Vancouver

television advertising market has grown (as have most TV

1/ A copy of this article is attached as Appendix A.
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markets), inflation has taken place, and the value of the

Canadian dollar has decline' rcTative to the U.S. dollar. Our

best estimate in round figures in that KVOS has lost, as a result

of C-58, $20 million in gross revenue (Canadian) cumulatively

from 1976 through 1981. This translates into nearly $16 million

net loss after sale& and agency commissions.

The main beneficiary of our dollar loss has been Revenue

Canada, the Canadian equivalent of IRS. That's because we

discount our sales to Cdnanean advertisers by whatever their tax

rate is so that they in turn ra: pay those dollars directly to

the government in taxes. Thus, what began in the noble name of

protecting the'Canadian charc.t.r frori being defiled by,

Americanization has worked out to be simply another means of

producing revenue.

In order to survive, KVOS-TV has taken a number of steps to

minimize the impact of Bill C-58. KVOS-TV eliminated from its

nighttime prime time schedule its CBS network programming, which

had included CBS commercials, thereby doubling its inventory of

available spots, and-programmed at considerable expense as an

alternative independent station. (Fortunately, CBS has been a

most sympathetic associate.) KVOS-TV cut its advertising rates

by 46 percent -- the average tax cost of major Canadian companies

-- and mounted an intensive sales campaign to agencies and

clients across Canada. Finally, KVOS-TV (B.C.) Ltd. phased out

Canawest Film Productions in 1977.

Unfortunately, none of these figures describe adequately the

tremendous impact C-58 has on the ability of KVOS to compete in
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the marketplace to provide quality programming to our viewers.

Let me explain.

For a television station to be successful it must be able to

attract audiences which advertisers want to reach. It can do

this only. if it can purchase programs that will be of interest to

its-audiences. These programs are purchased through the revenue

generated from advertisers. Anything that adversely affects a

station's ability to generate revenue from advertisers neces-

sarily affects adversely its ability to attract audiences. And

when a station competing against others faces limitations not

faced by its competitors, it is placed at an untenable

competitive-disadvantage.

For example, the five stations serving the Bellingham/

Vancouver/Victoria'televisicn market all compete directly fcr the

same programming and for the same viewers. Any of these stations

can buy syndicated programming only if it is the highest bidder

for that programming. C-58 makes it virtually impossible for

kVOS to be the high bidder since it forces KVOS to set advertis-

ing rates at about one-half those charged by its Canadian

competitors, thus reducing by nearly 50 percent the amount cf

revenue which KVOS'can generate to purchase programs.

In short, C-58 eats at the guts of a station like KVOS. Its

ability over the long term to compete is further and further

eroded. And the impact falls not only on the station. it falls

heavily on U.S. citizens who depend on KVOS for information about

their community, state and country, and are unable to obtain as

much information as they would-like and otherwise would be able

to receive because the resources to provide that information are-

simply no longer thee.

For the past six years XVOS and the residents of the greater

Bellingham, Washington area have been unfairly penalized and

gravely injured by operation of Bill C-58. It is time that the

U.S. Government took action to resolve this fundamental inequity.
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APPENDIX TO STATEMENT o DICK T. HOLLANDS

[From the Vancouver Province, Thursday, June 30.19711

CANAWEST GOING, BuT NOT FoaorrTINo)

(By Michael Bennett)

(Canawest Films earned a reputation for adventurous documentaries, innovative
commercials and emergency animation in the last 15 years as the KVOS-TV pro-
duction company. The Time-Reader's Digest legislation left it vulnerable, and, re-
grettably, expendable.)

The credits read like an obituary for some forgotten Hollywood studio interred
beneath a shopping plaza somewhere off La Clenaga Boulevard: The Beatles, Abbott
and Costello, and Walt Till Your Father Gets Home televison cartoons, a syndicated
series called The Canadians, the best English-language commercial in the country
(1968), an ABC Mystery Movie, Canada's equivalent of an Oscar for a film called
Way of Wood that was shot in five languages.

The mourning this time, though, isn't on the passing of Republic Pictures of an-
other age. It's merely a dress rehearsal, because the largest commercial film produc-
er north of Los Angeles and west of Toronto won't be clinically dead until New
Year's Eve.

Canawest Films is still warm, winding down the years of bizarre adventure and
equally confounding relations with the federal government. With irony peculiar to
Canada, the legislation that killed the company was supposed to nurture the kind of
work it has been doing since 1961.

As a Canadian subsidary of KVOS-TV in Bellingham, which in turn is ownedby
the bottlers of Coca-Cola, Canawest got caught in the hysteria of the Time-Reader s
Digest debate-which somehow equated cultural sovereignty with advertising reve-
nue 5**

Unfortunately, KVOS was lumped in with three stations beaming into Toronto
from Buffalo (without so much as a dummy corporation registered in Ontario) when
the House of Commons committee decided to include border broadcasters in the
statute.

When it was passed late last year, despite the reasoned amendments proposed by
the Senate banking committee, KVOS income was effectively cut in half because
any money spent by its Canadian advertisers would no longer be deductible as a
business expense. (Most corporations operate at rou hl a 50-per-cent tax level. In
the old days, if a company spent $1 to advertise on KVOS, 50 cents of it would be
paid for by taxes, or rather the lack of them. Now the whole dollar comes out of the
client's pocket.)

The only way for Channel 12 to stay competitive was to cut expenses-and rates
for commercials-and Canawest was an expensive, expendable showpiece of good
corporate citizenship.

The inequities of the legislation, all too apparent to the people who drafted it, still
rankle Dave Mintz, president of KVOS (B. C.) Ltd., who gets tired of defending the
obvious.

"In the 1Q years between 1965 and 1975, in terms of capital expenditures, payroll
tax, personnel-expenditures in Canada from KVOS, the film companies and others
created by the reinvestment of profits-approximately $75.5 million came back into
B.C.," he says.

"That compares to exactly zero for every other station serving Canada from the
other side of the line."

The problem Canawest confronted for 15 years was the sort of creative parochial-
ism associated with government and cities like Toronto: If it doesn't happen there, it
doesn't happen.

"We brought $500,000 a year here from the U.S. in industrial films, documentar-
ies and commercials, and that's all going back to Hollywood," says Mintz.

"We had work in Alberta and Saskatchewan (through Canawest-Master Films in
Calgary) and those jobs will go east. What nobody in a position to do anything
seemed to realize was that this was our contribution to Canadian-content produc-
tion, because we couldn't make it like the other television stations."

Whether the honorable members were looking for a more quixotic affirmation of
the "national fabric" or a more esoteric motivation, Bill C-58 became perhaps the
first law in Canadian history to be proclaimed without change from its original
draft.

Canawest has lost money, a lot of it, trying to provide something the country
doesn't seem to want. Animation, despite the deficit financing by KVOS of several
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projects from Hanna-Barbera, remains an American art form, advertising agencies
package most of the major commercials for television nowadays, and producers rent
cameras, sets and sound stage rather than accumulate an inventory that woeild
cost $750,000 to replace. -

"If we were doing this in Toronto or Montreal, we wouldn't own a stick of equip-
ment," says Mintz. "Out here, you have to, and keep people on staff 52 weeks a
year."0

It makes for high-priced memories-for actors waiting for an audition call from
the Playhouse; grips, gaffers, inkers and electricians, who worked on a 30-second
spot for B. C. Hydro or filmed the completion of the highway through the Darien
Gap or got scared out of Zaire.

Canawest started simply enough: three guys in a cramped studio trying to put the
merchandise in the best light. Before long, they were doing slide shows, film strips,
and-with some help-live commercials with live performers, filming testimonials
to the Alberta Wheat Pool, the Alberta centennial (featuring Burl Ives) and travel-
ogues for Vincent Price and a show called "If These Walls Could Talk."

Then there was the Canawest initiation into "the weird wonderful world of ani-
mation" in 1965 when King Features -needed The Beatles series in a hurry to go
with the T-shirts, lunch buckets and wrist watches. A small group of artists and as-
sistants did seven episodes. England and Australia got the rest.

By 1967, though, Saturday-morning television was more than the Hollywood ini-
mators could handle. Hanna;Barbera had gone to the networks in February with 11
ideas, expecting to sell fomur or five'-f them. ABC, CBS and NBC bought nine, and
all of them had to be ready for the second week in September. ,

,"They remembered the Beatles series and asked us if we could get that crew back
together," sdys Andy Anderson, president of Canawest, "but by that time, they were
scattered all over the world.

"We ended up flying people in from Yugoslavia, England, Czechoslovakia and
Spain. Good animators are a rare breed."

Anderson hired students right out of art school, housewives bored with the limita-
tions of creative meals, anyone who could draw, paint or mix the inks. Canawest
even started an animation training program with Canada Manpower, and for
almost a year, classes of 20 or more painted the muscles of Samson, the waves of
Moby Dick and the slapstick gestures of Abbott and Costello.

There, were 150 people alone working on the "'Wait Till Your Father Gets Home"
series. The next year, nothing. The comic-strip panic was over, and by the time the
Canawest comptroller figured it all out, the lessons has cost $80,000.

Canadian television, too, was either hit, miss or apathetic, an attitude Mintz had
encountered in Ottawa back in 1970 when he suggested KVOS would bankroll the
scripts, and even some productions, given some government encouragement. "No
thanks," he was informed "we're not interested."

When Global Television was formed, though, Anderson put the hard sell on a
series about the country getting to know itself, called "The Canadians."

Look, he told Global, you're back in Toronto and there's this vast enormous thing
called Western Canada, particularly B.C., because you've got to get over those
mountains, which form at least a psychological barrier . . .

Somebody liked the idea and Stanley Burke, the voice from the past of The Na-
tional, put together a news magazine that visited a pirate on Vancouver Island, a
whistle farm where the owner tests the kind of things you hear from boats and
trains, and a couple of longhairs who mass-merchandised the artifacts of the Age of
Aquarius and had to adjust to uncomfortable wealth.

Global collapsed into bankrupt reorganization shortly afterwards, and by the time
Canawest got through with the receivers, "The Canadians" ended up costing the
company $125,OQO.

"We wanted to use Canadian talent technicians and labs to produce syndicated
programs good enough to at least make their money back," says Anderson, "but the
government steadfastly refused to be interested."Maybe it felt it was being bribed. I don't know, I've given up reading people's
minds.'

Senator ROTH. Gentlemen, the hour is growing late and I regret
that I have another appointment. If there is anything in addition, I
would ask the two gentlemen to briefly summarize, and of course
their statements will be included. But.we do have to bring this to
an early close.
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Mr. ARmis. I have other remarks, but I will shorten them dowh,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator RoTH. Can 1I interrupt just a minute and ask that Mr,
Robb, if he -would come forward, because we want to give him a
chance to comment as well.

STATEMENT OF LESLIE G. ARRIES, JR., PRESIDENT OF BUFFALO
BROADCASTING CO., INC., AND GENERAL MANAGER OF STA-
TION WIVB, BUFFALO, N.Y.
Mr. ARR Es.' As a border broadcaster, I personally. have been in.

volved in a number of attempts, to negotiate a resolution of this
issue with various elements in Canada, including broadcasters,
cable operators, pnd Government leaders. We have been at it over
a long period of time.

As a member of the board of directors of the National Associ-
ation of Broadcasters, I have had meetings with the Canadian As-
sociation of Broadcasters board of directors, to try to reach a re-
solve. They called our proposals insulting, and when we asked
them for proposal that we might consider they did not have any.

The same thing is true with the leaders of the Canadian Cable
Television Association. We talked with them about their policy of
commercial deletion. The Canadian newspapers themselves called
commercial deletion piracy. They have never been able to offer us
any proposal that we can even consider to resolve that issue.

We have talked with many of the leaders of the Canadian. Gov-
ernment, including at one time the acting head of the CRTC, Harry
Boyle. I personally testified in Canada before the Houses of Parlia-
ment, their Senate and their House of Commons, in an effort to re-
solve this issue.

We have offered all kinds of proposals, including paying Canadi-
an income taxes and creating a production fund to produce Canadi-
an content programing. We have tried to negotiate with any and
every idea possible, to no avail.

It is safe to say that the Canadian Government is totally un-
moved, totally intransigent. Clearly, we do not carry a big enough
stick to get the job done.

Recently I was in Ottawa to meet with our Ambassador Robin-
son, and I learned from him and his staff that the passage of the
mirror bill is an absolute must. Just getting it brought before the
Congress is not enough. It has to be passed. And it may not be
enough in and of itself. Other measures may have to be found. One
such relates to a new teletext technology from Canada called Tele-
don.

At this point our Government has not given us the support nec-
essary to get the Canadian' Government's attention. If we are going
to solve this problem we must have the support of the Government
behind an expanded mirror bill.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Arries follows:]
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Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the opportunity to explain to this committee

the need for tough legislation to respond to an unreasonable and

discriminatory Canadian trade practice. Nothing less will end

the border broadcast war. Nothing less will-force the Canadians

to budge from their total unwillingness to negotiate or even to

consider reasonable compromise proposals.

This is not the first time I've addressed this problem in

Washington. Twice I appeared as a witness before the Section 301

Committee investigating the complaint that fifteen U.S. border

stations, including my station (WIVB-TV, owned by Buffalo

Broadcasting Co., Inc.), filed against Canada. On November 29,

1978 I appeared as a witness for two groups, the National

Association of Broadcasters (NAB) and the fifteen Section 301

complaint signatories. The NAB, which opposed Bill C-58 even

before it was enacted into law by the Canadian Parliament, had

authorized me to express itssense that Bill C-58 was an
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inequitable, unreasonable and discriminatory measure. I stated

in part:

As a general principle, we believe that
the policy behind Section 3 of Bill C-58 is
unreasonable because it does not permit U.S.
television stations to obtain compensation
for the services they provide to Canada.
These services include entertainment and
information to Canadian viewers, additional
commercial availabilities to Canadian
advertisers to sell their goods and services,
and a programming service to Canadian cable
systems. By making it prohibitively
expensive for Canadians to advertise on U.S.
stations, Canada has severely limited the
opportunity of our border stations to compete
in an' open marketplace and in effect permits
piracy of U.S. programming.

The NAB believes that protectionist
barriers will stifle creativity in the long
run, and the freedom to see or hear a wide
variety of programming is in the best
interests of the citizens of both countries.
Programs and advertising should be sold
without restraints in either country on the
basis of open market competitive conditions.
An open border for the interchange of
television programs and programming service,
and for the free flow of advertising revenues
according to the needs of both countries'
advertisers would do more to strengthen the
Canadian and American broadcasting industries
than protectionist barriers.

As a witness for the sign~tpries I noted that Bill C-58 was

not the first unilateral measure of the Canadian Government

intended to limit Canadian advertising on U.S. television

stations. Eleven years ago, in 1971, the Canadian Radio and

Television Commission (CRTC) issued a document entitled "Canadian

Broadcasting--A Single System" which was the genesis of several

policies designed to retain U.S. programming for Canadian

• J' -
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consumers while discouraging Canadian businesses from advertising

on U.S. border stations.

Among the policies recommended was the practice of

commercial deletion, deleting the commercials of the U.S.

stations on Canadian cable systems and substitution of public

service announcements or "other suitable material." The CRTC

intially encouraged the implementation of commercial deletion in

1972 on a voluntary basis. Experience showed this to be

ineffective. Thereafter, willingness to encourage the practice

of commercial deletion was made a condition of license for a

number of cable systems. Only after sharp protests from the

Canadian.Cable Association, from the Canadian press (which used

the word "piracy" to express their views as to-the unfairness of

the practice) and from Canadian citizens writing letters to the

newspapers 'as well as opposition from our government did the

Canadian government defer implementation of commercial deletion.

But even as Canada was about to moderate its policy on

commercial deletion, it enacted Bill C-58. This unilateral

imposition of an unfair trade barrier is particularly offensive

because it impedes the free flow of information between two of

the most open democracies in the world.

We have no objections to competing with Canadian

broadcasters--as long as the terms are the same. We would much

prefer an open trans-border market to :-tectionist barriers.

But if Canada wants the benefits of the services our stations

provide, it must allow us a reasonable opportunity to obtain

compensation
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Border broadcast stations do'not recieve any copyright

monies from the Canadian government for progr~ns broadcast and

used in Canada, nor do we receive any money from Canadian cable

systems whidh use our signals to obtain subscribers.

We appreciate the deep concerns about national identity and

cultural sovereignty that underlie Canadian policies which are

used to explainactivities such as Bill C-58. But suqh concerns

do not justify a policy so plaifily unfair and one-sided.

Moreover, the achievement of a cultural identity is not

solely an issue of domestic Canadian import. Canada's cultural

policy, according to its present Ambassador to the U.S., is also

a "fundamental and inseparable aspect of Canadian foreign policy"

which "(pays) demonstrable dividends in copmercial terms.1 1 So

long as the..maintenance of a "healthy cultural reputation" is

evaluated by Canadian policy-makers in commercial terms,-! U.S.

policy-makers should not be reluctant to enforce U.S. objectives

with commercial and trade remedies.

1/ Department of External Affairs, Statements and Speeches, No.
79/20; "Cultural Diplomacy: A Question of Self-Interest"
(an address by Allan Gotleib, Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs, to the Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada, Winnipeg, November'12, 1979), 9.

2/ Id.
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In recognition of the legitimate Canadian concern with the

limited effects of U.S. border competition on the Canadian

broadcasting system, the U.S. broadcasters proposed a compromise

resolution to this dispute. In return for exemption from C-58,

each participating broadcast station would contribute to a

Canadian production fund a percentage- of--its-afniul-ravenues,

after agency fees, from advertising directed primarily towards

Canadian audiences and placed by Canadian companies.

Each qualified "undertaking" selling time in Canada would

agree in advance to make such payments and would certify its

qualifications to advertisers. Payments to the fund would be

credited against any Canadian or U.S. tax liability associated

with the broadcasting activity for a qualified "undertaking."

A Canadian Board of Directors would control and administer

the fund. The Board's constitution and responsibilities would be

established in consultation with the Canadian government.

The purpose of the fund would be to strengthen the Canadian

broadcasting system--whether by extension of service, stimulation

of Canadian program production or otherwise--and to strengthen

other Canadian creative and cultural resources relevant to

broadcasting.

While we would prefer a totally unencumbered open market for

the- sale of broadcasting advertising, we suggested the production

fund as a realistic comp;,_,ise. We presented it as a conceptual

approach within which we would be willing to negotiate particular

aspects.
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As chairman of a delegation of U.S. broadcasters

representing the National Association of Brcadcasters, I

suggested the production fund compromise at a meeting in Toronto

on April 21, 1980, with a group of Canadian broadcasters from the

Canadian Association of Broadcasters. The Canadian flatly

rejected the proposal and labeled it "insulting."

I came home from the Toronto meeting convinced that it is -

impossible to resolve the border broadcast issue solely within

the private sector--with Canadian broadcasters or cable system

operators--nor does it appear possible to offer jointly suggested

solutions to our governments. Unfortunately, this conclusion has

been confirmed at a subsequent meeting last fall between the NAB

and our Canadian counterparts. Even after the NAB warned that

President Reagan intended to reiterate President Carter's finding

in the Section 301 case and suggest that tougher action might be

necessary, the Canadian broadcasters remained steadfastly

ir.transigent.

Similarly, most members of Canadian delegations to

Interparliamentary Group Meetings with our Congress have refused

to face the issue on any reasonable terms. We deeply appreciate

the repeated efforts of our delegations to engage the Canadians

in meaningful dialogue on Bill C-58 and other cross-border

communications issues. Just a few weeks ago I received a letter

from Rep. Frank HG&La who had attended the most recent

Interparliamentary meeting with Canada in March. After noting

that the American delegation raised the border broadcast war

issue, Rep. Horton stated, "It was the consensus of the Anerican
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delegation that the Canadians continue to resist a reasonable

solution to the problem." Rep. Horton, a co-sp6nsot of H.R. 5205

(the House companion bill of.S.2051), pledged his support to win

House passage of "this important legislation."

Mr. Chairman, this is very important legislation. The

Congress and the Administration, acting in response to our

Section 301 complaint, can succeed on a government to government

basis where we failed on an industry to industry basis. Only

tough legislation--stronger than the present mirror bill--will

finally convince the Canadians that they cannot stonewall our

government forever. We have been reasonable; we have been

patient; now it is time for our Congress to act.

Our goal never has been to win the border broadcast war.

All we ask of Congress, all we ask of Canada, is an equitable

bilateral resolution. We need your support to restore free trade

in telecommunications services.

97-220 0-82--14
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May 27, 1982

Mr. Robert Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

During the hearing on May 14, 1982, before the Sub-
committee on International Trade on S. 2051, David Robb,
a U.S. citizen, Mayor of Grosse Point, Michigan, and
General Manager of Windsor, Ontario, radio station CJLW,
testified that the legislation would have "a devastating
impact" on-CKLW and the Detroit community. He asserted
that S. 2051 would cause the elimination of 23 full-time
employees, the loss of expenditures by CKLW to U.S.
suppliers of one million dollars and elimination of free
public service announcements to U.S. charities equivalent
to over $300,000. Characterizing the station as "a good
neighbor," Robb testified that CKLW "made several attempts
to convince Canadian ministers of the potential harm to
CKLW of the Canadian tax policies." These arguments were
made in an attempt to convince the Committee to amend
S. 2051 so that it would not be applicable to CKLW.

While U.S. border broadcasters believe it is unfortunate
that Congress is faced with a need to pass legislation
that adversely impacts any broadcast station, nevertheless,
we must respectfully express our strong opposition to the
suggestion that CKLW should be exempt from S. 2051. If
the bill is amended to exclude CIZW, S. 2051 would become
a hollow shell without any significant effect on Canadian
broadcast interests since CILW is a major Canadian broad-
cast station presently selling substantial advertising in
the United States. Canada-would certainly interpret a



CnW exclusion as meaning that the Congress is not
corimitted to significant action to finally resolve
this lingering bilateral-problem.

Based on U.S. broadcaster qxperience-w3th C-58,
CKLW's assertions about alleged harm that would befall
the Detroit community as a result of S. 2051 are laughable.
Regrettably, U.S. broadcasters have a great deal of first
hand experience with the effects of the C-58 bill. We do
agree that S. 2051-wi -hav&-an impact on CKLW. Moreover,
the greater Detroit community is not likely to be harmed
since Detroit businesses now advertising on CKLW will
switch their advertising to numerous other Detroit radio
stations. These U.S. stations will, in turn, gain most,
If not all, of the advertising dollars and promotional
budget lost by CKLW. The U.S. jobs lost at CKLW's Detroit
sales office will be added at the other Detroit stations -

and the profits lost by CKLW's Canadian owners will be
gained by the U.S. owners of these other stations. Further-
more, nothing in S..2051 will force CKLW to eliminate public
service announcements for U.S. charities. In fact, CXLW
will have to work harder to reach Detroit listeners and is
most likely to add more Detroit community-oriented services
to remain competitive with U.S._ stations in the market.

Finally, we find it both incomprehensible and audacious that
CKLW would ask the United States Congress for special treat-
ment. It is disengenuous for CKLW to suggest, as Mr. Robb
did during his testimony, that CKLW is an innocent bystander
about to be unfairly hurt by S. 2051. Since 1970, CKLW has
been owned by the same company, Baton Broadcasting, which is
also the licensee of CFTO-TV, a highly popular Toronto,
Canada, station. These two stations are probably the. most
profitable stations in Canada which are the primary bene-
ficiaries of C-58. A recent newspaper article, which is
attached, demonstrates this. John W. Bassett, Chairman
of Baton Broadcasting, has been a more than ardent supporter
of C-58 since its inception for obvious financial reasons.
Even before implementation of C-58, I debated Mr. Bagsett on
an hour-long television program presented in both Toronto
,nd Buffalo, on this very subject. Mr. Bassett spoke strongly
in favor of implementation oftIfe Canadian policy.
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We find it inconceivable that the Congress would provide
special treatment to a radio station owned by a person
who is the major beneficiary and an ardent supporter of
C-58. The Committee should suggest to Mr. Bassett that
he-can solve CKLW's problems by persuading the Canadian
government to repeal C-58. We doubt Mr. Bassett will
do so. Even if S. 2051 is enacted as introduced, Baton
Broadcasting is still better off that if the Canadian
government repealed C-58 since Mr. Bassett's Toronto TV
station will gain more profits through C-58 that CKLW
will lose through S. 2051.

We hope this information places the CKLW testimony in
proper perspective. We respectfully ask that it be made
part of the hearing record.

Sincerely yours,

Leslie G. Arries, Jr.
President

LGA/ad
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Baton is criticized by Roqers
The cable television

industry's "Ph.. with
broadcasters for control
of highly lucrative pay.
television was given a
favorable airing at the
annual meeting of Cans.
dian Cablesystems Ltd.
of Toronto.

Baton Broadcasting
Inc. of Toronto, 'the
Ewing Oil Of Canadian
communicationss, - was
sharply criticized by
Edward Rogers, vice.
chairman and chief off1.
cer of Cablesystems. He
called the company one
broadcaster thai has
benefited from regla.
lions designed -to in.
crease Canadian content
and protect Canadian
broadcasters.

The policies that have
prevented cable comps.
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pay.TV and other ser. substitute the Canadianvices "have enriched broadcast, giving Cans.private television sta. dian advertisers more(ion owners beyond their exposure "and allowingwildest expectations .- Canadian . stations tohe said. raise advertising rates.At least hail Of Ba. . Bill C-,8 removed theton's more than 560. tax deduction for adver.million pre-tax profit in tisers buying time onthe put three years U.S. border stations.came from "revenues shifting revenues todirectly flowing from Canadian stations.the cable telev'ision However. broadcast.industry service in pro. erS have not used thehiding program substi. extra revenue to pro.
tutlon, and from Bill C. mote Canadian pro58. 'Both enhance the ramming, as Intended,mon4polles and cashthOuSh viewers halveflows of this small band lost some freedom of
of private television choice because pay.TVcompanies." Mr. Rog. has not been allowed toers said. go ahead.

When a show runs Mr: Rogers said hesimultaneously on U.S. expected It would be aand Canadian television, reality by early 19S2 atcable companies carry. the late..
ing the U.S. show must hen pay-TV arrves,

"we would stroaly
oppose any pAY.TV
network applicatlon
dominated by broad.
casters whose primary
motive would be to en.
sure that the pay set.
vice always would be
inferior to their existing
broadcasting services."The television
broadcasters obvious
conflict of Interest
would result In little
competitive program.
ming being put on the
pay service."

Mr. Rogers said he
would prefer to see
competing pay net."
works, but It there is to
be only one. It should
Include cable comps.

- nies. broadcasters.1 program producers and
investors.
• User pay services are

important *.fao' cable.companies because
basic cablerates have
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increasing numbers of
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• V

'lion levels have ended
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number of services."
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mote Canadian prt.
ramming do not at.-
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public counttne bun'"_21'"Meled few- €om.k.
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and Telecommunlca.
lions Commission to
amend the regulations
to make broadcasters
show that the cash flow
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substit6tion is enhlan,.
ing Canadian program.
ming.
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Senator ROTH. Mr. Cohen, do you have anything to add?

STATEMENT OF SHELDON COHEN, FORMER COMMISSIONER, IN.
TERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, SPECIAL COUNSEL TO WOMETCO
ENTERPRISES, INC.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you for your indulgence. I would-only add a

couple of remarks, Senator.
I have represented the border broadcasters, insofar as this is a

tax matter. I have discussed this with Canadian tax officials, with
officials of the Canadian Embassy, with our tax officials negotiat-
ing the tax treaty, with the State Department and with people on
the Hill.

In every instance, I can confirm what you heard before: That is,
that the Canadians refuse even to discuss negotiating the subject.
It -is therefore, I believe, absolutely essential that the measure
before you, which we heartily endorse, be enacted. -

This committee and the Congress have strongly supported the
301 process. Here is the first concrete example to make it work. We
believe enactment of this legislation, or even stronger legislation,
will be an important element in that process.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cohen follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN, ESQ.

BEFORE THE SUBCOtDIITTEE Ol INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

OF THE UNITED STATES

ON S.2051

Friday, May 14, 1982

Mr. Chairmant

I an Sheldon S. Cohen of the law firm of Cohen and Uretz in

Washington, D.C. I am appearing on behalf of Wometco

Enterprises, Inc., parent company of KVOS Television, licensee of

KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Washington, and on behalf of a number of

other border broadcasters.

As you know, I am a tax lawyer and do 'not deal in

international trade work except as to its tax aspects. On

several occasions I have testified about the border broadcast

dispute before committees of the Senate and the House and before

the Section 301 Committee.

The border broadcast Section 301 case concerns the use of

the Canadian tax code to impose a "non-tariff" trade barrier. It

might be helpful, therefore, to discuss the steps our clients

have taken to use the Section 301 process to seek fair access for

their services to a foreign market.
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Even before our clients filed a Section 301 complaint on

August 28, 1978, we worked diligently with this Committee, other

members of Congress, and the Executive Branch to reach a

negotiated settlement. When it became obvious that the Canadians

were entrenched in their "no negotiation" position, we turned to

the 301 process. To bring our case through that process, we have

filed five major legal documents with the Section 301 Committee,

and participated in two full scale public hearings before the

Section 301 Committee, and held countless informal meetings with

executive branch officials. During this entire process, Canadian

representatives participated. Appended to this statement is a

chronclogy of events i our 301 case.

On July 31, 1980, President Carter found that the Canadian

tax law constituted an unfair trade practice and burdened and

restricted U.S. commerce in violation of Se-tion 301. In a

message to congress on September 9, 1980, the President

recommended enactment of mirror legislation. This recommendation

occurred two years after we had first filed the complaint. It'

was too late in the 96th Congress for any action on that

legislative recommendation.

With the change in Administrations, the process resumed soon

after Ambassador Brock took office. It was necessary for a whole

new team of trade officials to review the case and formulate its

response. President Reagan recommended action on November 17,

1981. While President Reagan reiterated the need for legislation,

his message warned Canada that further action would be taken if

necessary to remedy the violation of Section 301.
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President Reagan's stronigcr message reflected the 'ack of

movement bY the Cna.i:n goverrncnt in resprone to Prcsicent

Carter's proposed mirror legislative recommendation. The current

Administration recognizes that the Canadian intransigence on this

issue will not change unless we car exert more leverage oh this

issue. The President has asked Congress to provide that extra

leverage. The successful resolutinn of this 301 case rests in

your hands. And I might say this 301 case is one of the first

involving the export of services, an area of growing concern to

American business people and the Admiriztration.

As we approach the fourth anniversary of the filing of the

Section J01 comlant, ou: nations still face the effect of a

nearl - j00 percent tariff on the sale of advertising to Canadian

businesses. So, where has the Section 301 process taken us?

-- It has confirmed that Bill C-58 violates Section

301;

-- Two Presidents have proposed mirror legislation;

-- Bi-partisan groups of prominent Senators and

Representatives-have sponsored mirror bills;

-- This Committee is holding a hearing.

That is where four years of pursuing a Section 301 complaint has

taken us.

You have heard from Mr. Hollands and Mr. Arries about the

harm to their stations and the recalcitrance of the Canadians.

Clearly, these U.S. broadcasters have shown remarkable patience

and perseverance with the 301 process.
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Thus far it has been an expensive, lengthy and fruitless

effort. But we believe that this Committee, if it so chooses,

can work with the President and Ambassador Brock to vindicate our

decision to rely on Section 301.

The Canadians, themselves, have recognized Section 30] as a

potentially significant trade tool. One of the Canadian parties

participating in the border broadcast Section 301 case stated:

Section 301 is a dramatic, powerful yet
measured weapon given-to the President with
respect to trade practices of foreign
governments. It in viewed from outside the
United States with great interest, by all
America's major trading partners. i/

Our goal now, as it has always been, is not tc win a battle;

it is only to restore the various stations' ability, to compete in

the Canadian markets on an equitable basis.

I want to emphasize that the purpose of S. 2051 is neither

to punish the Canadians nor to recompense the-injured U.S.

broadcasters. An expanded mirror bill's sole purpose is to

obtain negotiating leverage to encourage Canada to open its

broadcast advertising market to U.S. border stations on an

equitable basis. Such legislation would be eftective only as

long as the-offending Canadian law remains in effect.

I understand that several members of this Committee, based

on contacts with Canadian ofticials, believe that the pending

Statement of Counsel for Rogers Telecommunications Ltd.,.
Response to Supplemental Submission, july 9, 198e at 11.
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bill nciy need strengthening to be effective. If any members are

interested, I am prepared to work with you and your staff on how

the mirror concept might be expanded.

We believe that this Committee can use the proposed

legislation to aid in remedying our long-standing complaint.

After relying for sO long, at so high a cost on the 301 process

-- established, in large part by this committee -- we hope you

will agree with the Administration and our clients that this is

an opportunity to make the process work. We believe that the

merits of our case -- as stated by President Carter and confirmed

by President Reagan -- should make the decision of each member to

support effective legislation relatively easy.
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APPENDIX TO STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN

Section 301 Complaint Chronology of Events

August 29, 1978: Fifteen U.S. border broadcast
stations file a formal complaint under Section 301 of the Trade
Act of 1974 with the Special Trade Representative alleging trade
discrimination by Canada in C-58.

o November 22, 1978: Broadcasters file 77-page brief

with 81-pages of appendices.

o November 29, 1978: STR hearings on the complaint.
Canadian broadcasters appear in opposition to the complaint.

o January 1, 1979: Broadcasters file 84-page reply brief
with 45 pages of appendices.

o 1979: Congress amends Section 301 to clarify its
scope. Language was included specifically to answer Canadian
arguments that Section 301 Trade Act relief did not extend to
broadcast advertising services.

o February, 1980: USTR tells Canadian Government a final
resolution to the complaint must be reached before the statutory
deadline of July, 1980.

O July 9, 1980: USTR Hearing on possible remedies.

Senators Moynihan and Heinz submit testimony on behalf of the
broadcasters. Broadcasters file 50-page supplemental submission
before the hearing and a 32-page rebuttal brief in response to
issues raised at the hearing.

o July 31, 1980: President Carter determined that Canada
had acted unreasonably and recommended mirror image legislation.

o September 9, 1980: President Carter sent a message to

Congress, calling for the enactment of mirror image legislation.
The 96th Congress did not have time to consider the proposal.

o November 17, 1981: President Reagan signed a message
to Congress, calling for early passage of mirror image

-legislation.

o December 14, 1982: Rep. Conable introduces mirror
legislation, H.R.5205. Reps. Jones, VanderJagt, Frenzel, Kemp,
LaFalce, Nowak, Swift, Marks, Martin, Oberstar, Fascell, Hortozi,
co-sponsor.

February 2, 1982: Senator Danforth introduces

identical bill, S.2051. Sens. Moynihan, Bentsen, Heinz, Wallop,
Symms, Mitchell, Gorton, Jackson, Cohen,,Pressler, co-sponsor.
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Senator ROTH. Part of the purpose of the other legislation we are
considering today is to try to deal with the kind of problem your
service industry has faced. We are all genuinely concerned abut
the problem the broadcasting industry has encountered because of
the action taken by the Canadian Government.

I have only one question I would like to ask you, and one of you
has already touched upon it. There are indications that the so-
called mirror bill as presently written will not accomplish its goal
in persuading the Canadians to change their outrageous discrimi-
nation against our border broadcast stations. There also appear to
be further indications that the mirror legislation concept can be ex-
panded so that it can be made effective.

Would you care to say how it can be expanded?
Mr. ARRIES. Yes. We believe it would be appropriate to deny

access to our market for the new Canadian technology called Tele-
don. The generic name for it is teletext. It is a system that will
allow, in the blanking lines of a television picture, information like
what a computer could hold. There are a number of reasons why
we believe, the expansion of such legislation to include Teledon
technology is appropriate. First, the Canadian Government, the
same people who enacted C-58, have spent a lot of money develop-
ing this system. They would be deeply concerned if there were any
barriers to marketing that system in the United States. I

'Second, it is my understanding that they are projecting a billion
dollars in revenue from that system in the United States by the
end of the decade.

Another reason why this has some attractiveness is that it ties
into telecommunications and does not go beyond that area'.

Additionally, there are other compatible systems, so that we
would not be hurting prospective consumers in this country if we
took action as far As Teledon is concerned.

And finally,-since the effect is prospective only, there is no- estab-
lished teletex market today, it is not something that would be dis-
ruptive as of the present time to take action as far as Teledon is
concerned. And I assure you, Mr. Chairman, that it would get the
attention of the Canadian Government.

Senator ROTH. Thank you.
I now would like to call upon Mr. Robb, who is the general coun-

sel for Station CKLW, Windsor, Canada, who is accompanied by
Thomas Gallagher. Mr. Robb, as we have done in prior situations,
we will include your statement in its entirety and would ask you to
summarize. We welcome you here today.

STATEMENT OF DAVID ROBB, GENERAL COUNSEL, STATION
CKLW, WINDSOR, CANADA, ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS J. GAL-
LAGHER, JR., O'CONNOR & HANNAN, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. ROBB. Thank you very much, Senator.
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for this opportunity to speak

to you today. I am David Robb, mayor of the city of Grosse Pointe,
Mich., and I am appearing here today as general counsel for
CKLW, with offices located in Southfield, Mich.

I want to make it clear at the outset that we are not represent-
ing the Canadian Government position. We believe that the pro-
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posed bill would have a devastating impact on the activities of a
good neighbor and a tragic economic impact on U.S. citizens
through the loss of jobs, business expenditures, et cetera, in a State
already ravaged by the highest unemployment in the Nation.

Our history conclusively shows that CKLW. and Detroit. have
always been inseparable. The station was built 50 years ago by an
American broadcaster, George Storer. It has continuously main-
tained offices, studios, and staff in Michigan. It has been subject to
U.S. taxes throughout its history.,

We want to point out that we are U.S. taxpayers. We always
have been U.S. taxpayers. CKLW has used an unbroken line of
U.S. radio talent represented by the Detroit local of the American
Federation of Television aid Radio Artists.

I wish to correct the information we understand is being circulat-
ed about how much of our revenue is derived from Detroit. The
figure of 90 percent has been used, but in fact it is only about 50
percent, or less than $2.5 million annually.

This bill will have the effect of eliminating jobs of U.S. citizens
whose current income and benefits exceed $1 million annually,
eliminating more than $1 million in expenditures to U.S. suppliers
of goods and services, eliminating free public service broadcasts to
U.S. charities equivalent to over $800,000 annually, plus hundreds
of thousands of dollars directly raised for these charities. Recently,
our Walk for Mankind raised $600,000.

By a quirk of fate, at a time in history when borders and goveM-
ments were less complicated, George Storer chose to erect a trans-
mitter on his neighbor's land. But for-this decision, CKLW would
probably be a Detroit radio station.

If 'this bill is enacted, the dollars claimed to be lost by U.S. broad-
casters, we do believe, will not be returned. On the contrary, pas-
sage of this bill would deprive the depressed Detroit community of
over $1 million annually in jobs, over $1 million annually in goods
and services expenditures, and over $800,00 annually in public
service contributions.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Robb follows:]
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OF

DAVID ROBB, ESQ.

GENERAL COUNSEL

CKLW RADIO BROADCASTING LIMITED

ACCOMPANIED BY

THOMAS Js GALLAGHER, PARTNER

O'CONNOR & HANNAN

MAY 14, 1982
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BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEES ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND TAXATION

AND DEBT MANAGEMENT OF THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

MAY 14, 1982

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you

for this opportunity to speak to you today. I am David Robb,

Mayor of the City of Grosse Pointe, Michigan and appearing here

today as General Counsel for CKLW Radio Broadcasting Limited,

which operates CKLW-AM, CKJY-FM and also owns CKLW Radio Sales

Inc., with offices located in the Detroit suburb of Southfield,

Michigan. I have been counsel for CKLW for many years.

I want to make it clear at the outset that CKLW does

not represent the Canadian Government and does not appear here as

an advocate of its policies. We have, in fact, made several

attempts to convince our ministers of the potential harm to us of

the Canadian tax policies. This severe injury to one single

radio station -- the almost certain result of the retaliatory

bill proposed here -- is the subject of my statement today.

CKLW believes that this proposed bill would have a

devastating impact on the activities of a good neighbor of the

Detroit community and a tragic economic impact on U.S. citizens,

in a State already ravaged by the highest unemployment in the

nation (both Detroit and Michigan had 17.3% unemployment in April

1982). I am talking about loss of jobs, significant loss or

total loss of business expenditures to U.S. suppliers of goods

and services and elimination of a significant contribution to

Detroit's community services and charities.
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-1 would like at this point to-review the history of

CKLW, which conclusively shows that CKLW and the Detroit market

are and always have been inseparable.

* CKLW was built 50 years ago by an American broad-

cast giant, George B. Storer (Storer Broadcast-

ingL, who was also the station's first President.

* CKLW was the Detroit outlet for'the then infant

CBS network and the Mutual Network.

* In 1933 CKLW, hthnoy international cleared

channel on the North American continent, directly

served 15 Michigan, 27 Ohio and 5 Ontario

counties.

* CKLW has continuously for 50 years maintained

offices and/or studios and staff in Michigan. To

our knowledge no other Canadian border radio

broadcaster maintains a registered office in the

United States.

* CKLVI has for decades been known as "Your Good

Neighbor Station."

* When CKLW went to 50,000 Watts in 1949, the

Governor of Michigan, G. Mennen Williams, presided

over the inaugural ceremonies.

* CKLW has been subject to and paid U.S. State and

local taxes throughout its 50-year history, and is

subject to U.S. Federal taxes based on agreements

9
97-220 O-82----5'



reached by the Competent Authorities of Canada and

the United States#^

Traditionally# CKLW has been programmed for the

Detroit and adjacent markets u@ing-an unbroken

line of IL radio talent,

* CXLW is represented by the American federation of

Television and Radio Artists, Detroit' local

Zncidentally, Z want to correct some erroneous

information I understand is being circulated oonoernng how much

of CXLW'i revenue is deLved from the Detroit community, The

figure of 901 has been used but in fact ony about J11 of our

revenues, or less than $25 million annually, comes from the

Detroit community,

This legLlation, if enacted, wLll have the effect of.

-- Elimination of 300 of CXLW'e full-time work force

(comprising approxLmat*ely 50 of CKIM's total

payroll), A lose of jobs to Uo, cLtLsens whose

current income and boneftits are in excess of one

- mLllibn dollars annually, There are 23 full-time

employees (or 30%) who are U,8. citieons,

-I Elimination of expenditures to US, suppliers of

goods and services which total in excess of j

Million dollars annually, AdvertLLng/promotLon

spent on Detroit m*diL $500,000, Operating
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expenses of Southfield offices: $275,000. Acqui-

sition of U.S. program $100,000. Administrative

costs$ $110,000. Miscellaneous expenditures

$25,000.

-- Elimination of free public service broadcasts to

U.S. charities, equivalent to over $300,000

annually in commercial time, plus hu~nsAreds of

thousands of dollars directly raised for organiza-

tions such as Muscular Dystrophy, American Red

Cross, March of Dimes, Detroit Board of Education,

and many others. -One of CKLW's fundraising

activities, The Walk for Mankind in 1976, raised

$600,000.

By a quirk -f fate, at a time in history when borders

and governments were less complicated, George B. Storer chose to

erect a radio transmitter on his neighbors' land. But for this

decision in 1932, CKLW would probably be a Detroit radio station.

To keep distances in perspective, downtown Detroit is a mere

5,000 feet from downtown Windsor,

This proposed legislation would all but wipe out the

continued service to over a million U.S. listeners. let this is

by no means the exclusive remedy available to this country in

response to Canada's restrictive broadcast tax-law.

Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (as amended by the

Trade Agreements Act of 1979), 19 U.S.C. S 2411 (1979), grants



the President wide latitude to respond to a broad range of harm-

ful foreLgn trade practices.- If he determines that response by

the United States is appropriate, the President may act

(1) to enforce the rights of the United
States under any trade agreement; or

(2) to respond to any act, policy, or.
k practice of a foreign country or
Instrumentality that --

(A) is inconsistent with the provisions
of, or otherwise denies benefits to the
United States under any trade agreement,
or

(B) is unjustifiable, unreasonable or
discriminatory and burdens or restricts
United States commerce.

Such response may include *all appropriate and feasible action*

within the President's power, and may be made on a nondiscrimina-

tory basis or solely against the products or services of the

foreign country or instrumentality involved. Section 301(a), 19

U.S.C. 5 2411(a).

Section 301 provides further that the President may, in

addition, withhold trade agreement concessions fromthe foreign

country or instrumentality responsible for the injurious practice

or may impose special import fees or restrictions on the products

and services of that foreign country or instrumentality for

whatever period of time he considers "appropriate." Section

301(b), 19 U.S.C. 5 2411(b).

Thus, we submit, the wisdom of the proposed legislation

should be very, very carefully considered before this route is
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chosen over the great variety of other avenues available in

response to the CanAdian practice.

.if this bill is enacted, the $20 million claimed to be

lost by the U.S. broadcasters will not be returned'to the U.S.

To the contrary, in its impact'on CRLW, the passage of this bill

would deprive the depressed Detroit community bf:

* over $1 million annually in jobs;

* over $1 million annually in goods and services

expenditures and

* Over $300,000 annually in public service

contributions.

Thank you.
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RICKEL. EARLE & 'OBB
ATTORNEYS AT LAW*
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JOHN M. NICKEL oI[atN M.AATERMAN.JR.

JOHN C. EARLE IO COUNSEL
CAVIO *035
KEVIN N. STERLING
PAUL C. LOUI$SLL

RICHARD A. NZATON

June 28, 1982

Mr. Robert Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizeri

In a letter to you of May 27, 1982, Mr. Leslie Arries,
a Buffalo, New York broadcaster, made certain allegations
concerning my May 14 testimony on S.2051 before the Subcommittees
on International Trade and Taxation and Debt Management which I
feel should be answered.

First, I wish to clarify my position with respect to
CKLW. As my testimony stated, I have been Mayor of the City of
Grosse Pointe, a Detroit suburb, for many years and also act as
General Counsel of CKLW -- not "General Manager", as Mr. Arries
states. Through many years of service in that capacity, I am
very familiar with CKLW's continuing commitment to the Detroit
community.

As Mr. Arries has said, I testified that CKLW had made
many attempts to convince the Canadian government of the
potential harm to CKLW of C-58,. In support of that testimony I
am attaching is Exhibit A, CKLW's correspondence and telegrams
with Canadian Ministers and government officials. In addition,
Chuck Camroux, CKLW's President, has had personal discussions
with Canadian Minister of External Affairs Mark MacGuigan and
other Canadian policymakefs, such as retired Senator Paul
Martin. These repeated attempts have met with no sympathy, and
the results strongly suggest that Canada's position is unlikely
to be changed by the enactment of U.S. mirror legislation.
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Responsive specifically to Mr. Arries' comments are the
following answers by CKLW:

1. Mr. Aries states:

"Moreover, the greater Detroit community
is not likely to be harmed since Detroit
businesses now advertising on CKLW will
switch their advertising to numerous
other Detroit radio stations. These
U.S. stations will, in turn, gain most
if not all of the'advertising dollars
and promotional budget lost by CKLW.
The U.S. jobs lost at CKLW's Detroit
sales office will be added at the other
Detroit stations and the profits lost by
CKLW's Canadian owners will be gained by
the U.S. owners of these other
stations."

CKLW's Answer:

These unsupported speculations by Mr.
Arries -- who, as a Buffalo, New York
broadcaster, cannot be considered an
expert on the economics of the Detroit
radio market, are answered by letters
dated June 2, 1982 from the AFTRA
Detroit local to Senators Riegle and
Levin (copies of which are attached as

-.6xhibit B).

"There is no question that many if
not all of (CKLW'sj U.S. employees
will lose their jobs if the
proposed legislation is enacted,
because U.S. advertisers - who
provide approximately half the
station's advertising revenues -
will withdraw their advertising
because of the doubling in costs."

"There is very little chance that
these people will be able to find
jobs with other broadcasters in the
area, whose ability to expand and
employ new personnel will be
entirely unaffected by the loss of
advertising revenues to CKLW. The
local radio market is such that
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"CKLV enable# advertisers to reach a
market segment not reached by other
stations, Thus advertisers will
not simply transfer their bookings
from CXLH to other statiLons but
simply withdraw them entirely#"

tespeotfully submit that the Detroit local of the
American Federation of Television and Radio Artists, AFL-CIO#
which has long represented most radio ind television employeee in
the Detroit market, Including those of CK0L, io in a better
position to judge the effects of the proposed mirror legislation
on the economy and jobs In the Detroit community,

2. Mr. Carries states.
"Finally, we find it both
incomprehensible and audacious that CXLK
would ask the Ul. eCongress for special
treatments, Ifti daisengenuous for CKXL
to suggOst, a Mrs Robb did during his
testimony that CKLW ts an Innocent
bystander about to be unfairly hurt by
go 2051't Sinee-LO9, CXL has been
owned by the same company laton
Droadosting which iL also the licensee
of CPTOTV Popular Toronto,

CKLW's Answer.

CKLV has placed on the record on many
occasions t hat it ts Ano in a profitable
position and has not in profitable for
the past two years, As evideneod by the
AITRA.letters voicing the ufliQn's
concern, CXKLW has continued to carry its
UC,, employees, sales offices and full
staff even though Its Losses have been
substantial.

The suggestion that C'TTO-TV is the major
beneficiary of C-54 is Incorrect. As
Mr. Iassettl' letter to me of June 18,
19182 (a copy of which is attached as
xhbit C) stat.Oi



"My television station in Toronto
has been the No. 1 rated station
for years and years in every single
rating and the Buffalo stations
have never been the slightest
threat to us in advertising
solicitations."

The following facts document Mr. Bassett's assertion
that CFTO-TV has not benefited significantly from C-58.

- CFTO-TV has been the No. 1 rated station in
Toronto since 1968.

- CFTO-TV has never had unsold Prime Time
since 1970.

- CFTO-TV's Prime Time rates have not
abnormally increased and have remained
constant through and after the period of time
that C-58 was passed, as evidenced by the
Prime Time rate schedule which is attached as
Exhibit D.

Since CFTO's Prime Time rates have remained constant,
its prime time period has been sold out and it has been the No. 1
station in Toronto since 1968, eight years before the enactment
of C-58, the suggestion that CFTO-TV has been the major
beneficiary of C-58 ts groundless.

3. Mr. Carries states

"John W. Bassett, Chairman of Baton
Broadcasting has been a more than ardent-
supporter of C-58 since its inception
for obvious financial reasons."

And he continues

"Even if S-2051 is enacted as
introduced, Baton Broadcasting is still
better off than if the Canadian
government repealed C-58 since Mr.
Bassett's Toronto TV station will gain
more profits through C-58 than CKLW will
lose through S. 2051."
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CKLW's Answer:

First, Mr. Carries' unsupported
speculation as to the profits which
might inure to CFTO from C-58 are
refuted by the facts stated above.

Second, Mr. Arries' allegations of Mr.
Bassett's support for that bill are
refuted by Mr. Bassett's letters

"For nineteen years I was the
publisher of the 'Toronto Telegram'
and during that time I strong
fought editorially both orinal
legislation which resulted In the
closing of 'Time' magazine's
Canadian edition and later when
this polrcy was extended to
broadcast media through Bll C-58."

As noted above, Mr. Bassett's early efforts
to oppose the enactment of C-58 have been
followed more recently by CKLW's attempts to
convince the Canadian government to alter or
modify this policy.

We believe the foregoing information places my
testimony for CKLI in proper perspective and corrects any
misinformation conveyed by Mr. Arries'letter. We respectfully
ask that, in the interest of fairness and accuracy, it be made a
part of the hearing record.

Sincerely,

David Robb

DR/SMW
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OTTAWA, CAN4ADA
KiA 0G2

April 16, 1982

Dear Mr. Caxroux,

Dr. MacGuigan has asked me to thank you for
your letter of March 24 concerning possible U.S. "Mirror
Legislation" of Canadian Bill C-58.

The article you provided is of interest and has
been brought to the attention of appropriate officials.

Yours sincerely,

Anne Park
Acting Director
U.S. General Relations

Mr. Chuck Camroux,
President, 800/CKLW

1640 Ouellette Avenue
P.O. Box 480
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 6M6
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ExHIBIT.

975V2f1om2

Apdi 15, IM8

The Hon. Herb Grays P.4., ,.P.#
M1Inlstor of Indwstry,
Tro. and Coenmerce
HOU14 of Camrhord
Oftowo, Ontario

Deor Herbi

Thok you for your Isma ofrApril
From AIlen M oouhe,. 

I "I;t twr newl reD m

13, 1982 with omnenh

SInser.Iy,

Chusk CeMmN
President

CC.OO

'V. "
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April 13, 11I2

Mr. Chuck Camroux
President
I00/CLW
1640 Ouellette Avenue
P.O. box 410
Windaorl Ontario
NIA 86
Desr Mr. Csmrouxt

Further to MK latter to you of Pebruary I, 1912
regardinl ill C-1ll te IMon. Allan NJctcheno Niniter
of Finance, has now informed me as follovai

"...concmrnint United states proposed mifror legislation
in ret9itio1orAlon 19.1 of the Canadian
Income Tax Act...

section 19.1 denies the deduction for tax purposes of
the costs Incurred in advertising on foreign radio and
television stations that is directed to the Canadian
market. It is difficult to justify In tax-pollcy
terms the dislelowance of whet is a noral business
expense. The ilson d'Atre for this provision is
founded strictly on considerations of Cansdian cultural
policy.

It is my understanding thst Section 19.1 has enerally-
been effective in achieving its objectives. However the
assessment of the continuing need for this measure is
a matter within the To& onsibility of the Department
of Communications and the scretarl of state. I think
that only the wouldd be in a posit on to asses itf
there a 1uab "-J-mraction that might be taken - - either
by way of a Modification of section 19.1 of the Income
Tax Act or otherwise - - that could alleviate the concerns
with the effects of the U. legislation expressed by
Mr. Camroux In his letter to senator Croll1

Stt an iom geedin n be n touch wtth the Secrotary of
stte and the Nll~to OF OMMUnlCllcat ol aut your letter to
senator roll eand I hall be writing to you stein when I receive

- Further Inforetion from them.

Canad
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EXHIBIT A

- Trusting that the above information 'ill be of

interest to you, I remain,

Yours sincerely,

a1
THE HON. HERB GRAY, P.C., M.P.
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March 24, 1982 EXHIBIT" A

To: Hon.'Mark R. MocGuigon, M.P.
Hon. Herbert E. Gray, P.C.
Hon. Eugene F. Whelan, M.P.
Dr. John Mielsel, Chairman, CRTC

Gentlemen:

In our continued concern over possible U.S. 'Mirror Legislation" ot Conodian
Bill C-58, the aoaced article is of interest.

It points clearly to the foci that ever. protectionist fax laws will not stop the business
cornunity from advertising where their dollars will do most good. In otherwords,
where the listeners really listen.

If Canadian rod;o brtodcasters vere allowed to compete for the le;Cners, without
music and other guidelines that bear no relationship to the real world (the listeners),
rodio stations In Canada would attract those listeners that ore nov going to U.S.
stations.

Because of competition, there would be a full service simply because there would
be no roacm for several stations doing the some thing.

C-S8 and Canod;an music quotas are similar in that the broadcasters, those affected,
have no control over the real problem .... the music producers and the advertisers.
Nor should they have control.

Sincerely,

Chuck Camroux
President

97-220 0-82---16
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TNI(ob Stairs ,S ciai
WASINtYk, US. liii

November 30, 1081

ftnorable David Crell
M~ Senateve Ont. XIA 0A4, CANADA

Der Davis

I : writing yju in an slsue that will have lrmeus
sf5n0qu no 0tr 0 cities of Winidsor and Detrit. On August
•1, 10, 1 received a letter from CKLW cencerning the pbosible
Us enactment of 'sirror-imegel legiolation tf existing Canadian
laws

in It76, Canada aeted Sill C-IS, which denies an
advertisIng expensee deduction ti ay Cansdiin advertiser
advertising ina Us media speifieally, radio and televison)
directed at a Canadiin audience. as A result, Canadian
advertisina cn Us stationa wes aigniiIcantly reduced,
partioularly In the northeat, weher US-Canadion ampetitin is
the most fierce, The bill is now Sectien 11,1 tf the Canadian
Tom Codes

Zn lanuary 1176t, seventeen Senators sent a telegram to
former Slcretary of State Kissinger, urgin, him to negotiate a
midifikatien cf the C-IS ptiey, known as "emmereial deletien,'
KIssinger met tviee with Caned in officials which resulted in I
Candian Cabinet deelarstlen In January 1i? of a moratorium an
ep ending emmorcial deletion. While negtiStlions pr vented
additions1 legisation, C-S remained in efflet, resulting in $10
million in lost revenues fItr US broadeasters.

During the Carter administrati n, there were various
attempts to draft mirrer-ige legislati-n. Presently, the White
Hue is considering silar I s ilation fir submission to the
Con ras in the near future. s has bean estimated that this
bill will return SI milli n to the US from Canada.

never, euch a bill will aeverily affect CXiMW, while having
e eseer Impact on the northeeat rdie and television stations$
This wil1 acur because CKLW obtains mist tf its advertisi mr.
Us companies in the Detroit-Windsir metropolitan areas. C I soy
be unique, sines t plays a significant role in the DetreIt area
through community assrvice payment of Us taxes# and @epen Iturea
in the Us of over $1 Million annually.

hile I an considering an &aendment which would provide an
exemption fir an foreign broadcaster which plays a a ignifieant
rolo in a dtemat i eimmunity, such a ease is difficult t6 defend
in light &f the apparent banadi pemitien, which seem
Intractable. My colleagues will ae 610 mlion In %t revenues
by US brideasterSo ad Will therefore be very relucint to
0.-.. - .. I at- ,cA 4iAmwa fanmAIan broad@sotsria
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'HIBITL

Be-cose of ycur familiarity with the mccd in Ottawa, and the
Windsrr-Detrcdt relationship, I am writing to determine if ycu
think there is a possibility cf any type of reciprocal exemption
fcor US radlo/televisrn stations. This would facilitate my
arguments for this amendment. If such a possibility is out cf
he question, dco you see any alternatives?
" Any comments that you mightehave on this issue wculd be most

appreciated. Love tco all.

Sincerely,

Carl Levin
CL/tdc
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EXHIBIT-.-

Pirrar M'±tsr (a1 71-rral AffrlL *'i Arr:liarr FI"TrJ' rns AH.--rsrino r

Csab.i

Ottawa, KIA OG2

2September 11, 1981

Dear Casnroux,

I refer to your telex of August 17,
concerning proposed U.S. Broadcast Mirror Legislation.

As you are aware, on September 9, 1980,
President Carter submitted a proposal to Congress for
legislation whose effects would mirror those of
Section 19.1 of the Canadian Income Tax Act. Congress
did not act on this proposal in 1980 and a similar
proposal has not been submitted to Cong:ess this year.

I have been advised that the Reagan admin-
Istration and in particular, the Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative is considering reintroducing such.mirror legislation" but has not yet reached a decision.
I a aware of the impact of this legislation and my
officials in Washington are monitoring the situation
closely.

I understand that you have also written to
the Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce the
Honourable Herb Gray concerning thisissue and I have
taken the liberty of copying this letter to him.

Yours sincerely,

Mark MacGuigan

Mr. Chuck Camroux
President

CXLW Broaacasting Ltd.
Windsor, Ontario
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SEP - ? 1981

Mr. Chuck Canroux
President
CKnJ Radio Broadcasting Ltd.
1640 O&ellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

Dear Mr. Camroux:

Re: Proposed U.S. Mirror Legislation of
Canada's Bill C-58

I a. writing in respmse to your telex of August 14, 1981.

Our unerstanding is that the United States Traie Represen-
tativ has sent a Propsal, which uxald enact jdXror legislation of
Bill C-58, to the Iktite Hc.%se. The President is expected to consider
the proposal uon returning, frm his vacation in Septerber. If the
President aproves the proposed legislation, it will be subfftted to
Congress for -its consi6eration and action. As you u-ill recall, the
previoras A tirIistration's legislative prcposaI, utdch was essentially
the sa'e as the current proposal, was sjhnitted to Congress but rever
pass ed.

I would like to assure you that the government is aware of the
problems that the propose mrror legislation would create for your radio
station, and that w will continue to follow' these devlopnents closely.

As I ,x xerstand you have also been in contact with the Secretary
of State for Dterral Affairs concerning, the iratter, I amr taking the
liberty of copying this letter to him.

Yours sincerely,

7he IMI. HER1B GRAY. P.C., M .P.
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TELTEXb'ND~EXHIBIT-L..

) DS714NiLThis mcISOm rtcoived di'eci
.ror ,.nd~r by CN.CP Telex

0DM GT7280 182018 GMlT
iA 1 9 o'e i

MR CHUCK CAMROUX

PRESIDENT

V CXLV RADIO BROADCASTING LTD

1 640 O'JELLETTE AVE

1 WINDSOR, ON)

ZMH29i ITCCOTT

&C TX

ST

209/15

rJ2392 AUGUST 17, 1981.SUBJECT---BROADCAST MIRROR LEGiSLATION

REQUEST.

9I O BEHALF OF THE HONOURABLE HERB GRAY, I WISH TO ACXNOWLEDGE WITH

THANKS YOUR TELEGRAM DATED AUGUST 14, 1981 CONCERNING THE MATTER

UNDER REFERENCE.

?E ASSURED THAT YOUR CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE BROUGHT PROMPTLY TO

THE ATTENTION OF THE MINISTER.

GEORGE BOTHWELL,DEPARTMENTAL ASSISTANT TO THE HONOURABLE HERB

. GRAY,MINISTER OF INDUSTRY TRADE AND COMMERCE,235 QUEEN ST.
... OTTAVA;ONT

.. . .. , ,_ . , ,r7 . ... ...
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UlI412 ANe 17 0o2 98( OAOAM 77 34 rR ,.,.' ;
TLXOO OTTAWA OtdT 17 1015
CHUCK CAMADUX PRZIIDNT CXLV RADIO IROADCAITINO LTD,

S NDIOR ONT
IT 1640 OUILLETTE AVE NIX ILI

THIS IS TO ACKNOVLEDGE RECEIPT Op YOUR FURTHER TELEX REGARDING THEUII, BROADCAST MIRROR LGIILATION REQUEST, PLEAS] BE ASSURED OF MY
C€ONCERNED ACTION ON YOUR BEHALF.
NHOW, tUEN F E M[LAN MINISTER. O7 AGRICULTURE TLK C5.3-3283

.1

EXHIBIT.

rrTAV to



EXHIBIT_..
5 troitJcafAMERICAN FEDERATION OF

TELEVISION and RADIO ARTISTS
A 94AI O TH9 ASCAf AI IC
ACTU a ARITES Of AMgNmC* IIL

NtRIVAG9 PIA SUILOPOG. Sull O 400 I24*C NORTHWISTgN HIGHWAV - SOUV ILD. UtCHIGAN 40716 * PHOWL 334 .774
NAMT &m Po*& taIl e~I|W~la a,€*atAo

June 2, 182

The Honoraule Carl Mt Levin
14U Russell Senate Ohfice bldg.
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 2u5U

Dear Senator Levin:

We understand Congress is considering legislation, S. 2051 and
H.h. 5205, which would deny to U.S. companies tax deductions for
advertising placed with Canadian. stations when that advertising
iv aimed at a U.S. audience.

While apparently meant to put pressure on Canada to withdraw a
corresponding tax provision, these bills would seriously hurt a
Detroit area radio station which employs many of our members who
are U.S. citizens. We refer to Station CKLW, with broadcast
facilities in Windsor, Ontario, just one mile from Detroit.
These two communities have always been integrally linked sister
cities, and for all intents and purposes, CXLW Is a Detroit
station. -

Since June 18, 1951, our Union has represented all of CKLW's "on-
the-air" employees (including U.S. citizens) who, together with
other U.S. employees, account for over 30% of the station's full-
time workforce and over 5U% of its payroll. There Is no question
that many if not all of the U.S. employees will lose their jobs
if the proposed legislation is enacted, because U.S. advertisers --
who provide approximately half the station's advertising revenues --
will withdraw their adver-ising because of the doubling in cost.
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AI-RA--DETROIT LOCAL

The Hon. Carl M. Levin Page 2 June 2, 1982

There is very little chance that these people will be able to find
jobs with other broadcasters in the area, whose auility to expand
and employ new personnel will ue entirely unaffected by the loss el"
advertising revenues to CKLW. Tha local radio market Is such that
CXLW enables advertisers to reach a market segment not reached by
other stations. Thus, advertisers will not simply transfer their
bookings from CKLW to other stations, but simply withdraw them
entirely.

As we are sure you are aware, the Detroit community is one of the
most economically distressed in the nation. It can hardly be in thu
interest of the United States to add to the unemployment rolls in
Detroit, especially when passage of the lehislatidn -- ms even its
supporters admit -- will in all probability not change Canada's tax
practice.

We respectfully urge, therefore, that this legislation be anenaed in
some way which would exempt Station CKLW and thus avoid further
.economic injury and loss of jobs to the members of our Local.

Sincerely,

RUBIN WEISS
President-Detroit Local

EARYtAIe FOrary
Executive Secretary
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OFFICE OF THC CHAIRMAN

Mr. David Robb 18th June, 1982
Rickel, Urso, Wakes, Earle & Robb
100 Renaissance Center, Suite 1576
Detroit, Michigan 48075
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Robb,

I have read with interest Mr.-Leslie Arries' letter
to Robert Llghthizer and, with great respect of course,
Mr. Arries is entirely wrong.'-

For nineteen years I was publisher of "The Toronto
Telegram" and during that time I strongly fought editorially
both original legislations which resulted in the closing of
"Time" maazine's Canadian edition and later when this policy
was extended to broadcast media through Bill C68,

When Mr. Arries talks about any "financial befit'W to
my company from Bill CBS, he is of course entirely wrong.

My television station In Toronto has been the Mo, 1
rated station for years mnd years i n every single rating and
the Buffalo stations have never-been the slightest threat to us
in advertising solicitation*

There was &n advantage through Sill CB to two smell
strugglin1 organizations in Toronto, namely City TV and Global
Network, but none to u,"

It Is ironic 'tiat the Windsor radio station which we
still own is the only broadcast outlet in Canada$ either in radio
or television which will be affected by the mirror legislation
now proposed In the. United States. I

i is timazing to me, Ina sort of sad wjy that
perhaps the strongest pro-Amercan In all the media for thirty
years in this country and the strongest advocate of the free
exchange of idesa and business-between the United States and
Canada, would be the only one to suffer any ill-effect from -this
legllation.

continued ,.,,,,
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It is incredible in 1982, with all the problems
facing the Western world, to see the United States Congress
wrestling with this matter which will not have the slightest.
effect in changing Canadian government policy and will achieve
nothing at. all for anybody. CKLW in Windsor will cope with
the situation as it arises, but as I have already pointed out,
it will cost several American jobs.

Mr. Arries is obviously bitter that With the development
of Canadian television in the Toronto market coming into the
field much later than the Buffalo stations, he has seen his
business.deteriorate in the normal way.,

The "mirror legislation" is the concern of the
United States Congress and, as I have said, we will cope with
the results whatever happens, but I could not let Mr. Arries'

- statements stand unchallenged, as they are totally incorrect.
Yours sincerely,

John Bassett

JB/mgw

cc: Messrs. D. G. Bassett
G. V. Ashworth
J. 3. Garwood
T R. Jolly, O'Conor & Hannan
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Senator ROTH. Mr. Robb, as I understand the situation-and this
is not my legislation, but as I understand it, the situation with
CKLW is unique. The bill's impact on your station is somewhat dif-
ferent from elsewhere, so that it is possible that legislation might
be drafted so that it does not adversely impact on those stations
involving American employment. Is that your position?

Mr. ROBB. Our position is7ex-actly--th-T"Senator. If there were a
way to accommodate both the interests of the bill that has been in-
troduced and Ambassador Brock's statement today, and at the
same time to accommodate the economic interests of the Detroit
area and the U.S. employees, it would probably be the best of both
worlds.

Senator ROTH. Well, just let me say, I do not think anyone wants
to have a negative impact on American employment, particularly
in the case of Michigan and Detroit, which are suffering enough al-
ready.- So I will instruct the staff to be sure to bring this to the
attention of the sponsors of the bill, to see whether it is realistic to
work out some kind of a solution along the lines you have suggest-
ed.

I appreciate all of you gentlemen being here today, and I sympa-
thize with you as well. The whole purpose of these hearings and
this legislation is to seek measures that will prevent the kind of a
situation we are facing with Canada from arising in the future. I
think the story of Detroit shows how protectionism really does not
work in anyone's interests.

Mr. COHEN. Senator, we might call on the owners of that station
to make entreaties to their Government-they happen to be Cana-
dian owners-to lean on their Government to relieve the grievance
which has fallen on our clients.

Mr. ROBB. I might add, Senator Roth, we have made several at-
tempts to convince the ministers of the potential harm to the sta-
tion, and we shall continue to do that.

Senator ROTH. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The subcommittee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:31 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed.]
[By direction of the chairman, the following communications

were made a part of the hearing record:]
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3. flopoID ANRDNZTS: TO *3O!ZON 301 01 TR TRADE AOT 01 1I7,.

A, Isaue - Should a new cause of action be rested which
be based on denial of "substantially e quivalent

commercial opportunities" or reciprocall market access"?

I& ona There is uA need to oreae such a cau e
t acion, Zt ma, however, be appropriate to Indlate

either In the IL Ingo and purpose, of legislation or
In any accompanying committee reports that these
oonoepts are among 9the factors to be ooneidered In
assessing whether foreign countries are fulfilling -
their-trade commitments. By contrast, the concept of
"denial of market cases" may In some form, be an
appropriate basis for a oot ion 301 cause of action.
Such a provision would emphasis the growing concern In
the Vnited States over foreign restrictions on trade
and Investment.,

I Alon~al u "substantially eqouvaloent market aoee."
or i" prcal market oasoess" 'should not# for several
reasons, become a separate cause of 'aoton In the
context of an enforcement statute,

first, and most significant, a oause of action
based on these concepts would restri t rather than
expand the scope of Section 301. As presently drafted,
Section 301 requires eJX an allegation that a foreign
ation. "(A) Is mnons -tant with the provisions of, or
otherwise denies benefits to the UnAted States under,
any trade agreement, or (3) is unjustifiable,
unreasonable, or discriminatory and burdens-or
restricts Vnited States come rce." U a reciprocity
element is added, the United States would also be
required to demonstrate that It offers reciprocal
market aooess. This may not always be the ease. Thus,
if the United Mt@e tries to break Into a particular
market sector in whioh it has imposed Import or
Investment restrictions, the concept could be used as
an affirmative defense by a foreign government.

Second, a new cause of action based on
"substantially equivalent commercial opportunities"
would be superfluous. The problem of market access is
already covered adequately In nation 301. :n those
areas covered by multilateral or bilateral agreements,
the President has authority under Section 301(a)(1) "to
enforce the rights of the United States under any
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trade agreement," and under Section 301(a)(2)(A) to
respond to any action which is "inconsistent with the
provisions of, or otherwise denies benefits to the
United States under, any trade agreement." In those
areas not covered by multilateral or bilateral
agreements, denial of competitive opportunities is
actionable under Section 301(a)(2)(B) if it is
"unjustifiable, unreasonable, or discriminatory and
burdens or restricts United States commerce" 19 U.S.C.
§ 2411.

Finally, reciprocity is essentially a negotiating
concept, used as a means of assessing the benefits of
multilateral or bilateral agreements. See, e.g.,
Sections 104 and 126 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19
U.S.C. § 2114(a) and § 2136(c)). Reciprocity is a
dangerous concept on which to base a cause of action.
It could lead to unilateral denial of access to our
market - which may, in turn, trigger retaliatory
action.

B... Issue - Should the President be given additional
remedial authority under Section 301, and if so, under
what circumstance should it be exercised?

BR Position - The primary remedy under Section 301
should be either bilateral or multilateral
negotiations.

- As explained more fully below in Sections III.B.
and IV.A., Section 301 should be expanded to give
the President explicit authority with respect to
both service sector trade and investment.

- In the event negotiations fail in those areas
covered by GATT or other international trade
agreements, remedies should take into account the
obligations of the United States under the
applicable international agreement.

- In the event negotiations fail in areas not
covered by the GATT or other international
agreements, the President should-have authority
to impose fees or restrictions on foreign
investment. The President already has authority
under Section 301(b)(2) to impose duties or other
import restrictions on products and to impose
fees or restrictions on services.

The President should have the authority (1) to
take action on a nondiscriminatory basis or
solely against the products, services or
investment of the foreign country involved and
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(2) to take action affecting products, services
or investments other than those (or their
equivalents) involved in the Section 301
investigation, if actions with respect to such
products, services or investments (or their
equivalents) would be ineffective or
inappropriate.

In the event the President decides to exercise
such "cross-over" authority, he must afford an
opportunity to be heard to both foreign and
domestic interests affected by such a decision.

In deciding to take action under Section 301, the
President should be required to take into account
the impact of the action on the national economy
and the international economic interests of the
United States. In addition, the President should
be required to conduct a review (on not less than
a biennial basis) of each action taken under
Section 301 in order to determine its
effectiveness and whether continuation of such
action is in the national interest.

The President should be required to rescind an
action taken by him under Section 301 if (1) he
determines that continuation of the action is not
in the national interest, or (2) the offending
act, policy, or practice is eliminated by the
foreign country.

Rationale - We must be careful not to undermine our
international obligations under the GATT and other
international agreements or to trigger escalating
retaliation. Negotiation is the most effective remedy
for resolving problems and avoiding foreign
retaliation. However, in order for the President to
have negotiating leverage, he must have authority to
take affirmative action in the event negotiations
fail. Imposition of restrictions on foreign imports,
services or investment is always risky in terms of
provoking escalating retaliation. The risks are even
greater in the event there is a need to impose
restrictions on products, services or investments not
involved in the original action under Section 301.
Such "cross-over" authority is, however, necessary in
order to provide the President with a wide range of
responses in order to enhance his negotiating
leverage. Because of these risks, the President's
authority should be carefully circumscribed in order
to protect the national interest as well as the
private parties affected.

- 97-220 0-82--17



C. Issue - Should the Executive Branch be required to
undertake studies or submit reports which (1) identify
foreign barriers and (2) recommend actions to obtain
their elimination?

BR Position - BR supports a program to identify
foreign barriers to market access. Such a program
should provide for private sector input and a
procedure for assuring confidentiality of
information. BR does not support disclosure of
actions to deal with removal of trade barriers.

Rationale - The business community and the Executive
Branch need more guidance and encouragement to
initiate investigations under existing U.S-. trade
laws. An inventory of barriers will focus the
attention of the Executive Branch and the business
community on the need to take action to remove foreign
barriers. However, a public report on what actions
are planned could reduce negotiating-flexibility and
undermine chances for success.

II. NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY.

A. Issue - Should the President be-given specific
authority to negotiate bilateral or multilateral
agreements with respect to foreign direct investment,
services and high technology?

BR Position - BR supports legislation which would
give the President specific negotiating authority in
these areas. Any such legislation should -

- Provide, where appropriate, for sectoral
negotiations, in accordance with Section 104 of
the Trade Act of 1974.

- Provide that, while multilateral agreements may
be preferable, bilateral agreements are, as
recognized in Section 105 of the Trade Act of
1974, entirely appropriate.

Provide that where negotiations result in a new
reduction of barriers, the United States may
apply conditional Most-Favored-Nation status
under the ground rules set out in Section 126 of
the Trade Act of 1974.

Rationale - Currently there are few international
agreements in any of these areas. A statutory
provision which would specifically authorize the
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President to negotiate agreements in these areas would
both clarify Presidential authority and encourage such
activity.

III. LEGISLATION NEEDED TO FACILITATE NEGOTIATIONS WITH
RESPECT TO SERVICES.

A. Issue - Is there a need to establish a services
industry development program in the Department of
Commerce?

BR Position - There is a need for a program which
would develop the data needed for formulating services
industry negotiating strategies and objectives. There
is also a need to allocate a fair share of existing
export promotion programs, such as Export-Import Bank
financing, to service industries.

Rationale - Preparation of negotiating positions and
objectives requires a systematic analysis of foreign
barriers as well as federal and state regulation of
the service industries.

B. Issue - Should Section 301 be amended to provide more
explicitly that service sector trade is covered?

BR Position - Section 301 appears to already cover
service sector trade. In order to clear-up any
ambiguity, however, Section 301 should be amended to
clarify that coverage.

Rationale - The President should have unambiguous
authority to use Section 301 to remove unfair trade
practices in service sector trade.

C. Issue - How is coordination with state agencies best
achieved so as to ensure that negotiated agreements
will receive necessary ratification?

tR Position - Current legislative proposals which
would require the U.S.T.R. to consult regularly with
representatives of state governments are not
sufficient in that this mechanism would not adequately
ensure that any negotiated agreements would be
approved by the states. Consideration should be given
to the establishment of an intergovernmental task
force which would work with the states to develop
appropriate procedures to ensure expedited
ratification of trade agreements in those areas
subject to state regulation.
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Rationale - Again, an intergovernmental task force
would provide the best vehicle for developing
procedures which will ensure that investment
agreements ari expeditiously implemented.

V. ROLE OF INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.

A. Issue - Should independent agencies be authorized to
consider foreign practices in their licensing
procedures and to restrict foreign investment,
services, or imports on the basis of denial of equal
access?

BR Position - Such broad and unguarded authority
should not be entrusted to independent agencies.

Rationale - Where some response to foreign business
is needed, it should be the President, not the
independent agencies, who takes such action. This
approach was endorsed in the legislative history-
accompanying the Trade Act of 1974. .A particular
agency will not be cognizant of all the foreign policy
and national security implications of trade actions.
A unilateral decision by an independent agency to
offset foreign barriers in one sector could trigger
foreign retaliation in a sector more important to the
economic interest of the United States as a whole or
could jeopardize on-going negotiations.

VI. SPECIAL ANTIDU14PING AND COUNTERVAILING DUTY TREATMENT.

A. Issue - Do we need to establish a new cause of action
based on subsidization or unfair pricing with regard
to services or high technology products?

BR-Position - These proposals are inappropriate.

Rationale - Concepts of antidumping and
countervailing duties applicable to tangible goods may
not be easily transferable to services. For most
services there are not reliable means to measure or
establish that an unfair trade practice has occurred.
High technology products are already covered by
existing antidumping and countervailing duty laws. No
sector should be given any special treatment under the
antidumping or countervailing duty laws. If these
laws are not working, we should overhaul them - not
alter them piecemeal.
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Rationale - Procedures limited to consultation with
the states prior to and during negotiations will not
provide adequate Essurances to our trading partners
that negotiated agreements will receive the necessary
domestic ratification. Such lack of assurance will
make our trading partners reluctant to go through the
strenuous effort of negotiating agreements with us.
An intergovernmental task force which would work with
the states to establish ratification procedures prior
to negotiations is the most effective vehicle for
ensuring that trade agreements will be expeditiously
implemented.

D. Issue - Do we need additional tools by which to
monitor and regulate foreign services - i.e.,
registration procedures?

BR Position - This proposal is inappropriate.

Rationale - A registration requirement is a
burdensome one. This requirement could invite
retaliation by trading partners or, at a minimum,
provide an excuse for restrictions on U.S. firms
abroad. In addition, many foreign service sectors are
already regulated by the states or by federal
agencies. This new registration proposal may be
duplicative of these procedures.

IV. LEGISLATION NEEDED TO FACILITATE NEGOTIATIONS WITH
RESPECT TO INVESTMENTS.

A. Issue - Should Section 301 be amended to explicitly
provide the President authority with respect to
investment?

BR Position - Section 301 should be so amended.

Rationale - As in the case of services, there are few
international agreements to protect the interests of
U.S. investors abroad. An unambiguous extension of
the President's Section 301 authority to cover
investment with respect to unfair practices is needed
to provide the President with negotiating leverage.

B. Issue - How is coordination with state governments
best achieved so as to ensure that negotiated
agreements will receive necessary ratification?

BR Position - An intergovernmental task force should
be established to develop mechanisms to harmonize
state investment incentives and other relevant
programs with international agreements.
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STATEMENT OF J. PAUL STICHT ON BEEALF OF THE
BUSIKSS ROUNDTABLE TASK FORCE ON INTERnATIONAL TRADE

AND INVESTMENT BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

MARCH 1, 1982

I am Paul Sticht, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of

R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc. I am pleased to be here today

in my capacity as a member of the Business Roundtable Task

Force on International Trade and Investment. The Business

Roundtable consists of almost 200 companies. Nearly all of

them have substantial international operations.

I am accompanied today by Charles S. Levy of the law firm

of Mayer, Brown &Platt. Mr. Levy serves as counsel to our

Roundtable Task Force.

My company has total revenues of over $12 billion, over 40

percent of which are generated in our international marketing

and trading activities. Some 46 percent of our 83,000 employees

work outside the United States and about 43 percent of our

identifiable assets are used to support our international busi-

ness activities. We market our products and services in 160

countries and territories, and we own or operate facilities in

39 countries outside the United States.

I also serve as a director of three other companies, all of

which are engaged in substantial international business. For

the last six months, I have been a director of the Chrysler

Corporation. My personal involvement in international trade

extends back to the late 1940's.
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The Business Roundtable welcomes the Subcommittee's hearing.

It underscores the significance of :.:e upcoming GATT Ministerial

Meeting in November.

My remarks today represent an overview of the Business

Roundtable's position on the GATT Ministerial. Over the next

few months, the Task Force will be developing more specific

recommendations. We will welcome the opportunity to hold

further discussions on this important matter with this and

other Committees of the Congress, and with the Executive Branch.

My statement on behalf of the Roundtable stresses four

critical needs for the U.S. approach to the GATT Ministerial:

(1) The need for the United States to display a
strong commitment to GATT;

(2) The need for the Ministers to address the
adequacy of GATT;

(3) The need to consider new international trade
issues for inclusion in GATT; and

(4) The need for the United States to consider
supplements to GATT and U.S. law.

I. THE NEED FOR A STRONG COMMITMENT TO GATT

Let me start by emphasizing the need for a strong multi-

national commitment to GATT.

Following World War II, the United States provided the

leadership in developing international economic policies de-

signed to foster expansion of trade and investment through

mutually acceptable rules. Although problems have surfaced, to

date those policies have been generally successful.
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GATT, with its emphasis on multilateral, non-discriminatory

reduction of trade barriers is one of those policies. Another

is the IMF, with its focus on the maintenance of a stable system

of international payments. These institutions and their rules

were designed to prevent a recurrence of the self-destructive

trade -And monetary policies of the 1930's.

The commitment to GATT has led to a reduction of trade

barriers. T is, in turn, has helped foster an unparalleled

expansion of trade and international investment. World trade

has expanded fivefold in the last decade. In the United States,

exports now account for more than 12 percent of GNP.

On'balance, the record of GATT is a good one. Under its

auspices there have been even rounds of multilateral trade

negotiations. These have produced significant tariff reduc-

tions. Other multilateral agreements have established rules

which limit practices that distort trade, such as government

subsidies, product standards and unfair pricing. The Codes

negotiated at the Tokyo Round were a major step forward in pro-

tecting firms and workers against unfair trade practices.

But now the success of GATT is being challenged. New

restraints on trade are being substituted for tariffs. Today,

world trade faces even more complex and troublesome obstacles

in the form-of non-tariff barriers and subsidies.

Let me give you an example from my own company's experience.

I know some members of this Subcommittee are aware of the

4b
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sIgnificant non-tariff barriers enco-=ered in trying to open

the Japanese home market to U.S.-man-ufactured cigarettes.

Despite outstanding assistance from the U.S. Trade Representa-

tive, our industry has made minimal progress in securing satis-

factory market access.

I once told a group of visiting Japanese industrialists

what would happen if we restricted the sale of Japanese cars in

the United States as they have restricted the sale of U.S.

cigarettes in Japan. Their cars would be sold in only one of

every 10 U.S. dealerships. And, until recently, the man who

sings, jumps and clicks his heels in the Toyota ads would be

doing his U.S. TV spots in Japanese.

This kind of problem is why serious questions are being

raised about the good faith efforts of our trading partners in

implementing the MTN Codes and fulfilling their GATT commit-

ments. The questions are justified. They need answers. The

problem is compounded by the growing recognition that GATT's

membership may not be broad enough.

The multilateral trading system is threatened by protec-

tionist pressures here and abroad. Growing tensions between

trading partners could lead to a break in unity. To help pre-

vent this, the United States must display an extraordinary

commitment to GATT. The Business Roundtable urges the United

States to assert the political will and leadership that are

needed to ensure the survival and strength of cur multilateral

trading system. The U.S. must insist on no less a commitment

by other trading nations.
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If. THE NEED TO ;ZRESS THE ADEQUACY OF GATT

GATT is far from perfect, and its friends -- like us --

should take the lead in identifying and dealing with its imper-

fections.

First, GATT needs to try again to provide a meaningful

adjustment mechanism for countries faced with a surge of imports

of & particular product. Existing GATT provisions are not

adequate and the Tokyo Round failed to agree on a "safeguards

code". As a result, nations sometimes find they have to look

for relief outside GATT. They turn to such devices as voluntary

export restraint agreements or international orderly marketing

agreements. If this-trend continues, the multilateral trading

system will be undermined further.

Second, GATT must ensure that the MTN Codes are being

properly implemented and that GATT procedures for settling

disputes are adequate. These Codes and procedures lie at the

heart of GATT's effectiveness and viability. If they work,

they can deal effectively with a significant number of problems

arising from government intervention. But if they do not work

as expected, if governments prove unwilling to use them, or if

countries found to be in violation of GATT do not consider

themselves bound by GATT decisions, government intervention

will continue to undermine GATT.

The upcoming GATT Ministerial offers the opportunity to get

to the core of these problems. The Business Roundtable urges
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the United States to take -the leadership in a thorough review

of GATT's structural a-d operational strengths and weaknesses.

III. THE NEED TO DEAL WITH IMPORTANT
NEW INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

In the past few years, a number of new issues have demanded

the attention of the international community. Now they warrant

the attention of the GATT Ministers, who should focus on their

appropriateness for consideration in GATT. These issues in-

clude: (a) trade in services; (b) trade-related investment

issues; (c) trade in high technology goods; (d) agricultural

trade; and (e) the participation of developing countries in the

multilateral trading system.

From the vantage point of the United States, services,

agriculture, and high technology goods are bright spots in our

international trade position. The United States needs to build

on those strengths; we need to act now to further the positive

development of these important trade sectors, and thereby avoid

being faced with the need for corrective action later.

Because these issues are so important to the United States,

a process needs to be set in motion to develop effective rules.

To that end, the Business Roundtable recommends that GATT es-

tablish work programs to deal with these issueg-and to evaluate

the adequacy of existing trade and investment rules and mech-

anisms. An equally important task for the work programs will

be to determine the framework for future negotiations.
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IV. THE NEED TO CO ;S:DER SUPPLEMENTS
TO GATT AND '.S. LAW

For some time, questions related to international trade and

investment have been on the "back burner" in the United States.

Now, I am pleased to note, a long-overdue debate has started on

the fundamental principles of U.S. trade and investment policy.

:t embraces the future role of GA.-T as both an institution and

as a body of rules. It addresses the adequacy of the Executive

Branch's trade negotiating authority. It raises the need to

expand the coverage of relevant U.S. trade laws to new sectors.

With respect to the multilateral framework for trade and

investment, the debate may produce a recognition that GATT

should be supplemented by either new or stronger multilateral

codes and mechanisms. At this point, it is not easy to con-

ceive of the form or substance of such supplements. The basic

principles of GATT are the only ones many of us know. But, all

of us must look at that system critically and be prepared to

explore new ways to maintain its vitality.

As part of the debate, legislation has been introduced

which concentrates on the adequacy of U.S. trade laws. The

Task Force is in the process of analyzing that legislation.

Part of our analysis will focus on whether the United States'

real problem in many instances is not the lack of adequate

authority, but a lack of political will to use the tools

already available.
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In addressing the coverage of U.S. trade laws, there

appears to be a need to include new sectors in some of those

laws. We support this initiative and look forward to working

with the Congress in determining the proper scope of legisla-

tion.

Mr. Chairman, again let me thank you for the opportunity to

appear here this morning. I look forward to answering your

questions.
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CHAIRMAN

PRICE WATERHOUSE

CONCERNING

U.S. POLICY ON INTERNATIONAL

TRADE IN SERVICES

AND

S.2058, THE TRADE IN SERVICES ACT OF 1982

SUBMITTED TO

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

AND
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UNITED STATES POLICY ON

INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN SERVICES

Price Waterhouse is a professional service organization

providing accounting and related services throughout the world.

Thus, we are more than casually interested in national policies

and actions to strengthen the position of the service sector of

our economy to compete effectively in international markets.

Moreover, we believe the United States should follow an aggres-

sive course of action to promote, to encourage, and to facilitate

trade in services, as well as in goods, to improve our country's

international economic competitiveness.

With one important exception, we believe S.2058 will provide

the framework for a much needed trade policy by encouraging

international negotiations to liberalize trade in services, by

strengthening current mechanisms to combat unfair trade prac-

tices, and by expanding promotional efforts. On the other hand,

we do not believe that the so-called "reciprocity" provision is

essential to implement an improved policy for trade in services.

The Importance of the Service Sector

The ability of U.S. businesses to compete in world markets

has been enhanced through such mechanisms as the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), government export promotion

programs, and legislated procedures for combatting unfair trade

practices by foreign businesses and governments. These represent

no small accomplishment, but they fall short in that they are

oriented largely towards the goods-producing sector. Important
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as international trade in goods is to our economy, international

trade in services is also significant, and warrants greater

attention.

The statistics on the role services play in our economy both

dorstically and internationally speak for themselves. According

to Commerce Department data, in 1980, 71 percent of the non-agri-

cultural work force was employed in the service sector. In that

same year, services accounted for $695.7 billion in GNP, as op-

posed to $665.2 billion for goods.

Furthermore, services exports are becoming increasingly

important to this country's international trade position. Over

the last decade, growth in international trade in services has

greatly helped to offset the enormous merchandise trade deficits

which began to appear after the oil crises of the early 1970s.

For example, the service sector added a net $35 billion to the
1980 balance of payments, while trade in goods accounted for a

deficit of approximately $30 billion.

There are indications that other countries around the world

are also experiencing the same dramatic growth in the service

sector; and most are expanding their services exports to some

degree, reflecting the growing worldwide market for services of

all types. The world market for services rose from $85 billion

to $300 billion over the past decade. Over the past three years,

trade in services has been increasing more than twice as fast as

trade in goods.

With the increased opportunities provided by an expanding

world market for services has come increased competition. The

United States is currently the leading exporter of services in

the world. But our relative position is declining as other
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countries become more and more successful at marketing their

services abroad. Probably the most disturbing change has been a

dramatic drop in the U.S. share of receipts in the category of

services which includes accounting, advertising, banking,

business and legal services, construction and engineering, and

insurance. The principal beneficiaries of this loss appear to be

West Germany, France, Japan, and the non-oil-exporting developing

countries.

Barriers to Trade in Services

An especially negative aspect of the increased competition

in services trade is growing protectionism. In attempting to

expand services exports, U.S. companies are encountering more and

more non-tariff barriers to market access created by countries

attempting to protect their domestic services industries from

foreign competition. At the same time, these countries are

taking advantage of the free trade policies of countries like the

United States in order to increase their own services exports.

Examples of the types of barriers which have been

encountered include:

o Prohibition on the establishment of local operations by
a foreign firm;

o Complex licensing procedures which apply only to
foreign service firms;

" Nonrecognition of professional licenses to practice
awarded in other countries;

" Discriminatory restrictions on the level of advertising
by a foreign firm;

o Governmental subsidy of dcmestic service firms;

97-220 0 - 82 - 18
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o Restrictions on government procurement which favor
domestic firms; and

o A wide variety of restrictions falling under the
heading of barriers to Transborder Data Flow (TBDF),
including customs rules which prohibit foreign
accounting firms from bringing in computer tapes, and
laws preventing use of foreign service bureaus for
information processing or retrieval.

Essentially, the service sector is very much where the goods

producing sector was in the early 1970s, before the latest round
of multilateral trade negotiations to reduce non-tariff barriers,

the trade acts of 1974 and 1979, and increased export promotion

for goods. It is restricted in its ability to export. It needs

protection from the unfair trade practices of other countries,
and its export potential is being undermined. Without the U.S.

government's active support, our services industries will not
only fail to improve their competitive position abroad, they will

continue to lose ground. Trade in services is important not only
in its own right, but it also supports and facilitates trade in

goods. The two go hand-in-hand. It is imperative, therefore,

that prompt action be taken to overcome our neglect of the ser-

vice sector.

Legislation is Needed

We applaud the introduction of S.2058, support its ob-

jectives, and urge its passage with one major qualification, as
discussed below in our section-by-section comments.

Section 3: Negotiation of International Agreements
Concerning Trade in Services

The problem of barriers to trade in services is greatly
complicated by the lack of an international set of rules com-

parable to GATT. In the absence of such a multilateral sechan-
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ism, bilateral negotiation or action on a case-by-case basis are

the only methods available to the U.S. government for resolving

services trade disputes and eliminating restrictive practices.
Success is heavily dependent on the goodwill of the country

involved and the degree of economic leverage the U.S. can exert.

Section 3 of S.2058 would set in motion the process of de-

veloping a 'GATT for services" by expressly establishing inter-

national negotiations to remove barriers to trade in services as

a clear objective of U.S. trade policy. We fully support U.S.

efforts to have services included on the agenda of the GATT

Ministerial in November of this year in order to initiate devel-

opment of a work program for negotiations on irade in services.

Ambassador William E. Brock, the U.S. Trade Representative, has

indicated that a legislative mandate similar to the one contained

in S.2058 would significantly strengthen our bargaining position

at the Ministerial. This opportunity must not be lost.

The ultimate objective should be a framework of multilateral

rules and procedures governing international trade in services.

While attention is being given to initiating multilateral

negotiations, the possibility of bilateral negotiations with our

trading partners should not be ignored.

In developing the framework for negotiations, the guiding

principle should be "national treatmentt" That is, each country

should accord foreign service firms, regardless of country of

origin, the same market access that is accorded to domestic

service firms. National treatment has long been the established

policy in the United States, and we should be aggressive in

persuading other countries to follow our example.
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Ambassador Brock has -summed up this position very well:

In our view, the primary and preferable
method for obtaining substantially equivalent
market access should always be to seek liber-
alization of foreign markets rather than to
raise equivalently restrictive barriers of
our own. Our goal should be to move our trad-
inf partners forward through negotiations to
a level of market openness more similar to
our own.

This is the policy we followed in negotiating GATT for

goods. We should do no less for services.

Section 4: Removal of Unfair Trade Practices
in Service Sector Trade

Under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, as amended by

the 1979 Trade Agreements Act, the President is empowered to take
steps to curtail unfair trade practices by foreign governments,

such as violations of existing trade agreements, by suspending
the application of benefits of trade agreement concessions, im-

posing duties or other restrictions on imported products, or
imposing fees or restrictions on the services of the country in

question.

Since passage of the Trade Agreements Act, there has been

disagreement over whether Section 301 conveys the authority to
impose fees and restrictions on suppliers of services as well as

on the services themselves. Section 4 of S.2058 clarifies this
by specifically extending coverage to suppliers. We support this

extension. If the United States is fair and open in its trading
practices, it is reasonable that we should demand similar behav-

ior from others. S.2058 further enhances the ability of service

firms to seek relief under Section 301 by providing a more

specific definition of services.
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It appears that service companies have not generally taken
advantage of the Section 301 mechanism. It is hoped that the

extension of Section 301 authority to cover foreign suppliers of
services, and the additional clarification of the applicability

of Section 301 to the service sector, will encourage service
firms to utilize this important weapon against unfair trade

practices.

Section 5: Interagencz Coordination of Service
Sector Trade Policy

Section 5 of S.2058 seeks to accomplish two primary

objectives. First, it would give the United States Trade

Representative lead responsibility for developing, coordinating

and implementing U.S. policies on trade in services. This is a

sound approach. While input may come from all concerned entities

or parties, it is important that the U.S. government speak with a

single authoritative voice on trade in services issues. We be-

lieve the Executive Office of the President is the appropriate
residing place for such authority.

Section 5 would also authorize establishment of a Services
Industry Development Program in the Department of Commerce to

develop economic policies to improve the competitiveness of U.S.

service firms, promote services exports, and develop a services

industry data base. This is a much needed program and we encour-

age its development.

We believe the development of a services data base is

crucial to the development of services trade policies and pro-
motion of services exports. Information collected on services is

not nearly as complete and comprehensive as that collected on the

goods-producing sector. There is substantial disagreement as to

\~LC
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what should be designated as services. Estimates of the percent-

age of GNP and exports accounted for by services also vary, based

on how services are defined. I

Two recent studies commissioned by the USTR and the

Departments of Commerce and State--one to collect and analyze

current U.S. data on services, and one to recommend improvements

in data collection activities--make it clear that a major over-

haul in data collection is required to properly define and de-

scribe the service sector. S.2058 should ensure that this
recommendation is implemented.

Section 6: Consideration by U.S. Regulatory Authorities
of Market Access Accorded by Foreign Countries
to U.S. Service Sector Industries

Section 6 of S.2058 would direct regulatory agencies with
authority over services industries to consider the treatment

accorded U.S. service firms in the country in question when

making decisions on whether to grant U.S. market access to any

foreign service supplier. We have grave concern about the

appropriateness of this so-called reciprocity provision.

Section 6 is not in keeping with the basic objective of
S.2058, which is to accord trade in services the same stature as

trade in goods in terms of promotion, protection and national and

international policymaking. U.S. policies and activities con-

cerning trade in goods are governed by the principle of national
treatment. The same principle should apply to trade in services.

Whether the United States should abandon national treatment
and retaliate against the restrictive trade practices of other

countries by creating similar restrictions is a serious question

which should be considered separately from the trade in services

Atkifix-m-
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iss. A time may come when unfbir trade practices by our trad-

ing partners will force us to resort to protective measures in
some instances. Before we take such a step, however, we should

exhaust all other possibilities. The U.S. should aggressively
pursue a free trade environment by adhering to GATT and acting to

ensure that our trading partners do likewise, by working to
create a similar mechanism for services, aid by fully utilizing

the authority under Section 301 to combat unfair trade practices
in both goods and services.

In addition to the policy question, we believe it would be

unwise to give independent regulatory agencies the authority to
develop trade policy on an ad hoc basis, possibly in contradic-

tion with the basic policies of the Administration. This could
only complicate international negotiations. The President and
his designated representatives must have sole authority in the
Executive branch to develop and implement international trade

policies, subject, of course, to the necessary approval of
Congress.

In summary, we believe S.2058 is a necessary first step in
focusing attention on trade policies and practices in the service

sector. In implementing the provisions of S.2058, we should
strive to ensure that the delicate scale of international Justice

is not tipped !n one direction or another. Restraint, restric-
tion, and reactionary competitive practices by any affected party

inevitably will result in a retaliatory response. Surely, in the
long run, this is a waste of effort to all.
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STATEMENT OF RO GRIGNON
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, TELEVISION

TAFT BROADCASTING COMPANY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

on S. 2051

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Ro Grignon. I am Executive Vice President,

Television of Taft Broadcasting Company and have held that

position since June of 1979. I am filing this statement on

behalf of Taft Broadcasting Company, a diversified communi-

cations and entertainment company, owning and operating 7

television stations and 12 radio stations, including WGR-TV,

WGR-AM, and WGRQ-FM in Buffalo, New York. Each of those

border stations transmits signals which are received in

Canada in addition to the United States.

In addition to this statement, Taft has joined in

the statement of U.S. border broadcast licensees presented

by Leslie G. Arries, Jr. to this Subcommittee on Friday,

May 14. Like all of the broadcasters joining in that state-

ment, the WGR stations have been injured very materially

since the enactment by Canada of Canadian bill C-58 (section

19.1(l) of the Canadian Income Tax Act) in 1976. This

injury will continue so long as Canada retains legislation

making nondeductible for Canadian income tax purposes the
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purchase by Canadians of advertising on U.S. broadcating

stations designed principally to reach Canadian markets.

I will not repeat here the historical account of

the futile attempts to get the Canadian Government to

negotiate and reconsider--ts position. Taft joins in the

facts recounted in Mr. Arries' statement and the solutions

requested to be considered. Specifically, we believe that

mirror legislation, S. 2051, pending before this Subconmittee,

must be enacted as proposed by the President and the sponsors

of the legislation. That action should be taken at the

earliest possible date in order to make clear to the Canadian

Government the seriousness of national concern of the Congress

and the Executive and to underline the conviction that the

integrity of Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 will be

maintained.

We feel it is appropriate to file this separate

statement at this time in view of the fact that Taft and

certain other border broadcasters did not originally join in

the Section 301-Complaint or Supplemental Statement filed in

that proceeding. Rather, we joined in comments filed in

that proceeding on November 29, 1978, indicating our agreement

that the practice complained of was an unreasonable discrimi-

nation against U.S. commerce and a burden and restriction on

that commerce, but that we were not convinced at that time

that retaliation would achieve the desired result. In view

of the total refusal since that time of the Canadian Government

even to negotiate the issue, our position with regard to
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retaliation has changed. We believe it is now appropriate

to ask, as a minimum, for mirror legislation with additional

sanctions needed to make it meaningful. We wish to point

out that we recognize that without other sanctions such

legislation would have impact on Canada only in the Detroit/

Windsor market and perhaps a few other minor instances.

This would seem to make it appropriate to consider steps

relating to certain other communication-related concerns

between the United States and Canada, such as the questions

about satellite links and data transmission systems and

equipment.

I would also like to call to the attention of the

Committee some of the rationale which we believe justifies a

firm U.S. stance. United States border television stations

are heavily viewed in Canada. This is so because their

program schedules are popular and their signals are widely

available for viewing in Canada. This is accomplished not

only by the off-the-air reception in the immediate vicinity

of the United State border, but also because signals of

United States stations are carried throughout large sections

of Canada, both near the border and hundreds of miles away,

by Canadian cable television systems. Indeed it is undisputed

that the Canadian cable television industry is dependent for

its existenGe on the ability to distribute the signals of

the United States border stations.

We believe that a majority of Canadian homes using

television now consist of subscribers to Canadian cable
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television systems. Total Canadian cable television revenues

are more than six times the total Canadian advertising

revenues paid to United States border stations in the best

year enjoyed by those stations, and the Canadian cable

television industry profits alone are at least 250% of those

Canadian revenues for United States border stations in the

best year.

Moreover, the very same Canadian Government which

forbids tax deductibility for the express purpose of seeking

to prevent United States stations from deriving any Canadian

television revenues also expressly licenses its cable television

systems to carry the United States border stations. Thus it

is explicit Canadian Government policy that the services

provided by United States border stations should be enjoyed

by the Canadian public and should support a thriving Canadian

cable television industry, but that at the same time those

United States stations should be barred to the extent possible

from deriving any revenue from the benefit they confer on

the Canadian public and the Canadian cable television industry.

The Canadian Government defends its policy essen-

tially on the ground that it is not merely a tax policy but

one of protection for Canadian culture against pervasive

intrusion from the United States. There is concern in

Canada because a substantial majority of television viewing

in Canada is to United States programs, and because United

States border stations have large audiences at the expense

of Canadian originated programs and Canadian stations.

(



We support the free flow of ideas, information,

and programs in both directions across the border, just as

we favor the free flow of trade and commerce. We do not

believe that the long run interest of either country lies

in erecting artificial barriers to trade in goods, services,

information, or entertainment. Despite this view, the

Canadian Government is not bound to be an advocate of free

trade in culture and ideas. We submit, however, that the

enactment of Bill C-58 was an entirely inappropriate and

unreasonable step.

First, however desirable the Canadian Government's

objective, it should not be achieved by a procedure which

assures both that the Canadian public and the Canadian cable

television industry will continue to benefit fully from the

service provided by the United States border stations and

that those stations will be deprived of any reasonable

opportunity to derive revenues from providing that service.

This is not a reasonable position for the Canadian Government

to take, even if it were effective in protecting-Canadian

culture.

Moreover, we do not see how Bill C-58 can have any

appreciable effect in protecting Canadian cultural identity.

Bill C-58 does not remove a single United States program

from distribution in Canada or a single United States tele-

vision signal from carriage on a single Canadian cable

system or from reception off the air by a single Canadian

viewer. The only effect of C-58 is to reduce drastically

the number of Canadian advertisements, produced in Canada,
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on behalf of Canadian products and services, that are carried

on United States border stations and directed at Canadian

markets. Thus, there is no direct impact whatever on the

export of United States "culture" to Canada.

Nor would there be any material indirect effect in

that direction. It is true that the United States border

stations are suffering losses in revenues which are very

substantial to them, and it is also true that one reason

advanced by the Canadian Government for adopting this policy

was to divert those revenues toward the further development

of Canadian program production. The most elementary analysis,

however, makes it clear that such diversion can have no

material effect upon the ability of the Canadian program

production industry to compete more successfully than before

with the United States program production industry.

The maximum amount of Canadian television revenues

derived by United States border stations in any year was

several million dollars. After the payment of commissions

to Canadian agencies and representatives, the maximum amount

of dollars flowing from Canada to the United States was

estimated for 1976 at approximately $14 million. The informa-

tion available to date suggests that the reduction so far in

Canadian advertising on the United States border stations

has been over 60%. Meanwhile, increased viewing and inflation

mean that Canadian revenues lost annually by United States

stations as a result of C-58 have grown materially. However,

because of C-58, Canadian businessmen are now paying substantial

additional Canadian income taxes in connection with the
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purchase of advertising on a nondeductible basis from United

States border stations. Those taxes go into the general

revenues and are not available to assist the Canadian production

industry. Even if it is substantial, the basic analysis

would be unchanged. There is no evidence that such an

amount or even a substantial fraction of it has actually

gone or will go to assist Canadian production. Even if it

had, it would be ludicrous to think that the addition of

that level of revenues involved could make any material

difference in the competitive balance between United States

and Canadian program production industries. Thus, the

Canadian policy is not only unfair, it is ineffectual.

We can see only two basic courses which could be

taken to promote the Canadian Government's objectives. The

first would be to make substantial efforts to improve and

expand the Canadian production industry with the objective

not only of serving the public, but also of exporting to the

English-speaking world, thereby increasing the revenue base

to a point where substantially more effective competition

with the United States industry would be possible. Such an

approach, which we advocate and have been glad to explore

ways of supporting actively, would necessarily-look primarily

to the United States for its major external customers. Such

an approach would also appear to depend upon the existence

in the United States of a market unhampered by artificial

trade or other barriers. It would be inconsistent with this

approach, we submit, for C-58 to continue in effect.
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This is a matter which clearly can and should be

settled on a reasonable basis by negotiations between the

two countries. Efforts at negotiations, which we have

scught and fully support, have been made by representatives

of the United States. The Canadian Government has repeatedly

and consistently taken the position that the United States

border stations have no legitimate interest at stake, that

the matter is entirely a matter of domestic Canadian policy,

and that it is non-negotiable. We submit that this position

taken by the Canadian Government is entirely unreasonable

and that the United States Government should make every

effort to persuade the Canadian Government to enter into

negotiations, consistent with the long-standing friendly

relationship between the two countries.

In summary, we believe that there is little or no

logic to the position of the Canadian Government and that

the offending statute is not effective to the desired end

but results only in unfair protection of advertising revenue

for competing-Canadian media. We recognize that the issue

remains a very difficult one politically within Canada, but

the only sensible solution will be one brought about by

agreement between the countries involved. However, it has

become evident that without a clear indication of resolve on

the part of the United States to bring about a change in the

current stalemate no negotiations will take place or be

effective. Canada and the U.q. are each others major trading

partners and most valued allies in security matters for
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North America. It must be our hope that the legislation

before this Subcommittee will direct the Canadian Government's

attention to the seriousness of the problem and the unfairness

of the approach that it has taken. If Bill C-58 is not

repealed, effective sanctions by the United States against

the offending provision seem to us to be justified and

necessary.

Resp full submitted,

Ro/Grignot, Exeqtive Vice President
Television
Taft Broadcasting Company

May 19, 1982
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Statement of

The International Engineering and Construction Industries Council

lb The

Suboimittee on International Trade

Finance Commttee

United States Senate

May 25, 1982

on

S. 2058

"The Trade In Services Act of 1982"
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STTI FOR M E O

Mr. 'aixran, Mrbers of the Committee:

The International Engineering and OQxstructio Industries ouril (InIC)
welcomes this opportunity to voice its sport for the general thrust of S. 2058,
the "Trade In Services Act of 1982.0 The EIC is coaposed of the American
Consulting Engineers Oxxril, the Assoiated General Contractors of America,
the National Constrxctors Association and the ANmrican Institute of Architects.
Together these organizations represented over $5 billion worth of design and
constrction work last year a.d significantly contributed to the positive com-
ponents in the U. S. blance of trade. This is a minimum estimate and it could
be substantially higher.

The thee of IC's VI Action Cferec held last October Was "A New
Commitment: Rexbilding American Exports. a We have seen, since that date, increased
attention to services exports by the Ministration and in the Ootxgess with the
introduction of legislation such as S. 2058 in the Senate, H.R. 5383 in the
House, and the recent unanim Senate passage of S. 1233, the Services Industries
Developuent Act. U. S. Trade Fepresentative William Brock and Department of
Ckxxerce Secretary Malcolm BaLdrige participated in this onference and both
acknoledged the important contribution ur industries make to U. S. trade as
engineering and construction overseas contracts are often the lead-in for cqports
of related U. S. goods and services.

Mktny of the xwjor problems raised at the I=IC Conference are addressed in
S. 2058. MxIIC mmbers are looking for further legislative and executive action
in the areas of coupet itive export financing, effective export prxmoticn policies,
reduction of international protectionist practices and modification of sum existing
legislation such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, antitrust regulations and
antiboywtt laws.

ICC applauds the stated purposes of the Trade In Services Act of 1982.
Integration of service sector trade issues in U. S. economic and trade policy
is long overdue. This beccumes readily apparent wtien one analyzes the positive
and negative cuponents of the L. S. balance of trade. Section 3 of this bill
will place the negotiation of reductions in barriers to trade in services in
its proper priority among the top of U. S. trade issues. Moreover, Section 4
provides the needed clarification of the term services under the definition
of unfair trading practices in Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974.

We have great confidence in placing the responsibility of coordination and
implementation of U. S. trade in services policies with the Unted States Trade
Representative and the Trade Policy Committee as suggested in S. 2058. As
Ambssador Brock stated in his testirony before you, he has spent an axtra-
ordinarily large amount of his time on the question of negotiating international
barriers to trade in services through the GAT and he shudW be cummrended for
these efforts.
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'Ibe des iVenserinq/constrnrtiri inckwtry began workng with the U. S.
Trade Representative's Office in 1980 to identify obstacles and problems enountered
by engineers, contractors and consultants in working overseas. Tus information
was then provided by the U. S. Gomment to tha CEM for a pilot study on this
sector. We viewed this effect as an important first step in deterninc g the
barriers ercomtered by our industry. I-IC will cotinue giving the Ambassadw
and his staff the spport they need.

In regard to the creation of a service industries development program in the
DepartTent of Coamarce, Section 5, I=XIC believes the proposed functions of
such a program can effectively be carried out, giving these issues the coordination
they have often lacked in the past. We are particularly interested in giving the
Department the necessary support to develop a reliable and useful data base for
services.

We are pleased that Section 5(c)5(e) provides for an analysis of the adequacy
of U. S. financing and export prootion programs. We believe there should be
greater recognition of the need to pr-te service industries as part of U. S.
trade policy and the need to alloate existing resources to service indstries
as well as goods. For people, in 1980, the Export-Import Bank of the U. S.
provided only $93 million in diret credits to suort service contracts, which
represents less than 2 pareret of total direct credits authorized. Givn the
important role that services play in export trade, we believe that greater
emphasis should be given to financing of service exports.

e also approve of the parts of Section 5 which recognize the need to analyze
U. S. Government disincentives to services. We believe that this is extremely
important. The U. S. Govez nt inposes significant barriers to hierican engineering/
cstruction industries - such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, conflicting
antlboyc xtt laws and antitrust policies. We strongly support these effOrts and
enorage cogressional action to remove these disincentives.

MIC supports passage of S. 2058, however, we have one major reservation.
We reozmnnd the deletion of Section 6 of this bill in order to fully separate
the issue of reciprocity from trade in services. We support the efforts of
this subommittee and the purposes and proposed actions found in S. 2058, with
the reception noted above.

We agrue with Aubassador Brock that it would be helpful for Orngress to pass
this legislation before the CATr Ministerial Meeting in NWmmcer.

Productive bilateral and multilateral negotiations will increase our ocmpeti-
tiveness and we believe legislation such as S. 2058 strengthens the U. S. position
in such erdea ors.

M=C OvirJC
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INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN BANKERS
200 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10166

1212) 682-2533

DENNIS J RUNYAN

May 25,1982

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on international Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Trade in Services Act of 1982 1 S. 2058

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the Institute of Foreign Bankers, whose
membership includes over 216 foreign banks from 51
countries consisting of the great majority of foreign
banks in the United States, I am submitting these comments
on the "Trade in Services Act of 1982", S. 2058. That bill,
as introduced by Senators Roth, Chafee, and Inouye, is
designed ". . . to improve the treatment accorded services
in our international trading efforts and to move services
issues to center stage in global trade discussions."

There has been an increasing shift in international trade
from goods to services in recent years, and the United States,
as the traditional leader in the services industry, has been
a major beneficiary of the trend. Nevertheless, existing
procedures for addressing international trade issues focus
predominantly on merchand qe trade, with the result that trade
in services has received little attention. Accordingly, it is
understandable that your Subcommittee recognizes a need to
examine issues relating to trade in services issues.

However, S. 2059 is one of a number of bills that would apply
t'.e concept of trade reciprocity to federal regulation of
U.S. services industries, including thj barking industry.
Specifically, Section 6 of S. 2058 would require U.S. agencies
to" take into account" access of U.S. suppliers to the relevant
foreign markets in considering ". . . any rule, regulation
or decision which may affect the access of any foreign supplier
. . . to the Jnited States market .... U.S. agencies
would be expressely authorized, in consultation with the
USTR, to restrict access of any foreign supplier to the U.S.
market 4n a :-rvice sector to the extent" appropriate to
promote fairness in international service sector trade."
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Congress, in developing a framework for regulation of foreign bank
activities in the United States in the International Banking Act -
of 1978, expressely rejected a regulatory framework based on reci-
procity in favor of one based on "national treatment"-- that is,
treating foreign banks with respect to their United States operations
substantially the same as U.S. banks. This decision was reached after
testimony from Administration officials and representatives of the
bank regulatory agencies highlighted the conceptual and practical
problems resulting from adoption of reciprocity as the guiding prin-
ciple of U.S. regulation of foreign bank activities.

The issue of reciprocity was not completely ignored in the International
Banking Act, however. Section 9 of the Act directed the Treasury
Department, together with the State Department and the federal bank
regulatory agencies,to prepare a report detailing foreign treatment
of U.S. banks. That report, which was submitted to Congress in September
1979, concluded that generally, U.S. banks receive equitable treatment
abroad and that national treatment, rather than reciprocity was the
proper foundation for regulating foreign banks in this country. The
report specifically recommended continued "broad support" for the
principle of national treatment as the "best foundation for further
growth of international banking and efficient capital markets."

In light of the detailed consideration and explicit rejection of the
reciprocity approach by Congress and those primarily responsible for
U.S. bank regulatory policy, it would come as a great surprise to the
foreign banking community if Congress now reversed itself on this
fundamental issue. This is particularly true where the reversal would
be accomplished through legislation directed at service industries
in general, seemingly without a comprehensive review of the impact of
such a reversal in policy on the U.S. and international banking systems.

The factors underlying Congress' 1978 rejection of reciprocity in
banking regulation are just as relevant today. The complex nature of
bank regulation, and its relation to important national policies, continue
to make reciprocity particularly unsuited to regulation of the banking
industry. Other witnesses presumably will cover the problems of shifting
from equal national treatment to reciprocity as a basis for regulation
of international trade in general. We will highlight and illustrate the
particular problems associated with such a policy in the bank regulatory
area.

Adopting a policy of reciprocity would require U.S. bank regulatory agencies
to conduct detailed inquiries into the laws, regulations, and formal and
informal policies of foreign nations to determine the degree of "access"
afforded U.S. banks. As the 1979 Treasury report makes clear, even the
task of ascertaining whether restrictions on access exist may prove
extremely difficult.
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Moreover, the diversity of regulation abroad will require adminis-
tration by U.S. authorities of special and different rules applicable
to banks from various countries. These rules for banks from particular
countries will differ significantly from rules applied by U.S. regu-
lations to domestic banks and to foreign banks from other countries.
Recognizing these concerns, former Comptroller of the Currency John
Heimann has called reciprocity a potential " . administrative
nightmare, entailing enforcement of a different set of rules for
banks from different countries." I/

Bank regulation based on reciprocity ignores the fact that differences
in bank regulatory policy often reflect differing financial and
political systems. For example, many of the countries identified in
the Treasury report as countries that exclude foreign banks are developing
nations or have wholly nationalized banking systems. To expect such
nations to provide the same degree of access to foreign banks as does
the United States would be to ignore these fundamental differences and
would result in imposing U.S. regulatory policies oh countries with
totally different financial and economic systems. Some countries are
mhore restrictive than others for reasons having to do with the condition
of their economy or their traditions which are not generally criticized
and have no protectionist motives.

Congress should carefully consider the effects on the existing U.S; bank
regulatory system before adopting a national reciprocity policy. Adoption
of reciprocity as the guiding principle for U.S. regulation of foreign
banks could result in a loss of control over the shape of American
bank regulatory policy. If it is believed that reciprocity rather than
national treatment should be the policy basis for U.S. regulation of
foreign banks, reciprocity should be applied to liberalize as well as
to restrict foreign bank activity. For example, many countries permit
banks to engage in securities and other commercial activities, activities
which are prohibited under existing U.S. policy. It would be inconsistent
with a national policy of reciprocity to apply these and similar restric-
tions undek U.S. law to foreign banks from countries which do not similarly
restrict foreign banks. Reciprocity thus could result in U.S. bank regula-
tory policy reflecting the policies of other countries, rather than those
of the United States.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, regulating foreign bank access
to the United States under a principle of reciprocity ignores the beneficial
effects on the U.S. economy provided by foreign banks presence in this
country. These benefits have included innovative services and increased
competition, finannial assistance to troubled U.S. financial institutions,

* Remarks before the Consular Law Society, March 26,1980.
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and increased recognition of United States'-leadership role in theinternational financial system. Few would argue that these and otherbenefits are not sufficient to offset the negative factor of restrictedaccess by U.S. banks to certain limited markets abroad.
These and other considerations have led Congress, Administration officials,and the U.S. bank regulatory agencies themselves, to uniformly rejectreciprocity as the basis for regulating foreign banking in the UnitedStates. We urge Congress to reaffirm the United States' world leadershipin applying national treatment principles and a long-standing commitmentto freeing the flow of international capital.
We appreciate theoportunity to present our views on this important
subject.

Respectful submitted,

De s sJ * *Buyr _ _
Chai ra-h 

___
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DR 4103 Sou1 Regal Sireei
KREMTV2 t PO Box B37Sokar* Warsngton 99203

509/448-2000
A Dviston O1 Kirg BroadcSlng Cormnany

IP,'IN P STARRMay 12, 1982 P'esoen: and

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20S10

Dear Senator Dole:

-CREM TV, Spokane, Washington, serves almost 500,000 households
in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana. As important
however, is the fact that KREM TV also serves over 200,000
households in the Canadian province of Alberta.

Since 1976 Canada has denied businesses a tax deduction for
the cost of advertising placed on U.S. television and radio
stations and directed at Canadian audiences.

In addition, the practice exists in Calgary, Alberta of
randomly deleting commercial messages broadcast on United
States stations, and redistributed through Canadian cable
systems.

The sale of advertising is the only means a broadcaster has
to recover the cost of programming. The Canadian law has
caused U.S. border stations to lose access to more than
20.million dollars in revenue annually. It is difficult
to estimate the potential Canadian advertising revenues to
our station since deletion has made it extremely difficult
to sell such messages, and therefore a bench mark number of
dollars has been impossible to establish. However, we believe
a potential one million dollars in Canadian revenue could be
generated for the Spokane television market, which would
likely be divided between the three commercial stations on
a competitive basis.

My station is very popular in Canadian cities such as Calgary
and Edmonton, where it is carried by the local Canadian cable
systems; yet the effect of the Canadian law has been to impose
100% tariff on my sale of advertising to Canadian customers.
It is unfair that Canadian cable owners can profit from my
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station's broadcast signal while their government severely
handicaps my station's ability to obtain reasonable compen-
sation through Canadian advertising.sales.

The senate Finance Committee on International Trade scheduled
a hearing on this issue on May 14. I am writing to request
that this letter be made part of the hearing record and urge
you to support an appropriate legislative response which
would bring about repeal of the unreasonable Canadian law.

I will be happy to provide any additional information about
this problem and the frustration we have faced for six years
in trying to resolve it.

S cerel y us,

Irwin P. sItarr -------

IPS:ms

pc: Senator Henry M. Jackson
Senator Slade Gorton
Representative Thomas S. Foley
Senator James A. McClure
Senator Steve Symms
Senator John Melcher
Senator Max Baucus
Senator Mark 0. Hatfield
Senator Bob Packwood
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May 19, 1982

The Honorable Robert Dole
chairman. Senate Finance Committee
United State Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

Recently legislation = has been introduced to respond to an outrageous
Canadian policy. Since 1976, Canada has denied its business a taX deduction
for the cost of advertising placed with U.S. IV and radio stations and directed
at Canadians. My station KTHI-TV, had received an important portion of our
revenues from Canadian advertising.

The sale of advertising is the only means of broadcaster has to recover the
cost of programming. The Canadian law has caused U.S. border stations to lose
access to more than $20 million in revenue annually. I estimate that the
Canadian restriction has cost my station $275,000. in potential Canadian
advertising revenues. My-station is very popular in Canadian cities such as
Winnipeg and Saskatoon where it is carried by the local Canadian cable system,
yet the effect of the Canadian law has been to impose a 100% tariff on my sale
of advertising to Canadian customers. It is unfair that Canadian cable ooniers
can profit from my station's broadcast signal while their government severely
handicaps my station's ability to obtain reasonable compensation through Canadian
advertising sales.

The Senate Finance Subcommittee on International Trade has scheduled a hearing
on this issue on May 14. 1 am writing to request that this letter be made part
of the hearing record and to urge you to support an appropriate legislative
response which will bring about repeal of the unreasonable Canadian law.
I would be happy to provide any additional information about this problem
and the frustration we have faced for sixyears in trying to resolve it.

Sincerely,

John P. krubeskf
General Manage'

cc: Senators:Mark Andrews, Dave D renberger, Rudy Boschwitz, Quentin Burdick
Representatives: Arlan Stangeland, Byron Dorgan

KBTHITV 1878, Fo .K H m V Grnd Foea Stuf: Box W2, Grand Fr,., NO 5=21 Tel. (701)M7-3481

"Serving aN of North Dakota and Western Minnesota "
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WASHINGTON OiFr1E

NATIONAL. FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.
1835 K STREET. N.W. 9 WASHINGTON, DC 20006 0 (202) 887-0278

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL

FOR HEARINGS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF

- THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON S.' 2058

The National Foreign Trade Council is a private, non-profit
organization comprised of over 650 companies engaged'in all
major fields of international trade and investment.

Service industries have quite appropriately begun to receive
increased attention in Washington. Our .ation's declining share
of world trade calls attention to the need for improving the
export competitiveness of American industries and the fastest
growing payments account in the U.S. balance of payments is the
export of services. Moreover, service exports often have a
leveraged effect on the U.S. trade position since-they can lead
to more merchandise exports as when an American construction
design project is followed by the purchase of American-made
equipment- and material.

The world market for services is growing faster than the
market for manufactured goods. U.S. service industries, the
most highly developed in the world, should be able to capture a
larger share of this growing market.

However, while opportunities for service industries are
expanding worldwide, discriminatory barriers increasingly deny
fair access to foreign markets by U.S. suppliers. Our service
industries are at a competitive disadvantage in many parts of the
world as a result of foreign government intervention to protect
their own service industries; such restrictions are in part
responsible for the U.S. share of the world market for services
actually decreasing in recent years.

These restrictions are proliferating due to such factors as:
economic nationalism in the developed countries; emerging service
sector restrictions in developing countries; world economic
growth, causing some services like tourism and entertainment to
become important international activities and hence potential
candidates for protection or control; and the rapid emergence of
new technologies which face barriers erected with almost equal
speed.

National Foreign Trade Council. 10 Rockefefler Flaza, New York, NY 10020
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As service activity grows worldwide, an increasing-share of
this-activity will likely take place outside the GATT--further
undermining that institution's credibility. It is necessary to
begin now the effort to reduce barriers to services in order to
keep the eventual job of bringing them under control from becoming
unmanageable. Failure to devise meaningful international rules
on services within the next decade could mean that liberal trade
will have become quite-clearly the exception rather than the
norm.

The Council supports the enactment of S. 2058 (The Trade in
Services Act of 1982) as an important step towards achieving
equivalent treatment of trade in goods on the one hand, and trade
and investment in services on the other. The bill (1) recognizes
the importance of service industries to the United States economy,
(2) aims to improve the competetiveness of U.S. services, (3) would
promote cooperation between the United States Government and the
private service sector as well as cooperation between the federal
government and state governments, and (4) would seek to improve
coordination within the U.S. government. We would like to address
what we consider to be the key issues of the legislation.

S. 2058 would amend Section 102 of the Trade Act of 1974 to
make reduction of foreign barriers and the development of inter-
nationally agreed rules for services "principal negotiating objec-
tives of the United States." It would also clarify Section 301 of
the Trade Act of 1974 as Amended, by explicitly and unambiguously
including "suppliers of services".

These provisions should send a clear message to our trading
partners that their treatment of U.S. services could become an
important element of overall economic relations with the United
States. Although Sections 102 and 301 cover trade in services
at present, such a clear statement of priority is desirable in
in light of the obstacles to negotiation and the uncertainty
regarding the President's authority to retaliate in these areas.

The Congressional mandate for negotiations on trade in
services will be an important political underpinning for Ambassador
Brock's presentation on services at the November GATT Ministerial
Meeting and will also help sustain the resolve of the administra-
tive branch over many years of effort. This is essential in view
of the formidable obstacles to a successful negotiation such as:
the diversity of service industries; the relative openness of the
U.S. market -- meaning that our ability to negotiate away service
barrier for service barrier is limited; the competitiveness of
U.S. service industries; and, the frequent use of service barriers
to sustain not only economic but also political, military, or
culturally-oriented policies.
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Although our ultimate focus should be on multilateral and
multisectoral solutions to the problem of international barriers
to service industries, we must recognize that many of these
problems may require more timely bilateral or sectoral approaches.
It is important therefore that the negotiating mandate include
these approaches. On the other hand we also recognize that the
successes of the bilateral approach will be limited by certain
realities of negotiating. For example, each issue will be isolated,
and afford little opportunity for trade-offs; no common standards
of behavior will shape the discussions, results may depend en-
tirely on the U.S. will or ability to retaliate; and lack of
personnel will severely limit the number of discussions. One of
the first tasks of U.S. strategists will be to identify the best
mix of these approaches and the forums most likely to achieve
the best results.

With respect to the use of domestic legislation and Section
301 in particular, the NFTC believes that the utility of such
authority is its use as a lever to bring down trade barriers
rather than to create additional barriers. As a retaliatory
measure 301 should be used as a last resort after multilateral
or bilateral solutions are found wanting. In some areas of
service activity not covered by the GATT many U.S. firms have
achieved successful working relationships in foreign markets
under arrangements which would be jeopardized by hasty or ill-
considered unilateral action Under 301. In most instances U.S.
service industries would have far more to lose than to gain in a
trade war over services. In any case use of Section 301 is no
substitute for long-term action through multilateral negotiations.

Another central objective of S.2058 is the assignment of
responsibility for coordination of U.S. policies concerning
trade in services to the United States Trade Represeniative.
The NFTC believes that the responsibility for a coherent trade
policy must lie with the office of the U.S.T.R. We also believe
that the authority of the President to take action in sectors
governed by independent regulatory agencies could be clarified.
However we do not favor an active trade policy role for these
agencies. Independent regulatory bodies are not in a position
to administer aspects of U.S. trade policy. Their active role,
which can prove valuable, should be confined to advice and fact-
finding in cases involving international trade disputes. The
NFTC recommends that Section 6 of S.2058 be amended in this
direction or that it be dropped entirely. -
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Finally, one of the reasons that the Tokyo round of multi-
lateral negotiations was unable to take up the services issue in
a concerted manner, was the lack of information about the nature
of the service sector and the problems and barriers it faced.
Future attempts to negotiate international guidelines must not
be blocked for the same reason. We therefore strongly endorse
the efforts of S.2058 and of Senator Inouye and Pressler in
S.1233 to create a services industries development program which
will develop a data base for policy decisions. There is particu-
lar need for analysis of the following areas: trade data; foreign
trade barriers; U.S. state and federal laws and regulations;
the employment effects of liberalization; export financing; tax
treatment; anti-trust policies; and existing agreements, both
bilateral and multilateral, which either affect U.S. service
industries or might be adopted to cover services. Such informa-
tion will be essential for developing a trade policy consensus
on the key issues and on negotiating goals as well as for identi-
fying possible areas of U.S. leverage in the negotiations.

0


